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SUMMARY

The arguments and narrative contained in this thesis were mainly constructed 

from a detailed examination of four broad categories of primary sources. Firstly, it was 

necessary to research the mass o f state paper material generated by the Dublin Castle 

administration in the years between 1830 and 1838. The state papers contain the most 

important manuscript material relating to the Tithe War, and their extent, variety, 

veracity and pertinence meant that their comprehensive reading, assessment and forensic 

examination forms the basis of the arguments contained in this thesis. Parliamentary 

Papers proved to be a second set of invaluable sources in providing information relative 

to, and perspectives on, the Tithe War. The third body of sources researched were the 

newspaper collections for the period 1830-38. A selection was made from the more than 

one hundred newspapers published in Ireland during this period on the basis of the 

relevance of the newspaper to the Tithe War and on its significance in terms of 

readership and print run. The selected newspapers were then analysed in order to elicit 

additional factual information on the Tithe War and to understand what interpretations 

were placed on Tithe War related events by individual newspapers with different political 

leanings. The fourth category of primary sources analysed were those which related to 

the politics of the Tithe War. These sources included the published diaries, memoirs, and 

collected correspondence, and manuscript private political papers, o f various 

Government ministers and politicians. In addition, great attention was paid to the 

debates on the Irish tithe issue as recorded in Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates. These 

sources were examined in order to understand the political impact o f the Tithe W'ar and 

the formation of Government policy in relation to tithe resistance and remedial tithe 

legislation.

In tandem with this primary source research, a literature review was also 

conducted of those secondary sources which deal with Irish agrarian disturbances, 

O’Connellite and British party politics, mass social protest movements, and British, 

European and South American peasant protest and politicization. This was done in order 

to contextualize the Tithe War within the broad spectrum of pre-Famine Irish agrarian 

violence and the political currents of the first half of the nineteenth century, and also to 

place it within a comparative framework.

From the research pursued on the primary and secondary sources as described 

above, it has been possible to construct the first full length study of the Tithe War. The 

major achievement of this thesis has been to uncover the central dynamics that



originated, escalated, prolonged and de-escalated the Tithe War. These dynamics were, 

firstly, economic distress, secondly, religious tensions, thirdly, perceptions o f  political 

opportunity, fourth, a successful innovation in the repertoire o f tithe resistance, and, 

finally, a sense o f confessional grievance. Thus, in its first three chapters, this thesis 

demonstrates that the Tithe War can only be understood through a detailed exploration o f 

the effect of, and interaction between, these key dynamics. Furthermore, these three 

chapters show that the Tithe War was, uniquely, a combination o f a political movement 

which aimed to secure legislative concessions from Parliament, and an agrarian 

campaign, sometimes violent, which sought to prevent tithe owners from enforcing their 

dues. The fourth chapter o f this thesis analyses the relationship between the new, passive, 

methods o f tithe resistance, and older, violent, methods o f  opposition. It finds that the 

strategy o f resistance put forward by anti-tithe agitators was not inherently violent, but 

that when its weaknesses were exposed it often led the country people to supplement it 

with more brutal techniques o f  opposition. The final chapter in this thesis demonstrates 

the ways in which widespread communal solidarity in opposition to tithes and emotional 

commitment to the protest was achieved through the sympathetic representation o f the 

Tithe War in O ’Connellite newspapers and through various other forms o f 

communication, such as banners, ballads, rumours, groans, and bonfires. This chapter 

also contrasts the O ’Connellite press representation o f events with that o f Protestant 

Conservative newspapers in which a pro-tithe rhetoric was promoted and assesses the 

relative impact o f both representations o f  the Tithe War.
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Map 4: Boundaries o f  the Dioceses o f  the Established Church in Ireland in 1832
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Map 5: Boundaries o f  the Catholic Dioceses o f  Ireland in 1832
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M ap 6: Outline M ap o f  Ireland Showing the Places nam ed in the Text
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Map 7: Detailed Map o f  the South-Leinster and East-Munster Region Showing the Places 
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Map 8: Outline Map o f  Ireland Showing the Location o f the Parishes o f  the Established
Church in Ireland named in the Text
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Map 14: Ratio o f People to Priests in Ireland, c. 1845
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INTRODUCTION

The first half o f the nineteenth century in Europe was dominated by political, 

social and economic unrest. Indeed, the period was bookended by the great revolutionary 

movements o f  1789 and 1848.’ Moreover, in between these great and well known 

revolutionary years, rebellions also broke out around the year 1820 in Italy, Spain, 

Portugal, Russia, and Greece, and around 1830 in France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, 

Poland, Holland, and Belgium.^ At the same time, in both 1817-20 and again in 1830-32, 

Britain was rocked by mass mobilizations o f the middle- and lower-classes in favour of 

parliamentary reform and an increase in the franchise.^ Furthermore, the outburst of 

revolutions and political upheaval in Europe and Britain in the first half o f  the nineteenth 

century took place amidst a backdrop o f continual, economically motivated, riots, 

demonstrations and violent strikes.'* Consequently, this period was dominated by bloody 

collisions between Governments, and Government protected institutions, and those who 

opposed them and their claims; especially since the military were generally used to 

suppress both revolutionary episodes and social and political protest movements.^

In many respects, the volatile situation which prevailed on the continent and in 

Britain in this era was mirrored by the various forms o f contention which burst forth in 

Ireland during the same period; for it was a time o f unprecedented political, economic 

and social protest in Ireland which was not only characterized by a regular low level o f 

agrarian outrage and urban discontent rooted in economic distress and social tensions,

' Jonathan Sperber, Revolutionary Europe, 1780-1850  (Essex, 2000), p. 2.
 ̂ Ibid., pp. 323-57.
 ̂ Ibid., pp. 329-32,357-61.

Sandra Halperin, War and Social Change in M odern Europe: The Great Transformation R evisited  
(Cambridge, 2004), pp. 119-44, 312-57.
 ̂ Anja Johansen, Soldiers a s Police: The French an d  Prussian Arm ies and the Policing o f  Popular Protest, 

1889-1914 (Hants, 2005), p. 1; Robert J Goldstein, Political Repression in 19'  ̂Century Europe (London, 
1983), pp. 63-4.



but started with the 1798 Rebellion, continued with the violent eruptions o f the 

Threshers, the Rockites and the Terry Alts, together with the more political O ’Connellite 

movements in favour o f  Emancipation, tithe abolition, and Repeal, and finished with the 

Young Ireland Rebellion o f 1848. O f these numerous and various contentious events 

however, historians have paid great attention to some, and barely probed beyond the 

surface o f others. The anti-tithe protest o f the 1830s can be placed in the latter category, 

despite the fact that in terms o f  geographical extent, numerical involvement, and 

emotional intensity, the event was one o f the biggest and most important mass 

movements in Irish history. Indeed, the degree to which the protest involved a clash with 

the state authorities meant that contemporaries quickly came to know the protest as the 

‘Tithe W ar’; a phrase which historians have been happy to adhere to.

Certainly it is true that the Tithe War has not been totally ignored by historians. 

However, at the same time it must be acknowledged that what major work has been done 

is now dated and inadequate in many respects. The first historian o f the Tithe War was 

Richard Barry O ’Brien, whose main examination o f the event took up over 150 pages o f 

his Fifty Years o f  Concessions to Ireland, 1831-1881^ As readable and extensive as 

O ’Brien’s Fifty Years is, however, he him self proclaimed that his treatment o f Irish 

history was designed to demonstrate that the ‘firm government’ attitude adopted by 

nineteenth century Ministries, even those who were ostensibly sympathetic to Irish 

grievances, had failed to lessen the mutual hostilities and suspicions which existed 

between the two nations.^ Therefore, O ’Brien approached the subject o f the Tithe War in 

a didactic manner. Consequently, the work produced did not seek to analyse the 

motivations o f  the tithe resisters, the methods they used or the manner in which they 

were organized. Nor did it even recognize, let alone consider, the manifest internal 

inconsistencies o f  the anti-tithe protest. In this respect, although he devoted many pages,

* R. Barry O ’Brien, Fifty Years o f  Concessions to Ireland: 1831-1881 (2 vols. London, 1883-5), i, pp. 365- 
530.
’ Ibid., p. II.
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even whole chapters, to narrative accounts o f tithe affrays, O ’Brien made no attempt to 

analyse why these conflicts arose or to understand how they impacted the course o f the 

Tithe War. The limitations o f O ’Brien’s narrative account o f  the Tithe War can be 

ascribed to his own political sentiments and the fact that it was written during the 

tumultuous atmosphere o f the Land War.^ Thus, the Tithe War was highlighted by 

O ’Brien because it was a prime example o f  the violence and disorder which even 

sympathetic British Government’s unleashed in Ireland when they refused to make 

timely and generous legislative concessions to just demands. In this sense, O ’Brien was 

more interested in learning political lessons from the example o f the Tithe War than in 

attempting to understand it.

Thus, it was with good reason that Patrick O ’Donoghue selected the Tithe War

for the subject o f his 1962 M.A. thesis.^ This work was subsequently published in three

Studia Hihernica  a r t i c l e s .O ’Donoghue’s work was not only much more professional in

style than O ’Brien’s, but it also looked at the Tithe War in a different way. Firstly,

O ’Donoghue de-coupled the analysis o f Parliamentary debate and the formulation o f

Government policy on the tithe question from the narrative o f the Tithe War. Secondly,

O ’Donoghue highlighted the leadership role played by political agitators, priests and the

politicized members o f the urban and rural middle classes. Finally, he showed a much

greater interest in the experience o f the rural population during the Tithe War than

historians had heretofore; noting, for example, the role that ballads, meetings, emissaries,

hand bills and threatening notices played in sustaining agitation. The result was a piece

o f research which displayed an admirable grasp o f the details o f  the protest and an able

utilization o f the huge mass o f state paper material which was relevant to it.

* O ’Brien was not only ‘a leading publicist and historical authority on the “Irish question,”’ but also an 
active Home Ruler (later a dedicated Parnellite). [Frank Callanan, ‘O'Brien, Richard Barry’ in James 
McGuire and James Quinn (ed s), Dictionary o f  Irish Biography (Cambridge, 2009)].
 ̂Patrick O ’Donoghue, ‘The Tithe War, 1830-33’, (M.A. thesis. University College Dublin, 1962).

Patrick O ’Donoghue, ‘Causes o f  the Opposition to Tithes, 1830-1838’ in Studia Hihernica, no. 5 (1965), 
pp. 7-28; Patrick O ’Donoghue, ‘Opposition to Tithe Payments in 1830-31’ in Studia Hihernica, no. 6 
(1966), pp 69-98, Patrick O ’Donoghue, ‘Opposition to Tithe Payment in 1832-3’ in Studia Hihernica, no. 
12(1972), pp. 77-108
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Nevertheless, despite its merits, O ’Donoghue’s work is unsatisfactory in a 

number o f  respects. Consequently James Donnelly, Jr., Samuel S. Clarke and Patrick 

Maume have all called for fresh treatments o f  the Tithe W ar.”  One o f  the most obvious 

defects lies in the fact that O ’Donoghue did not extend his treatment o f the Tithe War 

beyond mid-1833. The unwillingness o f O ’Donoghue to tackle the difficult final five 

years o f the Tithe War, and to question why such a moderate tithe act brought about a 

resolution to the conflict was, perhaps, a result o f the fact that his representation o f  the 

strength o f  the anti-tithe protest misled him into seeing the unity, resolve and success o f 

the resistance movement as not only greater than it was, but, in fact, almost impregnable; 

a representation which would have required revision had O ’Donoghue tried to explain 

why the Tithe War ended in the fashion that it did. This is best seen in O ’Donoghue’s 

awkward last paragraph in which he at once warmly quotes M elbourne’s claim in 1833 

that the Irish tithe resisters had succeeded in abolishing tithes by force and compelling 

the state to make up the deficit to the clergymen, before then him self stating that ‘the 

measure o f success’ achieved by the anti-tithe movement in 1838 was a twenty five 

percent reduction in tithes and a the wiping out o f arrears; a fact which O ’Donoghue 

acknowledged meant that the protest was ‘not entirely successful.’ '^

But apart from this, the whole manner in which O ’Donoghue dealt with even the 

first three years o f the Tithe War had little explanatory power. On the one hand, it is true 

that O ’Donoghue did not, like O ’Brien, deliver up a wholly descriptive narrative account 

o f  the Tithe War. On the other, however, he divided up his work between fundamental 

causes o f  opposition to tithes and the course o f  the Tithe War in a way which was 

unsatisfactory. This was implicitly the case with the chapter headed ‘Causes for the 

Opposition to Tithes’ in his thesis, and explicitly in his article entitled ‘Causes o f

Samuel Clarke and James S. Donnelly, Jr. ‘The Unreaped Harvest’ in Samuel Clarke and James S. 
Donnelly, Jr. Irish Peasants: Violence and Political Unrest, 1780-I9I4  (Wisconsin, 1983), p. 423; Patrick 
Maume, ‘Irish Political History: Guidelines and Reflections’ in Mary M cAuliffe, Katherine O ’Donnell and 
Leeann Lane (eds.), Palgrave Advances in Irish H istory (Hampshire, 2009), p. 12.

O’Donoghue, ‘Opposition to Tithes Payments in 1832-3’, p. 108; O’Donoghue, ‘Tithe War’, pp. 158-9.
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Opposition to Tithes, 1830-38.’ In this piece O ’Donoghue outlined a series of factors 

which he argued where the ‘causes’ of the entire Tithe War; these were the drop in 

agricultural prices, the refusal of the parsons to reduce their tithe rates when called upon 

to do so, the workings of the Composition Act, the hostilities created by the Second 

Reformation, and the effect of the Emancipation Campaign in creating local agitators, 

politicizing the Catholic clergy and promoting Daniel O ’Connell onto the national stage. 

The problem is, however, that nearly all of these ‘causes’ were already in place before 

the Tithe War broke out. Therefore, for O ’Donoghue, the causes of the Tithe War had 

become manifest before the Tithe War broke out, so that the course of the event was 

explained by the manner in which ‘the emancipation campaigners, both clerical and lay, 

were there to exploit and publicize the tithe question once the tenantry made it known 

that the next question they wanted settled was that.’'"* In this respect, there was little left 

for O ’Donoghue to do in his ‘opposition to tithe payments’ in ‘1830-31’ and ‘ 1832-3’ but 

to descriptively narrate the highlights of the Tithe War. In such an account there was 

little place for reactionary dynamics and the result, like set-piece narrative history 

generally, was ‘superficial in the sense of failing to give the reader much idea of why the 

events took place.

Indeed, it is the same contentment with either merely outlining the narrative of 

events, or arguing that all its causes occurred prior to its outbreak, which characterizes all 

local studies o f the Tithe War. Done best, local history contextualises regional 

experiences and events and therefore forces us to recognize deficiencies in the accepted 

grand narrative or allows us to better understand how that grand narrative operated at the 

level of a local community and therefore strengthens our comprehension of it.’̂

O’Donoghue, ‘Causes o f  the Opposition to Tithes, 1830-1838’, pp. 7-28; O ’Donoghue, ‘Tithe War’, pp.
17-44.

O’Donoghue, ‘Causes o f  the Opposition to Tithes’, p. 21.
Peter Burke, ‘History o f  Events and the Revival o f  Narrative’ in Peter Burke (ed.), New Perspectives on

H istorical Writing (2"'* ed., Oxford, 2001), p. 287.
Maura Cronin, ‘Local History’ in Mary McAuliffe, Katherine O’Donnell and Leeann Lane (eds ).
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Unfortunately, existing published local studies o f the Tithe War do not do this; instead 

they simply embellish the narrative with further local details. In doing this limited work, 

it must be acknowledged that some o f  these studies, especially that by O ’Hanrahan and, 

to a lesser extent, Higgins, do an admirable job'^; others, however, are o f dubious 

quality.'*^

The general lack o f  historical knowledge o f the Tithe War has meant that most 

textbook treatments o f nineteenth century Ireland have failed to sufficiently recognize its 

significance, either in respect o f  its political and social importance in the 1830s or o f  its 

role in the subsequent development o f  Irish history, especially in respect o f its effect on 

the position o f the established Church, the modes o f popular protest, and the character o f 

Irish politics. Instead, most textbook treatments o f modern Ireland, such as those by

19 20 21Boyce, Jackson and Foster, quickly skip over the subject and deal with it solely 

from the point o f view o f a problem that the Government needed to solve. Consequently, 

they look at Government legislation in the relation to the Irish Church and ‘the political 

context o f these measures’ and how the Tithe War revealed ‘the dilemma o f governing 

Ireland in such a way as to satisfy the wishes and prejudices ... o f her people. 

MacDonagh, in volume V o f the New History o f  Ireland, gave the Tithe War more 

extensive treatment, but still retained the typical textbook view o f the event by focusing 

his attention mainly on those aspects o f it which related to the competing claims o f

Palgrave Ad\>ances in Irish History (Hampshire, 2009), p. 149.
Michael O’Hanrahan, ‘The Tithe War in County Kilkenny, 1830-1834’ in William Nolan and Kevin 

Whelan (eds.), Kilkenny: History and Society: Interdisciplinary Essays on the History o f  an Irish County 
(Dublin, 1990), pp. 481-505; Noreen Higgins, Tipperary’s Tithe War, 1830-1838: Parish Accounts o f  
Resistance against a  Church Tax (Tipperary, 2002).

Edward Gamer, Massacre at Rathcormac (Fermoy, 1984), Richard Lahert, ‘An Maor agus An Meirleach 
(The Mayor and the Outlaw): A Postscript to the Carrickshock Affray, 1831’ in Decies: Journal o f  the 
Waterford Archaeological and Historical Society, 49 (1994), pp. 45-54, J. Meagher, ‘The Tithe Tragedy o f  
Newtownshandrum’ in Charleville Historical Journal, 2 (1987), pp. 37-43; Liam O’Buachall, ‘The 
Carrigtwohill Tithe Affray, 1833’ in Journal o f  the Cork Historical and Archaeological Society, 66 (1961), 
pp. 70-3; Michael Shine, ‘The Castlepook Tithe Proctor Murders’ in Mallow Field Club Journal, 5 (1988), 
pp. 62-78; Mark Tierney, ‘The Tithe War in Murroe, 1831-8’ in Irish Ecclesiastical Record, 5''’ series 103 
(1965), pp. 209-21.

D. George Boyce, Nineteenth-Century Ireland: The Search for Stability (Dublin, 1990), pp. 63-4, 73.
Alvin Jackson, Ireland, I798-I998: Politics and War (Oxford, 1999), pp. 40-3.
R. F. Foster, M odem  Ireland, 1600-1972 (London, 1989), pp. 309-10.
Boyce, Nineteenth-Century Ireland, p. 63.
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protestors and Government and on the legislative attempts to end the conflict.^^ 

Generally absent in such histories is any attempt to deal, even summarily, with the 

dynamics o f the Tithe War or what it revealed o f  the mentalities and political sentiments 

o f  Irish rural people in the 1830s. Tellingly, Hoppen’s Ireland since 1800: Conflict and 

Conformity, the textbook on nineteenth century Ireland which is most concerned with 

social and economic issues, such as ‘violence and rural unrest’, devoted only a couple o f 

sentences to the Tithe War. Moreover, his interpretation o f the Tithe W ar as an event 

more indicative o f the divisions than o f the unity o f the rural population (since tithes 

‘were o f greater concern to middling and larger farmers than to either smallholders or 

landless labourers’) does not seem to take full account o f the politicization o f the tithe 

issue or o f the fact that all sections o f the Catholic rural population joined in the 

mobilization against the impost."'^

Nonetheless, there have recently been significant signs o f a re-awakening o f 

interest in the Tithe War, with a number o f historians overcoming the lack o f  any single 

major work on the event to push forward the boundaries o f our knowledge and provide 

critical insights and methodological innovations; innovations and insights on which this 

thesis certainly builds. Indeed, even at textbook level there have been encouraging signs 

that historians are looking at the Tithe War in fresher and more exciting ways. Paul Bew, 

for instance, in his recent excellent general history o f  Modern Ireland, provides by far the 

most effective textbook treatment o f the Tithe W ar by linking the political and social 

elements o f the protest in order to inform his a n a l y s i s . M o r e  extensive and more 

important, however, is the work on the Tithe War by Maura Cronin and Gary Owens. In 

general, Cronin’s work has focussed on social life in nineteenth century Ireland. In 

particular, however, it is in her superb contribution to the important compilation o f

Oliver MacDonagh, ‘The Economy and Society, 1830-45’ in W. E. Vaughan (ed.), A New H istory o f  
Ireland, Vol. V: Ireland uncJer the Union, 1, J8 0 J-70 (Oxford, 1989), pp. 222-5.

K Theodore Hoppen, Ireland Since 1800: Conflict and Conformity (2"‘' ed., Essex, 1999), p. 25.
Paul Bew, Ireland: The Politics o f  Enmity, 1789-2006  (Oxford, 2009), pp. 132-38.
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essays on Crowds in Ireland, c. 1720-1920, her pioneering work on political ballads, her 

insightful analysis o f the social tensions in County Carlow in the 1830s, and her 

impressive recent synthesis o f the main features o f Irish agrarian protest, that she has 

done most to increase our understanding of many o f the most prominent features of the 

Tithe War and of the context in which it took p l a c e . O f  these, it was the work on 

O’Connellite crowds that most clearly demonstrated that the use o f new methodologies 

of analysis could produce a much more sophisticated picture of the nature, function and 

composition o f anti-tithe crowds than the prevailing descriptive narrative accounts had 

heretofore allowed. Similarly, it was in relation to one specific crowd incident during the 

Tithe War (Carrickshock) that Gary Owens has most recently once again drawn attention 

to the anti-tithe protest of the 1830s. Having already done much to thicken our 

understanding of constitutional Repeal and Emancipation assemblages in a series of 

articles, Owens has lately turned his attention to a different, much more violent, sort of 

O ’Connellite-era crowd in a thought-provoking piece which not only examines the 

immediate details o f the Carrickshock incident, but also adds many layers to his analysis 

by demonstrating how the event was remembered and re-interpreted over the course of 

the next 170 years.^^

Maura Cronin, Agrarian Protest in Ireland, 1750-1960  (Dundalk, 2012); Maura Cronin, ‘“By Memory 
Inspired”: The Past in Popular Song, 1798-1900’ in Terence Dooley (ed ), Ire lan d’s  Polem ical Past: Views 
o f  Irish H istory in Honour o /R . V. Com erford (DubVm, 2010), pp. 32-50; Maura Cronin, ‘“O f One Mind?”: 
O ’Connellite Crowds in the 1830s and 1840s’ in Peter Jupp and Eoin Magennis (eds ), Crowds in Ireland, 
c. 1720-1920  (Hampshire, 2000), pp. 139-73; Maura Cronin, The Death o f  Father John Walsh at 
Kilgraney: Community Tensions in Pre-Fam ine Carlow  (Dublin, 2010); Maura Murphy, ‘The Ballad 
Singer and the Role o f  the Seditious Ballad in Nineteenth-Century Ireland: Dublin Castle’s V iew ’ in Ulster 
Folklife, 25 (1979), pp. 79-102.

Gary Owens, ‘Constructing the Repeal Spectacle: Monster Meetings and People Power in Pre-Famine 
Ireland’ in Maurice R. O ’Connell (ed ). People Power: Proceedings o f  the Third Annual D aniel O 'Connell 
Workshop (Dublin, 1993), pp. 80-93; Gary Owens, ‘Hedge Schools o f  Politics; O ’Connell’s Monster 
M eetings’ in H istory Ireland, vol. 2 no. 1 (Spring, 1994), pp. 35-40; Gary Owens, ‘“A Moral Insurrection”: 
Faction Fighters, Public Demonstrations and the O ’Connellite Campaign, 1828’ in Irish H istorical Studies, 
vol. 30 no. 120 (Nov., 1997), pp 513-41; Gary Owens, ‘Nationalism without Words: Symbolism and 
Ritual Behaviour in the Repeal “Monster M eetings” o f  1843-5’ in James S. Donnelly, Jr. And Kerby A. 
Miller (eds ), Irish Popular Culture, 1650-1850  (Dublin, 1999), pp. 242-69, Gary Owens, ‘The 
Carrickshock Incident, 1831: Social Memory and an Irish cause celehre’ in Cultural and Social History, 
vol. 1 no. 1 (2004), pp. 1-26.
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Therefore, while, in historiographical terms, the scale and intensity o f  the Tithe 

War mean that its apparent neglect is disappointing, this does not mean that there are not 

good foundations on which to build a new study o f  the event. In the 1880s O ’Brien first 

flagged up the importance o f the Tithe War and provided the first extensive narrative 

account o f  the protest, with, in particular, his dual focus on events at a local level and at a 

high political level firmly establishing that it was difficult to understand the one without 

treating equally o f  the other. In the 1960s Patrick O ’Donoghue produced the first history 

o f  the Tithe War which met modem, professional historiographical standards o f 

impartiality and source referencing. Moreover, he demonstrated the vast store of 

information that the state papers and parliamentary papers contained in relation to the 

Tithe War and added a new dimension to our understanding o f it when he highlighted the 

important role that middle-class O ’Connellite anti-tithe agitators and priests played in the 

protest, and also when he uncovered the experience o f  the rural population generally 

during the event. The careful source analysis and collection o f  information displayed by 

O ’Donoghue was then built on at a local level by the two rigorous County studies by 

O ’Hanrahan and Higgins. But just as our catalogue o f  information on the Tithe War was 

increasing sporadically, a vital related development was taking place in the 

historiography o f  Irish agrarian protest, led by Wall, Lee, Brie, Donnelly, Clark, 

Fitzpatrick and Roberts.^* In the 1970s and 1980s these and other historians

Maureen Wall, ‘The Whiteboys’ In T. D Williams (ed.), Secret Societies in Ireland, (Dublin, 1973), pp. 
13-25; Joseph Lee, ‘The Ribbonmen’ in T. D. Williams, (ed ), Secret Societies in Ireland, (Dublin, 1973), 
pp. 26-35; Joseph Lee, ‘Patterns o f  Rural Unrest in Nineteenth-Century Ireland: A Preliminary Survey’ in 
L. M. Cullen and F. Furet (eds ), Ireland and France IT"'-20'^ Centuries: Towards a  Com parative Study o f  
Rural H istory (Paris, 1980), pp. 223-37; Maurice J. Brie, ‘Priests, Parsons and Politics: The Rightboy 
Protest in County Cork, 1785-1788’ in Past & Present, 100 (1983), pp. 100-23, Maurice J. Brie, ‘The 
Whiteboy Movement, 1760-1780’ in Thomas G. McGrath and William Nolan (eds ), Tipperary: H istory 
and Society: Interdisciplinary Essays on the H istory o f  an Irish County (Dublin, 1985), pp. 148-184, James 
S. Donnelly, Jr., ‘The Rightboy Movement, 1785-8’ in Studia Hibernica, no.’s 17-18 (1977-78), pp. 120- 
202; James S. Donnelly, Jr., ‘The Whiteboy Movement, 1761-5’ in Irish H istorical Studies, 21 (1978), pp. 
20-54; James S. Donnelly, Jr., ‘Irish Agrarian Rebellion: The Whiteboys o f  1769-76’ in Proceedings o f  the 
Royal Irish Academy, 83 section C no. 12 (December 1983), pp. 293-331, James S. Donnelly, Jr., ‘The 
Social Composition o f  Agrarian Rebellions in Early Nineteenth Century Ireland: The Case o f  the Carders 
and Caravats, 1813-16’ in P. J. Corish, (ed ), ^ d ic a ls .  Rebels and Establishments (H istorical Studies XV") 
(Belfast 1985), pp. 151-69; Samuel Clark, ‘The Social Composition o f  the Land League’ in Irish H istorical 
Studies, 17 (1971), pp. 447-65; Samuel Clark, Social Origins o f  the Irish Ixind War (Princeton, 1979);
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revolutionised our understanding of the social composition, methods and motivations of 

the various agrarian movements that had developed since the 1760s and analysed the 

interplay between economic and social tensions which contributed to their formation. 

Since the early 2000s, in the work of Cronin and Owens, similarly sophisticated methods 

o f analysis have started to be applied to aspects o f the Tithe War. Thus, this thesis, while 

recognizing that there are defects in the existing historiography which can only be fdled 

with a new, comprehensive study o f the event, equally acknowledges that the progress 

which it is now possible to make in enquiring into the subject is assisted by the empirical 

and methodological advances already made by historians, both in terms of the Tithe War 

itself, and of pre-Famine Irish rural protest generally.

If then, these were the arguments and approaches of previous studies o f the Tithe

War, how does this thesis differ from, and improve upon, what has gone before? Well,

one of the main differences is that this study attempts to understand the Tithe War by

reference to reactionary dynamics, rather than static ones. Obviously, this thesis does not

argue that the roots of the Tithe War are not to be found in the pre-history o f the event;

however, neither does it accept that it is only with reference to those roots that we can

understand how the Tithe War was originated, escalated, prolonged and resolved. In

other words, it is argued that the ‘causes of the opposition to tithes’ in, for example,

1833, or 1837, were not precisely the same as those which led to the outbreak of the

resistance in 1830, since those ‘causes’ were embellished and simplified, strengthened by

additional ‘causes’ and weakened by the wane of others, as a result of the course of

events, and of people’s reactions to, and perceptions of, them. This is because, while the

Tithe War was, on the one hand, an event which was played out on the surface of

Samuel Clark, ‘The Importance o f  Agrarian Classes: Agrarian Class Structure and Collective Action in 
Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ in P. J. Drudy, Ireland: Land, Politics and People  (Cambridge, 1982), pp. 11- 
36; Samuel Clarke and James S. Donnelly, Jr., (eds.), Irish Peasants: Violence and Political Unrest, 1780- 
1914 (Manchester 1983); David Fitzpatrick, ‘Class, family and Rural Unrest in Nineteenth-Century 
Ireland’ in P. J. Drudy (ed ), Ireland: Land, Politics and People (Cambridge, 1982), pp. 37-75, Paul E. W. 
Roberts, ‘Caravats and Shanavests: Whiteboyism and Faction Fighting in East Munster, 1802-11’ in 
Samuel Clarke and James S. Donnelly, Jr., (eds ), Irish Peasants: Violence and Political Unrest, 1780- 
I9I4  (Manchester 1983), pp. 64-101.
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tensions and structures which had already come into existence, its course was equally 

influenced by the attitudes and actions o f  individuals.

Thus, the first part o f this thesis retains a strong narrative basis in the belief that 

if, like the French Revolution, the Tithe War ‘was a much more haphazard and chaotic 

event and much more the product o f  human agency than structural conditioning, 

chronology seems indispensable in making its complicated twists and turns 

intelligible.’ Nonetheless, while the first three chapters take the form o f a narrative, 

they do not rely on their descriptive qualities to get them through; instead they 

incorporate analytical components in order to make plain the dynamics which drove 

events. In this respect, these chapters attempt to tackle the problem outlined by Burke o f 

‘making a narrative thick enough to deal not only with the sequence o f events and the 

conscious intentions o f the actors in these events, but also with structures -  institutions, 

modes o f thought, and so on -  whether these structures act as a brake or as an 

accelerator.’^̂  The second half o f the thesis, however, leaves narrative behind, and, 

instead, undertakes a trenchant thematic examination o f the mechanics o f the protest, 

with two successive chapters which focus on the modes o f opposition to tithes, the role o f 

the newspaper press in disseminating anti-tithe sentiment, and the symbolic manner in 

which communal cohesion and hostility to tithes was communicated.

In order to better understand the way in which the Tithe War is dealt with in this 

thesis it is important to contextualize it within the existing literature o f  three broad topics; 

that is, those works which deal with mass mobilization, Irish agrarian outrage and the 

world o f  O ’Connellism.

Historians, political scientists, and, especially, historical sociologists, have 

recently begun to emphasise the importance o f  examining how the interaction o f various 

dynamic processes conspire to create, sustain and bring an end to modem social

Simon Schama, Citizens: A Chronicle o f  the French Revohition  (London, 2004), p. xvii.
Burke, ‘History o f  Events’, p. 291.
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movements; an emphasis which places greater importance on the relationship between 

the protest movement and authorities instead o f  privileging, as had previously been the 

case, less contingent or emotionally based factors such as mobilizing structures.^' In 

particular, emphasis has been placed on the fact that while the making o f  contentious 

claims brings protesting groups into conflict with the authorities, at the same time, 

political shifts can contribute to bringing social movements into being if  it is perceived 

that these shifts have created a favourable political climate in which to make such

32claims. This point is particularly relevant to any study o f the Tithe War, since it origins 

and initial spread coincided with what must have seemed a favourable turn o f political 

events; that is the coming to power o f the Whigs. Consequently, the first three chapters 

o f  this thesis will pay close attention both to the ways in which farmers and agitators 

reacted to the coming o f the Whigs to power, and the way in which the Government dealt 

with tithe opposition and the manner in which this affected the course o f the Tithe War,

In addition to perceptions o f political opportunity, another critical ingredient in 

awakening people’s support for a protest movement is what has been defined as 

‘innovative collective action’; in other words some new or recently developed method o f 

protest which seems, at least initially, to have the ability to defeat even the best efforts o f 

the authorities to repress the movement.^^ Again the Tithe W ar provides a good example 

o f  this. In this respect, it will be particularly important to emphasise the role that 

opposition to tithe sales, passive resistance techniques, and constitutional meetings 

played in gaining support for mass resistance to tithes.

Ronald R. Aminzade, et al. Silence and Voice in the Study o f  Contentious Politics (Cambridge, 2001); 
Doug McAdam, John D. McCarthy and Mayer N. Zald, Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements: 
Political Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural Frames (Cambridge, 1996), Doug McAdam, 
Sidney Tarrow and Charles Tilly, Dynamics o f  Contention (Cambridge, 2001); Adam Roberts and Timothy 
Garton Ash, Civil Resistance and Power Politics: The Experience o f  Non-Violent Action from Gandhi to 
the Present (Oxford, 2009); Sidney G. Tarrow, Power in Movement: Social Movements and Contentious 
Politics (3̂ ‘‘ ed., Cambridge, 2011); Charles Tilly, Contentious Performances (Cambridge, 2008). Clarke’s 
work on the social origins o f the Land War is a good example o f  a study o f  an Irish social movement which 
bases its argument on a static ‘mobilization’ model. [Clark, Social Origins o f  the Irish Land War],

McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly, Dynamics o f  Contention, pp. 38-71; Tarrow, Power in Movement, pp. 157- 
80.

McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly, Dynamics o f  Contention, pp. 7-8; Tarrow, Power in Movement, pp. 37-56.
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What studies o f mass protests also show, however, is that while political 

opportunities and tactical innovations may originate a movement, such movements need 

to either avail o f pre-existing, or create new, collective identities, provoke emotional 

involvement with the aims o f the protest, and frame the grievance objected to as one 

which is both intolerable and unjust in order for them to gain momentum and to sustain 

them over longer periods. Thus, as sociologists have argued, ‘social movements are 

deeply involved in the work o f “naming” grievances, connecting them to other 

grievances, and constructing large frames o f meaning that will resonate with a 

population’s cultural predispositions and communicate a uniform message to power 

holders and to others.’ '̂* This critically important dimension to the Tithe War is dealt 

with in particular detail in chapter five. In this chapter, an extensive examination is 

undertaken o f the way in which modem and archaic forms o f communication, such as 

newspapers, bonfires, ballads, banners, shouts and groans, were used to re-enforce

35collective identities which revolved around ‘a shared sense o f  Catholic Irishness,’ re

define the tithe grievance as an unbearable infliction, strengthen the rural population in 

their resolve to resist tithes, and demonstrate to the owners and supports o f the tithe 

system that they were opposed in their demands by a united, cohesive and disciplined 

body o f protestors. In this respect, this work makes one o f the first attempts to answer 

Gary Owens call for studies o f Irish agrarian protests to ‘do more than relate the 

highlights o f specific insurrections and analyse the social composition and economic 

motivations o f secret societies,’ but, instead, to go further, and ‘probe more deeply into 

the mentalities and cultural milieu o f the people who participated in them, areas that 

previous works did not investigate in depth.

Nevertheless, while this thesis breaks new ground in attempting to understand

Tarrow, Power in Movement, p. 144.
Cronin, Agrarian Protest, p. 19.
Gary Owens, ‘Social History’ in Laurence M. Geary and Margaret Keileher (eds.), Nineteenth-Century 

Ireland: A Guide to Recent Research  (Dublin, 2005), p. 39.
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those dynamics o f protest which were founded in political and cultural considerations, it 

also acknowledges that the long established concerns o f  historians with regard to social 

composition, economic motivations and repertoires o f  resistance retain their relevance 

and need to be incorporated into any study o f  the Tithe War.

Although Lee originally drew the link between pre-Famine Irish agrarian unrest 

and the vagaries o f  the agricultural economy, and although the raw price data to 

underscore this connection has recently been excavated and published, it is critical to 

view the relationship between prosperity and protest with reference to the insightful 

observations o f D o n n e l l y . I n  this respect, Donnelly’s argument that ‘movements that 

arose in periods o f prosperity, when farm prices were buoyant and land values were 

rising sharply, were usually dominated by the landless and the land-poor’ whereas 

‘agrarian upheavals ... that were fuelled by a drastic decline in agricultural prices were 

generally marked by a distinct widening in the social composition o f the rebellious 

groups’ is especially relevant to the Tithe War.^** In reference to this argument, then, 

chapters one to four will pay close attention to the economic climate in which the Tithe 

War took place and to the social composition o f the protestors.

It should be stated here, however, that the scope o f this thesis is not such as to 

allow an equal focus to be applied to the relationship between the economic fluctuations 

o f the 1830s and their effects on the militancy and organization o f those who sought to 

re-enforce the tithe system; although the varying degrees o f  militancy and organization 

displayed by the clergy, particularly in the severely depressed years o f  the mid-1830s, a 

period marked by the Rathcormac affray and the formation o f the Clerical Defence 

Association, would suggest that such links and relationships were present. Indeed, it is 

important to bear in mind that ju st as anti-tithe protestors felt the pinch o f a recessionary

Lee, ‘The Ribbonmen’, pp. 26-35; Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price H istory  
from  the M id-Eighteenth Century to the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007); Donnelly, ‘Social 
Composition o f  Agrarian Rebellions’, pp. 151-69; James S. Donnelly, Jr., Captain Rock: The Irish 
Agrarian Rebellion o f  I8 2 I-I8 2 4  (Wisconsin, 2009), pp. 14-15.

Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 15.
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economy and possessed a relatively clear conception o f  their rights and grievances, the 

proponents o f  the tithe system equally saw their claims as justified by tradition and long 

usage, and were also beset by economic difficulties. Consequently, whilst, first, state aid, 

and, later. Primate Beresford’s charity, meant that no clergymen starved during the Tithe 

War, many were forced, through loss o f  income, to radically restructure their expenditure 

and lifestyle and to relinquish such status defining luxuries as man-servants and horses 

and c a r r i a g e s .I n  this respect, the considerable degree to which Thom pson’s original 

concept o f  ‘moral economy’ protest has been stretched by numerous historians, 

anthropologists and sociologists, make it plausible to wonder whether it might not now 

be possible to apply it even to the opponents o f such p ro te s to rs .F o r  instance, Scott used 

the ‘moral economy’ concept extensively in his study o f  south-east Asian social tensions 

and conflicts and saw them as ‘not just a problem o f calories and income but [as] a 

question o f  peasant conceptions o f social justice, o f rights and obligations, o f 

reciprocity.’"*' In respect o f the Tithe War at least, it is reasonable to suggest that the 

established clergy (and their ‘Ascendancy’ proponents) equally had their own 

conceptions o f rights and obligations, and o f  reciprocity which went beyond those which 

met their basic ‘calorific’ needs. The extent to which this was the case, however, will not 

be teased out in this work, where the focus will mainly be on the anti-tithe protestors.

And in focussing on the anti-tithe protestors, it will not be adequate merely to 

examine their economic motivations, it will also be important to analyse the nature, 

diversity, and interaction between, the forms o f opposition that they used to resist tithes. 

This analysis must be undertaken in the context o f  the recognition by historians that the

Raymond Refausse, ‘Beresford, Lord John George de la Poer’ in James McGuire and James Quinn 
(eds.), D ictionary o f  Irish Biography (Cambridge, 2009); First Report o f  the Select Committee o f  the House 
o f  Commons on the Collection and Payment o f  Tithes in Ireland, H.C. 1831-32 (177), xxi, 1, p. 25, Rev. 
Irwine Whitty, A Selection o f  Letters and M editations, ed. W. Palmer (2"“*. ed., Oxford, 1833), p. 83.

For a discussion o f  the use o f  E. P. Thompson’s term ‘moral econom y’, see Adrian Randall and Andrew 
Charlesworth, ‘The Moral Economy: Riots, Markets and Social Conflict’ in Adrian Randall and Andrew 
Charlesworth (eds ), M ora! Economy and Popular Protest: Crowds, Conflict and Authority (Hampshire, 
2000), pp. 1-32.

James C. Scott, The M ora! Economy o f  the Peasant: Rebellion and Subsistence in Southeast Asia  (New  
Haven, 1976), p. vii.
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period between the Rockite rebellion in the 1820s and the Famine in the 1840s was one 

in which the nature and forms o f agrarian disturbance underwent significant changes.'*^ In 

particular, with respect to violent protest, it appears that the pitched battles between 

protestors and the authorities which resulted from ‘the open defiance o f the big crow d,’ 

and which were so frequent in the early 1820s, had been largely replaced by the middle 

o f the 1840s with a more atomized form o f conflict which involved ‘violent acts o f 

retribution carried out by small numbers o f people under cover o f darkness or personal 

d i s g u i s e . C o m i n g  directly in the middle o f this transitional phase, the Tithe War 

naturally encompassed both more traditional, organized, mass violent resistance to tithes, 

perpetrated by large crowds and with obvious regional clusters, and protests o f a more 

individualistic and spontaneous nature, registered by individuals or local groups who 

were not part o f organized regional collectives. Traditional sworn in combinations, o f  the 

type seen at the time o f the Whiteboys, Rightboys, and Rockites, were never in strong 

evidence during the Tithe War. Nevertheless, the inherited repertoires o f resistance to 

tithes which had been developed by agrarian protestors since the 1760s continued to be 

practiced in the region in which they had originated. Consequently, in and around the 

Counties o f  Kilkenny, Tipperary, Limerick, W aterford and Cork, violent opposition to 

tithe continued to be marked by open confrontations between the authorities and large 

protesting crowds, and by mass attacks on process servers and distraining parties. 

Outside o f  this regional cluster organized mass protest was less in evidence. It was only 

in and around County Donegal and in the region comprised o f the Counties of Louth and 

Monaghan and the southern half o f  County Armagh that local gangs seem to have fused 

into wider collectives capable o f frequent and sustained crowd actions against the 

authorities. Elsewhere, violent forms o f protest tended to much more localized and to be 

limited to retaliatory and spontaneous attacks on unprotected tithe officials by relatively

Cronin, Agrarian Protest, p. 17.
Ibid.
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small groups of men, the clandestine breaking open of pounds, or the issuing of threats, 

beatings or other forms of punishment (e.g. house burnings) to those who continued to 

pay tithes. In these regions there were few or no affrays between the protestors and the 

police or military. Such forms of violent protest were actually practiced in all regions 

affected by the Tithe War and can be attributed to the influence o f especially violent 

personalities or groups in particular parishes, but they were principally found without any 

significant accompanying mass crowd actions in and around the Counties of Queen’s, 

King’s, Carlow, Westmeath, Kerry, Leitrim, and Roscommon.

Intertwined with violent resistance to tithes, however, was a widespread 

campaign of passive and constitutional resistance to the impost which was orchestrated 

by the new local O’Connellite political leadership. The ensuing patterns of resistance and 

interactions gave the Tithe War some quite pronounced regional differences. In the south 

and east of the country the Tithe War had an obvious O’Connellite influence. This was 

seen in widespread, regionally dense passive resistance to distraint and tithe sales, and in 

frequent constitutional anti-tithe meetings. In the north and west, however, the 

O’Connellite stamp on the nature of tithe opposition was far less in evidence, and, 

consequently, passive resistance was sporadic and dispersed, with very little or no 

accompanying constitutional action. Since it was the linking o f a passive resistance 

movement to a constitutional campaign against tithes, together with an attempt to control 

and eliminate violent opposition to the impost, that most clearly differentiated the Tithe 

War from previous anti-tithe protests and which most impacted on the course of the 

event, the main focus o f this thesis will be on that region where that combination of 

forms of protest was most in evidence. This is in line with recent historiographical 

developments which highlight the important interaction between politics and agrarianism 

which took place in the immediate pre-Famine decades. In particular, Owens and Cronin 

have shown that the influence o f the new O ’Connellite politics on rural protest produced
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‘a new template for popular action [being] forged, in which the public meeting acted as 

an instrument o f  controlled protest’; albeit that both historians agree that the effect o f 

O ’Connellism on agrarian unrest was to mask rather than tame it.'*'* Thus, Chapter Four 

will pay particular attention to the uneasy relationship which existed between long 

standing repertoires o f resistance and the tactical innovations which were developed 

during the early part o f the Tithe War.

But while this study o f the Tithe War takes account o f  the current debates on Irish 

agrarian outrage, the fact that it was the first rural protest movement to deliberately 

attempt to influence both the Government and Irish M.P.s mean that it also needs to be 

placed in the context o f the world o f  O ’Connellite politics. Consequently, at the level o f 

elite politicians, the arguments o f  MacIntyre and MacDonagh which relate, firstly, to the 

degree to which O ’Connell was really a reformist liberal (or even a Radical), and, 

secondly, to the need o f O ’Connellites to substantially compromise their demands as 

result o f their interaction with the British party political system, certainly need to be 

taken into account."*^ It is at the regional and local level o f O ’Connellite politics, 

however, that most recent historiographical developments have taken place. In particular, 

Bartlett has convincingly demonstrated the emergence o f a real sense o f  a ‘Catholic 

N ation’ over the period o f the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century by 

concentrating on Catholic socialization and politicisation,'^^ In addition, W helan has 

highlighted the political, cultural, social and economic importance o f  the Catholic strong 

farming class in O ’Connellite politics.'*^ Local studies have further emphasised the

Cronin, Agrarian Protest, pp. 19-21, Owens, ‘“A Moral Insurrection’” , p. 538.
Oliver MacDonagh, The Emancipist: D aniel O ’Connell, 1830-47  (London, 1989); Angus MacIntyre, 

The Liberator: D aniel O ’Connell and the Irish Party, 1830-47 (London, 1965).
Thomas Bartlett, The Fall and Rise o f  the Irish Nation: The Catholic Question I690-I830  (Dublin, 

1992).
Kevin Whelan, ‘An Underground Gentry? Catholic Middlemen in Eighteenth Century Ireland’ in Kevin 

Whelan, The Tree o f  Liberty: Radicalism, Catholicism and the Construction o f  Irish Identity, J 760-1830 
(Cork, 1996), pp. 3-58.
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importance o f  this group, together with their urban and clerical cousins."**  ̂ Consequently, 

O ’Connellism has been described as ‘the emergence o f an assertive Catholic politics (in 

terms o f  a widely shared sense o f historical victimhood, rhetorically embellished and 

politically “managed” in collective political mobilization for the specific political 

objectives o f  emancipation, “justice for Ireland,” administrative reforms, educational 

rights and repeal).’"*̂ Therefore, the Tithe War needs to be viewed in light o f  this context.

Another context in which the Tithe War needs to be placed is the much broader 

one o f  the popular opposition which had been conducted in Ireland against all forms of 

religious payments since the mid-eighteenth century. This wider movement not only 

involved Catholic anti-tithe protests, but also resistance to the same payment by 

Presbyterians and non-conformists, and o f Catholics to the dues which were demanded 

by their priests.

In many respects it is surprising to find that the Presbyterians o f  Ulster did not 

make any major contribution to the Tithe War. After all, this group had a history o f 

organized and violent opposition to tithes which was at least as old and remarkable as the 

W hiteboy and Rightboy combinations o f southern Catholics.^® Nevertheless, research on 

both the state papers and the Presbyterian newspapers turn up little evidence with which 

to challenge O ’Donoghue’s succinctly argued observation that ‘the striking change in 

Presbyterian outlook from the Union on was already affecting th[e Tithe] question and 

they were not prepared to join their catholic brethren in a united movement to rid 

themselves o f this impost. In any event it probably smacked too much like a Roman

Cronin, Death o f  Father John Walsh, Fergus O’Ferrall, ‘The Consolidation o f  the O ’Connellite 
Democratic Revolution: County Longford Politics, 1840-1850’ in Martin Morris and Fergus O ’Ferrall 
(eds.), Longford: H istory and Society: Interdisciplinary Essays on the H istory o f  an Irish County (Dublin, 
2010), pp. 425-452, Fergus O ’Ferrall, ‘The Rise o f  the Catholic Middle Class: O ’Connellites in County 
Longford, 1820-50’ in Fintan Lane (ed ). Politics, Society and the M iddle Class in M odern Ireland  
(Hampshire, 2010), pp. 48-64.

Gearoid 6  Tuathaigh, ‘Political History’ in Laurence M. Geary and Margaret Kelleher (ed s), 
Nineteenth-Century Ireland: A Guide to Recent Research  (Dublin, 2005), p. 11.

James S. Donnelly, Jr., ‘Hearts o f  Oak, Hearts o f  Steel’ in Studia Hihernica, no. 21 (1981), pp. 7-73, 
Eoin Magennis, ‘A “Presbyterian Insurrection”? Reconsidering the Hearts o f  Oak Disturbances o f  July 
1763’ m Irish H istorical Studies, 31 (1998), pp 165-87.
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Crusade and why not let the southern tenantry pluck the coals from the furnace so all 

would benefit.’^’ Certainly it is true that Blackstock has recently shown that the tithe 

issue could help mobilize protest m.ovements in m.id-Ulster in the 1830s,^^ and certainly 

even the most cursory glance at Presbyterian radical newspapers, such as the Northern 

Whig, will reveal both a vigorous public debate on the tithe question and constitutional 

parochial petitioning for the abolition o f  tithes. What is altogether missing, however, is 

any determined effort to unite the two, as was the case in the south, by channelling the 

popular movement into more passive, but more universally attractive, modes o f action 

and directly connecting it with a mass constitutional campaign. Consequently, despite the 

long history o f popular mobilization against tithes in Ulster, the anti-tithe movement in 

the 1830s amongst northern Presbyterians was not on the same scale as that conducted by 

Catholics and liberal Protestants in the south o f Ireland.

But it was not just northern Presbyterians who had changed their attitude towards 

protests against religious dues over the course o f the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, as Catholic anti-clericalism in this period also seems to have been transformed. 

From the mid-eighteenth century onwards, the fees charged by the Catholic clergy for the 

performance o f various rituals, such as baptisms and marriages, were capable o f exciting 

fierce opposition from their parishioners if  they were deemed to be excessive.^^ In 

particular, the M unster Rightboys o f  the 1780s, whose initial concerns had revolved 

around the tithe issue, quickly expanded their range o f interests to take account o f  the 

demands made on them by their own clergy. Despite its clear economic foundation, 

however, organized and violent protests against the Catholic clergy seem to have become

O’Donoghue, ‘Opposition to Tithe Payments in 1832-3’, p. 98. The changing political attitudes o f  
Presbyterians after the 1798 Rebellion are illuminatingly revealed by Mac Suibhne’s study o f the early 
nineteenth century writings o f  John Gamble. [Breandan Mac Suibhne, ‘Editor’s Introduction’ in John 
Gamble, Society and Manners in Early Nineteenth-Century Ireland, ed. Breandan Mac Suibhne (Dublin, 
2011), pp. Iv-iix].

Allan Blackstock, ‘Tommy Downshire’s Boys: Popular Protest, Social Change and Political 
Manipulation in Mid-Ulster 1829-1847’ in Past Present, no. 196 (Aug., 2007), pp. 140-54.

S. J. Connolly, Priests and People in Pre-Famine Ireland, 1780-1845 (Dublin, 2001), pp. 225-38.
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regionally differentiated by the immediate pre-Famine decades, as well as altogether less 

violent.^^ Although no systematic investigation o f the issue has yet taken place, existing 

scholarship suggests that economically motivated Catholic anti-clerical protest became 

less important in the Munster and Leinster region after 1800, so that it retained its once 

prominent place among popular grievances only in the west and the north-west o f the 

coun try .C onno lly  suggests two reasons for this transformation; firstly, internal church 

reform and increased clerical discipline lead to decreased clerical demands (except in 

Connaught where the reform movement was weakest) and, secondly, because there had 

been, since 1800, ‘a change in the status of the priest which made congregations less 

willing than they had been in earlier decades to resort to [anticlerical violence],

If these, then, are the major historical and academic trends in which this work 

should be contextualized, it remains to say a word about the sources used to construct it. 

In this respect, this thesis makes no claims to any startling new primary source 

discoveries. Instead, it relies on the traditional corpus o f Tithe War related material; that 

is, state papers, newspapers, parliamentary papers, political papers, and parliamentary 

debates. Nevertheless, although the sources are not new, in many instances the way they 

have been interpreted is. In particular, this is the case in relation to the way in, and extent 

to, which both Outrage Papers and newspapers have been used. The Outrage Papers 

generally consist of the written reports and correspondence of various policemen, 

officers, magistrates and clergymen which found their way to Dublin Castle. In analysing 

these sources, therefore, the approach taken in this work has been to bear in mind when 

dealing with them that they represented the world view, prejudices and assumptions of 

people who were often at odds with the majority of the rural population and who 

certainly did not inhabit “their world.” Consequently, it has sometimes been found 

necessary to read them “against the grain” in order to better get at the views o f the

Connolly, Priests and People, pp. 237.
Ibid.

”  Ibid., pp. 237-8.
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country people. With regard to the use o f  newspapers, this study adopts an approach 

which both recognises and analyses o f the ability o f  newspapers to shape events within 

their own “party” framework. Thus, with respect to both state paper material and 

newspapers this thesis does more than simply mine these sources for information in the 

way in which previous studies o f  the Tithe W ar have done.

If these were the sources that were used in this study, however, it remains to say a 

word regarding those which were either omitted or not fully exploited. One potentially 

useful source which was not consulted during the research for this thesis was the Tithe 

Composition Applotment Books, despite the fact that they are now readily accessible on 

the National Archives o f Ireland’s website. Using this source it may have been possible 

to construct a social profile o f the more prominent anti-tithe agitators and protestors. 

Ultimately, however, this source was not exploited because the extraordinary amount o f 

material relevant to the Tithe War contained in the state papers, newspapers, 

parliamentary papers, political papers, and parliamentary debates was such that it 

demanded some synthesis o f it be achieved before yet more material was consulted; 

especially from a source like the Tithe Applotment Books which run (in their original 

form) to around 2,500 manuscript volumes.^* Given the nature and size o f this source, 

therefore, it was decided that the first extensive use o f the tithe applotment books in any 

exploration o f the Tithe War would be better suited to an intensive local study, rather 

than a broad national study o f the type contained in this thesis

Another source which is not referenced in this work and which experienced 

researchers may consider to be an omission, are the various manuscripts held in the 

Representative Church Body Library which derive from the Church o f Ireland. In this 

case, however, the material in the archive was fully researched during the preparation o f 

this thesis, but, ultimately, was deemed not o f a nature to demand inclusion. The main

R. C. Simington, ‘The Tithe Composition Applotment Books’ in Analecta Hibernica, No. 10 (Jul., 
1941), p. 295.
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source contained in the archive which relate to the Tithe War are the papers o f Lord John 

George Beresford, the Archbishop of Armagh. However, where these papers referred to 

the opposition that the clergy found in collecting their tithes, the picture presented was no 

different to that already amply chronicled in the state paper material. Similarly, the light 

that the Beresford papers shed, often at a micro-level, on the relations between Church 

and State and the self-conception that the established Church held in respect of its place 

within Irish society do not materially alter the broader representation of events as drawn 

from political papers, newspapers and parliamentary debates. As such, any systematic 

inclusion o f arguments derived from the Beresford correspondence would probably only 

tend to encumber our narrative of the dynamics of the Tithe War with the kind of 

minutiae which more properly belong in specific histories of the Church of Ireland or of 

Church-State relations

In sum, therefore, this thesis has been produced in order to not only fill an 

acknowledged gap in the existing body of historical knowledge, but, more particularly, to 

uncover the dynamics and mechanics of what was one of the biggest and most important 

events in nineteenth century Ireland, and to demonstrate the relationship between 

Parliamentary and popular politics in the 1830s. In doing so, the work takes account of 

the existing scholarly debates surrounding mass mobilization, Irish agrarian outrage and 

O ’Connellite politics and interprets a wide ranging and extensive body of primary 

sources in new ways.
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1

THE ORIGINS OF THE TITHE WAR: 1830-31

Few historians specializing in eighteenth and early nineteenth century Ireland would 

disagree with Anthony Blake, the Chief Remembrancer o f the Irish Exchequer’s, 

observation that ‘the peculiar circumstances and fixed habits and feelings o f the people’ 

inclined them to resist tith es .' Yet, this does not explain why, by the end o f 1831, Joseph 

Greene, the resident magistrate in County Kilkenny, could state that a combination 

against the impost had become established which was so strong, so ingenious and so 

determined, that ‘it is quite impossible that as the law at present stands any clergyman 

can recover his tithes.’ Therefore, this chapter examines the origins o f the Tithe W ar by 

analysing how the dynamics that would drive the anti-tithe protest for the next eight 

years came into being, and how they dovetailed with one another in such a way that a 

mass movement o f resistance to tithes was produced.

BEFORE THE TITHE WAR

During the period from the mid- to the late-1820s tithe became an increasingly 

contentious issue for rural people at all levels o f Irish society. This was the consequence 

both o f  legislative innovations and o f  a series o f economic, social and religious tensions 

which propelled tithe to the forefront o f parochial debate and discord. The hostility to the 

impost that these manifold tensions gave rise to was made even more potent by the fact 

that they built on a pre-existing anti-tithe sentiment which prevailed amongst many

' Second Report o f  the Select Committee o f  the House o f  Lords on the Collection and Paym ent o f  Tithes in 
Ireland, H.L. 1831-32 (663), xxii, 181, p. 26.
 ̂F irst Report Commons, Tithes { Ml ) ,  p. 36.
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sections o f the rural population. This long-felt animosity to the charge arose principally 

amongst those farmers who grew grain, for, after 1736, tithes were not paid on dry cattle 

or dairy produce.  ̂ In certain parts of Ireland, this resentment to tithes was also shared by 

potato growing cottiers. This was because potatoes, which, by the end o f the eighteenth 

century, had become the staple foodstuff of the rural poor, were tithed in the Counties of 

Cork, Limerick, Kerry, Tipperary, Waterford, Clare, Kilkenny, Carlow, Wexford, and 

parts o f Queen’s, King’s, Donegal and Derry."  ̂ In the 1760s, 1770s, 1780s and, again, at 

the start o f the 1820s, this hostility' to tithe had contributed to the formation of great rural 

movements which had protested against the whole economic and social system of the 

countryside.^ During these protests, however, the opposition to tithe v.̂ as almost wholly 

as a consequence of the inequities and malpractices with which the tithe system was 

riddled.^ In this respect, if religious resentment to a charge paid mainly by Catholics to 

support a Protestant Church establishment played any role in motivating these episodic 

rural outbursts, it appears to have been only a secondary consideration. As such, 

protestors sought to reduce and regulate, rather than to abolish, tithe.’ Therefore, in many 

ways, tithe resistance in eighteenth century Ireland was merely one outcrop of the type of 

peasant protest which was common across Europe in that period and which was 

motivated by economic and social grievances.^

The country people were unhappy both at what they perceived to be inordinately 

high rates of tithes and the unequal way in which they were levied within and between

 ̂ S. J. Connolly, Religion, Law and Power: The M aking o f  Protestant Ireland 1660-1760  (Oxford, 1992), 
p. 191.

Second Report Lords, Tithes (663), p. 116.
 ̂ Brie, ‘Priests, Parsons and Politics’, pp. 100-23; Idem, ‘Whiteboy Movement, 1760-1780’, pp 148-84, 

Denis A. Cronin, Who K illed  the Franks Family?: Agrarian Violence in pre-Famine Cork  (Dublin, 2009), 
Donnelly, Captain Rock, Idem, ‘Irish Agrarian Rebellion’, pp. 293-331; Idem, ‘Rightboy M ovem ent’, pp. 
120-202; Idem, ‘Whiteboy M ovement’, pp. 20-54, Shunsuke Katsuta, ‘The Roekite Movement in County 
Cork in the Early 1820s’ \n Irish H istorical Studies, xxxiii no. 131 (May 2003), pp. 278-96.
® David Dickson, New Foundations: Ireland 1660-1800  (2"‘' ed., Dublin, 2000), p. 149, Idem, O ld  World 
Colony: Cork and South M unsterl630-1830  (Cork, 2005), p. 449.
 ̂Dickson, New Foundations, p. 149.

** William Doyle, The O ld European Order, 1660-1800  (2"“* ed., Oxford, 1992), p. 119.
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parishes.^ In addition, they were also vexed by the means by which the charge was

valued and collected.’*̂ For example, the practice of selling tithes to tithe farmers tended

to increase the amount and annoyance of the charge since these speculators not only

sought to make a profit on their purchase, but were also more liable to harass tithe payers

and better able to enforce compliance with their demands.’' Meanwhile, farmers were

further irritated by the dealings, often corrupt, and sometimes illegal, o f tithe proctors,

who were the officials hired by tithe owners and tithe farmers to evaluate and collect the 

12tithes. In particular, proctors who worked on commission tended to overvalue crops 

while those who were hired on fixed charges attempted to make the tithe payer pay their 

fee.’’ Moreover, the practise common in Ireland of valuing crops ‘in the green’, that is ‘at 

seasons when it was scarcely possible to form an estimate of the value o f crops, perhaps 

on some occasions when the com was scarcely shot out,’ and on the basis of the highest 

rate of the previous year’s prices, further increased the financial burden of the charge.’"* 

Meanwhile, for the poorer elements of society, the difficulties associated with tithes were 

increased by the demand that it be paid in cash, a commodity which was always scarce in 

the countryside.'^

In the wake of the Rockite agrarian rebellion of the early 1820s, the Government 

legislated to remove many of the inequalities, irrationalities and abuses of the tithe 

system in Ireland.’̂  The defects o f the Tithe Composition Act of 1823, however, meant 

that it created new opponents to the tithe system without universally removing the old

® Dickson, New Foundations, p. 149.
Ibid.

" M. J. Brie, ‘The Tithe System in Eighteenth Century Ireland’ in Proceedings o f  the Royal Irish Academy, 
86 Section C (1986), p. 274.

Ibid.
First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 37; Brie, ‘Tithe System’, pp. 274-5; Thomas P. Power, iMnd,

Politics and Society in Eighteenth-Century Tipperary (Oxford, 1993), p. 200.
Second Report o f  the Select Committee o f  the House o f  Commons on the Collection and Payment of

Tithes in Ireland, H.C. 1831-32 (508), xxi, 245, p. 283.
Dickson, New Foundations, p. 149.
Donnelly, Captain Rock, pp. 206-12.
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causes o f e x c ite m e n t.F o r  instance, where it was enacted, tithe composition brought 

previously exempt portions of the agricultural community into the tithe net. In particular 

it subjected dry cattle and dairy farmers ‘to the unwanted novelty’ of tithes,'*^ Thus, those 

wealthier fanners who had their land largely or totally under grass now had substantial 

reason to join with their com and potato growing neighbours in opposing tithe. It was 

true, of course, that the framers of the Act intended that the anger of the grazier classes 

would be balanced by the satisfaction given to the tillage interest, but, in practice, this 

desirable outcome did not prevail. For one thing, although the main beneficiaries of 

Composition were the southern cottiers whose only crop was potatoes, nevertheless, 

whilst their tithe rates were greatly reduced, their economic position was so precarious 

that, for them, even a reduced payment was still an insupportable burden.'^ At the same 

time, the benefits of Composition for those small farmers of ten or so acres who had part 

of their land under tillage, and another part reserved for a couple of cows, were cancelled 

by its negative effects, since much of what tithe they saved on their grain they now paid 

on their livestock .M oreover, even where the Composition led to reduced tithe rates, it

could create dissatisfaction when the rural people in one parish saw that neighbouring

21farmers o f a similar standing managed to composite at more beneficial rates. This was 

particularly the case between parishes which were brought under Composition in the 

mid-1820s and those which underwent similar treatment in the later years o f that 

decade.^^ This was because, although the Composition was supposed to have been based 

on a seven year average of agricultural prices, in practice it came down to hard 

bargaining between parson and parishioner. Consequently, both because the agricultural 

economy deteriorated again after 1827, and because the clergy where anxious to better

Ibid., pp. 212-6. By 1832, 1,485 parishes had been brought under the Composition Act out o f  a total o f  
2,412. [SecondR eport Commons, Tithes {50%), p. 619].

Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 216
Second Report Commons, Tithes (508), p. 381.

“  Ibid.
First R eport o f  the Select Committee o f  the House o f  Lords on the Collection and Payment o f  Tithes in 

Ireland, H.L. 1831-32(271), xxii, 1, p. 158
Ibid.
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secure their incomes by composition, the farmers were often able to extract better deals 

from the tithe o w n e rs .T h u s , the practical transformation o f the process o f compositing 

a parish from, a statistically based one into a negotiated one thrust the clergyman into the 

limelight o f rural debate and contention.

Indeed, the period from the mid- to the late-1820s was far from the best time to 

have heightened popular awareness o f the incidence and ownership of tithes; for it was in 

this period also that the religious controversies of the Second Reformation and the 

political tensions o f the Emancipation campaign were at their peak. And the part that the 

established clergy played in both these episodes made them deeply unpopular at a time 

when they were often felt to be unreasonable in their tithe demands, either in respect of 

their rates in parishes not under composition, or in respect of their hard bargaining in 

parishes which sought to composite their tithes.

The Second Reformation was an attempt by lay and clerical Protestants, generally 

animated by evangelical or High Church anti-Catholicism, ‘to succeed where the 

sixteenth-century Reformation had failed, and to gain at last the conformity of the large 

majority o f the Irish people to Protestantism.’̂ '* A number of groups and individuals 

contributed to these efforts, including clergymen, bishops, the landed gentry and their 

families, and a multitudinous variety of voluntary Bible and educational societies. 

Although many evangelical proselytizers had been active since the turn of the century, in 

1822 the Second Reformation was given the blessing o f the Archbishop of Dublin, and, 

thereafter, most o f its proponents took inspiration from his charge o f that year and

deliberately set out to confront non-Anglicans and preach to them on the errors of their

26respective faiths. Ultimately, however, the gains amounted to little or nothing, while the 

cost was the destruction o f ‘the generally good, but inevitably fragile, relationship which

Ibid.; Donnelly, Captain Rock, pp. 210-6.
Stewart J Brown, The National Churches o f  England, Ireland and Scotland, 1801-46 (Oxford, 2001), p. 

98.
Ibid.
Ibid., pp. 98-9.
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both the Protestant and Roman Cathohc leadership in Ireland had been endeavouring to 

construct ... since the last quarter o f the eighteenth c e n t u r y . I n  particular, the Catholic 

Church reacted vigorously to the initial successes o f the Second Reformation.^^ 

Moreover, the political as well as religious tensions o f the 1820s meant that this reaction 

both ‘politicized the Catholic clergy and effected an alliance between priests and people 

that placed popular politics on a new ... f o o t i n g . T h e  year 1827 was probably the high 

pomt o f  the controversy as evangelicals fought a desperate battle against time to convert 

the Catholic population o f  Ireland to Protestantism before Emancipation was granted.^° 

The Catholic clergy reacted by tightening their vigilance on their flocks and publicly 

excoriating the prosel>'tizers.^' The following year, many Protestant clergymen further 

propelled themselves into local notoriety by signing petitions in opposition to Catholic 

Emancipation and joining the Brunswick Clubs which had been organized to co-ordinate 

opposition to that m e a s u r e . B y  1830, the Second Reformation had melted away into 

virtual insignificance, while the Tory clergy had been beaten in their fight against 

Catholic Emancipation.^'^ Nevertheless, at a time when tithe was the subject o f 

widespread rural debate the owners o f the property had made themselves odious, for both 

political and religious reasons, to many o f  those who paid their incomes.^"* In addition, 

the Catholic clergy and hierarchy, who, in the 1820s, were becoming a progressively 

more powerful social and political force in Ireland, increasingly looked upon their 

Anglican counterparts with hostility, distaste and suspicion.
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Thus, by 1830, w hen, perhaps at a splendid dinner or at a station, large tillage 

fanners m et and conversed w ith their g razier neighbours and their parish priests, they 

suddenly found that they all had a com m on interest in dism antling an increasingly 

burdensom e Protestant C hurch establishm ent. And, when they were jo in ed  by their 

newly em ancipated urban cousins, they soon discovered that they too were unhappy at 

the position o f  the established Church in Ireland held in a country that had, apparently, 

ju s t w on its religious freedom . In this way, then, by the tim e the 1830s opened, potato 

tithe payers and sm all tillage farm ers had attracted  allies from  all directions, and in ways 

and from  sources w hich were m ost unlikely only a decade before.

Indeed, the atm osphere tending tow ards such a union o f  the rural aggrieved was 

m ade even m ore conducive by the depressed state o f  the agricultural econom y; for, 

w hilst the daily econom ic distress o f  the rural poor m eant that they w ere alw ays liable to 

engage in acts o f  agrarian protest, periods o f  falling and stagnating agricultural prices 

tended to ‘w iden the social com position o f . . .  rebellious g r o u p s . I t  is im portant to note, 

how ever, the type o f  econom ic distress w hich contributed to the initial outbreak o f  the 

T ithe W ar, as th is explains why the first dem ands m ade by the opponents o f  tithe, 

especially tillage farm ers, w ere for a tithe reduction. This was because the start o f  the 

T ithe W ar did not, as in the case o f  the R ockite A grarian Rebellion,^^ coincide with a 

sharp drop in agricultural prices. For instance, in the years 1827 to 1831 w heat prices 

bubbled around 10 to  \2Vi shillings per hundredw eight, w ith prices rem aining at the 

upper end o f  th is spectrum  in the last three y e a r s . T h e s e  prices never quite reached the 

high points o f  1824 and 1825, bu t they w'ere up to  4'/2 shillings better than those o f  

1822.^^ Barley prices at the end o f  the 1820s, w hich tended to drop or rise a V2 shilling 

either side o f  the 7 shilling m ark, show  a sim ilar pattern, never quite hitting the highs o f

Donnelly, ‘Social Composition o f  Agrarian Rebellions’, p. 155.
Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 340-2.
See Appendix I.
Ibid.
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the middle years o f the decade, but not plumbing the depths o f  its opening years either, 

when a hundredweight could be bought for 5% s h i l l i n g s . T h e  real fall, in fact, was 

between the prices obtained for wheat and barley at the end o f the 1820s, and those 

which these commodities had fetched in the best years o f the Napoleonic Wars. Barley, 

for example, had fetched 14 shillings per hundred weight in 1812, whilst wheat had 

reached a high o f almost 22% shillings in the same year."*® The problem then, was not a 

sudden drop in agricultural incomes, for this had occurred over a decade before; rather it 

was a case that, at a time when tithe was, for various reasons, at the centre o f  contentious 

rural debate, it was clear that tithe rates had risen hugely in line with the highs o f cereal 

prices earlier in the century, but had hardly, i f  at all, fallen since then, and certainly not to 

the extent that they had risen in the good y e a r s . W h e r e  reductions had been made as a 

result o f composition, those reductions were always from the nominal rate o f tithe that 

had been built up over the course o f the Napoleonic period, which had never been fully 

collectable, and was, moreover, one which the farmers had no way o f  verifying."^^ Thus, 

it was widely believed that the reductions offered were little more than the cost o f bad 

debts and collection expenses, so that the clergyman always emerged the winner from 

composition, his income being both better secured and linked for several years to war 

time prices which, it seemed certain, were unlikely to return in the foreseeable future. To 

be sure, composition automatically lessened the burden on cereals, but this was borne by 

the new levies on cattle, not by the pocket o f the clergyman. Thus, in demanding a 

reduction o f  tithe, tillage farmers may have been engaged in a type o f  ‘moral economy’"'̂  

protest; a protest which had already been successfully taken to the landlords and which

Ibid.
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had resuhed in the disappearance o f ‘war rents.

In respect o f grazier farmers, however, the effect of the vicissitudes of beef prices 

in the late 1820s together with the impact o f the Composition Act m.eant that their 

demands were informed by a desire to abolish tithes and were underlain by a more urgent 

economic motivation. This was because a sharp fall of just over ten shillings per 

hundredweight of beef in 1829 had plunged the value of that product back to where it had 

been in 1821.'*  ̂ The big difference was, of course, that whereas at the start of the decade 

dry cattle were not tithed, at the end of the 1820s many parishes had composited their 

tithes, or seemed imminently set to do so. Therefore, in the economic context o f the late 

1820s, the effect o f tithe composition on graziers was to further increase the substantial 

drop that they were suffering in their profits. It was little wonder, then, that such farmers 

were to be to the fore of tithe resistance in 1830 and 1831, at first covertly, and, later, 

overtly, and, moreover, to be amongst the first to demand the abolition of, rather than 

merely a reduction in the rate of, tithes.

In all these ways, then, as the 1820s came to a close, a portentous range o f factors 

were converging which tended to make many country people look with increasing 

bitterness at tithe. Nevertheless, whilst these issues were common across much of 

Ireland, in south Leinster they were heightened in such a way that they produced an 

organized and effective resistance to tithes. In particular, the unique ways in which 

economic distress and religious tension combined in this region meant that tithe was an 

even more contentious issue here than elsewhere in Ireland. For instance, it was in south 

Leinster that economic distress was most clearly related to the tithe burden, as it was in 

this region that tithes were most highly valued and most eagerly garnered. For example, 

the Reverend George Dwyer believed that ‘tithes have been pushed in consequence of the 

superior quality of the land and the superior culture and rotation of crops, within the

Second Report Comtnom, Tithes (508), p. 484.
See Appendix I.
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English pale in Leinster, in Kilkenny, in the King’s County and the Queen’s County and 

Carlow, and that they are higher and dearer than in any other part of the kingdom.’'*̂  

Specifically in relation to Kilkenny he stated that ‘a sore has been established ... on the 

subject of tithe for some time and that composition was not as easily effected there as 

e lsew h ere .S im ila rly , the Reverend Hercules Langrishe claimed that ‘I think that tithes 

are in general higher in Kilkenny, there being a greater quantity of land tilled in 

proportion in that county than any o t h e r . T h u s ,  on the one hand, in the south Leinster 

region, particularly County Kilkenny, not only were potatoes titheable, but tithe rates 

generally were higher than elsewhere in the country, thereby increasing the burden of the 

charge on the poorer farmers; a burden made much worse in 1830 by localized famine 

conditions in County Kilkenny.”*̂  On the other, the strong tillage and cattle farmers of the 

region, whilst they were probably amongst the wealthiest of their class in the whole 

country, found that the clergyman took an exceptionably large chunk out their profits. 

For such farmers, in a recessionary economy, tithes were the one obvious item of 

expenditure to which they were most averse since not only did they get no value for their 

money (unlike rent), but it also seemed that the charge contributed to the support of an 

Ascendancy party which they were trying to (politically) defeat. For those dry cattle and 

dairy farmers whose land was suddenly tithed upon their parish being compounded, this 

was doubly the case. It was little wonder then, that some believed that tithe resistance 

had been ‘secretly encouraged’^’ by the graziers of the region, while others claimed that 

the opposition had not merely been encouraged by the strong farming class, but that they

52were, in fact, its ‘advisers and leaders.’

Undoubtedly, these strong farmers were assisted in organizing resistance to tithes
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by the Catholic clergy, and, again, the particularity o f south Leinster in regard to the 

religious tensions o f the early nineteenth century needs to be understood in order to 

comprehend why this was the case. In County Kilkenny, these tensions dated to the turn 

of the century when a body of the established clergy had actively engaged in 

proselytization, preaching and education. This had begun with the formation of the 

Ossory Clerical Association (OCA) in the year 1800; a body which initially consisted of 

twenty three o f the established clergy and was the brainchild o f the preacher, Peter Roe, 

and the Bishop’s son, Hans H a m i l t o n . I n  particular, its members were driven by a 

desire to ‘arrest’ the progress o f ‘Popery’ and ‘its baneful influence and doctrines.’ '̂* 

Indeed, according to Whelan, the presence of the OCA made Ossory ‘unique among Irish 

dioceses at this time.’̂  ̂ In fact, it was out of this milieu that some of the founders of the 

Hibernian Bible Society came, an organization which was ‘the largest and most 

prestigious o f the Irish evangelical s o c i e t i e s . T h u s ,  it was no surprise that, in the 

1820s, the County’s evangelical clergy took a full part in the controversies of the Bible

57Wars. The appointment of William Kinsella, a student and close personal friend of 

Bishop Doyle, as Bishop of the Catholic Diocese o f Ossory in 1827 indicates that 

Church’s awareness o f the need to combat the evangelical proselytizers in the region; for 

Kinsella had already represented the Catholic side at a public debate with the 

evangelicals in Carlow in 1824, actively engaged in newspaper polemic against the same

58group, and taken a prominent part in the Catholic counter-crusade in Cavan. Moreover, 

before Kinsella’s appointment to Ossory, his predecessor had sought Bishop Doyle’s

Samuel Madden, M em oir o f  the Life o f  the Late Rev. Peter Roe, A.M., Rector o f  Odogh, and M inister o f  
St. M ary's, Kilkenny, with Copious extracts from  his Correspondence, Diaries, and other Remains (Dublin, 
1842), p. 78.
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advice in handling the evangelical threat in his Diocese.^^ Perhaps what made the 

evangelical clergy o f Ossory stand out so prominently in Kilkenny was the fact that for 

the previous two centuries the County, according to Cullen, had been almost entirely free 

from sectarian tensions.^® This was not the case in the remaining Counties o f south 

Leinster, where sectarianism had been a long established feature o f  the social landscape, 

but the specific religious tensions which contributed to the outbreak o f  the Tithe War can 

be traced to the 1820s, as it was in the Catholic Diocese o f  Kildare and Leighlin that the 

Second Reformation was contested in a particularly bitter fashion.^' Such controversies 

led to the emergence o f a body o f Catholic priests in the Diocese, (where there was a 

greater priest to people ratio than elsewhere ), who were particularly militant and 

vigorously anti-establishment and it was these men who would assist the strong farmers 

o f the region, (where an especially politicized strong farming class had already 

emerged^^), with whom they had so much in common and with whom they regularly 

socialized, to organize the country people to resist the tithe system.

In 1830, in the Parish o f Graigue, the particular ways in which the long 

contentious tithe issue in south Leinster was impacted upon by the economic distress and 

religious tensions o f the late 1820s would lead to an outbreak o f tithe resistance which 

would sweep through the entire region within a few months.

THE HURLERS’ MOVEMENT
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The populous Parish of Graigue straddled the borders of the Counties o f Carlow and 

Kilkenny.^'* In 1827 it had composited its tithes for £720 per annum, a reduction, the 

Rector claimed, o f £270 on the original valuation.^^ David Burtchaell, a m.agistrate and 

resident of Graigue, and Lord Clifden’s agent, stated that the composition ‘gave general 

satisfaction.’^̂  Despite this, however, within three years it had become apparent that the 

parishioners had become dissatisfied with the terms of the Composition. Many of the 

complaints regarding the composition in Graigue were no different than elsewhere in the 

County. For example, the grazier farmers were unhappy at suddenly having to pay tithes, 

and, indeed, at the time Graigue was in the process of undergoing composition ‘there was 

considerable exertion used by two or three influential individuals to prevent its being

67carried into effect.’ Likewise, the fact that nearby parishes subsequently composited at

even lower amounts than Graigue created the same discontent with the original

68settlement that occurred in other parishes similarly situated.

But what was unique to Graigue, and what really soured the impact o f tithe 

composition for the farmers o f that parish, was the manner in which tithes were collected 

following the appointment o f a new young Protestant curate, Luke MacDonnell, to the 

parish in 1829, whose evangelicalism (he was a zealous member o f the Refomiation 

Society^^), and personality, (he was described in an official source as ‘a hot headed and 

violent man’^°), quickly made him a figure o f odium. Prior to MacDonnell’s arrival, the 

collection o f the elderly and infirm Reverend George Alcock’s tithe was entrusted to

71David Burtchaell’s brother. However, MacDonnell, on not receiving his salary because
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of the tithe collector’s unsatisfactory performance, began to press Alcock for his wages7^ 

To these complaints Alcock replied, “Receive the money yourself, for I cannot get [it]”, 

after which MacDonnell himself became Alcock’s tithe agent, and set about making a 

better effort than his underperforming predecessor/^ MacDonnell’s subsequent 

zealousness in garnering the tithes of the parish led to complaints of ‘excess of distress; 

distraining immediately after the composition became due [and] distraining where it was 

not actually due.’ '̂̂  Added to this, food scarcity in the summer of 1830 coincided with 

the increasing severity with which tithes were collected, so that the Kilkenny Journal 

stated that ‘in the midst of starvation during the last season, the most unmitigated 

severity was used in the enforcem.ent o f Tithe Rent [in Graigue].’^̂

Added to these grievances and complaints came MacDonnell’s treatment of the 

Graiguemanagh parish priest. Father Martin Doyle, in respect of tithes. Doyle, cousin and 

boyhood friend o f Bishop James Doyle, had been appointed as the parish priest of 

Graigue in 182?/^ In terms of personality and politics, he was archetypical o f ‘the new

77generation o f militant priests emerging from the Bible War and Emancipation struggle.’ 

Shortly after his arrival in the parish, Doyle acquired forty acres at Old Grange, a holding 

he added to considerably over the course o f his thirty-five years in the parish, holding 

524 acres by 1850.’* This was far from unusual in the midlands, east and south-east, 

where ‘the farming priest was ... as ubiquitous as he was well o f f ’’® Problems arose, 

however, when Doyle refused to pay tithe on his land when it was demanded o f him by 

MacDonnell. Doyle’s motivations for this refusal appear to have arisen from a
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Ibid
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80combination o f avarice and a sense of right. On the one hand, ‘an invariable courtesy’

existed between the Anglican and Catholic Churches that the Protestant clergyman

81should abstain from demanding tithe from his Catholic contemporary/. Yet, on the other,

this courtesy had originally arisen under circumstances in which the only land held by the

Catholic priest was the small holding attached to his house, from which he grew crops to

82satisfy his own needs. Doyle, however, was engaged in large-scale profit driven 

agriculture.

Doyle reacted to the disagreement with Macdonnell by seizing the opportunity to 

organize the groundswell of popular discontent regarding tithes which had formed itself 

in Graigue. Thus, he denounced tithes and any who paid them from the altar and at 

stations and sought to gain a victory over MacDonnell and Alcock by forcing them to 

reduce their tithe r a t e s . T h e  example of the parishioners of the nearby parish of Leighlin 

Bridge, who had recently petitioned for, and received, a reduction of their tithe due to 

straitened times from Dean Bernard, was followed.**"̂  Consequently, on 24 October 1830, 

at the suggestion of Father Doyle, and under the chairmanship of John Doyle, a

o r

middleman farmer holding 910 acres, a meeting was held in the Graigue court house at 

which a resolution was passed to the effect ‘that a respectful application shall be made to 

the Reverend George Alcock ... stating that, from the fall on agricultural produce ... the 

parishioners are unable to pay the exorbitant rate of tithe imposed on them ... and 

praying the Reverend Rector will make ... a liberal and reasonable abatement in said 

T i t h e . Om i n o u s l y ,  however, a further resolution was entered into ‘that if  the Reverend 

G. Alcock shall not meet that attention and redress which we consider it reasonable to 

expect, we will, in a legal way ... seek a reasonable adjustment in the exorbitant tithe
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now claimed, and pledge ourselves never to relax in our most strenuous and legitimate 

efforts to achieve this just and desirable object.’*̂  Alcock’s response to this 

‘extraordinary letter’ was stony resistance, stating that since the Composition the people

already ‘have £270 o f my money in their pockets’, and ending his letter abruptly, ’this is

88all I have to say.’ Further meetings were held and correspondence entered into, but all 

to no avail.

Alcock now set about ending the affair by enforcing payment.^*^ Thus, on 29 

November, several head of cattle, the property o f two Graigue farmers, were seized for 

non-payment o f t i t h e . T h e  people o f Graigue responded to this the next day by 

assembling in their hundreds ‘under the pretence of hurling, but whose real object was to 

intimidate the Bailiffs of the Reverend Mr. Alcock from driving for the Tithe 

Composition.’ The scene was repeated the following day when several persons, 

shouting and huzzaing, collected to prevent the bailiffs driving, only dispersing, ‘with 

some reluctance’, when David Burtchaell remonstrated with them upon the impropriety 

and danger of their so assembling.^^ It seemed that the Hurlers’ aims were, in the first 

instance, to prevent further seizures, and, in the second, to deter potential purchasers 

from bidding at the sale of those already distrained.^'* The date of the auction was fixed 

for 13 December and the animals were released upon security being given that they 

should be produced at the pound on the day o f sale. However, the Hurlers’ assemblies 

caused fears that the cattle would not be given up, and that any attempt to seize them 

again, or to sell them, would be resisted.^^ Therefore, an anxious Burtchaell wrote to the

Ibid.
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Under Secretary stating his fear that there ‘may be disturbances o f a serious nature’ on 

the day o f sale, ‘unless measures be taken to prevent it.’^̂

As a result, the Under Secretary ordered that measures by taken to prevent any 

breach o f the peace or disturbance on the o c c a s i o n . A t  the same time he expressly 

forbade the police from taking any part in the preliminaries of distress and sale.^* 

Consequently, the Inspector General of the Leinster Constabulary, Sir John Harvey, and 

Major George Brown, the Constabulary Sub Inspector in County Kilkenny, assembled 

120 policemen and placed them in the villages adjacent to Graigue, into which town the 

whole of this force could have marched in two hours if required.^^ Furthermore, on 12 

December, the day before the sale, a meeting of magistrates took place, at which Harvey 

and Brown, as well as Father Doyle and the Reverend MacDonnell, attended. 

Although Harvey assured the magistrates that he was prepared to give the necessary 

means to seize the cattle in question, and protect the sale, it was clear that the real object 

of the meeting was to endeavour to mediate between the clergyman and his parishioners 

so that a mutually satisfactory settlement could be reached before coercive force needed 

to be resorted to.'° ' Indeed, for this purpose, it appears that the date of the magistrates’

meeting was changed (to a Sunday) at short notice so as to prevent the attendance of

102several local Conservative clergymen in their role as magistrates. In the end, after 

much heated discussion, Harvey managed to gain the concurrence of the assembly to his 

suggestion that, if  the laws were satisfied by the cattle being given up on the day o f sale, 

without the use o f force, the parishioners should be given a further two months to pay

David Burtchaell to Sir William Gregory, 3 Dec. 1830, (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper H123). 
Handwritten notes o f  William Gregory on David Burtchaell to Sir William Gregory, 3 Dec. 1830, 
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their tithe, during which time it was hoped that the Reverend Alcock would mitigate his

103demands, while MacDonnell should confine himself to more pastoral affairs.

However, the agreement was almost immediately broken as, the next day, the 

cattle were not given up, despite expectations to the c o n t r a r y . T h e  day appointed for 

the sale was a Catholic holiday, and “3,000” of the rural people assembled in the town of 

Graigue.'°^ The country people attended in such numbers in expectation of being 

required to witness the sale and to intimidate potential bidders. Their non-violent 

demeanour and intentions, however, were demonstrated by the fact that immediately after 

mass the crowd ‘dispersed very peaceably,’ while ‘not the slightest act of violence was 

c o m m i t t e d . T h e  successful prevention of the sale, however, was recognized by 

Harvey as potentially of tremendous importance if the methods were copied elsewhere 

since, as he informed the Under Secretary, ‘if  the whole population of the parish be 

combined in determined resistance to the payment of Tithes, no buyers can possibly be 

found for the distrained cattle or goods and the clergyman, as it appears to me, is left 

without legal r e d r e s s . H a r v e y  believed that the only means by which such a 

transmission could have been avoided was for the Graigue clergymen to have agreed to a 

reduction before the success of resistance could be demonstrated. Therefore he was clear 

that if  thereafter the resistance was to spread from the parish in which it was then 

confined, the responsibility would rest squarely on the shoulders o f the Reverends 

Alcock and MacDonnell, ‘who have shown an indisposition to submit to moderation 

when offered by those whose motives were above suspicion or to afford redress in

■ KJ, 18 Dec. f ir s t  Report Lords, Tithes (21 \), p. 7.
First Report Contmom, Tithes (177), p. 80.
George Brown to Sir John Harvey, 14 Dec. 1830, (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper HI 14).
First Report Lords, Tithes {21\ \  p. 7.
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matters in which it was deemed that uncalled for hardship and precipitation had been 

resorted to.’'^̂

Ultimately Harvey was proved correct in his prediction that the events at Graigue 

would be taken as a signal by the neighbouring parishes that a successful movement was 

afoot and that, consequently, active efforts would be made to spread the protest. Indeed, 

the sense o f popular victory that the defeat of the tithe sale had given rise to was 

expressed in ‘lines on Alcock, McDonald and Burchel’, which crowed that:

This is the Parson all shaven and shorn.
That spoils the Widow that was left forlorn
That starves the child that is newly bom
And instead of the tenths takes the half of our com.
Who drives the cattle from off our fields.
And plunders all the harv'est yealds
But the people of Graigue will show they are men.
And make the old cock as tame as the hen

Alcock, McDonald and Burchel is afraid,
That the tithes in our Parish will never be paid'

The Graigue Hurlers now began to actively spread their movement to the 

surrounding district, the successful accomplishment of which would be crucial to their 

ultimate success. This was because, as Donnelly notes, the achievement of a broad and 

active support for agrarian protestors’ aims and methods, was an important step in 

‘affirming their moral and political legitimacy in the eyes of ordinary country people’, 

while their greater numerical strength would allow them ‘to shape and, when necessary, 

coerce popular and elite behaviour in the desired direction.’’’' Thus, throughout the rest 

of December and January, Hurlers’ meetings were noticed and held around Graigue, 

spreading from there into the rest o f Kilkenny, and into parts of Carlow and Wexford. 

For instance, on 20 and 21 December, meetings were held on the lands of the Roar, an

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gregory, 21 Dec. 1830, (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper H120).
‘Lines on Alcock, McDonald and Burchel’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper H123).
Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 59.
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adjoining parish to the south of Graigue, where three to four hundred men, women and 

children assembled, ‘all o f which were in the character of hurling,’ and remained for a 

considerable amount of time, before they proceeded to the church of the Roar where they

entered into a resolution not to pay tithes or church tax and established a fund to resist

112tithe. Meanwhile, on 20 December, fifty men came down from the mountain and met 

with others in Dungarvan (an adjoining parish to the north o f Graigue), where they 

hurled from eleven until three o ’clock, leaving notice they would meet again the next day 

in Dungarvan, and in Kilfane on 22 December.''^ Similarly, on 24 December, pursuant to 

a previously posted notice, ‘at least two thousand people’ assembled at Old Leighlin in 

County Carlow, ‘for the alleged purpose of hurling, but actually for the purpose of 

intimidating the rectors of parishes, or persons in their employment, from claiming 

tithes.

The Hurlers’ movement operated at two levels. On the one hand, for those who 

were inclined to support the movement, the Hurlers’ meetings were rich in symbolism 

and this helped to encourage the participation o f the rural population and to widen the 

support for the Graigue anti-tithe activists as quickly as possible. Thus, the passing of the 

ball from the players of one parish to another was literally taken as the transmission of 

anti-tithe sentiment from one area to another. Those who joined in tithe opposition in this 

way then became part of the Hurlers, who, by their joint efforts, would hurl out the tithes. 

On the other hand, intimidating and threatening notices were posted which aimed to 

coerce those who were nervous of the protest into joining it. For example, one notice 

stated that ‘any person that pay any tithes anymore or church tax his house and cattle will 

bumd and himself is to beheaded so it is expected from this Parish not pay anymore.’”  ̂

However, while some of the language of these notices was o f a threatening nature, the

Grant to George Brown, 21 Dec, 1830, (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper H123).
Richard Low to Unnamed, 20 Dec 1830, (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper H123).
James Battersby to Sir John Harvey, 26 Dec. 1830, {First Report, Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, 

p. 184).
‘Hurlers -  Sundry Communications 1830’ (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper H123).
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actual actions of the Hurlers demonstrate that they relied more on their display of 

numbers and strength of feeling than on the perpetration o f violence for their effect. 

Thus, their aim was to cripple the tithe system by persuading, or compelling, farmers not 

to pay the charge, and by sabotaging the efforts o f clergymen to overcome this resistance 

through seizures and tithe sales. Nevertheless, if  these moves were being guided by local 

clerical and lay middle-class agitators, such as Father Doyle, from the end of December it 

became clear that such men were playing with fire, as the Hurlers’ assemblies suddenly 

took on an altogether different aim, and a more threatening nature.

The first such manifestation of this transformation took place on 27 December

when a riotous crowd of Hurlers descended on the glebe o f the Reverend Hans Hamilton,

near Knocktopher. Previous to this, a notice had been posted calling on ‘all persons who

pay tithes to Doctor Hamilton ... to make their appearance in Ballyhale ... for the

purpose of amicably and constitutionally demanding a reduction in the tithes.’”  ̂ This

aim marked out the intention of the meeting as different from the first Hurlers’ meetings,

at which the people had met to consult among themselves, organize resistance and

display their strength of numbers, rather than to seek personal interviews with the

Protestant clergy. As desired by the notice, “2,000” people assembled at Ballyhale,

before they then proceeded to Hamilton’s residence."’ Seeing so large a crowd

approaching his house, Hamilton sent his steward to meet them and state that if  they

118would stay outside the grounds and send a deputation up he would see them. To this 

they agreed, but as the deputation was entering the gate, the larger assemblage, 

encouraged by a friar, gave a shout and rushed in and surrounded the house. After this, 

Hamilton refused to see them, and the crowd remained for half an hour, making noise

"®Ibid
Kilkenny M oderator, 1 Jan. 1831.
First Report Commons, Tithes { \ 1 1 \  p. 52. 

" ’ Ibid.
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and threatening to pull down the house. The next day a similar proceeding took place, 

this time around Gowran, where “20,000” Hurlers went on a tour o f local tithe owners 

and officials and attempted to intimidate them into complying with their demands.’^’ The 

Hurlers were then reported to have ‘dispersed p e a c e f u l l y . M e a n w h i l e ,  noisy 

preparations were being made for a very large gathering of Hurlers to assemble at the 

glebe of the Reverend Dr. Butler at Bennettsbridge, on 30 December.

These assemblages came on top of an already dangerous tendency within the 

movement to engage in such Whiteboyish behaviour as the service o f blood curling 

threatening notices on tithe officials and the raiding o f estates to cut down timber in order 

to make hurlets.'^^ It was in this context that the Hurlers came to the Jenkinstown estate 

George Biyan, and asked for permission to cut trees in his demesne to make hurls; a 

request which was denied, but which activity was undertaken regardless.’ '̂* This act, in 

particular, appears to have shocked O ’Connellite opinion, for Bryan was the first 

Catholic sheriff of Kilkenny and had played a prominent role in the recent Emancipation 

c a m p a i g n . I f  such a man was seen as a fit target for the Hurlers it was clear that the 

protest was coming under the influence of the practitioners of traditional, socially 

divisive, agrarian outrage. Indeed, this was the impression that Harvey formed at the 

time, reporting that ‘with regard to the outrages committed, threatening notices, timber 

cut down and other acts of a Rockite character ... I am inclined to view them as 

proceeding from the same cause viz., strangers from other parts of the country or bad 

characters in this taking advantage of the present distracted state of society occasioned by

1L7IV4, y.

KJ, 5 Jan. 1831.
Ibid.
‘Hurlers -  Sundry Communications 1830’ (N.A.I., CSORP/1830/Outrage Paper H123); KM , 1 Jan. 
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the agitation of this Tithe question, but in no respect connected with it’.'^^ A local 

O ’Connellite, James O’Dowd, came to similar conclusions writing in the afitermath of the 

forcible taking of timber from Bryan’s estate that ‘it proves, either, that there are some 

evil advisors amongst [the Hurlers], or that the transgressing parties have resolved to take 

their own course rejecting the counsel often inculcated to them by Mr. O ’Connell, not to 

violate the In fact, it seemed to many that the whole thing was spiralling out of

control; a young Lord Ossory, for example, arrived home to Kilkenny at this time to be 

shocked to find ‘everything in commotion on account o f the meetings o f the people.’

The increasing number o f Hurlers’ meetings, accompanied as they were by the 

cutting down o f timber and the posting of threatening notices, together with the prospect 

of large mobs, a la Captain Swing, directly confronting parsons to seek a reduction of 

tithe, spurred local O’Connellite agitators to move to try to control and channel the 

outburst of popular anger against tithes. The infiltration of the O ’Connellites into the 

protest was to be by both personal and media means. The first direct intervention took 

place at the Hurlers’ assemblage at Bennettsbidge on 30 December. On the day before 

the event, a meeting o f leading provincial O ’Connellites took place in the Kilkenny shop

129of Cornelius Maxwell, the proprietor of the Kilkenny Journal. Patrick Costelleo, a 

Kilkenny solicitor and a friend of O’Connell, was present at the meeting, as was Patrick 

Blanchfield (who farmed 312 acres at Clifden in the Parish o f Clara), Father Mullins, an

130administrator in the Parish of Saint John’s in Kilkenny City, and Maxwell himself In 

consequence o f this meeting, it was decided that Blanchfield and Costello (who had also 

previously consulted with the Catholic bishops of Ossory and Kilmore, as well as the

Sir John Harvey to E. G. Stanley, 7 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H2).
James O’Dowd, ‘To the “Hurling” Tithe and Other Church Rate Payers o f  the County o f  Kilkenny’, KJ, 

1 Jan. 1831
Diary o f John Butler, Earl o f Ossory: diary entry for 1 Jan. 1831, (N.L.I., Ormonde Papers, Ms. 19,806). 

30 July 1831 
130 o ’Hanrahan, ‘Tithe War’, p. 490.
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magistrate Mr, Power o f Kilfane, and received their support'^’) would go to 

Bennetsbridge on the day o f the meeting and address the Hurlers on the impropriety of 

their actions and to prevent a breach of the peace.

On the day o f the meeting Costello addressed the assembled crowd, each with 

their obligatory hurlets, and congratulated them ‘for having the firmness legally to come 

forward and demand your rights’, but warned them of the dangers o f listening to those 

who were really their enemies and who advised them to engage in Whiteboy activities

133and ‘to become violators o f the law.’ He then advised them to petition their clergyman 

for a redress o f their grievances by sending forth Mr. Blanchfield and other respectable 

persons, as a deputation, while the rest of the people remained outside the gate.'^"  ̂

Nevertheless, when the crowd reached Butler’s house, the Hurlers responded as they had 

done at Knocktopher, and, after having initially halted at the gate, suddenly rushed down 

the avenue with a great shout, as a result of their ‘impatience’ having ‘got the better of 

their previous determination.’'^  ̂ Butler felt compelled to withdraw into his house, lock 

the door and address the crowd from an upper w i n d o w . F r o m  this haven Butler then 

responded to the people’s demands for a reduction in their tithes by declaring that ‘he 

asked for no tithes beyond what the law allowed him’ and that, consequently, ‘he would 

continue to require every shilling of it, and could not consent to any reduction 

r e q u e s t e d . W h e n  the people insisted in their demands, Butler told them that he would 

act when the landlords first reduced their r e n t s . T o  this, the noisy response was that 

‘the rents had been reduced, while the tithes i n c r e a s e d . I n  the face of Butler’s

Second Report Lords, Tithes (663), p. 39. 
Ibid, p. 38.
KJ, 1 Jan. 1831.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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truculence, Blanchfield responded with equal bellicosity and put a resolution to the 

Hurlers which stated that:

As Mr. Butler refuses to relieve us from any part o f  the burden which the law 
allows him to impose on the people, we pledge ourselves to refuse all payment o f 
tithes hereafter, until compelled to it, by law proceedings.

After agreeing to the resolution, the assembled people dispersed quietly.

Elsewhere, other rural notables also had success in toning down the behaviour o f

the Hurlers and in encouraging them to abandon their riotous assem blies.’"*' On each such

occasion the Hurlers were admonished for their raucousness and illegal acts and

encouraged, instead, to hold constitutional meetings and seek relief from Parliament, not

from the parsons. However, although the Hurlers received admonitions and lectures from

relatively well known parish priests, agitators, gentlemen farmers and landlords, the work

o f relaying the message and ensuring it was obeyed fell mainly to the local strong

farming class in each parish. This was because although the vast majority o f the Hurlers

were small farmers ( ‘with their labourers, who more keenly feel the smart o f the farm er’s

poverty’’'*̂ ), it was obvious that the wealthier farmers were covertly supporting the

protest. However, it had become clear that a more overt guidance o f the movement would

be necessary to prevent it falling under the control o f those who preferred the methods o f

the agrarian secret societies. This context explains the Kilkenny Journal's trenchant

appeal to ‘the respectable farmers and gentry’ to:

link yourselves with the people, give a due direction to their feelings, and they 
may meet, while you can say you have kept your fellow countrymen from 
plunging into excesses, such as hundreds o f  Englishmen are at this moment being 
hanged and transported for ... unite yourselves with them. Use your influence.

Ibid.
See, for example, the interventions at the Fenna and Castlecomer meetings. [KJ, 5, 12 Jan 1831] 
Carlow Morning Post, 6 Jan. 1831
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which will more than suffice to keep them within the bounds o f the law. If you do 
not, and that disturbances resuh, their blood will be on your heads.

That such appeals were listened to was clear from the increased presence of 

strong farmers on horseback at those meetings which took place at the start of January; a 

presence which ensured that the hurlets were no longer carried by the people and that the 

crowd, generally, remained quietly some distance away from the parson’s house while a 

respectable deputation were sent to ask him for a reduction in tithe. Nevertheless, the 

established clergy were no more receptive to orderly deputations o f the respectable 

farmers than they had been to raucous crowds of Hurlers. For instance, while Hans 

Hamilton agreed to speak to sixteen reputable farmers while the rest of a second Hurlers’ 

assemblage in his parish remained in Ballyhale, observers believed that he ‘acted very 

absurdly’ in his negotiations with them by refusing to accept any terms except those 

which would actually have left him financially better off (by throwing the expenses of 

collection on the p a r i sh i on er s ) . T h e  result was that parson and parishioner ‘parted 

mutually dissatisfied.’''*̂

At the same time that local agitators and strong farmers were sallying forth to 

attempt to divert the Hurlers into less raucous activities, the local O’Connellite 

newspaper, the Kilkenny Journal, was also using its influence to attempt to do likewise. 

For instance, on 1 January it published James O’Dowd’s letter ‘To the “Hurling” Tithe 

and Other Church Rate Payers o f the County o f Kilkenny.’ In it O ’Dowd reminded the 

Hurlers o f O ’Connell’s mantra o f ‘obey the law’ and then went on to outline the extent to 

which they had exposed themselves to the penalty o f transportation for acts such as the 

cutting down timber, and also to warn them that any oaths or combinations entered into

a:/, 5 Jan. 1831.
First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 12; Diary o f  John Butler, Earl o f  Ossory: diary entry for 3 Jan. 

1831, (N.L.I., Ormonde Papers, Ms. 19,806).
First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 12
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amongst themselves to defraud the clergyman o f their dues were i l l e g a l . I n s t e a d ,  he 

argued, they should express their legitimate grievances through deputation to the 

clergyman him.self, or by repeated petitions to Parliam.ent.''*^ Shortly afterwards, 

O ’Connell him self became involved in the attempts to control the protest, addressing a 

public letter to the ‘People o f the County o f Kilkenny’ in which he referred to ‘what were 

called “hurling matches” ... which are really formidable [meetings] ... to obtain a 

reduction o f tithes’, and which he ‘denounc[ed]’ along with ‘all those who take part in

148them .’ At the same time, O ’Connell sympathized with the Hurlers, telling them that 

‘your object was a good one ... your conduct hitherto has been peaceable and orderly. 

Nevertheless, he concluded, the people should know that it was only through a Repeal o f 

the Union that an abolition o f  tithes could be gained, so that, since the Hurlers’ 

assemblages were ‘illegal and constitute an offence in the eye o f the law ’, he firmly 

instructed them to ‘DISCONTINUE, my friends, THOSE PUBLIC MEETINGS. Give them up at 

once. LET THERE BE NO MORE OF THESE M E E T I N G S .Instead, he advised that legal and 

constitutional meetings be held to petition parliament on the subject o f tithes.'^’

O ’Connell, in the midst o f his first Repeal campaign, seems to have been 

particularly worried that the Hurlers’ meetings would interfere with his own agitation, by 

causing the authorities to crack down on public assemblages. Indeed, Stanley, the new 

C hief Secretary, had already issued a circular letter to magistrates instructing them how 

to act in relation to the Hurlers’ meetings. This was also published in the newspapers and 

it declared that the Hurlers’ meetings were illegal and informed the magistrates that it

1 < 7

was their duty to suppress them. Around the same time, the W exford and Kilkenny 

magistrates also issued separate letters denouncing the Hurlers’ meetings as illegal,

James O’Dowd, ‘To the “Hurling” Tithe and Other Church Rate Payers o f  the County o f  Kilkenny’, KJ, 
1 Jan. 183L
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despite what the people may have been told to the c o n t r a r y . T h e  police authorities, 

meanwhile, were also taking action with respect to the Hurlers’ meetings, although they 

were willing to give them time to disband and discontinue the meetings of their own 

accord before they intervened. Thus, before the meeting in Dysart, the village was 

flooded with two companies of the Fusiliers and a great number of the police, all of 

which force was at the disposal of the Marquis o f Ormonde, his son Lord Ossory, and the 

County High Sheriff Nevertheless, Sir John Harvey spoke to the Hurlers when they 

assembled and told them that he would guarantee that no force would be used against 

them if they dispersed quietly; an object which was achieved.'^'* Similarly, although 

Harvey assembled bodies of police and troops in the houses o f clergymen who were 

threatened with a visit, he made sure to keep them out of sight of the country people 

outside.

All of these precautions, announcements and intercessions had their desired 

effect, for, although some further unruly Hurlers’ assemblages took place during the first 

week in January,’^̂  and while trees continued to be cut down,'^^ by the middle of the 

month Harvey had reported that ‘in County Kilkenny the Tithe meetings continue, but 

they have assumed a far less turbulent character - no flags or sticks are (generally 

speaking) exhibited but a much greater show of respect towards the Protestant clergy and

1 CQ

obedience to the laws are apparent.’ Soon after, the Hurlers’ meetings were 

discontinued c o m p l e t e l y , a n d  legal and constitutional meetings were instead held in 

many parishes to petition against tithes.
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The Hurlers episode was important for the subsequent development o f the Tithe 

War, even though it was also, in some ways, a false start. Firstly, the phenomenon 

demonstrated that there was a great popular feeling against tithes in the south Leinster 

district at the start o f the 1830s. It seems clear that agitators such as Father Doyle had 

recognized that anti-tithe sentiment was swelling, and had attempted to organize it, but 

had then been overwhelmed by the unexpected strength and extent of the hostility. Thus, 

in experimenting with ways to disguise meetings (to prevent distraint and tithe sales and 

to organize a non-payment campaign) as hurling matches in and around Graigue, they 

were overtaken by a surge o f popular support which took these experiments out o f their 

hands and spread the movement further and quicker than could, initially, be managed by 

its economically and socially superior sponsors. As a result, Whiteboy type outrages and 

riotous behaviour became predominant features o f the protest. What really threw the 

movement of course, however, was the filtration of the news into the region of the 

successes of the Captain Swing protestors in southern England in forcing reductions in 

tithe rates. This had been achieved by the farmers and labourers colluding to assemble in 

vast crowds, hundreds strong, to ‘mob’ the tithe owner, usually a parson, and intimidate 

him into compliance with their demands.'^' Certainly some contemporaries, including 

Bishop Doyle, believed that the Hurlers were directly inspired by the Swing rioters; a 

view which is further collaborated by the absence o f any precedent in rural Ireland for 

large crowds surrounding clergymen’s houses to secure tithe reductions, as well as by a 

Hurlers’ notice which warned the parishioners o f Kilscanlan (in which parish the tithes 

were appropriated) not to pay tithes to the Bishop o f Ferns by order o f ‘Captain 

Swingler.’ Therefore, beginning with their first visit to Hans Hamilton, it seems that

Carl J. Grriffm, The Rural War: Captain Swing and the Politics o f  Protest (Manchester, 2012), pp. 17, 
97-8, 100, 104, 110, 280; Eric Hobsbawm and George Rude, Captain Swing (London, 1969), pp. 152, 158, 
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the Hurlers perceived that it was more likely that they would achieve a reduction o f  tithes 

by imitating the example o f Captain Swing rather than that o f Graigue.

Nevertheless, while the Hurlers’ campaign may have taken a wrong turn, and 

while it had highlighted the dangers o f inciting tithe resistance, there were some local 

urban, rural and clerical notables, who, although they agreed with O ’Connell that the 

H urlers’ assemblages should end, challenged the idea that all future tithe agitation should 

be confined to constitutional petitioning on the issue. These differing ideas were aired at 

the anti-tithe meeting o f  St. Patrick’s Parish in Kilkenny City. At this meeting the 

distiller, Laurence Hyland,’®̂ in line with O ’Connell, argued that the people should 

restrict their endeavours to constitutional meetings and abandon their intention to allow 

their livestock to be seized in the belief that no bidders would come forward. Such a 

course o f action, Hyland believed, would inevitably involve the rural population in 

W hiteboyism since ‘if  any person had the hardihood to go forward on such an occasion, 

he feared the laws would be violated -  that they would be marked man, and that their 

lives would be in d a n g e r . A l t h o u g h  some speakers supported Hyland in his 

arguments, other spoke equally strongly against them. In particular, Hyland’s arguments 

were strongly countered by a Mr. R. Smithwick, who ‘told the people he did not wish 

them to violate the law, but they ought to evade it if  they could; he confessed he would 

act so h i m s e l f B u t  it was a Mr. M. Hyland who outlined exactly how he believed that 

the law could be peacefully evaded;

You are told not to break the law -  I say so too. You have rank and weight 
leagued against you, and it is not by hurling matches they can be overcome. Hold

vols., Irish Texts Society, xxx-xxxiii, London, 1936-37), iii, p. 5; Henry Hamilton to Sir John Harvey, 7 
Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper H2).
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your meetings as at present. It may be stated ... that this ... is a beggarly display -  
look round. Do you miss a farmer o f  rank or wealth who is subject to the payment 
o f tithes from amongst you? Persevere and you must succeed. It will be said you 
cannot get rid o f tithes. Try petitions and if  those are not successful, I will suggest 
a remedy which I hope is not illegal. Let the parson distrain. If he cannot find 
buyers, let him export the cattle. Dr. Butler’s Unions possess plenty o f Lean Kine; 
and when the parishioners refuse to buy them, he may find Englishmen not very 
willing to purchase lean kine either. This will not break any law. It will be 
submitting to the law -  as you are bound to do.

Thus, some local agitators recognized that a strong anti-tithe feeling existed in the 

region which had the potential either to contribute to the outbreak o f serious agrarian 

outrage or to be harnessed and controlled in such a manner that could cripple the tithe 

system and force Parliament to intervene to reform it. Indeed, if  anything, the hostility o f 

the country people towards tithes had increased as a result o f the Hurlers’ movement; 

especially since the parsons had so peremptorily refused to grant any reductions, while 

those fanners who made up the negotiating delegations were made to feel like ‘“thieves 

and robbers” , “Rebels and Rioters’” when they saw the police and military stationed

167mside the houses o f the clergy. In addition, the constitutional meetings to petition 

Parliament against tithes saw the grievances o f whole parishes displayed, discussed and 

disseminated. As the Kilkenny Journal noted, ‘the meetings now general through the 

County [Kilkenny], to petition for the abolition o f  tithes, continue to bring to light many 

things not very creditable to some o f the gentlemen tithe owners. Many acts o f  avarice 

and cruel oppression now come before the public.

TACTICAL INNOVATION IN THE REPERTOIRE OF TITHE RESISTANCE

A7, 26 Jan. 1831.
Rev. Hans Hamilton to Sir John Harvey, 8 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H6); Sir 

John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 3 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H4).
2Feb. 1831.
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As a result o f these considerations then, anti-tithe agitators began to prepare a campaign 

o f  passive resistance to tithes which would paralyse the tithe system by legal means in a 

way, and to an extent, that had never been achieved before. One thing these agitators had 

learned from their experience o f the Hurlers, however, was that a much tighter control o f 

the people would be needed if  the protest was to remain within the law. In particular, 

despite the opinions voiced by the likes o f  M. Hyland it was recognized that the 

immediate flash points o f  tithe sales could becom e a major problem. Certainly, the tactics 

used by the Hurlers at such events had been unsatisfactory and unlikely to succeed in the 

longer-term, despite their initial successes. For example, a few weeks after the Graigue 

sale it was reported that “ 10,000” people assembled at Inistioge (where the Hurlers had 

been active), to witness the auction o f cattle under seizure for tithes, while the military 

and police were in a tte n d a n c e .H o w e v e r , upon the interference o f William Tighe,*™ a

1 7 1
magistrate, the cattle were released and the people dispersed peaceably. Another tithe 

sale collapsed at Myshall on 27 January when a bull-bait was organized to coincide with 

the event and notices posted at the Catholic churches in the district beforehand which 

called on the ‘People’ to attend the bull bait so that ‘by a long pull, a strong pull, and a 

pull altogether’ they would ‘get rid o f the diabolical system o f tithes and wrest from the 

jobbers their ill-gotten spoils.’’’  ̂As a result, the tithe owner (a lay impropriator) gave up 

his intention o f selling the livestock by a u c t i o n . O f  this occasion, the Carlow County 

Constabulary Sub Inspector stated his belief that, ‘such is the opposition to the payment 

o f tithes in many parts o f this County that in the event o f a sale having taken place I

10 Jan. 1831.
The Tighes had been political patrons o f  the borough o f  Inistioge in the eighteenth century where they 

owned land. William Tighe, author o f  the Statistical O bservations Relative to the County o f  Kilkenny, had 
been a Whig and had spoken on tithe reform in the House o f  Commons in 1809. The Tighe mentioned here 
appears to have been his son, William Frederick Fownes Tighe (1794-1878). [Martin McElroy, ‘Tighe, 
William’, in James McGuire and James Quinn (ed s). D ictionary o f  Irish Biography (Cambridge, 2009)].

CMP, 10 Jan. 1831.
Dublin Evening M ail, 31 Jan. 1831.
James Battersby to Sir John Harvey, 30 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1831/Outrage Paper B15).
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believe the purchasers o f the cattle would not have been allowed to take them away 

unless protected by a very strong force.’

However, it was unlikely that tithe owners and magistrates would continue to 

intervene and cause tithe sales to be abandoned because the country people opposed 

them. Thus, if  persisted with without alteration such tactics would probably have led to 

serious disorder on the part of the protestors and caused the interference of the 

authorities. This would have put an end to such opposition. Moreover, it may also have 

led to the formation of agrarian confederacies dedicated to inflicting punishment on those 

who dared to bid at tithe sales. Again, such a development would probably have been 

repressed relatively quickly by the authorities (as had been the case with previous rural 

movements o f that nature). Thus it was clear that, if  a strategic campaign of tithe

175resistance was to succeed, some practical scheme of passive resistance needed to be 

devised and implemented which would allow protestors to disrupt the ability o f tithe 

owners to recover their dues through distraint without the protestors becoming involved 

in either riotous behaviour at the auction itself or in the agrarian secret societies after it.

This certainly appears to have been the belief o f Patt Lalor, and while the 

Kilkenny debates are evidence that he was not the first to put forward the scheme of 

passive resistance to tithes, he was the first to put it into practice and, critically, to 

expressly state that the type o f punishment that buyers o f goods distrained for tithes 

should receive was social ostracism, rather than physical retribution. Lalor was a wealthy 

gentleman fanner from the Queen’s County with leaseholds on 700 acres of land, the 

vast majority of which he farmed himself He was also a political O ’Connellite who had 

been active in the Emancipation c a m p a i g n . I n  particular, however, Lalor was a staunch 

opponent o f tithes. Already in the 1820s he had provided strong opposition to the

Ibid.
For more on the strategic nature o f  tithe resistance in the 1830s, see Chapter Four.
Second Report, Lords, Tithes, (663), p. 62; Lalor Papers, (N.L.I., Ms. 8562 (1)); Lalor Papers, (N.L.I., 

Ms. 8572).
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introduction of the Tithe Composition Act into his parish (Clonenagh & Clonaheen) and 

had delayed it for a number of years. Eventually, as a result of the pressure that was 

placed on him by those who would benefit from the Composition (i.e. the poorer farmers 

and the large tillage interest), Lalor (who devoted most of land to grazing) had allowed 

his opposition to drop. Nevertheless, popular opinion in the parish soon rallied around 

Lalor again and against the Composition in consequence of a dramatic increase in tithe 

rates and Church Cess, and the public exhibition o f anti-Catholic sentiment by a recently 

arrived evangelical Protestant curate who had brought the Reformation Society into

1 -jq
town. In January 1831 the Hurlers’ movement spread to those parts of Queen’s County

1 7Xwhich bordered Kilkenny and, indeed, discontent and anti-tithe and political 

excitement was such in the district that Colonel O ’Donoghue, the resident magistrate, 

noted that ‘a most restless spirit prevails amongst the middling and lower classes o f the 

community who seem ripe for any mischief In addition to the outcry for a repeal of the

179union the people are now beginning to vociferate for the abolition o f tithes.’

Thus, by the start of 1831, having witnessed at first hand the excitement and 

potential danger that had accompanied the Hurlers’ movement, Lalor believed that such

was the hostility to the established church which had been created in his parish that some

180form of violent anti-tithe protest was now inevitable. However, at the same time, he 

believed that the hostility that had been shown to the tithe system was justified. 

Consequently, he determined to try to control the groundswell o f anti-tithe sentiment 

which was becoming manifest in his part o f the country by channelling it into safer and

Tithe rates had increased dramatically because valuation by the acre had been introduced to replace 
valuation by the ton. Church Cess rates because an entirely new Protestant church had been built, despite 
the fact that the existing one was only thirty years old. [Lalor Papers, (N.L.I., Ms. 8572); Second Report, 
Lords, Tithes, (663), pp. 62-72].

D. O’Donoghue to E. G. Stanley, 2 Jan. 1831, (N. A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 01); Information of  
James Wall, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 03).

D. O’Donoghue to E. G. Stanley, 2 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 01).
Second Report, Lords, Tithes (663), p. 68. For an explanation o f why Lalor believed that a violent 

campaign against tithes was undesirable, see Chapter four.
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potentially more successful avenues of expression.'*’ In pursuance of this goal, Lalor 

took advantage o f a Repeal meeting, held in February in the town of Mountrath, to 

publicly announce that he would, in future, act like the Quakers, who refused to pay 

tithes but permitted the law to take its course, so that they committed no c r i m e . S h e e p  

belonging to Lalor were soon seized for non-payment o f t i t h e . H o w e v e r ,  before the 

day of sale (which was to be held in the town of Mountrath), Lalor had the sheep branded 

‘TITHE’ and then actively propagated his plan of passive resistance throughout 

Mountrath and the surrounding country by means of printed notices. This plan advocated 

that no opposition to distraint should be made, but that on the day of sale every tithe 

payer should assemble ‘in order to note down, and set a mark upon the name, of that man 

who should dare to hold public opinion so lightly as to become the purchaser of goods so 

sold.’ No crime must be committed towards those persons, nor any breach of the 

peace committed on the day of the sale, but, instead, the people must pledge themselves 

not to repurchase the goods in any shape or form or place, nor hold the slightest 

intercourse with the purchaser, nor buy or sell to him, nor even give ‘one hour of your 

labour or love or money’ to them.'*^ In addition, he advised that a fund be established in 

each townland, to compensate any person who suffered a loss as a result o f distraint.

To ensure a mass attendance on the day of sale, it was reported that ‘emissaries from the 

agitating society o f [Queen’s CJounty are traversing the country warning the people to 

assemble on the occasion’.

In the event, the sale went off without any breach of the peace and, according to 

the Sovereign, proved ‘more strongly than ever the control that description of man

See Chapter Four.
19 Feb. 1831.

Ibid., 9 Mar. 1831.
Hugh Boyd Wray to Sir John Harvey, 10 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H18), Printed 

notices entitled ‘Anti-Tithe-Tax’ and ‘To the Tithe-Payers o f  Ireland’, enclosed in Sir John Harvey to Sir 
William Gosset, 13 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper H18).

Printed notices entitled ‘Anti-Tithe-Tax’ and ‘To the Tithe-Payers o f  Ireland’, enclosed in Sir John 
Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 13 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H18).

Ibid.
D. O’Donoghue to Sir William Gosset, 5 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 015).
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[Lalor] has over the minds of the lower classes.’'** Thus, Patt Lalor’s son, William, later 

recollected how, at the sale itself:

Father and 1 were both on horseback, and got close to Miller, [who was the 
auctioneer,] Brough, [who worked for the Reverend La Touche,] and the sheep, 
the crowd forming a circle around us with the military and Peelers on the outside. 
Miller offered the sheep for sale, but not a voice was heard, when after some time 
Brough, who stood close to Miller, said something in an undertone, when Miller 
declared the sheep sold, and on father seeking who was the purchaser was 
answered Mr. Brough, when he loudly called out the name Brough it was echoed 
by ten thousand voices. There was a loud murmur and half-suppressed threat 
from that dense crowd as they would make short shrift o f Brough and Miller, but 
a wave from Father’s hand and all were still.

After the sale, attempts were made to sell the sheep throughout the Queen’s County and 

then in Dublin. However, Lalor defeated these efforts by sending three o f his employees 

ahead of the livestock who warned all persons from selling provender for the sheep and 

successfully dissuaded the butchers of Dublin from purchasing them.’^̂  Lalor himself 

was then present when the half starved animals were dispatched to Liverpool to try to sell 

them, declaring from the quay that he ‘was then content in compelling the Rector to send 

them out o f the Kingdom.’'^' Despite this, however, Lalor carried on his campaign when 

the animals reached Liverpool, personally corresponding to ensure that the sheep were

192not sold even there so that they eventually perished en route to Manchester. The whole 

affair was given full coverage in the Kilkenny Journal and many Queen’s County 

parishes now joined in the resistance to T i t h e s . T h e  means by which this was achieved 

were outlined by Colonel O’Donoghue, who reported that ‘the leading agitators set the

Thomas P. Cosby to unnamed, 10 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper 015).
Canon John O’Hanlon, History o f  the Q ueen’s  County: Vol. 2, H istory o f  the Territory from  1556 to 

1900 (Kilkenny, 1981). This recollection can be favourably compared with the contemporary account o f  
the sale given by Thomas P. Cosby, the Sovereign o f  the Queen’s County, for the text o f  which, see 
Chapter Five.

D O ’Donoghue to Sir William Gosset, 1 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I, CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper 018).
Ibid.

30 Mar. 1831.
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example to the lower classes who are ready enough to follow their pernicious advise.’’̂ '' 

By April, O ’Donoghue was forced to concede to Government that, "Agitation seems to 

be more prevalent than ever. Almost a general resistance is making to the payment of 

Tithes ... in fact a conspiracy is in progress to oppose the recovery of those demands and 

unless decisive steps are quickly taken the conspirators will succeed.

Patt Lalor’s successful demonstration o f passive resistance meant that the new 

tactics were taken up elsewhere. For example, the first successful demonstration of 

passive resistance in County Kildare'^^ occurred in the Parish of Naas where a Protestant 

named Gilbert Allrid, ‘hitherto respectable and considered wealthy,’ and an ex-Church 

warden, deliberately allowed his cattle to be seized and put up for auction for non

payment o f tithes.'^’ To judge by his own statements, it appears that Allrid was 

motivated by anti-clericalism, the economic impact of falling cattle prices and a belief 

that the tithe system caused unnecessary tensions between Catholics and Protestants.’̂  ̂

There is no doubt that Allrid was deliberately attempting to emulate Patt Lalor’s late 

triumphs at Mountrath since, before the day of sale, he had copies o f Lalor’s anti-tithe 

notice posted throughout the c o u n t y . T h e  result was that, on three separate occasions, 

Allrid’s cattle were canted in Naas, amidst large crowds, only for the sales to be 

abandoned for lack of bidders. The only cattle which were successfully auctioned were 

bought by the Reverend de Burgh himself, to whom the tithe was owed.^°°

Meanwhile, at the same time that Patt Lalor and others were successfully 

disrupting the ability of the established clergy to sell distrained livestock for tithe debts,

D. O’Donoghue to Sir William Gosset, 1 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 015).
D. O’Donoghue to Sir William Gosset, 1 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I, CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 018).
This was not the first manifestation o f tithe resistance in County Kildare, since it was reported that 

Hurlers’ meetings had taken place at the start o f March on the Curragh and elsewhere in the County. [E, S. 
Flinter to James Tandy, 28 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I.., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T19); James Tandy to Sir 
William Gosset, 29 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T19)].

James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 15 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T22).
James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 15 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T22), 

Freeman's Journal, 2 1 Apr. 1831.
James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 15 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T22); James 

Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 18 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T22).
James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 18 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T22).
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back in the Parish o f Graigue, many o f the inhabitants were being organized so as to 

legally prevent any distraint being made in the first place. Here, all efforts to reach a 

satisfactory settlement between the parson and his parishioners had failed, despite the 

efforts of local landlord Sir Nicholas Loftus to act as mediator, especially since Alcock 

refused to ‘concede a sh illin g .C o n seq u en tly , Government decided that unprecedented 

military and police assistance should be afforded to the tithe owner of the parish in order 

to break the combination to withhold the payment of tithes and to prevent other parishes 

from imitating the example. Thus, on 1 March, at Kilkenny City , Sir John Harvey 

‘publickly paraded and moved off under the command of Major Browne a magnificent 

body of 400 Constabulary' P o l i c e . T h e s e ,  together with large detachments of 

Dragoons and Fusiliers, were stationed in Graigue and the surrounding villages, ready to 

assist Alcock’s bailiffs as they drove for tithes. The seriousness with which 

Government viewed the success or failure of the proceedings was testified to by 

Harvey’s comment that, ‘I am of opinion that the eyes o f the country are fixed upon the 

proceedings at Graig.’ ®̂** Accordingly, he informed an assembly of local magistrates that 

‘at Graig the resistance to the payment of Tithes began and at Graig the Lord Lieutenant 

was determined to show, not only the people of Graig, but to all Ireland that the

^05Government possessed the power of enforcing obedience to the Laws.’*

Therefore, on 4 March, the Reverend Alcock’s drivers, backed up by parties of 

police, began to distrain for tithe a r r e a r s . I n  response, the parishioners of Graigue, 

organized and tutored by O’Connellite anti-tithe agitators,^°^ adopted tactics of passive 

resistance in order to defeat what the Kilkenny Journal dubbed ‘the campaign of the

KJ, 5 Jan. 1831; Sir Nicholas Lofthouse to Sir John Harvey, 28 Feb. 1831, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/183 I/Outrage Paper H15).

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 1 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G7).
Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 3 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G7).
Ibid.
Ibid,
George Brown to Sir John Harvey, 4 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper G7).
Second Report Lords, Tithes {663,), pp 37-38
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208church.’ The protestor’s advisers counselled them that no physical resistance should be 

offered to attempts to distrain property, but that every legal means available should be 

adopted to ensure that distraint was made as difficult as p o s s i b l e . T h e  means by which 

this was to be done were based on the fact that, under the Tithe Composition Act, 

livestock could only be seized for tithe arrears between the hours of sunrise and sunset,

and also that the driver could not force a door or bolt, or even lift a latch, so that animals

'^10kept behind closed doors could not be seized. Thus, a system of warning signals and 

scouts was set up so that, when parties of police and drivers set out from Graigue to 

distrain livestock, the alarm was transmitted to the farmers who then proceeded to drive 

their animals from the fields and put them under lock, thereby frustrating attempts to

seize them.^" The system was so successful that Major Brown stated that ‘many days

212parties were out distraining, and got nothing at all of any sort or kind.’ In this respect, 

Graigue was an ideal location for such a system of passive resistance due to its unique 

geography. The situation was neatly summed up in the report of the County Kilkenny 

Under Sheriff which stated that:

The Parish of Graigue is so situated as to occupy the sides of hills and heights 
terminating at the town next the river by which no party can advance from 
Graigue into the fields that is not immediately recognized and watched. That a 
distance from the town the cattle are let out to graze and when the seizing party is 
seen the cattle are driven in and locked up whereby the vigilance o f those

213acquainted with the property or seeking to distrain is completely evaded.

Despite the efforts o f the parishioners, the drivers seized a small number of 

animals in the first weeks o f distraining, and, on 18 March, these were due to be sold by 

public auction at Graigue. Alarmists reported to Government that the military and police

9 Apr. 1831.
Second Report Lords, Tithes {6 6 2 \  pp. 37-38.
First Report Commons, Tithes { Ml ) ,  p. 10.
Ibid., p. 80.
Ibid.
Ormonde to Sir William Gosset, 8 Mar. 1831, enclosing ‘Report o f  the under Sheriff o f  the County o f  

Kilkenny Concerning Graigue, 7 Mar. 1831’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper G7).
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would be attacked on the day o f sale by thousands o f the rural people, armed with pikes 

and guns, and the cattle rescued.^'"* Indeed, Harvey believed that something of that kind 

would be attempted, and consequently he assembled a considerable force in the town and

215district for the occasion. But it was never the intention of the parishioners to offer any 

such resistance, and the sale duly passed off with very few persons present and without

^17the slightest breach of the peace being committed. The owners of the cattle stepped

forward to purchase them at the auction, paying for them the full amount of tithe

218demanded as well as the costs incurred. The Graigue protestors thereby satisfied their 

vow ‘never to pay tithe again’ while still indirectly paying tithes, ‘but not under that 

offensive name.’ '̂^ Ultimately, ‘the campaign of the church’ ended in defeat for Church 

and Government as, after two months, only one third of the tithe arrears had been 

collected, while, from 1 May, a further six months’ worth of the impost fell due.^‘° On 4 

May the authorities ended operations at Graigue by withdrawing the troops and police 

from the p a r i s h . T h u s ,  by May 1831, enough had been done to demonstrate the 

potential success of the new tactics o f tithe resistance, both in their ability to paralyse the 

tithe system without breaking the peace and in their tendency to force the Government to 

recognize that they would have to take up the issue of Irish tithes. It was in this context

that a new anti-tithe weekly newspaper, the Comet, was launched, in which articles were

222published which explained the merits of passive resistance.

Thomas Webb to George Browne, 12 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/Outrage Paper G7), Sir John Harvey 
to Sir William Gosset, 9 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper G7); First Report Commons, 
Tithes { \ 1 1 \  p. 80.

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 13 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G7). 
^'®Walter Blackney to Sir John Harvey, 29 Feb 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G7).

George Browne to Sir John Harvey, 18 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper G7).
Ibid.
Walter Blackney to Sir John Harvey, 29 Feb. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G7).
First Report Commons, Tithes { \ 1 1 \  p. 10.
First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 8; KJ, 1 May 1831.
See Chapter Five. This newspaper was the work o f  the artist Samuel Lover and a Wesleyan farmer and 

miller called Thomasth Browne. For more on these men, see, Samuel Lover and Thomasth Browne, Ihe 
Parson's Horn-book  (2 vols. Dublin, 1831), Paul Cafitey, ‘Lover, Samuel’ in James McGuire and James 
Quinn (eds ), D ictionary o f  Irish Biography (Cambridge, 2009), Bayle Bernard, The Life o f  Samuel Lover, 
R. H. A., Artistic, Literary, and Musical, with Selections from  his Unpublished Papers and Correspondence 
(New York, 1874), p. 128.
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Indeed, the decision by the Government to call off the campaign at Graigue 

seemed to confinn to many that they had been correct in assuming that the accession of 

the Whigs to Government in November 1830 had created a political opportunity to obtain 

parliamentary relief from tithes if peaceful coercive pressure could be applied to the 

Legislature. After all, the Whigs had supported Catholic Emancipation from the 

opposition benches and had, since the days o f Fox, argued for the pursuance of a more 

liberal policy in Ireland,^^^ In addition, the Whigs had returned to power after many 

decades of near continuous opposition because they had been deemed the only party 

capable of handling English demands for Reform and o f legislatively satisfying the 

people so as to avoid revolution. O ’Connellite agitators, therefore, felt that this was a 

Government which was likely to respond to clamorous popular expressions of grievance. 

Consequently, the way in which anti-tithe agitators attempted to direct popular hostility 

to tithes into passive channels was informed by their notions regarding the temperament 

of the new Government. For example, when giving guidance to the Hurlers, such 

agitators actually instilled in the Hurlers a belief that they were more likely to gain relief 

from Parliament than from the parsons. Thus, Walter Blackney, a leading Carlow 

Catholic, and soon to be the County’s M.P., informed Sir John Harvey that the Hurlers 

had given up overt resistance until Parliament met, ‘in the expectation ... that 

government might interfere, and some change would be adopted more satisfactory than 

the system now in p ra c tic e .P a ro c h ia l  petitions, however, had proved fruitless, and, as 

a result, a scheme of passive resistance was implemented which aimed to cripple the tithe 

system as a means o f coercing the Government into legislating to reform it. Picking up 

on this intention, Harvey informed the Under Secretary that the passive resistance 

campaign in Graigue was part o f a plan to ‘agitate upon th[e] question [of Tithes] until

William Anthony Hay, Ihe Whig Revival, 1808-1830  (Hampshire, 2005), pp. 17, 141-59. 
Walter Blackney to Sir John Harvey, 29 Feb. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper G7).
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something is done by Parliament for the relief o f the p e o p l e . I n d e e d ,  the victory of the 

farmers in that parish led many to hope that Government would now be forced to 

legislate (favourably) on the issue. For instance, the Kilkenny Journal declared, ‘they 

have made an experiment on Graigue and they have egregiously failed. If Ireland follow 

the example o f Graigue, a practicable and natural conclusion will follow that their 

Reverences must ... be content with a Government c o m p e t e n c y . I n  fact, the tenor of 

this statement encapsulates O ’Connellite’s notions o f the attitude of the Whigs to 

substantial Irish Church reform; that is that, as Shcil informed Bishop Doyle, they had 

‘every disposition’ to do this, but that they held back because ‘they are holding fast to 

their places, instead of spreading out their hands to pull down what might bury them in 

ruins.’ Thus, it is arguable that the events at Graigue and Mountrath were engineered

by anti-tithe activists to give the Whigs reason to do that which (it was perceived) they

228wanted to do, but were afraid to, namely, to ^venture to touch the Church.’ The 

rhetoric used in the County Kilkenny by-election of February 1831, and the arguments 

put forward by Bishop Doyle in his Letter to Thomas Spring Rice (published in March 

1831) both tend to re-affirm the suggestion that the enemies of tithe sniffed an 

opportunity to put forward their claims upon the ascension of the Whigs to power. In the 

former, O’Connell asked all those who wished to ‘see Tythes abolished’’ to vote (or 

influence the votes o f others) for his candidate;^^^ in the latter, Doyle argued that the 

(alledged) misappropriation of tithes by the Established Church would justify the 

Government in taking tithe revenues out o f the hands of that Church, and re-applying

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 3 Mar 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper G7).
7M ay 1831.

Richard Lalor Sheil to James Doyle, 25 Feb. 1831, in Fitzpatrick, Life, Times, and Correspondence, ii, 
p. 270.

Ibid.
‘Mr. O’Connell’s Address to the Electors o f the County o f  Kilkenny’ enclosed in Sir John Harvey to Sir 

William Gosset, 16 Feb 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper K5). On the conduct of the election 
itself, see O’Donoghue, ‘Causes of the Opposition to Tithes’ p 28; O’Hanrahan, ‘Tithe War’, p. 493.
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them, by way of a Poor Law, to (what he claimed) were their earlier, charitable

230purposes.

Indeed, some senior figures in authority believed that the Graigue experience 

demonstrated that reform was now the only means by which to solve the rapidly 

escalating problem of Irish tithes. Harvey, for example, stated that ‘I am of opinion that 

nothing but a legislative enactment, in other words a change in the law, can allay the 

agitation or overcome the resistance to the payment of tithes, which is everywhere 

becoming general.'^^  ̂ Throughout the first part of 1831, however, Harvey’s advice, just 

like the protestations of Irish tithe payers, fell on deaf ears as regards the Government. 

This was partly because of the Reform crisis in Britain which absorbed the Government’s 

attention and involved its members in lengthy debates in Parliament as well as constant 

anxiety as to the excesses of Reformists in the country at large .N onethe less, it is 

important to emphasise that the expectations of anti-tithe activists as to the likely 

sympathy that their concerns would evince from the Whigs were, in many respects, out 

of tune with the overall tenor of Grey’s Government. This was because the Ministry 

which had come to power in November was not really a Whig one at all; instead, it was a 

coalition composed of Foxite and moderate Whigs, liberals, reformist Conservatives 

(Canningites), and even an Ultra Tory. Moreover, it was also the most aristocratic 

Cabinet of the century. In fact, the broad political and narrow social make up of Grey’s 

Ministry was deliberate; it had come into being to temper, rather than foment, demands 

for radical social and political c h a n g e . T h i s  coloured its views in relation to popular 

riot, disorder and protest. Although Foxites might have liked to respond to grievances 

with sweeping reforms, Irish policy at the time was mainly dictated by the moderate,

James Doyle, Letter to Thomas Spring Rice, Esq., M.P., &c, &c., on the Establishment o f  a Legal 
Provision fo r  the Irish Poor, and on the Nature and Destination o f Church Property (Dublin, 1831).

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 5 Apr. 1831, (N. A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H37).
Derek Beales, From Castlereagh to Gladstone, I815-I885  (New York, 1969), pp.26-7
Ian Newbould, Whiggery and Reform, 1830-4!: The Politics o f  Government (Hampshire, 1990), p. 41, 

E. A. Smith, Lord Grey, 1764-1845 (Oxford, 1990), p. 259.
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even ‘half ... Tory’, C hief Secretary, E. G. S t a n l e y . S t a n l e y ’s ideology made him 

averse to movements which presented a threat to the pre-eminence o f  the law, the rights 

o f  property, the established Church and the constitution, and he believed they should be 

stamped out by coercion rather than concession. From Stanley’s perspective, therefore, 

tithe reform was never on the agenda, considering as he did that the Hurlers’ movement 

was nothing other than ‘a prelude to resistance to the payment o f  rents’ and ‘an ominous 

infringement o f property rights.’ Consequently, the new C hief Secretary ignored the 

pleas o f  Anglesey, the Foxite Lord Lieutenant, for reformist measures and, instead, 

concentrated his efforts on aggressively repressing Irish disorder.

One o f the means by which Stanley tried to do this was by re-embodying the Irish 

Yeomanry. For over a decade, previous Governments had been happy to allow this force 

to enter a terminal declme; a tacit acknowledgement that while it had the benefit o f  being 

cheaper to maintain than the regular forces o f  the state, it was also so deeply imbued with 

Ultra Tory anti-Catholicism that it could not be controlled if  called out to preserve the 

peace. Indeed, fellow Whigs warned Stanley that in re-establishing the yeomanry he was 

calling forth a Frankenstein’s monster; but the C hief Secretary persisted in his plan, 

arguing that the need to preserve law and order was his foremost concern and that 

nobody could accuse ihi.s Government o f  seeking to gratify party passions by calling out 

the Y e o m e n . A t  Newtownbarry, however, Stanley would come understand that the 

Irish Yeomanry was a force for disorder rather than order.

THE NEWTOWNBARRY TRAGEDY

Greville wrote in 1833 that ‘somehow or other Stanley, with all his talents, makes a mess o f  everything, 
but this comes o f  being . .. half a Tory.’ [Charles C F. Greville, The Greville M emoirs: A Journal o f  the 
Reigns o f  King George IV, King William IV  and Queen Victoria, ed. Henry Reeve (8 vols. London, 1888), 
ii, pp. 390-1],

Angus Hawkins, The Forgotten Prime Minister: The 14'  ̂Earl o f  Derby: Ascent, 1799-1851 (Oxford, 
2007), p. 76.

Ibid., p. 78.
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Although the Hurlers had been active in the southern half of County Wexford, and 

although two Catholic priests had actively engineered the abandonment o f a tithe sale at 

nearby Myshall,^^^ it is not at all certain that by May 1831 tithe resistance had spread to, 

or at least become fully established in, the northern Wexford parish o f Newtownbarry. 

Nevertheless, it quickly became manifest when the Reverend McClintock seized on the 

cattle of two farmers for non-payment o f tithes; tithes which the parishioners claimed 

they had not paid because they were not yet due. Definite proof either way as to 

veracity o f the parishioners’ claims does not survive, but the consequence was that the 

parish now became an active target for anti-tithe agitators. This was all the more so since 

newspaper speculation in the aftermath o f the Graigue affair strongly suggested that a 

political opportunity was rapidly opening up which would lead to the abolition of tithes if 

enough pressure could be put on the Government. Thus, for example, the Kilkenny 

Journal reported that ‘circulars have been issued by Government addressed to the clergy 

of the Church of Ireland requesting to know if they will be satisfied to receive the amount 

o f their incomes from the Treasury instead o f from their p a r i s h e s . T h i s  report 

appeared only three days before the seized livestock were due to be auctioned at 

Newtownbarry, and local agitators now focussed on the event as a means of 

demonstrating the strength o f anti-tithe feeling in Ireland. Consequently, placards were 

printed and posted the day before the sale which declared that the Government intended 

to pay the clergymen out o f the treasury in future and that, therefore, it was necessary for 

the people to attend at the tithe sale ‘o f your neighbour’s c a t t l e . I n  response, two 

magistrates, Graham and Irvine, wrote to Government stating that numerous printed

These were Father Doyle o f  Graigue and Father Doyle o f Saint Mullins. Interestingly, the man who 
seized the cattle on that occasion was a Mr. Brown o f Newtownbarry. [William Kilfoyle to Rev. Samuel T. 
Roberts, 24 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper Rl); CMP, 3 Mar. 1831; £)£M, 31 Jan. 1831].

The tithe payers claimed they had been called upon to pay three half years’ tithes within twelve months 
and that this was why they had refused to pay. [Newtownbarry -  Depositions: Copy o f  the Depositions 
taken at Newtownbarry before the Coroner’s Inquest on those who were killed on 18' June last, H.C., 
1831 (221), XV, 435, p . 13].

KJ, 15 June 1831.
Henry Hamilton to Sir John Harvey, 19 June 1831, (N.A.I., S.O.C., Ser. II, Box 178).
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placards had been circulated and posted up to instigate crowds to attend at 

Newtownbarry and oppose the sale by force, that they feared serious rioting as a result, 

and that, consequently, they had assembled a strong force of police and Yeomanry in 

order, ‘by a display of great strength, to intimidate the mob.’̂ '̂ ' These magistrates were 

particularly alarmed by the rumours that came into Newtownbarry via the mail coaches 

the day before the sale which stated that notices had been posted up as far away as 

Baltinglass ordering the people to attend to prevent the sale. '̂*^

On the day o f the sale a large crowd assembled in Newtownbarry. As the time of 

the sale approached it was discovered that the cattle were absent from the pound. They 

were subsequently found on the road leading out of the town. Some claimed that the 

cattle had been rescued from the pound, others that they had wandered off by 

themselves.^'^'' The police then went to retrieve the cattle, backed up by the yeomanry, 

and, upon attempting to bring them back into Newtownbarry for the auction, met a crowd 

of the country people gathered on the road. '̂*  ̂ At this point Adam Bloomfield Feltus, a 

Carlow magistrate who had come to Newtownbarry to help preserve the peace, spotted 

‘prominent characters amongst the crowd’ from whom he requested an explanation o f the 

people’s grievance regarding the sale.̂ **̂  Having learned that the dispute centred on the 

amount o f tithe due, he quickly secured their agreement to have the matter arbitrated. '̂*^ 

The people named two leading Protestant gentlemen whom they would like to represent 

them, and Feltus then rode back into Newtownbarry where he secured the agreement of

248an increasingly nervous Reverend McClintock to have the matter settled in this way.

William Graham & J. Irvine to Sir William Gosset, 17 June 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper 
NIO).

Newtownbarry D epositions (221), p. 12.
Ibid., p. 5.
Ibid., pp. 20-\,W H , 22, 25 June, 2, 6 July 1831 
Newtownbarry -  Depositions (2 2 1), p. 5.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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What happened when Feltus was gone, however, can never be fully determined. 

The Yeomen and the police subsequently swore that the crowd threw stones at them, and 

that one o f their number was shot dead by an arm.ed man concealed in a ditch. '̂*  ̂ In 

response, the Yeomanry claimed, they felt compelled to fire into the crowd in defence of

250their lives. The protestors, however, swore to a completely different version of events, 

insisting that not only were no shots fired before the yeomen discharged their weapons, 

but that stones had only been thrown at those Yeomen who were using their bayonets to 

prod some of the people off the road without re a so n .M o re o v e r , they claimed. Captain 

Graham (of the Yeomanry, and also a magistrate) rode roughly about them with his 

sword drawn insisting that the auction would take place no matter what, and that it was 

this officer who gave the order to fire when the stones were t h r o w n . I n  any case, a 

furious volley was loosed off which killed at least thirteen of the country people and 

wounded many more.^^^ The Yeomanry units at Newtownbarry that day were those of 

Myshall, Newtownbarry, Solsboro’ and Farmley; they numbered about one hundred 

men.̂ "̂* It was stated that the police fired no shots on the occasion, or that they only fired 

warning shots into the air, and that they endeavoured to protect the people and shield 

them from the fury of the Y e o m a n r y . T h e  exception to this was Sergeant William 

Kilfoyle, o f the Myshall police, who, it was claimed, not only took a full part in the 

carnage, but deliberately aimed at, shot, and killed a pregnant woman.^^^

In order to fully understand the Newtownbarry affray and its subsequent impact 

on the dynamics o f the Tithe War it is necessary to contextualize it within the micro-

Ibid, pp. 1-4.
Ibid., pp. 3, 9.
Ibid., pp. 13-21.
Ibid., pp. 16-20, 22-3, 28-9, 31.
W H ,11  June 1831.
Newtownbarry -  D epositions (221), pp. 2-4, 8.
Ibid., p. 2, 21-3; James Morgan, Report o f  the Trial o f  William Kilfoyle, upon the Charge o f  Killing  

M ary M ulrooney at Newtownbarry, on the 18'  ̂ o f , June, 1831. Tried Before the Hon. Baron Foster, a t the 
Spring Assizes o f  Wexford, (Dublin, 1832).
 ̂ * Indictments by G rand Jury o f  County o f  Wexford against Captain Graham f o r  M urder and  

M anslaughter at Newtownbarry, H.C. 1831 (221), xv, 435, p. 8; Morgan, Report o f  the Trial o f  William  
Kilfoyle.
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politics and social tensions o f the Carlow and north W exford region. When this is done it 

seems that the crucial determinant in precipitating the violence o f the Yeomanry was not 

the throwing o f  stones, but the fear o f  ethnic domination which had taken root amongst 

the dense pockets o f conservative Protestants in northern Wexford and Carlow, and the 

way in which electoral politics and tithe resistance intensified this fear. Emancipation 

had elevated the social and political position o f Catholics in a way that Ultra Tories 

interpreted as a cataclysmic defeat, involving, as it did, the removal o f  the ethno-religious 

foundation stone upon which the Protestant Ascendancy was founded. The social make

up and micro-politics o f the Carlow and north W exford area, however, meant that the 

passing o f Emancipation caused particularly acute anxiety, as it cam e on top o f the 

distressing economic, social and psychological developments o f the past seventy years. 

Firstly, there was the economic rise o f  the Catholic strong farming class; a process which 

saw this group outstrip the performance o f their Protestant contemporaries, and which 

consequently ‘led to a distinct sharpenmg o f ethno-religious d i v i s i o n s . S e c o n d l y ,  

partly as a result o f the decline in their economic fortunes, there was the chain migration 

o f  Protestants from Carlow and Wexford to Canada; a process which thinned the once 

dense Protestant settlements in the r e g i o n . F i n a l l y ,  the Protestants o f  the area retained 

a lingering fear o f the Catholic masses throughout the decades after the massacres o f 

1 7 9  8 259 context, then, the region’s Conservative Protestants viewed Catholic

Emancipation as the latest act in their supersession by Catholics.

Indeed, the strengthened position o f the Catholics o f both W exford and Carlow 

was concretely demonstrated in the respective County elections o f 1831. Both County 

constituencies had two members, at least one o f whom had been controlled by the local

James S. Donnelly, Jr., ‘Sectarianism in 1798 and in Catholic Nationalist M emory’ in Laurence M. 
Geary (ed ). Rehellion and Remewhrance in M odern Ireland  2001), p. 16.

Bruce Elliot, ‘Emigration from South Leinster to Eastern Upper Canada’ in Kevin Whelan (ed ), 
Wexford: H istory and Society: Interdisciplinary Essays on the H istory o f  an Irish County (Dublin, 1987), 
pp. 422-446.

Ibid., p. 422.
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Conservative gentry since the Union.^''° However, in May 1831, liberals were returned 

for all four County s e a ts .P a r t ic u la r ly  galling for the areas’ Conservative Protestants, 

was the fact that two o f the successful candidates were not just liberals, but also 

Catholics. Thus, in the Wexford County Election the Viscount Valentia, the nephew o f 

Lord Farnhain, the lay leader o f the Second Reformation who had an estate centred on 

Newtownbarry, had been ousted by Henry Lambert o f Camagh, a member o f one o f the 

old W exford Catholic gentry families, while in Carlow, Walter Blackney, a Catholic 

magistrate, had triumphed with the help and backing o f Bishop Doyle and several 

priests.

O f course, not all o f the Protestants o f Carlow and northern W exford were 

embittered by the course o f events, but those who were politically conscious and imbued 

by sectarian animosity were, and it was just such men who were likely to enlist in a local 

Yeomanry Corp; for, as Blackstock argues, the history o f the Yeomanry is closely related

263to ‘the history o f popular Protestantism .’ Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that the 

Myshall and Newtownbarry Yeomen, those which were involved at Newtownbarry, were 

infuriated by the election results o f  1831. Even before the election, John Milley Doyle 

and W alter Blackney had complained that their supporters (including two priests) had

Donal McCartney, ‘Parliamentary Representation and Electoral Politics in Carlow’ in Thomas McGrath 
(ed.), Carlow: H istory and Society: Interdisciplinary Essays on the H istory o f  an Irish County (Dublin, 
2008), p. 495; Brian M. Walker (ed ). Parliam entary Election Results in Ireland, I8 0 I-I9 2 2  (Dublin, 
1978), pp. 200, 244-5. Kevin Whelan, ‘Politicisiation in County Wexford and the Origins o f  the 1798 
Rebellion’ in David Dickson and Hugh Gough (eds ), Ireland and the French Revolution  (Dublin, 1990), 
pp. 156-78.
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been shot at by the Yeomen near Myshall as they went on the c an v a ss .H o w e v e r, it 

was the CathoHc triumphalism in the aftermath of the election which really irritated the 

Yeomen, For example, at Newtownbarry the local Ultra magistrates, Irvine, Graham and 

Derenzy, threatened to call out the yeomen and fire on the people if they went ahead with 

their plan for a bonfire to celebrate the electoral success of the liberal candidates.^^^

Significantly, Graham was not only the Captain of the Yeomen at Netwownbarry, but

266also the agent on the Famham estate. In this context, Nolan states that the conservative 

magistrates ‘seemed henceforward to merely await a confrontation -  if  they did not 

actually labour to produce one -  at which the subordinate tenantry might be taught a 

l e s s o n . S i m i l a r l y ,  two tradesmen who had been returning from watching a dinner held 

at Leighlin Bridge to celebrate the elections o f Doyle and Blackney, had been set upon 

by armed members of the Myshall yeomanry as they passed the Reverend Samuel 

Roberts’ glebe g a r d e n . T h i s  incident stemmed from the fact that the country people 

had been taking branches from Roberts’ shrubbery to use as decorations to celebrate the 

electoral victories, and the yeomen had taken it upon themselves to prevent this.^^^

Indeed, the correspondence of Roberts, who was one of the most active and well 

known clergymen in the area, provides us with the vital clue as to why, alone of the 

police, William Kilfoyle partook of the bloody massacre at Newtownbarry. Roberts, a 

magistrate, had actually appointed Kilfoyle to the police because he was ‘a loyal

970Protestant parishioner of mine.’ This bond of loyalty obviously made Kilfoyle angry at 

the anti-tithe protestors’ attempts to deprive clergymen o f their incomes, and in January 

1831 he had written to Roberts about the intention o f the Hurlers to disrupt the tithe sale

John M illey D oyle & Walter Blackney to E. G. Stanley, 14 May 1831, (N.A.I., S.O.C./1831/Paper No. 
2995/4).

Nolan, ‘Carlow Associations’, p. 10.
21 June 1831.

Nolan, ‘Carlow Associations’, p. 10.
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Rev. Samuel T. Roberts to Sir William Gosset, 24 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper R l).
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271at Myshall. However, Kilfoyle added a chilling P. S. to this letter in which he wrote 

that this was ‘my third time to meet the Hurlers I hope we will be let at them and decide 

the q u e s t i o n . K i l f o y l e  had to wait six months, but on 14 June he got his wish to ‘be let 

at them.’ Although Kilfoyle was never convicted of the manslaughter o f Mary 

Mulrooney, the expression of his violent desires which he made to Roberts certamly 

adds weight to the charge of the eyewitnesses who claimed that it was Kilfoyle who 

deliberately shot and killed the pregnant woman.^^"*

In his work on modern ‘deadly ethnic riots’ Donald Horowitz, while recognizing 

differing wider social backgrounds, identifies five key factors as actually precipitating 

such events; firstly, official alterations o f relative ethnic status, secondly, electoral 

rivalries threatening or solidifying ethnic party allegiances, thirdly, strikes with ethnic 

overtones, fourth, rumours of threatened aggression by the target group, and, finally,

275ethnic demonstrations and mass meetings. In this respect. Catholic Emancipation 

fulfils the first condition, the Elections o f 1831, the second, tithe resistance, the third, the 

expectations o f disorder on the day of the Newtownbarry sale, the fourth, and the actual 

appearance of the crowd at the auction, the final. Furthermore, Horowitz notes that the 

group targeted in violence tend to have a reputation for being aggressive, to be regarded 

as a long-standing enemy, to present a political threat and to possess external connections 

that augment internal strength.^^^ Again, events from 1798 to the recent electoral victory 

placed the anti-tithe protestors at Newtownbarry into these categories and left them a 

target for the ethno-religious fury o f the Yeomen. The final characteristic, meanwhile, 

was somewhat ironically fulfilled by the tithe oppositionists because of the widespread 

belief amongst the established Clergy, Ultra politicians and newspapers, that the Whigs

William Kilfoyle to Rev. Samuel T. Roberts, 24 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper R l).
Ibid.
Morgan, Report o f  the Trial o f  William Kilfoyle, p. 83.
Ibid., pp. 21-2.
Donald L. Horowitz, The D eadly Ethnic Riot (Berkeley, 2002), pp. 268-325
Ibid, p. 151.
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were tacitly in agreement with the anti-tithe protestors. Thus, it appears that the Yeomen 

at Newtownbarry attempted to make good the Government’s failure to maintain what 

remained of the Protestant Ascendancy in Ireland. It is only in this context that we can 

understand the Dublin Evening MaiPs disturbing declaration in the wake of the acquittal 

o f the Yeomanry and Police that:

The Grand Jury has acted with determination and consistency, and has shown that 
where the gentry of a county are firm in purpose, democracy will be put down. 
There is a moral economy as in our physical construction, a class of diseases 
generated which requires the letting o f blood. The symptoms manifested at 
Newtownbarry called for such a remedy, and the surviving patients will long feel 
the salutary effects o f the prescription administered.^^^

Thus, Newtownbarry crystallized the dynamic that was already beginning to 

reveal itself in the actions of the Catholic and Protestant clergy in mstigating and 

resisting tithe resistance respectively, as well as in some o f the commentary in the rival 

O’Connellite and Conservative newspaper camps; that is, that the tithe issue had been 

transformed from a socio-economic into a politico-religious one, and that to oppose or 

defend the impost was a badge of confessional allegiance. The responses that the tragedy 

drew forth, in parliament, in popular and ascendancy newspapers, and in ballads, 

demonstrates the degree to which, after Newtownbarry, tithes were seen by 

O ’Connellites as an intolerable burden upon the Irish Catholics and by Conservatives as

278the last bulwark o f the Ascendancy.

The effect that Newtownbarry had in polarizing the issue of tithes, and 

reconfiguring it as a politico-religious confessional issue is clearest from the way in
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which Lord Famham and Bishop Doyle reacted to it. In the Lords Farnham attempted to 

vindicate the conduct of the Yeomanry by arguing that they had done no more than 

enforce the !aw.^^  ̂ Furthermore, he stated that ‘Dr, Doyle was responsible for the very 

blood which had been shed in the late unfortunate affair,’ since, Farnham claimed, it had 

been the direct result of the openly expressed opinions of that prelate relative to tithes. 

Doyle responded with a public letter to Farnham in which he produced a condensed and

more accessible version o f the arguments he had already expounded in his recent

281pamphlet. Doyle’s letter was a masterpiece of agitation, boiling his pamphlet’s 

arguments down succinctly so that they could be easily understood by the mass o f the 

people, and littering the whole with memorable lines designed to excite, harden and 

justify resistance to tithes. If a genuine sense of grievance, moral and political, rather 

than economic, had not generally existed with respect to tithe before this. Dr. Doyle set 

out to give definite shape to one. Moreover, Doyle suggested that the Tithe Composition 

Act o f 1823 had been wrested from the legislature by the fact that ‘tithe could not be 

collected throughout the south of I r e l a n d . N o w ,  he hinted, if people would ‘suffer the 

loss o f cattle, o f liberty, of time, and almost of life than submit to the payment of Tithe’ 

even greater amelioration might be afforded. At the start o f the year Doyle had privately 

berated the established clergy for refusing to grant abatements in their tithe rates and 

thereby failing to contribute to keeping their tithe payers quiet;^*^ a few months later he 

was using the national press to justify the motives and aims of those who resisted the 

tithe system and to encourage others to follow their example. This was the effect o f the 

‘ethnic riot’ at Newtownbarry, and it was the same sense of confessional grievance that

Famham, 13 July 1831, Hansard, ser., iv. 1176.
Ibid.

29 July 1831.
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affected Bishop Doyle that would thereafter make a major contribution to the dynamics 

o f the Tithe War.^*^

Nevertheless, while the occurrences at Newtownbarry undoubtedly assisted the 

spread of tithe resistance by enflaming and politicizing the tithe question, if  the violence 

and mayhem of that tragedy had recurred at every tithe sale which followed it the anti

tithe protest might have collapsed as more moderate or timid protestors gave up their 

support for it. O f course, the opponents of tithe blamed the Yeomanry, and, even more 

broadly, the whole tithe system, for the Newtownbarry carnage; nevertheless, there was a 

tacit recognition that by throwing stones the crowd had not behaved well on the occasion 

and that some influential agitators from the gentry. Catholic clergy or strong farming 

class should have been prominently present on the occasion to prevent the protestors 

coming into contact with the authorities. In this context, the sale for tithe of sixteen cattle 

at Castlecomber on 4 July, distrained by the Dean of St. Patrick’s,̂ ^̂  was of crucial 

importance in determining whether the anti-tithe protest could be kept within the law. In

the event, a strong police and military presence, together with the strenuous exertions of

286the parish priest. Father Laurence Murphy, kept the crowd in check on the occasion. 

However, although the cattle were sold, it was to the only bidder, the Dean’s own agent, 

and the cattle were branded as ‘TITHE’, thereby ensuring that passive resistance once 

more peaceably frustrated the efforts of the established clergy to collect their dues.^*^ 

This peaceful triumph over the tithe system slotted neatly into the series of similarly 

disciplined victories which had taken place in the spring and once more demonstrated to 

the farmers the attractiveness of this new form of low risk passive resistance. Indeed, by 

August it was reported that passive resistance was spreading to parts of County Wicklow,

With this, Doyle can truly be considered to have become the intellectual and spiritual leader o f  the tithe 
resistance, as he him self cheerfully stated, ‘from that period no doubt my writings may have contributed 
very much to forward the opposition.’ [SecondReport Commons, Tithes (508), p. 325],

Joseph Greene to Sir William Gosset, 4 July 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper G28).
Ibid.
Ibid.
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especially around Baltinglass, from where it was reported that Father Lawlor was eagerly 

informing his parishioners o f the means by which tithes had been evaded in Graigue.^**^

However, while the Newtownbarr>' tragedy had spurred the opponents o f tithe to 

both actively agitate on the issue and to offer more guidance to the protest, it had 

surprisingly little effect on the Government’s Irish policy, despite the furore it caused in 

Ireland and the backlash it drew forth from Irish M.P.s in Parliament. It was true that it 

led to the eventual disbandment o f the Irish Yeomanry and hampered the Chief 

Secretary’s plans for further coercive measures for Ireland, but, at the same time, Stanley 

weathered the political storni and avoided being drawn on the question o f  tithe reform.

In particular, the Reform crisis in England presented him with adequate reason to avoid 

being hurried into legislating for tithe relief in Ireland, either by the Foxite wing in 

Government or by the furious denunciations o f his Irish policy by liberal and 

O ’Connellite Irish M.P.s. Thus, on the one hand, the C hief Secretary argued that a tithe 

measure would be impossible in the current session since ‘it would supply the Tories 

with the cr)/ o f  revolution in the Church following revolution in the S t a t e . W h i l e ,  on 

the other, the endlessly wearying and acrimonious debates, discussions and difficulties 

associated with the English Reform Bill at this time meant that the Cabinet, although 

recognizing that ‘measures for Ireland ... have been perhaps somewhat neglected’, were 

evidently unwilling to introduce the inevitably divisive question o f tithe reform into their 

discussions at this time.^^' The consequence was that, despite Foxite disquiet, Stanley 

retained a firm grip on the direction o f Irish policy even after Newtownbarry and 

successfully persuaded the Cabinet to abandon all thoughts o f  tithe reform for the current 

session.

Report o f Constable Donald Bergen enclosed in James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 16 Aug. 1831, 
(N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper T36).

Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister, p. 91.
Ibid.
Henry Richard Vassall Fox, The Holland House Diaries, 1831-1840: The Diary o f  Henry Richard 

Vassal! Fox, third Lord Holland, with Extracts from the Diary o f  Dr. John Alien, ed. Abraham D. Kriegel 
(London, 1977), diary entry for 7 Aug. 1831, p. 26.
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* * *

A substantial section o f the rural population determined to resist the payment o f tithes, a 

body o f  the established clergy demanding that every penny owing was their inalienable 

right, the provision to them of extensive police aid by a Government distracted by near 

insurrection on its doorstep and under the influence o f a strong willed and inexperienced 

Irish C hief Secretary, together with an O ’Connellite establishment awakening to the 

possibilities o f tithe opposition and a Conser\'ative one whipping up the cry o f Church 

and Constitution in danger; certainly, as the winter o f  1831-32 set in, there was no 

question but that a Tithe War had broken out in Ireland. What we will see in the next 

chapter, however, is that events over the course o f the succeeding year would cause the 

dynamics o f the Tithe War to accelerate at such a pace that tithe opposition would spread 

far beyond its original heartland in south Leinster, and under such conditions that the 

population o f  whole districts would become animated with anti-tithe fervour and make 

the tithe issue the centre o f contention, debate and demonstration in Ireland.
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2

THE ESCALATION OF THE TITHE WAR: 1831-33

Writing to the Prime Minister in December 1831, the Lord Lieutenant expressed his 

belief that O ’Connell and his followers were ‘alarmed’ by the loss of the tithe question as 

a tool for political agitation in the face o f the obvious ‘approach’ of Grey’s Government 

‘to a satisfactory adjustment o f that difficult question.’‘ Yet only a year later he stated to 

the same authority that tithe resistance had become ‘universal’  ̂ in large parts of the 

country and admitted that he ‘tremble[d] for the Parons.’  ̂ This chapter, therefore, 

analyses the reasons why the Tithe War escalated in both intensity and geographical 

extent between the winter of 1831-32 and that of 1832-33.

A TITHE SYSTEM ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE?

Although, as we saw in the last chapter, the new tactics of passive resistance had been 

taken up by a great many of the farmers o f south Leinster, it is important to recognize 

that the pre-existing repertoire of tithe resistance was still utilised by some anti-tithe 

protestors. This was particularly the case in parishes where very violent personalities 

were influential, where the tithe owner or official was a figure of especial odium, or 

where the protestors were not willing to shoulder the financial and temporal investments 

that passive resistance required. These methods of opposition encompassed such violent 

actions as the intimidation, assault or murder of tithe proctors, valuators, process servers, 

and owners. They had been developed over the previous seventy years and had often

’ Anglesey to Grey, 24 Dec. 1831, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.L, Microfilm No. P. 3708).
 ̂ Anglesey to Grey, 28 Nov. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.L, Microfilm No. P. 3708).
 ̂ Anglesey to Grey, 18 Dec. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.L, Microfilm No. P. 3708).
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successfully led to a reduction in tithe rates, if only for a short period.'* In itself, violent 

opposition to tithes could probably have been put down by the authorities, even if it took 

some months; after all, this had been the case with all forms of violent anti-tithe protest 

since the 1760s. However, when, as in Tithe War, violent resistance was merely an 

adjunct to the passive resistance practised by most of the protestors, the situation was 

made immensely more difficult for the Government since they could not be sure when or 

where more brutal methods of opposition would emerge. The inherent unpredictability of 

this state o f affairs reduced the willingness o f many tithe owners or officials to enforce 

the tithe system without police or military protection. The effect of the granting o f such 

state aid, however, was to irritate those parishioners intent only on passive resistance and 

to increase the likelihood of violent affrays; the consequences of which could be far 

reaching and unpredictable.

During the period from March 1831 to January 1832 it was exactly the problems 

outlined above which would emerge, often with devastating effect, in the Dioceses of 

Ossory and Cashel, where the established clergy were prepared to use extreme measures 

to enforce the tithe system. The degree and intensity of this attempt to overcome tithe 

opposition allow us to describe it as a clerical counter-revolution in the face of open and 

defiant subordinate disobedience. In order to understand why the established clergy 

reacted in this way we need to understand something of their attitudes and fears at this 

time.

In the first decades of the nineteenth century the militant Church of Ireland 

clergyman’s view of tithes were essentially based on a selective reading of those 

opinions expressed by Adam Smith in The Wealth o f  Nations (first published in 1776). 

Accordingly, tithes were defended on the basis that they made no impact on the poor 

since not only were they a relatively modest charge in Ireland, but, more importantly,

'* Dickson, O ld  World Colony, p. 448; Donnelly, Captain Rock, pp. 193, 205-6, Donnelly, ‘Irish Agrarian 
Rebellion’, p. 302; Donnelly, ‘Rightboy M ovement’, pp. 162, 176; Power, Land, Politics and Society, pp. 
208-10.
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because the logic o f the market meant that, although paid by the sitting tenant, they were 

really a tax on the rent; a fact that meant that it was Irish Protestants (i.e. the landlords), 

not Irish Catholics, who maintained the Established Church in Ireland.^ Allied to this 

theoretical defence o f tithes, however, was the acute anxiety which many established 

clergymen felt in the aftennath o f  the granting o f Catholic Emancipation. This stemmed 

from their fears that Emancipation had been just the beginning o f a determined assault on 

the Ascendancy, the position o f the established Church, and o f Protestantism itself in 

Ireland; an assault which would be organized by Catholic priests, bishops and agitators, 

and conducted by the newly mobilized Catholic masses who would provide the shock 

troops o f  a Catholic Ascendancy in waiting. Thus, when the H urlers’ movement got 

under way, most clergymen obstinately refused to yield a shilling o f their tithes or to 

acknowledge the role that high tithe rates played in the economic distress that their 

parishioners were suffering, fearing as they did that the Hurlers were but the first 

manifestation o f  the expected Catholic mobilization against them. For example. Dr. 

Butler informed the Hurlers that he would not reduce his tithe rates because ‘he who 

yields but the least imaginable portion o f his right to force or violence, retains but a 

feeble hold upon the residue, and that the concession never fails to give new spirit and a 

bolder purpose to aggression in the same proportion that it lessens our ability to repel 

it.’  ̂ Butler’s statement, however, not only expressed the anxiety that the established 

clergy felt in respect to the security o f  their tithes, but also encapsulated the clergy’s fear 

that what they yielded to force in respect o f  tithes, they would also have to yield to force 

in respect o f the current political and social order. Hans Hamilton, for instance, did not 

see the demand for a reduction in tithe as an economic necessity, but, rather, as the next 

phase o f  the war which had been enjoined on the Established Church in Ireland by

' See, in particular, Henry Cotton, Cui Bono? A Letter to the Right Hon. E. G. Stanley (Dublin, 1833); 
Henry Cotton, Fiat Justitia: A letter to the Right Honorable Sir H. Hardinge, on the Present Circumstances 
o f  the Established Church in Ireland  (Dublin, 1835); S. N., An Inquiry Whether the Disturbances in 
Ireland have O riginated in Tithes or can be Suppressed by a  Commutation o f  Them (Dublin, 1822).

5 Jan. 1831.
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Catholic conspirators and agitators, and as an intimate part of the recently established 

Repeal movement, claiming that:

surely there never was a time when such conduct was more inexcusable -  
concessions [i.e. Emancipation] have been made beyond which many thought was 
safe or expedient; and the advocates o f such concessions seemed to promise that 
when these were granted, all causes of complaint would cease, and universal 
harmony and peace would reign throughout the Empire: that these expectations 
have not been realised, passing events too plainly show.^

When their Catholic parishioners responded to the clergy’s intransigence by 

withholding their tithes, many clergymen saw it as a shocking confirmation o f their worst 

fears. This was because, although they were, o f course, fully aware that their parishioners 

had always done everything they could to delay or avoid paying tithes, even to the extent 

of forming violent secret societies and combinations, until the 1830s, the public position 

of the established clergyman had never been openly challenged. Moreover, many 

clergymen considered that they were respected, even io v ed ’, by their Catholic 

parishioners as a result of their learning, social position, charitable endeavours and place 

in local power structures, so that the changed attitude of the rural population towards 

them which became evident during the Tithe War was hard to understand and came as a

o

sudden, violent and unpleasant shock. This perception of change was perfectly 

encapsulated in the reminiscences o f W. R. Le Fanu (son of the Dean of Emily), who 

wrote that before the Tithe War ‘we lived on most friendly terms with the peasantry.

’ ‘Address o f  Dr. Hamilton to the Parishioners o f Knocktopher and Kilmaganny’ mKM , 12 Jan. 1831.
** In the pre-Famine decades, Irish Protestant clergymen were generally respected, relatively wealthy, came 
from ‘good’ family stock from the middle to the upper end o f the spectrum, and were, in consequence, 
conspicuous at the forefront o f local public affairs, being very generally to be found amongst the 
magistracy o f  a district. For more on the status o f these men, see Yates, Religious Condition o f  Ireland, p. 
137; W. G. Neely, ‘The Clergy, 1780-1850’ in T.C. Barnard and W.G. Neely (eds.). The Clergy o f  the 
Church o f Ireland, 1000-2000: Messengers, Watchmen and Stewards (Dublin, 2006), p. 143]. The belief 
amongst the established clergy that they were ‘on very good terms’ with their rural neighbours before the 
Tithe War, especially in consequence o f their charitable endeavours, can be found in evidence given to the 
Parliamentary Committees by the Reverends Samuel T. Roberts, George Dwyer and Robert Butler. {First 
Report Commons, Tithes (177), pp. 40, 69; First Report Lords, Tithes (271), p. 52]. This view is also 
expressed in W. R. Le Fanu, Seventy Years o f  Irish Life: Being Anecdotes and Reminiscences (2"“* ed., 
London, 1893), p. 42, and Rev. Irwine Whitty, ^ Selection o f  Letters and Meditations, ed. W. Palmer (2"“*. 
ed., Oxford, 1833), p. xx.
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They appeared to be devoted to us,’ while ‘in the neighbouring parishes the same kindly 

relations existed between the priest and his flock and the Protestant clergyman.’  ̂

However, all this seemed to end suddenly, when,

in 1831 came the tithe war, and with it our friendly relations with the priests and 
people ceased ... the Protestant clergy were denounced by agitators and priests 
from platform and from altar, and branded as the worst enemies o f the people, 
who were told to hunt them like mad dogs from the country ... It is hard now to 
realize the suddenness with which kindness and good-will were changed to insult 
and hate ... the people would not speak to us, and scowled at us as we passed.

Thus, even though a number o f clergyman had been murdered in the decades 

before the Tithe War, in general, previous tithe opposition had been voiced through 

anonymous threatening notices and conducted under the cover o f dark by disguised 

parties or, if in the daytime, then directed at tithe proctors and agents, and amidst the 

anonymity o f the crowd; in other words, all previous protests had occurred within a 

context of public acceptance by the tithe payers of the right of the parson to receive these 

tithes and o f a display of outward conformity to his demands. However, in 1831, while 

there were many continuities in the repertoires and discourses o f anti-tithe protest evident 

in the Tithe War, inheritances both from Captain Rock and earlier anti-tithe movements, 

there was one crucial aspect which differentiated the Tithe War from previous tithe 

resistance, and indicated a sea change in the relationships of the Protestant clergy with 

the rural population; this was, the overt, open and individual denial of the clergyman’s 

claims by his parishioners.”  The Reverend John B. Johnston, of the Parish of Mayne, 

County Kilkenny, for example, was personally informed by his tithe payers that ‘they 

had been advised and were under orders to pay no more tithes to any person and that they

® Le Fanu, Seventy Years o f  Irish Life, p. 42.
Ibid., p. 55.

” Evidence o f  this can be found in the clerical memorials sent to the Clergy R elief Fund established by 
Government in 1832 which tell how Catholic parishioners had peremptorily refused all applications for 
payment o f  tithes whether by notice, letter or personal application by the clergyman or his agent.
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would pay no more’ and, furthermore, that if  he sent any person to value the crops ‘it 

would be the worse for him and also for the valuator.’'^ The effect o f this was to 

galvanize some of the established clergy into adopting a Hildebrandine attitude which 

saw them not only rush to the law courts, both also to demand from the Government that 

the full sinews of war be set in train to overawe a resistance to tithes which they saw as 

founded in a wider aim of replacing an Irish Protestant Ascendancy with a Catholic 

one.'^ The way in which the established clergy viewed the actions of their refractory 

parishioners, therefore, needs to be understood with reference to James C. Scott’s 

observation that:

Any public refusal, in the teeth of power, to produce the words, gestures, and 
other signs o f normative compliance is typically construed -  and typically 
intended -  as an act of defiance. Here the crucial distinction is between a 
practical failure to comply and a declared refusal to comply. The former does not 
necessarily breach the normative order of domination; the latter almost always 
does. When a practical failure to comply is joined with a pointed, public refusal it 
constitutes a throwing down of the gauntlet, a symbolic declaration of war.

Where the Government met clerical demands for ample police assistance to enforce their 

counter-revolution and where the anti-tithe protestors in a parish had a particular 

disposition towards violence, a potentially explosive situation developed.

Thus, even while the Government and the opponents of tithe had made the Parish 

o f Graigue into a laboratory to test the strength o f passive resistance, tithe opposition was 

becoming increasingly violent outside of Graigue, mostly in the parishes within the 

Diocese of Ossory which had been affected by the Hurlers’ meetings during the previous 

winter. In consequence of his high tithe rates and vigorous collection methods the several 

parishes under the Reverend Dr. Butler were particularly affected in this way. Having

Affidavit o f  Rev. John B. Johnston, (N.A.I., OPMA 154/5/10).
M cDowell applied the apt description o f ‘Hildebrandine’ to those clergy who, like Pope Gregory VII in 

the twelfth century, took to the field (sometimes literally) and dispatched armies to defend the rights o f  the 
Church. [R B. M cDowell, Public Opinion and Government Policy in Ireland, 1801-1846  (London, 1952), 
p. 144].

James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts o f  Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (Yale, 1990), p. 203.
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already been the arena o f two Hurlers’ meetings, ill feeling in Butler’s parishes was 

increased on 9 March when Patrick Blanchfield and Anthony Byrne were arrested for 

their role in the Hurlers’ meetings on a charge o f  tumultuous assembly in order to compel 

Butler to reduce his tithes.’  ̂ Amidst this excitement Butler began issuing processes for 

the recovery o f tithes. Since some o f  Butler’s parishes where not under the Composition 

Act the tactics o f passive resistance used in Graigue could not be adopted and, instead, 

his parishioners relied on more traditional types o f violent opposition; with the result that 

one process server was murdered and two others ill-treated as a consequence o f their 

confrontations with protesting crowds.’  ̂ Similar excitement and violent opposition 

prevailed in the other parishes where the Hurlers had been active in the winter, 

particularly in Knocktopher, Freshford, and Durrow.'^ For instance, on 16 April, near

Castlecomber, a party o f process servers and police were opposed by 1,500 men armed

18with pitchforks and stones who forced them to abandon the serving o f processes. In the 

wake o f  one such attack, and the charging o f  four o f the men involved with illegally 

administering an oath, the Kilkenny Journal felt it necessary to exhort the people to keep 

their protests within the law.'^ Nonetheless, events in July and August kept tensions at 

fever pitch in the Diocese o f Ossory, when, firstly, crowds assembled to obstruct the

viewing o f crops for tithes in parishes not under the Composition Act, and secondly,

20when Blanchfield and Byrne were convicted by a ‘Protestant’ jury.

But while the obstruction o f tithe viewers was an established tactic o f anti-tithe 

protest, tithe resistance in the Diocese o f Ossory was being driven to crisis point by the 

belligerent attitude o f some o f  the established clergy, who, in May, had pressurized the

KJ, 12 Mar. 1831.
Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 22 Mar. 1831, {First Report Commons, Tithes, (177), App. No. 1, 

p. 187); AM, 12 Mar., 11 June 1831.
KM, 12 Mar., 13 Apr. 1831.

’**Ibid, 13 Apr. 1831.
11 June 1831.

“  K ), 30 July, 3 Aug. 1831; Joseph Greene to Sir William Gosset, 12 Aug. 1831, {First Report Commons, 
Tithes, (177), App. No. 1, p. 196); KM, 6, 10 Aug., 6 Sept. 1831, Affidavit o f  the Rev. John Digby, 7 Sept. 
1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper B105).
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registrar of the Diocese of Ossory to seek the advice o f the attorney general (in his

professional, rather than his official, capacity) as to what steps could be taken by them to

21recover their tithe property. In response, he advised recourse to the serving of latitats, 

by which the person as opposed to the property o f the tithe defaulter could be secured, 

although he pointed out that this ‘was a harsh or severe mode o f p r o c e e d i n g . S o m e  

clergymen were put off this idea by the fear that the expenses involved would fall on 

themselves should the cases fail, but some did undertake the risk, principally the 

Reverends Hamilton, o f Knocktopher, and Butler, of Bumchurch. This appears to have 

been treated as a direct declaration of war by their parishioners. Consequently, Butler’s 

process server was ill-treated in early June, while, in the wake o f his evidence against 

Blanchfield and Byrne (and their subsequent conviction), he felt compelled, in 

consequence of threatening notices, to leave his parish and go to reside in Cheltenham. 

Indeed, the tensions in this parish were only dissipated by the Government’s decision to 

withdraw all support and protection for Butler to serve latitats following the interference 

o f the local magistrate and landholder, Thomas Neville, who persuaded Government that 

Butler had been so harsh in his tithe dealings in previous years that it would be 

unconscionable for the state to continue to support his endeavours to collect his tithes. '̂* 

However, no such release valve was available in the increasingly pressure cooker 

atmosphere of the Union o f Knocktopher. Here, the Reverend Hans Hamilton had long 

been deeply unpopular with his parishioners as a result of his proselytizing activities, his 

intransigence and attitude with regards to the process of bringing his parishes under the 

Composition Act, and his excessive tithe rates and the frequent litigation that resulted

First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 86.
Ibid.
Rev. Richard Butler to Sir William Gosset, 7 Sept. 1831, {First Report Commons, Tithes, (177), App. 

No. 1, p. 198).
Sir William Gosset to Joseph Green, July 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper B98), Sir William 

Gosset to Rev. Richard Butler, July 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper B98); Thomas N eville to 
George Bryan, 14 July 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper B98).
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25from them. As a result of these considerations, and despite the charity he exhibited 

towards the poor o f his parishes, Hamilton had been a target for the Rockites in the early 

1820s and, in December 1830, had been the first clergyman to be directly confronted by 

the Hurlers.^^ As we saw in Chapter One, the result of Hamilton’s negotiations with the 

Hurlers had simply led to an increase in tensions between the two parties. When his 

parishioners began openly to withhold their tithes thereafter,^^ Hamilton became 

determined to crush a resistance to tithes which he deemed to be only one branch of a 

Catholic assault on Protestantism and the British constitution, believing as he did that the 

Hurlers, the Reform Bill, and Repeal, were all ‘a part of the priests’ plot, which has been 

long since laid, and has been generally advancing.’ *̂ Thus, in March 1831, Hamilton, 

believing that his Catholic parishioners were ‘in a spirit o f complete rebellion, 

determined to set all law at defiance,’ demanded that the Government provide him with 

an overwhelming show of military force which would quell the tithe resisters into 

obedience; he wanted, in short, the Insurrection Act to be passed, since he was 

‘persuaded that no measure but that, with a strong military force, can prevent a rebellion 

[which] at this moment exists in the minds o f the people which must break out if  not 

speedily q u en ch ed .T h ro u g h o u t 1831 the tensions in Knocktopher continued to mount 

and on 14 December they came to a head when eleven policemen, including a chief 

constable, were murdered at Carrickshock whilst protecting Hamilton’s tithe process 

server, who was serving latitats.

The protestors that day were a crowd o f farmers, armed with agricultural 

implements and stones, who were led by a schoolmaster and veteran o f 1798 named

Madden, M em oir o f  the Life o f  the Late Rev. P eter Roe, p. 7, Rev. James B. Leslie, O ssory C lergy and  
Parishes: Being an Account o f  the Clergy o f  the Church o f  Ireland in the D iocese o f  Ossory, fro m  the 
Earliest Period, with H istorical N otices o f  the Several Parishes, Churches, &c. (Enniskillen, 1933), p. 314; 
First Report Commons, Tithes, (177), pp. 103-4; First Report Lords, Tithes (271), pp. 82-3, 85, 93.

Charlotte Elizabeth, Life o f  Charlotte Elizabeth. Personal Recollections (New York, 1848), pp. 130-2, 
143-4.

First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 63.
Rev. Hans Hamilton to Famham, 29 Mar. 1831, (N.L.I., Famham Papers, Ms. 18,612(10).
Rev. Hans Hamilton to Sir John Harvey, 26 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H31), Rev. 

Hans Hamilton to Sir William Gosset, 28 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H37).
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Keane, who had been actively propagating tithe resistance in the Ballyhale district since 

he had come to live there in 1830.̂ *̂  The authorities differed in public and private as to 

whether the people had planned the killings. At the Tithe Committee, Sir John Harvey 

claimed that ‘I have never considered that it was a premeditated attack; but I felt 

confident ... that it was an unpremeditated attack.’ '̂ The private investigation by Dublin 

Castle into the matter, however, concluded rather differently, stating that ‘we think there 

are grounds for believing that the catastrophe o f this day was brought about by previous 

design and effected by dextrous contrivance.’"̂  ̂ Certainly it appears that the assemblage 

of the protestors on 14 December was by no means spontaneous. This, in fact, was the 

third day in succession that Butler and his police protectors had been out serving 

latitats.^’ On the first day, a small crowd had gathered, and, on the second, a much larger 

and far more aggressive assemblage of protestors, armed with wattles, spades and sticks, 

had followed Butler and the police, and, while no actual violence was committed, ‘there 

were many demonstrations of fury against the Process Server and hostility to the Police,’ 

while the protestors ‘defied the Police to come on, shouting that they were ready for 

them,’̂ '* By the third day, it seems that some form of plan had been hatched by the rural 

people, as, when the process serving party set out, the chapel bells were rung in 

Hugginstown, Newmarket and Ballyhale, a signal which drew down on the party vast 

crowds of farmers armed with shovels, wattles, scythes, bill hooks, stones and sticks, led 

by the school master Keane, who donned a military style sash and cap for the occasion.^^ 

Keane, together with a Hugginstown publican named Voss, then appeared to try to direct 

the Chief Constable and his police party into a narrow lane way in the townland of

First Report Lords, Tithes {21 \), p. 86.
First Report Commom, Tithes, (177), p. 55.
Richard Greene & Thomas Goolas to Sir William Gosset, 24 Dec 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage 

Paper K25).
”  Ibid.
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Carrickshock, assuring him all the time that the people meant no harm to the p o l ic e .A t  

this point, the crowd demanded that the police hand Butler over to them.^^ This in itself 

was not unusual nor without hopes of success, as in June a police party had handed over 

a process server to the crowd in nearby Woolengrange. The chief constable at 

Carrickshock, however, a hardy veteran of the Napoleonic War named Gibbons, refused, 

and when the police retrieved Butler after he had been grabbed by the crowd, the 

protestors turned on the police, showering them with stones and inflicting mortal wounds 

as the constables, trapped in the narrow lane way with the crowd above them on the 

embankments, were unable to fire or load their w eap o n s.H o w ev er, the ultimate 

question as to whether the people gathered that day with the intention of murdering the 

police if they declined to hand over the process server, or whether this was an 

unpremeditated act which grew out of the crowds’ angry reaction to the attitude of 

Gibbons cannot be answered.

But while aspects o f the Carrickshock incident remain unclear, what is certain is 

that it brought a temporary end to the clerical counter-revolution. For example, in early 

December, some of the more belligerent clergy had determined to move in combination 

to defeat the anti-tithe movement and had formed a committee to pressurize Government 

to act on their declarations that they would support the enforcement of the law, and to 

raise subscriptions to create a fund which would defray the legal expenses of taking out 

la tita ts .H ow ever, events in Knocktopher forced this group to rethink their intentions, as 

it now seemed clear that aggressive efforts to recover tithes could only end in further 

massacres, either o f the people or of the authorities. For example, the Reverend William 

Scott stated that he had ‘made up [his] mind to endure very great extremity rather than

Ibid.
”  Ibid.
^^KM, 11 June 1831.

Richard Greene & Thomas Goolas to Sir William Gosset, 24 Dec. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage 
Paper K25).

Rev. Samuel T. Roberts to Sir William Gosset, 31 Dec. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 
R48).
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proceed under the awful circumstances of the time.’'*' Thus, at least at the start of 1832, 

the bulk of the established clergymen in Ossory, and Leighlin and Ferns, agreed with 

Archdeacon Barton’s claim that the tithe resisters:

Have already laid Law prostrate by the simple proclamation and its sanctions, of 
“Who will buy?” And they have induced Humanity herself to interfere, by 
persuading the Executive to let fall the sword, rather than to force obedience to 
re-instated Law, through seas of blood! ... In my humble opinion, you have no 
other human resource short of violence and war, but in petition to Parliament. Let 
redress be sought there ... It is the only peaceable way of proceeding, the way that 
is consistent with our Christian profession.'*^

Thus, the committee of the clergy agreed that they should send a deputation to 

Dublin Castle to put before Government a proposal that the state should forward a 

portion of the tithe arrears owed to the affected clergy. In response, the Lord Lieutenant 

informed them that he would use his best endeavours to persuade Government to forward 

such a loan if the clergy would agree to suspend all active exertions to recover their 

tithes."*^

On 31 January, those clergy of the Diocese of Leighlin and Ferns ‘who ha[d] the 

confidence and kn[e]w the feelings of the Clergy around them’'*'* met in Carlow to 

consider this proposal. Ultimately, they resolved:

That the Committee, in conformity with the recommendation o f the deputation 
who waited on Sir William Gosset, in the full expectation that His Excellency the 
Lord Lieutenant will be pleased to use every exertion to obtain a loan for the 
relief of the deplorable and pressing wants o f the Clergy whose incomes have 
been so withheld, will for the present suspend their active operations for the 
recovery thereof"*^

Rev. William Scott to Rev. Thomas M. Vigors, 25 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., Cliffe-Vigors Papers, Ms. 
1096/15/32).

Arch. Edward Barton to Rev. Samuel T. Roberts, 17 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., Cliffe-Vigors Papers, Ms. 
1096/15/32).

Rev. Hunt Johnson to Rev. Thomas M. Vigors, 20 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., Cliffe-Vigors Papers, Ms. 
1096/15/32).

Ibid.
‘Resolutions entered into at a meeting o f  the Clergy o f  the D iocese o f  Leighlin held on 31 Jan. 1832’, 

(N.A.I., Cliffe-Vigors Papers, Ms. 1096/15/32).
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The defeat that the tithe system and those clergymen who tried to enforce it 

suffered in the Dioceses o f  Ossory and Leighlin and Ferns, was replicated to a great 

extent by events in the Diocese o f  Cashel during the same period, so that, by the end o f  

January 1832, the established clergy there had also been forced to abandon their efforts to 

recover their dues. That such concurrent developments should have occurred is not 

surprising given the strong parallels which both Dioceses, or, more particularly, the 

Counties o f Kilkenny and Tipperary which made up the bulk o f them, had in their social 

structure and history o f  agrarian outrage/^ The first outbreak o f  the Tithe War in County 

Tipperary was in the Parish o f Thurles, where the Archdeacon Henry Cotton"^^ had 

become irritated by the delay and difficulty which he had encountered since 1828 in 

receiving the full amount o f  his tithes."**̂  Since potatoes were tithed in the parish, these 

delays were often the consequence o f the difficulties o f collecting tithes, often as low as 

6c/., from a multitude o f impoverished small holders; although they also occurred because 

o f the ‘continuous and vexatious litigation’ carried on by the wealthier farmers.'*^ The 

responses o f  Cotton to these circumstances, which including hiring a former collector o f  

the Catholic Rent as his tithe proctor and issuing a printed address to his tithe payers 

which infuriated them by claiming that he made only ‘very light’ demands on them, were 

to inspire his parishioners to bring the Tithe War to County T ip p e ra ry .T h u s , in June

For the rapidity with which the Rockite movement spread from one county to the other, for example, see, 
Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 75.

Cotton was an Englishman, and a distinguished scholar at Oxford, who had come to Ireland in 1823 as 
domestic chaplain to Richard Laurence, the new Archbishop o f Cashel (and, subsequently, his father-in- 
law). Laurence had led the scholarly opposition to Calvinistic teaching in the Church o f England and, along 
with Richard Mant, would help to strengthen the revival o f  the old high-church tradition under mainly 
indigenous leadership in the Church o f Ireland. For more on his career, including the controversy over the 
number of pluralities he held, see Gordon Goodwin, ‘Laurence, Richard (1760-1838)’, rev. Alan R. 
Acheson, Oxford Dictionary o f National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/16128, accessed 11 June 2012), Kenneth Milne, ‘Cotton, Henry’, 
in James McGuire and James Quinn, (eds ). Dictionary o f  Irish Biography (Cambridge, 2009), J. D. 
Seymour, Clergy o f  Cashel and Emly. D. W. T. Crooks and Iain J. E. Knox, (eds ), (revised ed., Belfast, 
2012);Yates, Religious Condition, p. 69.

First Report Lords, Tithes (271), p. 52; First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 74 
First Report Lords, Tithes (271), p. 52; First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 74; Arch. Henry Cotton 

to E. G. Stanley, 12 June 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes {Ml ) ,  App. No. 1, p. 191.
First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p 21; Arch. Henry Cotton to E. G. Stanley, 12 June 1831, First 

Report Commons, Tithes {Ml ) ,  App. No. 1, pp. 191-2.
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1831 Cotton complained to Government that where distraint was made, the livestock 

were rescued, while the local magistracy, who were all tithe payers, refused to interfere.^' 

In July, Cotton felt compelled to leave Thurles and move to Dublin in consequence of 

threats he had received.^^ Meanwhile, the country people attacked and beat Cotton’s tithe 

valuators and destroyed their tithe books^^ Cotton responded by serving tithe processes 

on his recalcitrant parishioners on the lands of Leugh. However, in the first instance, on 

11 August, these could not be served due to violent opposition from ‘a riotous mob’ who 

demanded that the process server be surrendered to them by the party of twelve 

policemen who had been assigned to protect him. '̂  ̂Consequently, on 5 October a process 

server, this time protected by nearly thirty policemen, set out again to try to serve tithe 

processes in Leugh. Once more, however, a crowd surrounded the police and demanded 

the process server, but this time, after stones had been thrown and, it was alleged, two 

shots fired, the police fired into the crowd, injuring some of the protestors and killing a 

local woman named Catherine Maher.^^

From Thurles, organised resistance, sometimes violent sometimes passive, spread 

rapidly into other parts o f the county. For example, by mid-September threatening and 

anti-tithe notices had been widely posted, and Gerald Fitzgerald, a resident magistrate 

based in Cashel, noted that ‘in some places, under the Composition Act, where tithe was 

hitherto cheerfully paid, the parishioners now unanimously refuse payment of it, and I 

cannot but anticipate much trouble and embarrassment on this sco re .M ea n w h ile , in

Arch. Henry Cotton to E. G. Stanley, 12 June 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, pp. 
191-2.

First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 72.
First Report Commons, Tithes ( 177), p. 21; Tipperary Free Press, 6 Aug. 1831.
First Report Commons, Tithes {\11 ), p. 21.
James Kelly to Sir William Gosset, 6 Oct. 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, p. 

202; Arch. Cotton to Sir William Gosset, 6 Oct. 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, 
pp. 202-3;Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 10 Oct. 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), 
App. No. 1, pp. 203-4; ‘Extract from Report o f  Outrages Committed during the Month o f  October 1831, in 
the Barony o f  Eliogarty, in the County o f  Tipperary’, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, p. 
206.

Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 20 Sept. 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 
1, p. 201; ‘Report o f  Outrages Committed during the Month o f  September in the Barony o f  Eliogarty, in 
the County o f  Tipperary’, F irst Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, p. 201.
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Kilcooley, the Reverend Edward Pepper stated that people, ‘from the highest to the 

lowest’, refused to allow process servers serving subpoenas or tithe process into their 

houses, ‘in consequence of threatening notices posted everywhere denouncing anyone 

who would countenance him or presume to pay t i t h e . I n  November, in Templemore, 

cattle distrained by the Reverend William Falkner could not be sold because Falkner 

believed that there was no prospect o f getting a p u rch ase r.T h e  Reverend Henry Palmer, 

of Whitechurch, fared no better, as cattle distrained were rescued, while he and his tithe 

agent received threatening notices and four armed men visited the agent’s house and 

warned him to have nothing further to do with t i t h e s . B y  the start o f December, an 

alarmed Gerald Fitzgerald anxiously reported to the Under Secretary that ‘the opposition 

to tithes is rapidly extending into other parishes, and I anticipate much trouble from that 

c aus e . F i t zge r a l d  believed that the fact that tithe resistance in some parts of Tipperary 

was more marked by violence than elsewhere was ‘attributable to the peculiar character 

of the peasantry in those districts.’ '̂

Indeed, the strength of anti-tithe feeling in Tipperary was made evident in mid

winter, when two great Hurlers’ meetings were held in the south of the C o u n t y . T h e  

large attendance at these meetings was partly a result o f the excitement caused by 

Carrickshock, and partly as a result o f extensive intimidation.^^ Kilkenny emissaries may 

have been involved in the organization o f the assemblages.^'^ These meetings made use of 

symbolism to encourage the participants to continue to spread tithe resistance as far and 

as wide as they could. Thus, it was alleged that a ball used in a mock hurling match at the

Affidavit o f Rev. Edward Pepper, (N.A.I., OPMA 156/2/42).
Rev. William Falkner to E. G. Stanley, 24 Nov. First Report Commons, Tithes {M l), Ap'p. No. 1, 

p. 209.
’ Affidavit o f Rev. Henry Palmer, (N.A.I., OPMA 156/2/45).

Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 2 Dec. 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1,
p. 211

First Report Commons, Tithes (177), p. 18.
Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 2 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 30); 

Clonmel Advertiser, 4 Jan. 1832.
First Report Commons, T ith e s{ \ll) ,  p. 22, First Report Lords, Tithes {21 \),\>. 14.
Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 2 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 30).
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meetings had the words ‘no tithes’ written on it, while the people said they were come 

together to ‘hurl out the tithe system.’ Consequently, the Tipperary Free Press stated that 

the hurling meetings were where ‘tithe payers assemble and hurl a ball into the next 

Parish -  thus recommending to their neighbours the adoption of their own views. 

However, these assemblages, like other Hurlers’ meetings held on the borders of the 

Counties of Tipperary and Kilkenny in the wake o f Carrickshock, took place without the 

influence, leadership or control of the Catholic clergy, or o f leading local O’Connellites, 

and seem to have been designed to resolve the country people to resist any attempts to 

enforce tithes by both passive and violent means.^^ The results of the Tipperary Hurlers’ 

meetings were soon to be apparent as a sequence o f attacks on clergymen followed soon 

afterwards, the most serious o f which was the murder of the Reverend Irwine Whitty, 

which appears to have been a consequence o f the efficiency of Williams (who had

himself been shot at^^), whom he had only recently hired, and the processing of several

68hundred of his parishioners at the Quarter Sessions for tithe debts. These incidents were 

deemed to be ‘indicative of a growing hostility on the part o f the Peasantry in that quarter 

towards the Clergymen of the Established Church.’®'*

Thus, by the end of January, it was clear that the established clergy in southern 

Tipperary had become the main focus of rural anger. At this time, Gerald Fitzgerald 

commented that he had heard unconfirmed rumours of another Protestant clergymen 

having been murdered, and that while in this case the rumours may not be true, ‘they are 

tolerable indications o f popular feeling,’ and that ‘in point o f fact I look on the situation

First Report Commom, Tithes { Ml ) ,  p. 22; TFP, 4 Jan. 1832, CA, 4 Jan. 1832.
CA, 1 Jan. 1832. Also, see Chapter Four.
‘Return o f  Outrages Connected with the Tithe System, which have lately occurred in the Province o f  

Munster’, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, pp. 228-9, Whitty, A Selection o f  Letters, pp. 
82-83.

Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 10 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 27); 
CA, 11 Feb, 28 Mar. 1832; W hitty,^ Selection o f  Letters, pp. xxii, 82-83; TFP, 28 Jan. 1832; James Kelly 
to William Miller, 31 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 217); Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir 
William Gosset, 3 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 252); Jane Lee to John Willcocks, 
n. d., (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 217); Rev. William Lee to Sir William Gosset, 7 Feb. 1832, 
(N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 364).

William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 2 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 217).
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of country clergymen as most precarious and pitiable, they get no tithe and their lives are 

in hourly peril; not because they are now seeking a maintenance, but simply because they 

are clergymen.’™ However, while, amidst the murderous atmosphere of January 1832, it 

may have appeared to panicked observers that ‘society seems to be dissolving into its 

original elements,’^’ in fact, the situation in the Diocese o f Cashel had reached 

essentially the same point as that in the Diocese o f Ossory; that is, that it was impossible 

for any of the established clergy to enforce the collection of tithe arrears without running 

the risk o f incurring significant loss of life. Consequently, violent opposition to tithes in 

the Diocese of Cashel was temporarily ended from February 1832 when the clergymen 

adopted the same policy as the clergy in Ossory, Leighlin and Ferns; namely not to 

enforce tithes, but, instead, to receive part of their income from the state until Parliament 

should formulate a more permanent s o l u t i o n . Th us ,  although a rapid increase of 

agrarian outrages took place in Tipperary in the spring, leading to the proclaiming o f the 

County, they were not associated with tithe resistance, because, as Fitzgerald informed 

Government, ‘little or no attempt has been made ... to collect any tithe.

Therefore, by the start of 1832, a mixture o f violent and passive resistance had 

crippled the tithe system in the Dioceses o f Ossory, Cashel, Leighlin, and Ferns, with 

clerical owners fearing to take further steps to enforce their dues and the Government, or 

at least the Lord Lieutenant, concurring in their decision.^"* In and o f itself, this triumph 

was likely to lead to an increase o f tithe resistance, for, as James C. Scott argues, a 

successful defiance of dominant groups by subordinates often results in an electrifying

™ Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 3 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 252). 
Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 1 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 260).

See, for example. Rev. Henry Woodward to Sir William Gosset, 26 Dec. 1831, (N.A.I., 
CSO/1831/Registered Paper No. 3592); Rev. Richard French Laurence to Sir William Gosset, 30 Dec. 
1830, (N.A.I., CSO/1831/Registered Paper No. 3629), Rev. Henry Palmer to Sir William Gosset, 6 Feb. 
1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 323). Thus, around this time, Gerald Fitzgerald claimed 
that ‘very few o f the clergy look for tithe now; they are now lying on their oars, abiding what is to be done 
by Parliament.’ {First Report Lords, Tithes (21 \),'p. 14].

Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 3 Mar. 1832, (N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 275). 
Anglesey to Grey, 8 Feb. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
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and intoxicating spread of this defiance to all members of the subordinate group7^ 

Indeed, the widespread distribution of ballads celebrating Carrickshock across the south 

o f the country at this time^^ is a strong indication of the impact that that event had on the 

imaginations of the population and suggests that it created an intoxicating rush in rural 

Ireland to share in the gains made in the south-east. However, what seemed to confirm 

the country people’s perceptions that the tithe system was on the verge of collapse was 

the decision by the Government to set up Committees o f Enquiry into it. The timing of 

this declaration created an exhilarating and galvanizing sense amongst the rural people 

that an unprecedented political opportunity existed to bring about the abolition of a 

tottering tithe system.

This, of course, was completely the opposite effect which Stanley had desired 

when he had made his announcement. Indeed, he had thus far delayed taking any action 

regarding Irish tithe reform on the basis that he did not wish to be perceived as being 

forced into legislative concessions by Irish disorder. However, in November, under the 

influence of reports from Ireland which indicated both that the country was politically 

tranquil and that the established clergy were beginning to suffer badly from an 

intensifying and extending resistance to their dues, Stanley made the decision to move to 

reform tithes so as to better secure their payment.^’ Therefore, he brought a proposal 

before Cabinet of a plan of tithe reform which involved the eventual transference of the 

payment of tithes from the farmers to the landlords and the introduction o f a measure by 

which the latter could buy out the tithe at seventeen years purchase; the money raised 

being used to fund land acquisitions from which the clergy would derive their income in 

f u t u r e . I n  fact, in having put forward such a measure, Stanley had proposed nothing 

new; it was an identical plan to that outlined by the Lord Lieutenant to the Prime

'Stcoii, Domination and the Arts o f  Resistance, pp. 206-12.
Gary Owens, ‘The Carrickshock Incident’, pp. 39-40.
Hawkins, Forgotten Prim e M inister, p. 99.
Fox, Holland House D iaries, diary entry for 30 Nov. 1831, p. 88.
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Minister at the time of the Rockite agrarian rebellion.’  ̂That plan, however, had never 

come to fruition because of parliamentary, landed and ecclesiastical opposition to such 

extensive interference in Church and property rights;*^ an opposition which was difficult 

to overcome once the Rockite disturbances subsided. Moreover, the enclosures in 

England in the eighteenth century had often involved tithes being commutated for land; 

but the results of this, generally, had been disastrous, with the Church losing large 

portions of its income and the clergymen involved being both distracted from their 

pastoral work by worldly concerns and ‘rooked’ by dishonest tenants.^' Therefore, the 

Tithe Composition Act of 1823, a measure which was supposed to have been only a 

temporary one to afford some immediate relief and to evaluate and fix the full extent of 

the Church’s revenues so as to prepare for a commutation for land, was deemed by 

Parliament to be a sufficient measure to solve the abiding and vexatious problem of Irish 

tithes. Nevertheless, the success of tithe opposition in 1831 meant that the Government 

felt compelled to return to the original tithe reform scheme of 1823 in order to secure the 

position and revenues o f the Established Church in Ireland, even in the face of the known

opposition o f that Church to such a measure. Consequently, the Cabinet agreed that Irish

82tithe reform would be mentioned in the King’s speech.

Nonetheless, having committed the Government to tithe reform, not only did 

Stanley not have a bill ready, he was also unwilling to give a decisive parliamentary 

commitment to the policy o f commutation which he had outlined to Cabinet. Instead, he 

moved for the appointment of a select committee to inquire into the state of the law 

regarding tithes in Ireland. In doing this, rather than simply drafting a tithe bill along the 

lines he desired, Stanley seems to have been motivated by a concern to both avoid a

Olive J. Brose, ‘The Irish Precedent for English Church Reform: the Church Temporalities Act o f 1833’ 
in Journal o f  Ecclesiastical History, vii (1956), p. 208.

A good example o f the opposition o f the hierarchy o f the Established Church to commutation can be 
found in Thomas Elrington’s pamphlet o f 1822 wherein he argues that a commutation would only damage 
the revenues o f the Church without benefitting the farmers at all. [S. N., An Inquiry, pp. 38-48].

Eric J. Evans, The Contentious Tithe: The Tithe Problem and English Agriculture, 1750-1850 (London, 
1976), p. 116.

The King, 6 Dec. 1831, Hansard, 3’̂  ̂ ser., ix. 3.
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stormy Commons debate and to move in a way which was calculated as least likely to 

alarm the Church and most likely to receive its backing.*^ In this respect, he argued that a 

select committee would be necessary to demonstrate the widespread existence of 

organized resistance to tithes in Ireland and to show how the law could be altered so as to 

remove the irritants of the tithe system without damaging the foundations o f the Church. 

The findings of the select committee, he argued, would present overwhelming arguments 

against those who suggested that he was yielding to riotous clamour and encouraging 

further agitation and demands by introducing unnecessary innovations where nothing 

was required but to enforce the present system. At the same time, he believed that the 

committee’s findings would equally put down those who claimed that the Government 

was afraid to examine the question in its totality and that nothing but ‘a sweeping 

demolition of existing institutions, and an extensive spoliation of property and subversion 

of right, is sufficient to remove the causes o f those grievances which have spread to so 

wide an extent.’**"*

In this way then, by delaying action on tithe reform until after the tithe committee 

reported, Stanley believed that he had ‘successfully steered tithe reform into clam 

w a te rs .H o w ev er, Peel, while he did not oppose Stanley’s motion, sensibly warned that 

if  the importance of the subject of tithe reform in Ireland

require[d] notice in the King's Speech, it was impolitic to make a reference to it 
there, if the Government were not prepared with a distinct plan for remedying the 
grievances o f which they admitted the existence. The evil would be considerably 
aggravated, in case the interval were long between the mention of the subject in 
the Speech, and the introduction o f the remedial measure contemplated by 
Government.*^

Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister, p. 101.
Stanley, 15 Dec. 1831, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘* ser., ix. 260. 
Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister, p 102.

** Peel, 15 Dec 1831, Hansard, ser., ix. 278.
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It was a warning that was to prove quite prophetic, aUhough it fell on deaf ears at the
0*7

time.^̂

AN OPPORTUNITY TO ABOLISH TITHE?

The calling o f the Tithe Committees at a time when passive and violent resistance had 

demonstrably and triumphantly crippled the tithe system created an electrifying 

atmosphere in much of Ireland as the country people, together with urban, rural and 

clerical notables, sensed that a political opportunity had opened up before them to effect 

an abolition o f tithes. As a result of this, sustained efforts were made to spread passive 

resistance, organize parochial petitions and keep a check on violent disorder. This was 

done in order to make the tithe problem as intractable as possible for the Government, to 

demonstrate that nothing less than a total abolition of tithes would satisfy Irish public 

opinion, and to give no excuse for the Ministry to argue that the nature o f the protest 

required that it be put down with repression rather than satisfied with concession. This 

phase of the anti-tithe movement drew much o f its inspiration and confidence in the 

possibility o f success from the Emancipation campaign of the 1820s and the concurrent 

English campaign for Refonn. For instance, the Southern Reporter reminded its readers 

that ‘the cause of Reform is won, and the same power and influence o f opinion which 

gained the victory may now be safely brought to bear in another battle for a scarcely less

Q Q

important object.’ This belief in the power that legitimate meetings to petition 

Parliament could have is indicated in the rallying cry issued by the Carlow Morning Post 

at the start o f the parochial petitioning campaign:

It is almost needless to remark that the weapons we recommended, must be 
constitutional ones, they are quite sufficient for the purpose, if properly directed. 
We call upon the people, the gentry, and the landholders to “m eef’, “petition”.

For Stanley’s self-conceited response to Peel’s stricture, see Stanley, 15 Dec. 1831, Hansard, 3̂ ‘* ser., ix. 
260-1.

Southern Reporter, 14 Feb. 1832
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“agitate” -  do this and a farewell to tithes, and a loud and a cheering welcome to 
social peace and national prosperity.

The constitutional campaign against tithes which was to dominate the first half o f 

1832 was, at first, strongest in the anti-tithe heartland of south Leinster. The Catholic 

Diocese of Kildare and Leighlin, in particular, saw energetic measures taken to organize 

parochial anti-tithe meetings, with over twenty separate meetings taking place in the 

Diocese between the start of January and the middle o f March.^° Some of these 

assemblies saw the petitioners o f two, three or even four parishes gathered together at the 

same time. The number of people who assembled at the meetings varied from several 

hundred to several thousand.^' The large concentration o f anti-tithe meetings in this 

Diocese was a direct result of the strong anti-tithe feeling which existed there, together 

with the vast number of priests, often inspired by their Bishop, who were both 

sympathetic to the anti-tithe cause and available to organize and speak at the meetings. 

All such meetings were extremely orderly affairs and the presence of the police and 

military at some of them caused intense annoyance to the petitioners, thereby further 

creating a sense o f confessional grievance.

A similar glut of well attended constitutional meetings took place in County 

Wexford in the same period, beginning with one in the Parish of Tacumshane on 11 

January and then increasing in size with the meetings for the entire Baronies o f Forth and 

Bargy in mid-February and the four parishes of Ballynaslany, Edermine, Ballyhuskard

19 Jan. 1832.
Ibid., 9, 12, 30 Jan., 2, 9, 13, 16, 23 Feb., 8, 15 Mar. 1832.
Police reports estimated lower figures in attendance than sympathetic newspaper ones, but, even so, still 

registered attendance figures o f  up to 4,000. For police reports regarding these meetings, see, James Tandy 
to Sir William Gosset, 31 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 230); James Tandy to Sir 
William Gosset, 6 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 230); E. S. Flinter to Sir John 
Harvey, 6 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 278); James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 
28 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 328); E. S. Flinter to Henry Hamihon, 15 Jan. 
1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 39).

Henry Hamilton to Sir William Gosset, 15 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 39); 
Richard Connoll to Sir William Gosset, 5 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 287); E. S. 
Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 6 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 278); CMP, 9 Feb. 1832. 
In respect o f the military and police presence at the Crookstown meeting, the Carlow Morning Post 
complained that it was ‘as uncalled for as it was insuhing.’ [CMP, 19 Jan. 1832].
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and Tikillen assembling at Oilgate on 29 F e b ru a ry .T h e se , and other, meetings helped 

to sweep a great many o f the farmers o f  W exford into the anti-tithe protest and the 

County would, thereafter, persistently show some o f  the highest rates o f tithe resistance 

during the Tithe War. '̂* Indeed, in this respect, one W exford clergyman would complain 

bitterly that ‘the opposition to the payment o f tithes, and the combination amongst the 

people have been much increased in consequence o f anti-tithe meetings which have been 

held m most parishes o f this County pursuant to public notices given in the newspapers, 

and also in placards posted up, at which meetings violent speeches were made, and 

strong resolutions p a s s e d . T h r e e  reasons contributed to the high degree o f participation 

o f the W exford farmers in the Tithe War. Firstly, the County was one o f  the most 

intensive tillage regions in Ireland^^; an aspect o f its agrarian economy which meant that 

tithes had traditionally been considered a heavy burden there with the majority o f  farmers 

long acquainted with anti-tithe sentiment and protest. Secondly, the County (or more 

particularly the Diocese o f  Ferns in which it was situated) had been one o f the centres of 

religious controversy in the 1820s, with the Bishop, Thomas Elrington, having been 

‘outspoken in his attacks against the Roman Catholic C h u r c h . F i n a l l y ,  W exford was a 

key part o f the central backbone o f rural O ’Connellite strength which has been identified 

by Whelan and, consequently, there was no shortage o f  politicized priests, strong farmers 

or village shopkeepers to mount political platforms and deliver inflammatory speeches

q o

against the tithe system.

Wexford Independent, 15 Jan., 14 Feb., 3 Mar. 1832.
See Maps 9, 10, 11 and 12 in the Map Section.
Affidavit o f  the Reverend Charles Strong, (N.A.I., OPMA 156/2/13). For similar complaints about the 

effects o f such meetings in County Wexford, and the speeches made at them, see Affidavit o f the Reverend 
Ralph Boyd, (N.A.I., OPMA 156/2/14); Affidavit o f the Reverend Archibald Stevenson, (N.A.I., OPMA 
156/2/10).

Kevin Whelan, ‘The Modern Landscape: from Plantation to Present’ in F. H. A. Aalen, Kevin Whelan 
and Matthew Stout (eds), Atlas o f  the Irish Rural Landscape (Cork, 1997), p. 74.

B. H. Blacker, ‘Elrington, Thomas’, rev. David Huddleston, Oxford Dictionary o f  National Biography, 
Oxford University Press, 2004 (http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/16128, accessed 28 June 2010).

Whelan, ‘Regional Impact o f Irish Catholicism’, p. 266. See Map 13 in the Map Section.
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However, anti-tithe meetings held to petition Parliament occurred far and wide 

across the country at this time and mark the beginnings o f  tithe resistance in many o f 

parts o f Ireland hitherto untouched by the protest. For example, the holding o f 

constitutional anti-tithe meetings show that the protest spread southwards, into Counties 

such as Waterford,^^ northwards into places like Louth,’°° and westwards, as far as 

County G a l w a y . T h e  large number o f meetings in County Louth, in particular, marks it 

out as one o f  the most prominent anti-tithe regions in the country. In fact, in the degree to 

which tillage dominated its agricultural e c o n o m y , a s  well as the vocal and active 

presence o f evangelical proselytization and anti-Catholicism (especially among gentry 

families such as the Rodens and the M cClintocks),’̂  ̂ and the existence o f a strong 

O ’Connellite movement’'̂ '̂ , the social, economic, political and religious landscape o f 

County Louth gave it many features which mirrored those o f County Wexford; it was 

little wonder then, that tithe resistance in County Louth would prove to be some o f  the 

most sustained and determined outside o f  the heartland o f the Tithe War in south Leinster 

and Munster.

The resolutions passed at the anti-tithe meetings held in the w inter and spring had 

several stock features in common which were designed to press upon Parliament 

prevailing popular opinions on the tithe system in Ireland and to provide a solid moral, 

political and economic foundation for tithe resistance. The most important and frequent 

demand o f these meetings was that tithes be totally abolished; a demand which now 

firmly replaced the original one o f the H urlers’ only twelve months before for a mere

Waterford Chronicle, 17 Jan., 2, 7, 25 Feb., 22 Mar., 7 Apr. 1832.
Drogheda Journal, or Meath & Louth Advertiser, 17, 28 Jan., 4, 21, 25 Feb., 2, 10, 31 Mar. 1832.
Galway Free Press, 1, 22, 29 Feb., 3 Mar., 2 May 1832.
Whelan, ‘Modern Landscape’, p. 74.
Harold O’Sullivan, ‘The Emergence o f the National System o f Education in North County Louth 

(Diocese o f Armagh)’ in Journal o f  the County Louth Archaeological and Historical Society, vol. 18 no. 1 
(1973), pp. 8-9. For an example from County Louth o f an argument between an evangelical clergyman and 
his parishioners which involved both the issues o f  tithe and proselytization, see Rev. Thomas Parkinson to 
Sir William Gosset, 27 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1435).

See Map 13 in the Map Section.
See Maps 9, 10, 11 and 12 in the Map Section.
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reduction in the rate o f tithes. In particular, the petitions voiced opposition to the muted 

plans to commute tithe into a redeemable land tax. The petitioners claimed that such a 

measure would not satisfy the Irish people because it would only serve to perpetuate 

tithes; an impost which had been the fertile source o f unwelcome violence and disorder 

for decades and which, if  mixed up with rents ,would lead to the resistance being 

extended to the landlords’ demands. Moreover, such a perpetuation o f tithes would only 

serve to sustain jealousies and ill-feeling between Irish Catholics and Protestants. But it 

was not just the effects o f  the tithe system which the petitioners complained of; it was the 

unjustness o f the payment itse lf Why should Catholics and Dissenters be compelled to 

financially support a Church the doctrines o f which they fundamentally disagreed with? 

Indeed, what made this affronting grievance even worse was the fact that in Ireland the 

members o f the established Church were so few compared with the numbers o f non- 

Anglicans; a fact that made it appear that tithes were being paid for no other reason than 

to keep a superfluous, pampered and underworked set o f clergymen in luxury and 

idleness. Furthermore, the blatant immorality o f this situation was made even more 

galling by the poverty o f many o f the tithe payers and by the argument (as put forward by 

Bishop Doyle) that although only one fourth o f  the tithe had originally been reserved for 

the support o f the clergyman with the rest being reserved for the relief o f the sick and 

poor, the payment o f  the bishops, and the erection and maintenance o f  places o f  worship, 

the established clergy had misappropriated the whole amount to their own personal use, 

thereby depriving the impoverished o f their rightful share. For all these reasons then, 

Irish public opinion (as expressed in through numerous petitions to parliament) 

demanded nothing less than a total abolition o f  tithes.

Anti-tithe agitators knew, o f course, that such a revolutionary demand would 

never be granted by any Ministry if  it appeared that it was a result o f an actual revolution

For all o f  these arguments, see printed Resolutions o f  anti-tithe meetings in CMP, 9, 12, 30 Jan., 2, 9, 
13, 16,23 Feb., 8, 15 Mar. 1832.
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in Ireland. In particular, Carrickshock, and the re-appearance of large assemblages o f 

Hurlers in its wake, forced O’Connellites to offer more proactive leadership if they were 

to comprehensively wrest control o f the movement from the competing traditions of 

violent agrarian p r o t e s t . T h e  calling of the Tithe Committees gave them the chance to 

do this through parochial and constitutional meetings organized to petition Parliament on 

the tithe question. This was all the more desirable in the context of the rapid spread o f the 

oath bound agrarian movement known as the ‘Whitefeet’, which was mainly composed 

of labourers and small farmers, and which had extended into Counties Kilkenny, Carlow, 

Wexford, Kildare and Queen’s County during 1831. The Whitefeet were not content with 

merely reducing, or even abolishing tithes, but used violence and intimidation to secure 

higher wages and access to potato ground, to gain rent reductions, and to prevent 

evictions and to punish those who took farms over the heads’ of sitting tenants. The 

economic depression meant that the Whitefeet, originally a movement o f labourers and 

cottiers, had secured the allegiance o f the Blackfeet, who were once their enemies and 

who were composed of the better off f a r m e r s . I n  this respect, the Whitefeet were 

similar to their Whiteboy and Rockite predecessors and it would have been natural for 

tithe resistance to come under the influence of this and other similarly violent groups.

It was in this context that the Tipperary Free Press urged those whom the country 

people respected to organize constitutional agitation and to use their influence to end the 

violent preparations which were being made in the County to resist t i t h e s . T h i s  and 

similar calls were taken up strongly by local anti-tithe agitators in south Leinster, Kildare 

and Tipp>erary in the first few months of 1832 as they made use of the parochial meetings 

to warn the people to keep their protest within the law and not to be led astray by the

See Chapter Four.
Report from  the Select Committee o f  the House o f  Commons on the State o f  Ireland, H.C. 1831-32 

(677), xvi, 1, p. 348.
7FP, 18 Jan. 1832.
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agrarian secret s o c i e t i e s . I n  general, such efforts to reign in the wilder and more 

violent elements o f the tithe protest were successful in the first half o f 1832, when 

relatively few anti-tithe outrages were recorded. Instead, the country people submitted to 

their political and clerical leaders’ desire that passive and constitutional resistance should 

take the place o f beatings, swearings and murders; although the intimidating notice 

remained a firm favourite with the rural population. In this process they were 

undoubtedly helped by the temporary suspension o f  active efforts to collect tithes. 

However, they were equally assisted by the mixed messages that the Government 

managed to give out when anti-tithe petitions forced them to participate in Parliamentar}' 

debates on the tithe issue.

First, in this respect. Grey stated that while he hoped to remove some o f  the 

grievances associated with the tithe system he would never consent to any measure 

which did not at the same time fully secure ‘to the Church its just rights.’' ” Moreover, he 

declared that ‘he thought it absolutely and imperatively necessary, before they proceed to 

legislate on this subject generally, that the authority o f the law, as it at present stood, 

should be fully vindicated’ and that if  this was not possible then the Ministry ‘would 

propose a bill to give the authorities greater powers to overcome tithe resistance.’”  ̂

Outraged Irish liberal and O ’Connellite M.P.s succeeded in raising the matter in the 

Commons, where Althorp responded by explaining that what Grey had meant was that 

while the law would be upheld and illegal combinations suppressed, it was also true that

‘if  the resistance to that law and those illegal combinations have their origin in any

grievance which it is in the power o f the Legislature to remedy, the Legislature is bound 

to remedy that grievance. This is the principle on which the Government is determined to 

act with respect to the tithe-system in Ireland.’”  ̂ A delighted O ’Connell greeted this

’ Good examples o f this can be found in TFP, 21, 25 Jan. 1832; Leinster Express, 4 Feb. 1832.
Grey, 7 Feb. 1832, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., x. 3.
Ibid.
Althotp, 14 Feb. 1832, Hansard, 3̂ '̂  ser., x. 315.
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speech by expressing ‘his humble and hearty thanks to’ Althorp and stating that while 

Grey’s words had ‘filled thousands o f the people with consternation and alarm,’ 

Althorp’s had laid down a principle on which ‘no one would be found who would not 

uphold the Government; while the principle o f enforcing the present laws, without 

remedying the grievance, would be unendurable.’'*"̂

Listening to this. Peel felt it necessary to rise to warn the Government of the 

effect that such ill-considered statements would make in Ireland, as he argued that 

Althorp’s speech suggested that some radical change in Government policy had taken 

place and that that change could not be derived from the Tithe Committees’ deliberations 

since he had heard no proposition made there which was ‘calculated to realize the 

expectations which, I think, the speech of the noble Lord h o l d s . F u r t h e r m o r e ,  Peel 

pointed out that:

seeing the construction which has been put upon that speech by the Gentlemen 
from Ireland, and knowing how probable it is, that a still stronger construction 
will be put on it by the people o f Ireland, who did not hear the speech ... I think 
that that speech is calculated to preclude the enforcement of the law ... the noble 
Lord says ... that the grievances shall be redressed. Now to make that declaration, 
unless His Majesty’s Government is prepared with a specific plan for the 
effectual removal of the grievance, seems to me to be most unwise, and only 
calculated to render the enforcement o f the law impossible. ’

Seemingly oblivious to the discernment o f Peel’s argument, Stanley made the situation 

worse when he popped up to defend the Government with an incautious and unqualified 

declaration that the Conservatives were ‘mistaken’, if they ‘supposed that it was the 

intention of his Majesty’s Ministers to recommend the continuance of the tithe system. 

The attention of Ministers was certainly directed to secure a maintenance for the

O ’Connell, 14 Feb. 1832, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., x. 315. 
Peel, 14 Feb. 1832, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., x. 318.
Ibid,
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Protestant clergy; but another object to which their attention was also directed, was the 

extinction o f the present system o f tithes.’"^

For many a subsequent year an irritated and embarrassed Stanley would 

strenuously assert that all he had meant by this carelessly worded statement was that 

tithes would be commuted into a redeemable land tax. Nevertheless, his declaration was 

interpreted by the liberal and O ’Connellite Irish newspapers as a definite promise by the 

Ministry that tithes were to be abolished, and they reported it as such. For instance, the 

influential and widely read liberal newspaper. The Dublin Evening Post, greeted this 

speech with the following passage:

WE HAVE ONLY SPACE TO REFER -  INDEED A REFERENCE IS QUITE SUFFICIENT -  
TO THE MOST IMPORTANT DECLARATION MADE BY MR STANLEY IN THE HOUSE 
OF COMMONS, REGARDING TITHES. THEY ART TO BE EXTINGUISHED. THIS 

INTELLIGENCE REACHED US EXCTUSIVELYIHI^  D A Y .‘ '*̂

Consequently, the way in which Stanley’s speech was interpreted in Ireland can be seen 

in Humphrey O ’Sullivan, a regular newspaper reader’s, diary entry for 22 February in 

which he wrote ‘It is said that the Protestant ministers will be deprived o f their tithes, and 

that only the glebe lands will be left to them.’"^ In particular, Stanley’s speech had a 

dramatic effect on rural people’s perception as to the best way in which they should 

proceed if  they wanted to abolish tithes. Thus, they (temporarily) abandoned the type o f 

violent resistance which could be effective in the short term, but was almost always 

politically detrimental, and instead took up constitutional and passive resistance to ensure 

that the Ministry did not go back on its declared i n t e n t i o n s . F o r  instance, in the King’s 

County, where the Terry Alts had recently become involved in the Tithe War, a C hief 

Constable reported that ‘the late proceedings in the legislature has quietened the bad

Stanley, 14 Feb. 1832, Hansard, 3’̂ '̂ ser., x. 322. 
Dublin Evening Post, 16 Feb. 1832.
Cinnlae, iii, p. 115.
See especially, DEP, 16 Feb. 1832.
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feelings towards Tithes in this populous part o f the County, for newspapers have got a 

very wide circulation in the towns and villages.’ '^’

Nonetheless, it is important to note that Stanley’s statement accelerated rather 

than initiated active attempts to extend tithe opposition in the first half o f  1832. In 

particular, the parochial petitioning campaign presented ideal conditions for anti-tithe 

agitators to consolidate tithe resistance in the south Leinster region and to spread the new 

methods o f  passive resistance to those areas in which it had not yet been established. The 

effect o f  these parochial meetings was enhanced by such diverse methods o f 

disseminating anti-tithe sentiment as anti-tithe sermons by Catholic priests, the posting o f 

intimidating anti-tithe notices, the singing o f  anti-tithe ballads, the celebration o f anti

tithe symbols, the debates o f local political clubs on the tithe system and the publication

122o f anti-tithe articles in the popular newspapers. The task o f  spreading tithe resistance 

was made all the easier in a country where many rural people had strong economic and 

religious reasons to loathe tithe, and which was enthralled by victories such as 

Carrickshock and appalled by massacres such as Newtownbarry. Consequently, the 

opponents o f tithe were hugely successful in inculcating an anti-tithe spirit in the willing 

country inhabitants o f most o f Leinster and Munster, and parts o f Ulster and Connaught, 

in the first half o f  1832.

The beginnings o f anti-tithe agitation in the Bandon district o f  County Cork 

provides a good example o f the ways in which itinerant agitators could use parochial 

petitioning to inspire anti-tithe sentiment. According to the parish priest the ‘prime actor 

in this quarter’ was Sir Emanuel Moore, a bankrupt Protestant baronet who was all that 

remained o f what had once been one o f Cork’s great families but which had suffered

Coghlan to Sir John Harvey, 29 Feb. 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 452). For Terry 
Alt activity w ith regard to the Tithe question in the K ing’s County, see Chapter Four.

On all o f  which, see Chapter Five.
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devastating financial decline in the eighteenth c e n t u r y . T h r o u g h o u t  January and 

February Moore made inflammatory speeches against tithes in churchyards and fields 

across the Bandon d i s t r i c t . B y  the end o f  February he was stated to Dubhn Castle to be 

‘a person who has been using very active endeavours to excite the minds o f the People, 

in the part o f  the County o f Cork in which he resides, upon the subject o f Tithes. 

M oore’s tactics were described by one chief constable when he reported that Moore

met the people at the moment they were coming out o f  Chapel and having told 
them his object in coming amongst them was for the purpose o f assisting them in 
obtaining redress o f their grievances, addressed them in violent and personal 
language tending to irritate and inflame the mmds o f the People and holding up to 
odium and contempt the ... Rectors o f the Parishes o f Templetrine and 
Ringrove.'^^

Moore then got the most respectable Farmers to sign a petition to Parliament against 

tithes, before finally informing them where his next meeting would be held, thereby 

increasing his audience each time.'^^ M oore’s rhetoric was particularly inflammatory, 

warning the people that in the Parish o f  Kilbritain the only resident Protestants were 

him self and his two brothers, and that ‘if  they did not step forward in time a church and 

glebe house would be imposed on the Parish’, while he harangued them that ‘if  he had 

been a Roman Catholic he would have been hung twenty years since rather than pay 

tithes’ to ‘a clergy from whom you derive no b e n e f i t . A l t h o u g h  M oore’s rhetoric 

understandably caused alarm to the authorities, nevertheless. M ajor William Miller, the 

Inspector General o f  the M unster Constabulary, was forced to concede that ‘however

Dickson, O ld World Colony, p. 97; David Crowley to Sir William Gosset, 18 June 1832, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1190).

David Crowley to Sir William Gosset, 18 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1190). 
William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 21 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 310). 
Lawson to William Miller, 19 Feb. 1832, (N. A.I , CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 310).
Ibid.
James Lawlor & Patrick Mahony to William Miller, 9 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper 

No. 310)
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improper his conduct and unworthy his motives I apprehend that it will be difficult to 

establish any case against him in a Court o f Justice.

The case o f County Kerry demonstrates the way in which anti-tithe sermons by 

Catholic priests often spurred their parishioners to take up tithe resistance. For instance, 

its first stirrings in Listowel were prompted by its parish priest, who at mass on 22 

January openly advised his parishioners to withhold payment o f  T i t h e s . T h e  rural 

population o f the district soon rallied to his call and began organising opposition, despite 

attempts by a local magistrate to persuade them o f the futility o f  evading the law, and his 

admonishing them that ‘it would be particularly regretful for the people o f  this Parish to 

resist their payment, where the Proprietors o f tithes have contributed so handsomely

131towards building them a chapel.’ At the start o f February cattle which had been seized 

for tithe were rescued from the Pound o f  Listowel, while, the week after, ‘Hurlers’ 

meetings were held ‘in the wild region o f country’ between Listowel, Castle Island and 

Newmarket (County Cork).'^^ The magistrates o f the district were rightly concerned that 

these events marked the commencement o f  a ‘spirit o f illegal com bination’ in a ‘hitherto 

peaceable country.’ Their requests for military aid to disperse the meetings, however, 

were treated indifferently because o f the difficulty o f  accessing that part o f the country, 

while, in any case, M iller remarked that there does not ‘seem much more m ischief to be 

apprehended from such meetings than from those o f more wealthy and influential 

persons, who assembling in the towns, enter into violent debates respecting tithes, and 

end by adopting resolutions breathing a spirit o f determined opposition to the payment o f 

the Dues o f the church.’'̂ '*

W illiam  M iller to  Sir W illiam  G osset, 21 Feb. 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 310). 
Robert C oote to W illiam  M iller, 31 Jan. 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 217).
Ibid.
Robert C oote to W illiam M iller, 13 Feb. 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 217), W illiam  

M iller to Sir W illiam  G osset, 14 Feb. 1832, (N .A .I., CSO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 366).
The M agistrates o f  L istow el to Sir W illiam  G osset, 10 Feb. 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper 

N o. 319).
W illiam  M iller to Sir W illiam  G osset, 14 Feb. 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 366).
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The example o f County Kerry also demonstrates that while such assemblages 

helped spread anti-tithe sentiment, the widespread sense that a political opportunity to 

abohsh tithes had opened up was critically important to their success. For instance. 

Brigade M ajor Mahony, o f  the Cork and Kerry Yeomanry, stated that while the tithe 

question had engrossed the minds o f the entire population o f Kerry, and while anti-tithe 

meetings had taken place, the County continued in a state o f  general tranquillity.''^^ 

However, he claimed that this was only because the rural people mistakenly believed that 

the calling o f the Tithe Committees heralded an imminent abolition o f  tithes. 

Consequently, the current general peacefulness in regard to the tithe question was based 

on the fact that tithe payers were ‘quietly waiting to know the contemplated measure o f 

g o v e rn m e n t.T h e re fo re ,  he tempered his view on the current state o f the County with 

a warning that he could not ‘but fear an unpleasant reaction o f the people if  they should 

feel disappointed’ since ‘the people look on the expected extinction o f tithes as a panacea 

and it would be unfortunate indeed if  from not rightly understanding the intention o f 

government the people should afterwards act importunely and that we should have the 

misfortune o f seeing this favourable measure for pacifying the country prove abortive.’

The midland Counties o f  Meath, W estmeath and Longford provide excellent 

examples o f  the way in which political clubs and politicized and politically active urban, 

rural and clerical notables took up the tithe issue in the first part o f 1832 and helped 

spread resistance to the impost amongst the rural population. For example, around 

Navan, the ‘Navan Political Union’ and its principal speaker, the O ’Connellite 

shopkeeper, Charles C. O ’Farrell, began to agitate the tithe question in February 1832.’ *̂

Daniel Mahony to Sir William Gosset, 2 Mar. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 271).
Ibid.
Ibid.
John Henderson to George Despard, 15 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 255). This 

club continued to hold weekly and bi-weekly meetings throughout the Spring and Summer o f  1832, during 
which shopkeepers like O ’Farrell remonstrated on the evils o f  tithes, and promoted the cause o f  Repeal and 
Reform to an audience which was principally composed o f  some o f  the many surplus labourers who hung 
around Navan, as well as the farmers who came in from the surrounding districts. [On the labouring
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The chief constable in Navan predicted that in the aftermath of the first meeting of the 

Navan Political Union, as well as the extensive circulation through the district by it of 

various printed manifestos outlining its objects, ‘other parts of the County may become 

disturbed.’ This was all the more so, when, on 25 February, Daniel O’Connell himself 

addressed a meeting in Navan and pressed on the numerously assembled shopkeepers 

and country people the necessity of addressing the legislature for the abolition of 

t i th e s .E ls e w h e re , in places such as Ardbraccan, Trim, Painstown and Athboy, anti

tithe meetings were held in churchyards, while numbers o f Catholic priests, such as 

Father Ryan o f Kilmessan, became well-known anti-tithe activists and organizers.'""

Like its neighbouring county of Meath, the first half of 1832 saw tithe resistance 

spread and become established in Westmeath through the exertions of Catholic priests 

and political agitators. The first public agitation o f the tithe question came at a 

numerously attended Reform meeting held in the Court House of Mullingar on 12 

January, at which the County M.P., Montague Chapman, declared himself ‘utterly 

opposed’ to the Government’s intentions to commute tithe for a land tax.'“*̂  Soon 

afterwards, the first threatening notices against tithes were p o s t e d . I t  was at this time 

too, that Father Burke of Castlepollard, who had spoken at the Mullingar Reform 

meeting, and who had been a thorn in the side o f the authorities ever since the violent 

affray between police and people in that town the previous May, took up the question of 

tithes, and began agitating on the subject.’'"'

It was a similar case in County Longford, where a combination of local 

organization and agitation by priests and O’Connellites, backed up by minor Rockite

population o f  Navan, see, Peter Connell, The Land an d  People o f  County Meath, J 750-1850, (Dublin, 
2004), p. 136],

John Henderson to Sir William Gosset, 22 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 359).
John Henderson to Sir William Gosset, 26 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 359).
Desmond Mooney, ‘A Society in Crisis: Agrarian Violence in Meath, 1828-1835’ in Riochl na Midhe, 

viii no. 2 (1988), p. 109.
FJ, 14 Jan. 1832.
‘Schedule o f  Outrages in County Westmeath’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 861).
Pollard to Sir William Gosset, 7 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No.313).
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type outrages, such as the posting o f  threatening notices, ensured the payment o f tithe 

was extensively given up by the farmers. The pansh priest o f Castleforbes, for instance, 

preached an inflam.matory sermon against the payment o f tithes,''^^ while, at the samie 

time, notices threatening tithe and church cess collectors in the event o f their attempting 

to do their duty were posted.''*^ As in Navan, a ‘Political Union’ was also formed in 

Longford in order to agitate against tithes.

One o f the main dynamics which lay behind the rapid spread o f  tithe resistance in 

1832, in addition to a sense o f political opportunity, was the way in which economic 

distress prompted both the rural people and their urban cousins to take up tithe resistance. 

This was because in 1832 agricuhural prices, which had already been stagnant for some 

years, fell sharply. For instance, wheat fell two shillings per hundredweight, oats one and 

a half shillings, barley half a shilling and beef four shillings, all o f which cancelled out 

the slight increases which these products had recorded the previous year and meant that 

on average agricultural prices were no better than they had been in 1827 and were 

perilously close to the troughs o f  the early 1820s,'‘*’ Indeed, the number o f shopkeepers 

and other urban businessmen, as well as ‘distressed’ urban and rural notables, who 

helped to organize constitutional and passive resistance to tithes in 1832 is a strong 

indicator that the economic distress o f  the farmers was seriously impacting on the 

prosperity o f rural towns and villages. For instance, at a meeting in Kilcullen it was 

stated that the chair was taken by Mr. Peter Purcell o f Calverstown, a Proprietor o f  many 

public coaches, while in Aughterard, the same function was performed by Mr. 

Fitzpatrick, a miller.'"** Lord Forbes, meanwhile, complained in respect o f an anti-tithe 

meeting held by the Granard Trades Political Union that it was ‘cruel to permit the minds

Forbes to Sir William Gosset, 10 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 28).
Forbes to Sir William Gosset, 9 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 137).
See Appendix I.
James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 28 Feb. 1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 328).
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of a very quiet population to be agitated by five or six low sh o p k ee p e rs .M o re o v e r, 

some anti-tithe agitators were noted to be economically distressed. A policeman, for 

example, wrote down ‘insolvent’ beside the names of six o f the requisitioners on a poster 

for an anti-tithe meeting to be held in Ballymahon, County Longford. These were among 

a variety of other urban tradesmen such as shopkeepers, smiths, auctioneers, saddlers, 

publicans, hoteliers, and a tto rn ey s.L ik ew ise , Sir Emanuel Moore was described as ‘a 

bankrupt in property,’ while one of his co-agitators was John Hawe, ‘a person rather 

respectably connected ... but whose circumstances are ... rather reduced.’'^' Similarly, 

the Constabulary sub Inspector for County Dublin reported that Redmond, the prime 

anti-tithe agitator in north County Dublin and the adjoining parts of Meath ‘formerly kept 

a hotel in Dublin and is now, comparatively speaking, in reduced circumstances.’'̂  ̂

Therefore, economic, as well as political motives, led urban businessmen to join in the 

rural outcry against the share that the established clergy received of agricultural profits.

MASS MOBILIZATION AGAINST THE TITHE SYSTEM

All the while that tithe resistance was being actively fomented across Ireland, the Select 

Committees of Inquiry into the Tithe System had been going about their work. However, 

the reality was that Stanley, through his ongoing supervision of the selection and 

questioning of the w itn e sse s ,e n su re d  that the Committees would report back exactly 

what he wanted; that is, that an extensive and extending combination against tithes had 

successfully deprived the established clergy of their incomes in parts o f Ireland, that the

Forbes to Gosset, 28 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 945).
William Mahon to Sir William Gosset, 16 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1294). 

For a similar constabulary annotation with regard to an anti-tithe meeting in County Kildare, see'Anti- 
Tithe Notices’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 2267).

David Crowley to Sir William Gosset, 18 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1190; 
Lawson to Major William Miller, 19 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 310).

John Murphy to Alderman Darley, 28 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1137)
A. D. Kriegel, ‘The Irish Policy o f  Lord Grey’s Government’ in English H istorical Review, 86 (1971), 

pp. 29-30.
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State should step in to break the combination through the collection of the arrears as 

Crown debts, and that the current system of tithe should be replaced by a redeemable 

land tax chargeable on the landlord.'^'* Furthermore, it was made clear that before any 

commutation could take place it was necessary that the arrears o f tithe be collected, so as 

to vindicate, and restore respect for, the law in Ireland. It was this latter recommendation 

that caused Stanley most problems in Cabinet, where Althorp, Durham, Brougham and 

Holland all argued against a coercion before concession policy; indeed, they questioned 

the need for any coercive measure at all, especially the one proposed by Stanley, which 

was both ‘impracticable’ and ‘hazardous,’ since there seemed little point in enforcing a 

tithe system that they admitted was in need of r e f o r m . T h i s  group was supported in 

their views by a seriously alarmed Anglesey, who warned Grey that ‘if the collection of 

tithe is to be enforced previously to any declaration of a totally different adjustment 

being about to be adopted, serious disturbances must be expected ... I have my fears that 

the measures you contemplate may lead to the most violent e x c e s s e s , I n  the end, 

however, Stanley, whose arguments were supported by Grey, secured Cabinet approval 

for his scheme on the basis that coercion must come before concession lest it be said, 

when the Government proposed its commutation measure, that it had been ‘extorted by

1 c y

our fears and not conceded by our justice.’

Consequently, in March and April, when the recommendations of the Tithe 

Committees were made public and debated in Parliament, Stanley overcame the

opposition of Irish liberal and O ’Connellite M.P.s to secure the Commons’ backing for

the resolutions.'^* By this vote the Commons agreed to provide a state loan to assist the 

clergy and to take under its future consideration some extensive change in the tithe 

system which would involve the commutation of tithe for land or a rent-charge. The only

Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister, p. 107.
Fox, Holland House Diaries, diary entry for 12 Feb. 1832, p. 129.
Anglesey to Grey, 8 Feb. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
Grey to Anglesey, 5 Feb. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
Division, 27 Mar. 1832, Hansard, 3’̂‘* ser., xi. 1012.
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measure to immediately follow upon this, however, was the coercive one. Consequently, 

on 6 April, the Commons passed the first reading o f Stanley’s Clerical Arrears B ill.‘^̂  

Under this Act, up to two thirds o f the tithe arrears o f  1831 were to be granted to the 

established clergy by way o f a state loan. These payments would thereby transform a 

large part o f the tithe debts o f  the farmers into Crown debts. Consequently, the state itself 

would be responsible for the recovery o f  them. Since Crown debts devolved on the 

person, rather than the property o f the debtor, it was conceived that they would be easier 

to collect. Thus, deprived o f  the ability to passively resist distraint, and faced with the 

prospect o f  arrest by the state forces and imprisonment until the debt was paid, the 

Government believed that the resolve o f the tithe resisters would crumble.

In light o f Stanley’s actions and attitude, it is arguable that Government policy 

had not been affected at all by the petitioning campaign o f the late winter and early 

spring. Nonetheless, the debates on the tithe resolution and the Clerical Arrears Bill show 

that the strength o f Irish anti-tithe opinion, as demonstrated by parochial constitutional 

action, had succeeded in creating a phalanx o f Irish M.P.s who were determined to 

represent the interests o f  their protesting constituents. Since January these M.P.S had 

used the parochial petitions both to initiate debate on the tithe issue and to castigate the 

M inistry for their legislative intentions. However, the full extent and potential power o f 

this parliamentary group was first displayed in the Commons debate on 8 March, when 

twenty eight Irish M.P.s successfully obstructed proceedings on the question that the 

House should go into Committee to consider the tithe resolutions proposed by Stanley.'^' 

Stanley described this organized burst o f parliamentary ire as a ‘little Irish insurrection’, 

designed merely for public consumption in I re la n d .N e v e r th e le s s ,  for all his blase 

dismissal o f  this group, the problem was that they represented half o f the Government’s

Division, 6 Apr. 1832, Hansard, ser., xi. 1402.
Grey to Anglesey, 6 Feb. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
Division, 8 Mar. 1832, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., x. 1374
Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister, p 107.
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fifty or so regular Irish supporters; in this sense, the Ministry were compelled to listen to 

their arguments and demands, even if they did not act upon them. Thus, through their 

petitioning campaign, the Irish tithe resisters had succeeded in comprehensively 

politicizing the issue o f  tithes and creating a significant parliamentary group who would 

press their demands in the Commons. In fact, such a result was typical o f early 

nineteenth century extra-parliamentary pressure in Britain, where Jupp argues petitions 

may have rarely achieved their stated desires, but often played the vital role o f placing an 

issue on the parliamentary agenda and in providing M.P.s with the ammunition o f ‘public 

opinion’ to support their views.

Indeed, once the Government’s intentions became known, Irish public opinion 

immediately became dominated by declarations that the country people would resist 

Stanley’s coercive measures and any attempt to enforce an unreformed tithe system. 

Predictably enough, one o f the first definite statements that Government coercion would 

be resisted to the utmost extent that the law allowed came from Graigue; in the town o f 

which the protestors o f the three Parishes o f  Graigue, Ullard and Powerstown had 

constitutionally assembled on 25 M a r c h . B u t  even while the assemblage committed 

themselves solely to passive resistance, the whole proceedings had a w hiff o f sulphur 

about them, as the chair was taken by the 1798 veteran Thomas Cloney, (a resident o f 

Graiguemanagh), whose narrative o f the rebellion (published in 1832) ‘maintained that 

the rising was primarily motivated by severe government oppression, and ... reminded the 

British government o f the dangers o f  goading a people to r e b e l l io n .M o re o v e r ,  one o f 

the resolutions passed at the meeting declared that if  ‘the voice’ o f  Irish M.P.s was 

‘disregarded, and laws most odious and oppressive to Ireland be enacted against their 

expressed w i l l ... we shall consider ourselves called upon to exert our utmost energies in

Peter Jupp, The Governing o f  Britain, 1688-1848: The Executive, Parliament and the People (London, 
2006), p. 252.

CMP, 29 Mar. 1832.
James Quinn,‘Cloney, Tiiomas’ in James McGuire and James Quinn, (eds ). Dictionary o f  Irish 

Biography (Cambridge, 2009).



obtaining a resident legislature, capable and disposed to remove the grievances which 

pray upon our c o u n t r y . A  similar desire to demonstrate the outrage o f the Irish people 

lay behind the calling o f a large meeting on Easter Monday to petition Parliament ‘to 

have the present Tithe Laws abolished, and to prevent the substitution o f a tax as vicious 

in principle, and likely to be as fearful in operation -  Mr. Stanley’s new Tithe measure,’ 

at the sensitive location of Newtownbarry.'^^ Several other similar meetings throughout 

Leinster and Munster occurred at this time as the country people met, like the farmers of 

Rathvilly, ‘to express their unqualified disapprobation and dissent to the new tithe 

measure o f Mr. Stanley.’ '̂ *

The tenor of such the meetings, together with growing agrarian unrest in the 

countryside, contributed to a feeling among many in Ireland that some sort of rebellion 

was inevitable. Certainly, the very fabric of the Church of Ireland, not only its tithes, 

seemed to be the focus of increasing popular anger. This was symbolized by the attack on 

church rates. This began in earnest when considerable Catholic opposition was organized 

at the Easter Vestries, and when a number of people refused to pay Church Cess in the 

same way as the payment o f tithes had been refused, so that concerned magistrates wrote 

to Dublin Castle to warn of the danger and futility o f enforcing the c h a r g e . T h e  

opposition to Church Rates was backed up with increasingly sectarian outrages being 

perpetrated on Protestant places of worship. For example, so much damage was inflicted 

on the Protestant church in Roskelton (Queen’s county), over the Easter weekend, that no 

church service could be held, while the incumbent claimed that ‘indeed, the feeling

CMP, 29 Mar. 1832.
Edward Blackenny to the Military Secretary, 24 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 

757; Anthony Cliffe to Sir William Gosset, 24 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 773.
CMP, 26 Apr. 1832.
John Willcocks to Sir William Gosset, 19 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 732); 

Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 10 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 738), 
Rev. William Peacock to Sir William Gosset, 23 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
751), John Murphy to Alderman Darley, 30 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 771); 
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against everything Protestant has become so strong amongst the Roman Catholics o f the 

neighbourhood that I entertain fears for my safety o f my congregation, who must come 

from a distance to attend divine servicc.’’™ In the context o f  such attacks on the 

Established Church, W hitefeet outrages, which peaked in mid-1832, were often conflated 

by Protestants into one general swell o f aggression towards them .’^'

The King’s County gives us a good example o f the pitch o f alarm caused by anti

tithe proceedings in 1832, as reports from here stated that not only did immense 

multitudes attend anti-tithe meetings, but also that ‘a system o f signals appear to have 

been established throughout the country’, so that the area was alive with ‘the sounding o f 

horns by day and fire on the eminences by night.’ Consequently, it seemed clear to 

Lord Oxmantown that ‘the peasantry expect some serious disturbance, and are preparing 

for it.’’’  ̂ Indeed, such activity, together with a burst o f Whitefoot-type incidents, led 

Oxmantown to see beyond the Tithe War, as he claimed that:

I believe it is pretty generally known that the peasantry are now directing their 
efforts almost exclusively to resist payments to the established Church, still there 
are many who look forward to the chance o f becoming proprietors o f the fanns to 
which they are now tenants, in the event o f  a collision; when the prize would be 
proportionate to the sacrifices it would necessarily call for. The peasantry besides 
entertain opinions necessarily calculated to inspire them with some hopes o f 
success in such a contrast: they believe that a little discipline with vastly superior 
numbers will prevail against regular troops; and also that they are now stronger, 
and the Government weaker, than in 1798.'^'*

The revolutionary atmosphere was heightened even further by the organization o f 

the rural population on a massive scale at this time. In particular, the evident preparations

Rev. William Small to Sir William Gosset, 23 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
753).

Arch. Stopford to Sir William Gosset, 2 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 698).
Oxmantown to Sir William Gosset, 24 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 772).
Ibid.
Ibid. A similar view was expressed by Robert Rawson, a gentleman farmer from County Kildare, who 

claimed that ‘it is generally observed by the lower orders that when it required 100,000 to conquer three 
Counties in 1798 what chance could the Government have without a military force and opposed by the 
population o f  the kingdom -  A n d that they w ill have their rights " [Robert Rawson to Sir William Gosset, 
16 Mar. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 570)].
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being made to install systems o f rapid communication (by means o f signal fires) in some 

parts o f the country, especially in Wicklow, alarmed many, including Government. 

Perhaps even more dismaying was the numbers which could be mustered and effectively 

organized at short notice at anti-tithe meeting and tithe sales during the summer o f 1832. 

At first, events did not go well for the tithe protestors, as at Bilboa, County Limerick, a 

crowd of 5,000 assembled to defeat the sale of a priest’s cow, only for the whole thing to 

be botched with the result that the people came into conflict with the police and the 

military, in consequence of which some of those involved were in ju red .H o w e v er, the 

great victories over the tithe system in Carlow Town and Cork City during May, really 

made people sit up and take notice and, depending on their predilection, become alarmed 

at the notion, or intoxicated with the sense, that the country people had the capacity to 

legally overpower anything they put their mind to so long as they were carefully 

organized and tutored. The scenes at the events were reminiscent o f Ennis during the

177County Clare election of July 1828 and made a similar impact on observers.

The first o f these triumphs grew out of events in the Parish o f Rathvilly (County 

Carlow), where the deeply unpopular Reverend Whitty reacted to Philip Germaine’s 

recent chairmanship at anti-tithe meetings by seizing fourteen of his cattle for non

payment of tithes. At these meetings, Germaine (a weahhy Catholic farmer) had first 

denounced the tithe system because ‘it was a hardship for a virtuous and industrious 

people to be obliged to pay the tenth o f that industry to an idle, lazy, and pampered class 

o f individuals who gave no value whatever for it,’ before then overseeing the passing of a 

resolution which pledged those assembled ‘collectively, and individually, never to make

W. Armstrong to Sir William Gosset, 6 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper N o.866); 
William Burgess to Sir William Gosset, 26 April 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 726). 
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a voluntary payment of tithes ... [but] neither to commit or connive at a violation of the

9178law.’ Soon after this, tithe arrears to the sum of £34 17 .̂ 8c/. were demanded from 

Gennaine, both by letter and in person, but he stated his determination not to pay it.’̂  ̂

Whitty evidently decided to test this resolve, perhaps buoyed on by the return o f the 

Tories to Government, when he seized Germaine’s cattle. That Whitty should be the one 

to take such an action, even though virtually all o f the other clergymen of the Diocese of 

Leighlin and Ferns had decided (temporarily) to end all attempts to forcibly recover their 

tithes, is unsurprising, for, in 1798, he, among others, had stoutly defended his residence. 

Providence Lodge (where the Protestants o f Ballickmoyler had taken refuge), and shot 

dead twenty one rebels. Moreover, Whitty, in his role as a yeoman captain, had 

subsequently been at the forefront of the suppression of the rebellion.’*® Consequently, 

Whitty’s seizure of Germaine’s cattle may be read as a sectarian clash which grew out of 

the ‘new sectarianism’ which Duggan argues the clash between revolutionary radicalism 

and counter revolutionary Organism in the 1790s gave rise to in County Carlow.

But when Whitty failed to cant the animals in Rathvilly, as a result o f a 

disciplined display of opposition by the country people, he decided that Carlow town 

might provide a more conducive spot for an auction. However, thousands upon thousands 

of the rural people from Carlow and the surrounding Counties flooded into the town and 

occupied it for several days. Great numbers o f these had ‘no tithe’ placards in their hats, 

and they spent their time waving their hats and sticks, and sounding horns, while they 

listened to the harangues of anti-tithe agitators. The active efforts of strong farmers, 

gentry, priests and agitators to chaperon the crowd ensured that not a single violent 

incident occurred. During the week several attempts to auction the livestock were made,

CMP, 26 Apr. 1832.
James Battersby to Sir William Gosset, 22 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 940).
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but no one stepped forward to bid. In the end, the Sherriff, unable to procure purchasers 

and finding that neither his own men nor the usual auctioneers would partake in the 

sale,'^^ decided to surrender the cattle back to their o w n e r . E v e n  ‘a notorious driver, 

named Campbell’ who had been brought down from Dublin to purchase the cattle by Wat 

Newton, a conservative local magistrate, departed the town without making a bid upon 

seeing the assembled crowd.

Less than a week after the Carlow tithe sale, a similar event occurred in Cork. 

The Cork sale had its origins in the decision by the Reverend Freeman of the Parish of 

Arnagheehy to (controversially) seize fifteen cows off the lands of ‘a comfortable 

farmer’ for tithes on 1 May, the very day that the tithes had became due.'*^ On Sunday, 

13 May, a meeting took place in the Catholic chapel of the parish, at which both 

Protestant and Catholic parishioners aired their grievances regarding Freeman and agreed 

to try to defeat the sale o f the cattle through passive r e s i s t a n c e . A s  a resu lt, the cattle, 

each of which had been branded with the word ‘TITHES’, could not be sold in 

Rathcormac, in consequence of ‘the country people, for many miles around’, coming in 

to attend the sale. This was despite the fact that an extensive military and police presence 

had been drafted in to protect the proceedings. Unperturbed, however. Freeman decided 

that he would try to sell the distraint in Cork City, where he hoped potential purchasers 

would be more prepared to bid. Nonetheless, the attempt was a spectacular failure, as 

thousands of the country people followed the cattle into the City and remained there for

1 8 7three days until the auction took place. All the while re-enforcements poured into 

Cork. For instance, ‘about 10,000 People, headed by a Band of Music, with flags and

Henry Butler to Sir William Gosset, 22 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 940); 
CMP, 24, 28 May 1832.
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colours flying’ were reported to have entered the city on the morning o f the sale.'**^ 

Amidst this fervour, a meeting took place at the Chamber o f Commerce at which leading 

agitators agreed upon what precautionary measures should be undertaken in order to 

control the people. Consequently, not a single breach o f the peace occurred, and, in the 

end, the cattle had to be given up as a result o f a total absence o f bidders and the 

unwillingness o f the military to be present at a repeat performance.’*̂

Around this time too, tithe sales were defeated amidst noisy, but disciplined, 

crowds at Freshford (County Kilkenny), Doneraile (County Cork), and Kilmeague 

(County Kildare). The impact that these events made can be seen in the private 

observations o f a young Earl o f Ossory, then M.P. for Kilkenny County, who, in the 

wake o f  the inability o f  the Reverend Cummings to sell livestock distrained for tithes at 

Freshford, commented that ‘tithes in Ireland are in fact now extinguished. The people let 

their cattle be distrained and brought to sale, but assemble in numbers at the appointed 

place, and though hitherto no violence has been used, yet the terror that is inspired by 

them prevents any one from appearing to bid.’'^° However, it was the victories at Carlow 

and Cork which made the most impact. In particular, the exciting coverage o f events by 

the Carlow M orning Post and Southern Reporter was picked up on by other Irish 

newspapers, and even a number o f  English ones, so that what were, in reality, merely 

local victories, became national demonstrations o f the forcible abolition o f  the tithe 

system in Ireland. The Carlow M orning P ost's  article, under the heading ‘Tithe W ar’, 

summed up the triumphant atmosphere o f the rural population throughout southern 

Ireland in the aftermath o f  the failed auctions:

The campaign still rages, but with decided advantage on the part o f the people; in 
this County, and in Cork, they have triumphed! Yes- and gloriously have they 
triumphed. They have beaten the big bishops and their satellites, although they

Ibid., 26  M ay 1832
Ibid., 26 M ay 1832.
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were aided by all the powers of the executive, in the shape of parks of artillery, 
brigades o f cavalry and infantry and all the concomitants of ‘grimvisaged war’. 
How little can the ... despots avail against the all commanding because united 
voice of a powerful and determined people who have now ... learned their own 
strength ... now that through the acts of the hated tithe eaters the[ people] are 
made sensibly alive to their irresistible influence and power and strength, not all 
the physical force of the empire ... can deprive them of the power o f remedying 
this crying and intolerable grievance ... the people by their union and power are 
now free from the odious tax.'^'

Consequently, infused with an overwhelming sense o f the power and discipline of 

the people following the great victories of May, a series o f massive anti-tithe meetings 

took place in June and July. However, while the triumphs at tithe sales gave the country 

people the confidence to attend, organize, and take part in these meetings, and while 

similar tactics had been used during the Emancipation campaign, the immediate 

inspiration for them probably came from England, where extra-parliamentary pressure 

for Reform had reached its zenith during the month o f May.'^^ The success that that 

movement had had in securing the enactment of the Reform Bill probably persuaded 

Irish agitators to follow their counterparts in Britain and try to reverse Stanley’s tithe 

policy by committing themselves to mass, quasi-revolutionary, politics, and engaging in 

what Belchem has denominated as ‘the middle-class version of bargaining by riot.’'̂  ̂

After all, hadn’t the Whigs just demonstrated that they were willing to appease an angry 

people by legislating for their demands? Therefore, although ostensibly these massive 

anti-tithe assemblages took place to petition Parliament for an abolition of tithes, their 

size and the manner in which they were conducted made them, in reality, mass 

demonstrations o f the physical strength of the rural population and of their determination 

to resist the enforcement of the tithe system. These performances were designed for the 

consumption of both local tithe owners and of the Government and also to sweep up into

CMP, 1 June 1832.
Michael J Turner, British Politics in an A ge o f  Reform, (Manchester, 1999), pp. 190-1.
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the tithe protest any o f  the more timid or moderate farmers who had not yet resolved to 

passively resist the payment o f the dues o f the established clergy. In sentiment, they built 

on the recently held constitutional meetings, but they were organized, deliberately, on a 

much larger scale. The popular press denominated them ‘Great Anti-Tithe M eetings’ and 

the first such was held on 4 June, at Doungoumey, in County Cork.'^'*

In their size, use o f symbolism, organization, demeanour and proceedings, as well 

as in the type o f individuals who took the leading parts, and, in terms o f the message that 

the meetings, when read as a performance, intended to convey, the first few meetings set 

the precedent for those that followed over the course o f the next month. For example, the 

Waterford Chronicle described the Carrick-on-Suir meeting, held on 10 June, as:

One o f the most splendid and imposing scenes we ever witnessed. From the green 
where the meeting was held, crowds o f  people were seen winding down the lofty 
and majestic mountains, from the adjoming parishes o f the neighbouring Counties 
like a rolling lava ... a band proceeded them to the green ... affixed to the poles of 
the stage was a splendid portrait o f the liberator, and under it was painted a large 
sheaf o f wheat, embedded in an Irish harp, with the significant motto o f no tithes 
in large and conspicuous letters ... The respectable farmers living at a distance 
came in vast numbers on horseback and they drew up at the end o f the platform, a 
la mi/itaire: and when the chair was taken a shout was given that rent the skies. 
There could not have been a less number than from 25,000 to 30,000 persons all 
united to a man to express their bitter and lasting detestation o f that cruel, odious 
and unjust system which has brought so much desolation and misery on the 
country ... The meeting was conducted with the strictest order. We could wish 
that some members o f the Government were present, they should at once admit 
the utter inutility o f attempting to put any law into operation for the collection o f 
tithes ... Everyman present would sooner suffer him self to be despoiled o f his 
entire property than subject him self to public execration by paying one shilling of 
the impost. No disposition o f tithes will now satisfy the people, they must be 
totally abolished.

The most distinctive recurring features o f the great anti-tithe meetings were their 

large size, their use o f music, flags and popular symbolism to encourage the country 

people to participate, the influence o f the Catholic clergy in leading their parishioners to

9 June 1832.
WC, 12 June 1832.
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and from the meetings in an pseudo-military fashion, the extremely orderly conduct of 

the crowd and the prevention o f breaches of the peace, the chairing of the meetings by 

respectable Protestant gentlemen, and the deliverance o f inflammatory anti-tithe rhetoric 

by local and itinerant agitators from the p la tfo rm s .T h e se  types of meetings took place 

in Counties Kildare, Dublin, Wicklow, Tipperary, Kilkenny, Westmeath, Meath, Cavan, 

Longford, Limerick, Kerry, Wexford, Waterford, and, most especially, Cork, where 

nearly thirty such meetings were held. The attendance figures at these assemblages were 

a matter o f dispute in the public press, but the degree to which they were exaggerated by 

sympathetic newspapers can be seen from the fact that whereas the Southern Reporter 

claimed that “ 100,000” people attended the Midleton meeting. Major Miller stated that

197‘not less than 25 to 30,000 persons, assembled from all parts of the country’ to attend. 

However, although this is only a quarter of the figure given by the newspaper, 25,000 

still made it was very substantial and important gathering. The following chart and map 

gives the locations o f the mass anti-tithe meetings held in June and July 1832.

For more on these aspects o f  anti-tithe meetings, see Chapter Five.
SR, 26 June 1832; William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 28 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage 

Paper No. 1153).
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Map 15: Location o f  Mass Constitutional Anti-Tithe Meetings Held in June and July 1832

^  44
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Location 
on Map

County Location o f  Meeting Date
O f
Meeting

Estimated Attendance as 
Recorded in Sympathetic 
Newspapers

1 Cavan Mountnugent -

2 Cork Doungoumey 4 June -

3 Ballytvoumey 10 June -

4 Castletownroche 11 June -

5 Carritowhill 12 June 40,000 [SR]
6 Ovens 17 June -

7 Macroom 18 June -

8 Churchtown 18 June 30,000 [SR]
9 Ballinora 19 June -

10 Liscarrol 19 June -

11 Midleton 21 June 100,000 [5/?]
12 Kinsale 21 June -

13 Kilnamiarta 24 June -

14 Bandon 24 June -

15 Dromagh 24 June 150,000 [SR, 1832]
16 Ballygroman Hill 26 June 120,000 [SR, 1832]
17 Charleville 29 June -

18 Ahabologue 29 June -

19 Dunmanway 29 June -

20 Donoughmore Cross 29 June -

21 Enniskean 2 July 200,000 [SR]
22 Cove 2 July -

23 Skibbereen 2 July -

24 Clonmoyle 2 July 100,000 [SR]
25 Carrigaline 3 July -

26 Mitchelstown 7 July -

27 Ballygurteen 8 July -

28 Mallow 9 July -

29 Dublin Lusk 10 June -

30 Swords 17 June 10,000 [FJ]
31 Three Rock Mtn. 17 June -

32 Bomabreenagh 1 July -

33 Kerry Lixnaw 20 June 20,000 [FJ]
34 Firies 8 July -

35 Castlegregory 20 June -

36 Kildare Naas 10 June 15,000 [FJ]
37 Maynooth, 17 June
38 Suncroft 15 July 10,000 [FJ]
39 Kilkenny Mooncoin 24 June 80,000 [FJ]
40 Ballyhale 8 July 100,000 [FJ]
41 Limerick Ahane 8 July -

42 Ballylander 25 June 100,000 [FJ]
43 Croom 29 June -

44 Fedamore 7 July 25,000 [FJ]
45 New Kildimo 1 July -

46 Longford Edgeworthstown 8 July 120,000 [FJ]
47 Meath Dunboyne 23 June -

48 Ratoath 24 June 10,000 [FJ]
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49 Nobber 15 July 5,000 [FJ\
50 Tipperary Tipperary Town 9 June -

51 Mullinahone 10 June -

52 Clonmel I July 50,000 [TFP]
53 Devil-s-bit Mtn. 22 July -

54 Waterford Carrick-on-Suir 10 June 30,000 [F.I]
55 Kilwatermoy Mtn. 5 July
56 Tramore 8 July 60,000 [FJ]
57 Westmeath Moate 2 July 60,000 \FJ\
58 Wexford Kilrane 19 June 10,000 [F./]
59 Campile 20 June -

60 Tacumshane 15 July -

61 Wicklow Sugar Loaf Mtn. 8 July 20,000 [F./]
62 Arklow 19 July -

ENFORCING THE TITHE SYSTEM

Nevertheless, for all that the great anti-tithe demonstrations revealed the extent of the 

rural population’s organization and determination to resist tithes, it remained that they 

had a greater impact in Ireland and on Irish M.P.s than on the Government’s thinking in 

relation to the tithe issue. For instance, it is probable that the 100,000 people who 

assembled at Ballyhale in the week before the Carrickshock trials contributed 

substantially to the decision of the jury to deliver a not guilty verdict on those accused of 

the murder of the p o l i c e . H o w e v e r ,  at Cabinet level, the anti-tithe meetings were 

viewed as a law and order problem, rather than a political one. Thus, having successfully 

passed the Reform Act, and amidst the growing anti-tithe excitement in Ireland, the 

Ministry once more took up the question o f Irish tithes at the end of June.'^^ Two 

problems now pressed upon the Government in relation to this issue. Firstly, English 

Whigs had voted for Stanley’s coercive Clerical Arrears Bill on the understanding that it 

would, when the Tithe Committees issued their final reports, be followed up with the 

announcement, if  not the actual implementation, of a substantial measure o f tithe reform. 

Secondly, the mass assemblages of tithe resisters at tithe sales and anti-tithe meetings

23 July 1832.
Fox, H olland House Diaries, diary entry for 21 June 1832, p. 194.
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made it appear to some that the country would pitch into a revolution if the Government 

did not take some action to quieten things down. Consequently, Stanley now pressed his 

fellow Ministers to reach an agreement on measures of tithe reform and steps to restore 

the public peace.

In relation to the first problem, however, major internal differences as to what 

direction to take with regards to tithe reform prevented the Cabinet coming to any firm or

final decision. Grey was content with an immediate commutation o f tithe into a land

201tax. However, in this he stood alone, as the rest o f the Cabinet fell into more 

conservative or more radical factions on either side of him. On the right, there was 

Stanley and his supporters, who wanted the land tax to be redeemable so that the Church 

could be securely fixed on the land of Ireland. On the left, there were the likes of 

Holland, Russell and Althorp, who saw no reason why the Establishment should not be 

reduced to a stipendiary one with its surplus revenues used to fund other religious or 

charitable concerns. Consequently, when the Cabinet met on 9 July to discuss ‘the 

embarrassing measure o f tythes and Irish Church’ it was obvious that no concrete future 

Church policy could be agreed upon.^“  At the same time, however, it was equally clear 

that whatever direction was eventually taken, the first step was to fix and evaluate the 

revenues of the Church by making the Composition Act compulsory, even though it was 

recognized that ‘it is the groundwork o f a different and even of an opposite policy in the 

contemplation o f the two p a r t i e s . T h u s ,  since compulsory composition must come 

first, and since, even if the Government broke up on the tithe issue, the session had 

grown too late to allow the victorious faction to prepare and pass a bill for compulsory 

commutation as well as composition, it was recognized by all that it would be better for 

the Ministry to hold together for the time being and proceed with the Composition, ‘but

Ibid., diary entry for 24 June 1832, p. 194. 
Ibid., diary entry for 9 July 1832, p. 197. 
Ibid.
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that the ulterior measures should be left over till next Session, and the Government to 

reserve to itself the nature as well as the extent o f that ulterior measure, entirely open.’“°‘* 

Consequently, in July and August, despite a furious opposition from Irish M.P.s, 

who were ‘bullied themselves by O Connel, their constituents, and the apprehensions o f a 

speedy election,’ Stanley secured the passage of both a Compulsory Composition Act 

and the final stages o f his Clerical Arrears Bill.^°^ English Whigs who had hoped for 

more ‘gave a temporary and qualified support to the tythe bills’ on the basis of promises 

of more substantial future reform and because they felt compelled, for reasons of 

‘principle and honour,’ to ‘dis[dain] co-operation’ with those Irish M.P.s whom they 

ordinarily sympathised with in respect of the Church question. This was because the Irish 

M.P.s had threatened to withdraw support from the Government on all measures if they 

did not ‘adopt resolutions tantamount not only to the extinction but to the reduction of 

the revenue o f Church and clearly avow the principle of subverting the character o f an

establishment;’ a threat which English Whigs considered ‘headstrong and

206unreasonable.’ The other source o f consistent opposition to Stanley’s tithe policy came 

from the Dublin-based Anglesey. The Lord Lieutenant, witnessing at first hand the great 

anti-tithe demonstrations and the determined mood of the rural people to resist the 

impost, had, since March, continued to press the Government to reverse their policy of 

coercion before concession and to adopt a radical plan o f tithe r e f o r m . T o  act 

otherwise, he argued, was ‘exactly like hanging a man for forgery upon the eve o f taking

Ibid.; Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister, p. 114. Amidst the furore over the immediate effects, or even 
lack o f them, o f  Stanley’s measures, three other aspects o f the Compulsory Tithe Composition Act were 
little commented upon. Firstly, from 1 November 1833, tenants-at-will were freed from direct liability for 
tithe, the payment to be made, thereafter by the last leaseholder. Secondly, leaseholders were freed from 
direct liability for tithe when their leases were renewed. Finally, landlords were entitled to fifteen percent 
of the Composition if they took the payment upon themselves, being enabled, at the same time, to increase 
the rent proportionately. The first o f these was the most important provision and contributed towards de- 
escalating the Tithe War (See Chapter Three).

Fox, Holland House Diaries, diary entry for 9 July 1832, p. 197.
Anglesey to Grey, 9 Mar. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708); Anglesey to Grey, 

16 Mar. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708); Anglesey to Grey, 23 Mar. 1832, (Earl 
Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708); Anglesey to Grey, 6 June 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., 
Microfilm No. P. 3708).
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away the capital p u n ish m en t.M o reo v e r, Anglesey claimed, it left those farmers who 

had joined the protest through fear and intimidation no excuse to safely, or with honour, 

withdraw from it on the basis that ‘the system of collection was so onerous and revolting 

that we felt justified in opposing it, but now that a salutary change is decided upon, we 

will not object to pay a just debt.’̂ ®̂ Anglesey’s concerns, however, made no impact on 

Government intentions and he was firmly told by Grey that, while a final tithe settlement 

must eventually be achieved, ‘in the meantime, we cannot suffer all rights o f property to 

be trodden under foot, and the authority of the law set at defiance. There is no alternative. 

We must either enforce it, or expose ourselves to be justly charged with abdicating the 

duties of G o v e r n m e n t . T h e  Lord Lieutenant was disappointed by this intransigence 

but his martial outlook and dedication to public duty meant that he was prepared to 

enforce Government policy. Consequently, he committed himself to ‘take the bull by the 

horns, and commence in the worst district, and with the most influential opponents of 

tithe.

With matters thus settled in both London and Dublin, Government attempts to 

enforce the tithe system began in July. The most pressing issue was the massive anti-tithe 

meetings which both Grey and Anglesey agreed were ‘unquestionable conspiracies and 

consequently i l l e g a l . A s  a result, the Under Secretary published a letter which detailed 

to magistrates what was considered to constitute an illegal meeting and what steps they

213should take to disperse such. Soon after this the large anti-tithe meetings came to an 

end. At the same time, in an attempt to decapitate the protest, ‘some o f the prime 

agitators’ were arrested on a charge of recommending combinations against tithes.^''’ 

Thus, while Stanley beat down parliamentary opposition to the Government’s tithe policy

Anglesey to Grey, 23 Mar. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
Ib id .
Grey to Anglesey, 30 June 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
Anglesey to Grey, 6 June 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
Fox, H olland House Diaries, diary entry for 9 July 1832, p. 198.
‘Letter o f  Sir William Gosset to the Magistrates o f  Ireland’, FJ, 10 July 1832.
Anglesey to Grey, 9 July 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708); P'J, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18 

July 1832; TFP, 18 July 1832.
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at Westminster, Anglesey snuffed out its extra-parliamentary expression in the Irish 

countryside.

However, while the effect o f these measures certainly ended public 

demonstrations against tithes, they achieved very little else, as the country people now 

settled down to sullenly resist any attempts to enforce either the arrears of 1831 or those 

tithes that had become due during 1832. Their resolve in this regard was stiffened by 

Bishop Doyle’s public letter to Anglesey. This set out to refute the Lord Lieutenant’s 

recent rail against ‘the pernicious doctrine of late so frequently inculcated, that it is 

compatible with law, by any contrivance to evade the performance of the obligations it 

imposes, and frustrate the means which it provides for their enforcement.’̂ '^ In response, 

Doyle, argued, what Anglesey said was true only with regard to ‘just laws,’ whereas the 

laws which regulated tithe were ‘so unjust, and so injurious to the public good, that “to 

evade them” is a duty, and “to frustrate the means provided to enforce them” is an 

exercise of a social and moral v i r t u e . T h u s ,  Doyle warned Anglesey that while he 

might, with the aid of police, military and artillery, enforce the penalties of the law 

against those who resisted tithe, he would never make the people willingly submit to the 

payment or prevent them from shunning those ‘who co-operate in the enforcement of an

217odious law against us.’ This was a most powerful answer to the likes of Stanley and 

Grey who insisted that they had to enforce the tithe system so as to restore respect for the 

law in Ireland; according to Doyle, undoubtedly obedience to the law could be enforced, 

but to do so would achieve nothing since the people could not be made to respect it,

while, when the soldiers, police and cannons were removed, the Government would be

218no better off since ‘our passive resistance will immediately arise.’ Doyle finished with 

a rousing justification of the aims and conduct of the anti-tithe movement, arguing not

28 Aug. 1832.
216
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only that the crowds who attended auctions and meetings broke no law so long as they 

committed no violence, but also that, even if it was, according to the statute book, illegal 

to combine to deprive the clergyman of his property,

viewed in another light, and considered by a mind less tutored in the technicalities 
of statute law, than in that other law engraven upon the heart, it might appear a 
righteous union of an aggrieved people, struggling within narrow limits and by 
efforts which virtue alone could prescribe, to ... bend by long and loud 
expostulation, the ear o f the Legislature to the worst remnant of the penal code, 
and the immeasurable sufferings of an oppressed nation.

The passive resistance which the Government faced when it attempted to enforce 

the Clerical Arrears Act, generally, conformed best to what Bishop Doyle would have 

deemed righteous opposition. Once again, Graigue took the lead in establishing passive 

tactics to defeat the state, so that, when, on 24 October, the authorities came to enforce

the 147 warrants issued for that obdurate Parish, they discovered that not one of the

220persons they came to arrest, including Father Martin Doyle, was at home. But even 

where the debtors could be arrested, they prolonged the process to the fullest extent so as 

to cause as much annoyance and embarrassment to their captors as possible. The system 

pursued was thus described to Grey by Anglesey:

The Troops are much harassed ... for it frequently happens that a detachment has 
to march twenty miles and more for the purpose o f escorting a Prisoner whose 
person is seized in default o f payment of tithe -  The man surrenders himself -  
marches up to the Prison, and then he pays the amount (perhaps 10 [or] 15 [or] 20 
shillings) and he is thus according to that last ill-imagined fatal act, entitled to a 
discharge! Thus we are harassed and perplexed. The expense attending the 
working of this measure will be enormous -  the labour to the Law Officers, 
inconceivable, and the wear and tear of the Troops distressing to the last

9 9  1degree.

Ibid.
Joseph Greene to Sir William Gosset, 24 Oct. 1832, (N.A I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1998). 
Anglesey to Grey, 28 Nov. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
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At the same time, however, as the debtors irritated and delayed those charged with 

enforcing Stanley’s Act, they also made themselves into martyrs so as to increase the 

odium with which the rural people viewed tithed. The role of the anti-tithe press was vital 

in achieving this.^^^

Government efforts to enforce the tithe system in the second half of 1832 were 

not confined to the implementation of the Clerical Arrears Act, as considerable aid was 

also afforded to those clergy who wished to collect their tithes of 1832. However, since 

the Government’s tactics were not much different from that of eighteen months before at 

Graigue, they fared little better.

The Parishes of Kilmeague and Feighcullen (County Kildare) were among the 

first places to come in for such treatment. Local religious tensions meant that opposition 

to tithes was particularly acute in these parishes, and they had been amongst the first in 

the district to take up resistance to the impost. These tensions arose from the fact that two 

evangelical clergymen, the Reverends Preston (a zealous Brunswicker) and Houston, had 

established a Protestant colony in the area in recent years on the lands of Sir Gerald 

Aylmer, a lay advocate o f the Second Reformation who had evicted the Catholic 

occupiers to make room for the new Protestant tenants under what were described as

223‘very peculiar circumstances.’ Consequently, the opposition to tithes was accompanied 

by the intimidation o f the local Protestant clergy whom the people found particularly 

odious, and the perpetration of sectarian outrages, such as the vandalism of the Protestant 

church, especially when cattle were distrained for tithes in April and May.^ '̂* Around that 

time, for instance, Houston informed his Bishop that he feared he could no longer remain 

in his place of residence ‘for no attack has been made on my person, the temper of the

See Chapter Five.
London Quarterly Review, Vol. LVl (April and June 1936), p. 146; Report Commons, State o f  Ireland, 

(677), p. 391, McGrath, Politics, Interdenominational Relations and Education, pp. 137-8.
Charles Lindsay to Sir William Gosset, 30 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 805); 

Rev. George Houston to Charles Lindsay, 16 Apr. 1832, N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 805); 
Edward Townsend to E. S. Flinter 28 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 805); Report 
Commons, State o f  Ireland, (677), p. 391; Edward Townsend to E. S. Flinter, 9 July 1832, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1160).
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people ... is become savage and m e n a c i n g . I n d e e d ,  by that time Houston had already 

been threatened for keeping Protestant servants, while his sexton’s house had been 

burned because o f Houston’s intention to turn it into a school, under a Protestant 

schoolmaster, after which no man could be found who would dare to give an estimate for 

the necessary repairs.^^^ Meanwhile, a military party had to be called upon to save 

Preston from an angry crowd which had assembled to the sound of horns on the roadside 

to (apparently) assassinate him on his return when it was perceived that he had he 

unwisely left the protection of the police to visit his father.^^’

Despite this, in August, the Preston began distraining in the Parish o f Kilmeague 

with the protection of a large military and police f o r c e . A t  first, this went quite well, 

with relatively little opposition and the farmers being forced to pay crippling expenses. 

Part of the reason for this was the overawing use of military and police under a resident 

magistrate.-

Nevertheless, while the more timid and moderate farmers may have been 

overawed, the opposition in the parish was far from broken, as not only had the demand 

to be made from each farmer in person before they paid, but many would not pay until 

their livestock were distrained and put up for auction. In addition, the use of the military 

and police to extract the dues from the protestors increased the sense of tithes as a

231confessional grievance. Moreover, despite the fact that the distraint was sold, it still 

represented a victory for the people, since the farmers had bought back their goods for 

the exact amount o f tithe and expenses due. True, Preston had got his tithes, but how 

could he, or any other clergyman, do this twice a year, in every parish, across two-thirds 

of Ireland, in order to retrieve their dues? Therefore, the Freeman's Journal was at pains

Rev. George Houston to Charles Lindsay, 16 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832.Outrage Paper No. 805).
Ibid.
Edward Townsend to E. S. Flinter, 9 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1160).
E. S. Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 10 August 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1480).
James Tandy to Sir John Harvey, 20 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1480).
James Tandy to Sir John Harvey 20 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1480); E. S. 

Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 26 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1480).
FJ, 21 Aug. 1832.
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to point out that such sales were, from the perspective of the tithe resisters, a success, as 

they claimed, ‘the people ... have reason to congratulate themselves upon the progress 

they are making towards the complete abolition of the oppressive system of tithes ... 

Kildare has again today afforded a gratifying proof of the good that may be achieved by

232simply “letting the law take its course.’’"'

However, while the O’Connellite press praised the resistance of the parishioners, 

such opposition came at the expense of the heightening of tensions in the parish and the 

creation of very angry feelings, the consequences of which could be seen in the 

destruction o f Protestant gravestones in the churchyard, the scattering of hay belonging 

to fanners who had paid their tithes, and the burial of tithe hay, which had been bought 

back by its original owners, in a bog hole under the direction of a Catholic curate. 

Particularly symbolic in this regard were the actions of a man who bought one o f the 

sheep at a tithe sale and immediately afterwards took out a knife, cut the sheep’s throat, 

and then dragged it along the road.̂ "̂* Thus, at the end of one month, in which there had 

been constant distraining with military and police assistance, the Reverend Preston had 

been paid all of his tithe arrears with the exception of £5 at the expense of allowing a 

very hostile atmosphere to build up in the district.^^^ This hostility was increased, with a 

concurrent rise in intimidation and outrages, when the police and military moved on to 

the adjacent Parish of Feighcullen to assist the Reverend Houston. This was because, 

although successful distraining occurred in the first few weeks of the campaign, it 

heightened the odium that the country people felt for Houston. As a result, dead rats were 

placed on the spikes of Houston’s front gate while all of his workmen left his 

employment. Eventually, he has to be afforded a police guard following his complaints

E. S. Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 31 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660); E. S. 
Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 9 Sept. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660); E. S. Flinterto  
Sir John Harvey, 11 Sept. 1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660).

s . Flinterto Sir John Harvey, 15 Sept. 1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660).
E. s . Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 27 Sept. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660).
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that he could not walk out of his gate without being abused and insulted.^^  ̂ The huge 

costs associated with successful distraining were particularly infuriating to the tithe 

payers. For example, it was stated following an auction of the livestock of four of 

Houston’s parishioners on 8 October, that the tithes had been valued at £14 2s. 2d. and

' y j ' j

the expenses £26 O5. 4d  The increasing bad feeling in the parish threatened to boil 

over at a tithe sale when a crowd of three hundred people were most violent in their 

language and the police claimed that they would have killed the pound keeper had he not 

been rescued by the police, despite the presence o f the Catholic clergy, while, around the 

same time, Mr. Pim, one of the most active magistrates in enforcing Houston’s tithes, 

was threatened with assassination and stones thrown at him.̂ *̂̂  Ultimately, matters 

culminated on 25 October when Houston was murdered near his glebe house in 

Feighcullen.^^^ The probable assassin did not commit the murder because of a tithe 

dispute, but it is likely that Houston’s enforcement o f tithes, together with his efforts to 

promote Protestantism in the parish, created the atmosphere which prompted his killer to 

act. ‘̂*° Thus, it had taken two months to distrain for the tithes o f the Parishes of 

Kilmeague and Feighcullen, at the end of which the bill for the use o f the military was 

enormous and the clergyman o f one of the parishes had been murdered.

The experience o f the authorities in County Kildare from August to October 1832 

demonstrates how the time consuming and harassing task of enforcing the collection of 

tithe arrears from large numbers of tithe payers, together with the willingness of some of 

the protestors to delay and impede the collection to the fullest extent possible, combined 

to defeat Stanley’s tithe policy, or, at least, to make what victories it gained merely 

pyrrhic ones. It was this same inability to quickly proceed in any parish which allowed

Edward Townsend to E. S. Flinter, 24 Sept. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660); E. S. 
Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 7 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper 1800).

E. S. Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 8 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800).
E. S. Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 8 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800); E. S. 

Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 12 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800).
Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 26 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800).
A man named Leonard, who had once worked for Houston, but who had been fired after a quarrel, was 

eventually convicted o f  the murder. [DliM. 28 Mar. 1834].
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tempers to rise and the more committed protestors to organize resistance that was to be 

the downfall of virtually all attempts at distraint across Ireland which were supported by 

the state’s forces in the autumn and winter of 1832, and we can use the example o f 

County Cork to once more show this process.

In County Cork, as was usual in every case where a concerted effort was made by 

the authorities to assist in distraining for tithe, the weak-kneed, the faint-hearted, the 

unorganised, and the less committed in a parish quickly caved in and abandoned their 

resistance to tithe. Consequently, within three weeks of the commencement ‘at the 

instance o f Tithe owners, to enforce the legal remedies for the non-payment o f their 

dues’. Major Miller was happy to state to Government ‘that various sales have taken 

place where no sort of opposition or resistance of any kind has been offered’ and 

concluded that:

Upon the whole 1 indulge sanguine expectations that the effect of the measures 
now in progress will be highly beneficial, and that, in a short time, the payment of 
tithes in the County of Cork will be acquiesced in without any necessity being 
imposed upon the Clergy or impropriators to enforce their rights by a resort to the 
severe measures to which many of them have ... as the only means of dissolving 
the general conspiracy against such property, been reluctantly driven.^'*'

Two weeks later, however, in reference to the same report, he was forced to 

concede that ‘I regret to have to state that present appearances do not warrant me in 

confirming the favourable impression that report was calculated to p r o d u c e . A s  at 

Feighcullen, the removal o f those ready to pay tithes from the backlog still left a 

significant rump of recalcitrant parishioners who were willing to adopt passive resistance 

to the end and delay the collection for weeks. Thus, for example, in the Parish of 

Castlelyons, where the Reverend James B. Ryder was particularly active in enforcing his 

dues, and where several successful tithe sales had been held. Miller felt compelled to

W illiam M iller to E. G. Stanley, 17 N ov. 1832, (N .A .I., CSO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 1936),
W illiam M iller to E. G. Stanley, 29 N ov. 1832, (N .A .I., CSO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 1936).
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acknowledge that ‘with all the success which has accompanied his measures, his 

expectations o f obtaining his dues, except by resort to coercion against each of his 

Parishioners, are f a i n t . I n  this context, the previously confident Miller despaired that:

I need not point out the hopelessness of the contest between the Government and 
those who, engaging in a system of what is called passive resistance rely upon 
achieving an ultimate aim from the utter inadequacy o f any armed force, which 
the country possesses, to enforce the general payment o f tithe. I had hoped that a 
different result awaited us, but I suspect ... that the collection o f the Tithes will 
have to be made at the point o f a bayonet. If so, the tedious nature of the 
operations, and the impossibility of rendering anything more than partial aid to so 
numerous a class as the owners of such property, will virtually effect the 
abrogation o f the present system.̂ "̂ "*

The length of time it took to successfully collect tithes ‘at the point of the 

bayonet’ also made Stanley’s tithe policy impossible to persist with in the long term 

since the military charged ‘marching money’ for granting their assistance; the excessive 

amount of which compelled Hobhouse, the Secretary at War and a man committed to 

retrenchment, to complain to Dublin C as tle .N ev erth e le ss , the Irish Government could 

not do without military aid, both because they wished to overawe tithe resisters and 

impress upon them the Government’s commitment to enforcing the law, and because of 

the unpredictable nature of the opposition to the impost, which, for all it might be passive 

in one region, could prove to be extremely violent elsewhere, especially if small parties 

o f police or tithe officials became isolated.

Indeed, outbreaks of violent resistance to tithes took place in July, August and 

September, when large crowds assembled to prevent proctors from viewing tithes. 

Consequently, reports came in from Counties Tipperary^'*^, Waterford^'*^, Sligo,^''*

Ibid.
Ibid.
Stanley H. Palmer, Police and Protest in England and Ireland 1780-1850 (Cambridge, 1988), p. 324. 
‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province of Munster during the Month o f September 1832’, 

(N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936).
Ibid.
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Roscommon^'*^, Monaghan,^^^ Cavan,Tyrone,^^^ and Louth,^^  ̂ o f  tithe viewers being 

violently chased away from the fields, while in County Wexford it was either stated that 

the Proctors were too afraid to go out in the first place or that they would require 

protection if  they did.^^”* It was in County Cork, however, that the most intense and most 

insurrectionary opposition to tithe viewers took place, and this was indicative both o f that 

County’s Rockite heritage and o f the degree to which the late meetings there had incited 

opposition to tithes amongst the rural population. For example, between 27 July and 19 

September, the precis o f outrages for Munster detail seventeen instances o f opposition to 

the process o f  tithe viewing in County Cork, often involving crowds o f  between 100 and

255300. The worst o f  these outrages occurred at Wallstown, where four people were killed 

by the military while attempting to prevent the proctors from viewing the crops in that 

parish. The Wallstown affray grew out o f the Reverend John Gavin’s refusal to take 

advantage o f a clause in the Clerical Arrears Act which allowed for relief to be granted to 

the clergyman in uncompounded parishes on the basis o f the average tithes o f the 

previous three years. Instead, Gavin insisted that he be given police assistance, regardless 

o f the objections o f Major Miller, so that his tithes for 1832 could be valued ‘on the 

ground.’ He justified his demands by arguing that changes in crop cultivation meant that

Rev. John Garrett to Sir William Gosset, 25 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1471); 
A. Crossley to Sir William Gosset, 3 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1470), J. Finton 
to Sir William Gosset, 27 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1604).

Rev. Thomas Lloyd to Sir William Gosset, 21 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1399), Rev. Thomas Lloyd to Sir William Gossett, 6 Aug. 1832, (N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1399).

J. Johnston to Sir William Gosset, 14 Aug. 1832, (N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1553); 
Francis Simpson to Sir William Gosset, 16 Aug. 1832, (N A  L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1588). 

John Mulready to Sir William Gosset, 7 Sept. 1832, (N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1655). 
George Wade to E. G. Stanley, 16Sept. 1832, (N. A. I ,  CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1689).
Thomas P. Greene to Sir William Gosset, 24 July 1832, (N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 

1429); Rev. William Foster to Sir William Gosset, 22 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1416).

John Auctinleek to Sir William Gosset, 1 Aug. 1832, (N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1474), 
Rev. Christopher Elrington to Sir William Gosset, 2 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1472).

‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster During the Month o f  July 1832’, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1368); ‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f Munster 
During the Month o f August 1832’, (N.A.L, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1500), ‘Statement of 
Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster During the Month o f September 1832’, (N.A.L, 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1676).
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the current value of the tithe was worth substantially more than it had been in previous 

years. Despite the fact that the Law Advisers at Dublin Castle had already declared that it 

was illegal to enforce tithe valuations on growing (rather than severed and set out) crops, 

the Under Secretary acquiesced to Gavin’s request. Consequently, on 5 September, a 

party o f thirty soldiers, ten policemen and six magistrates proceeded to Wallstown to 

protect Gavin’s tithe viewers. They began the view on the estate o f James L. Stowell, 

who was not only one of the prime anti-tithe agitators in the region, but also one o f the 

reasons for Gavin’s insistence on viewing the crops, since he had increased tillage on his 

farm in the past year from three to forty three acres. Here they were confronted by a 

numerous body of protestors who hooted and threw stones at them. These protestors were 

armed with reaping hooks and scythes and they signalled horns to increase their number. 

In response, the magistrates read the Riot Act several times, but the crowd refused to 

disperse and continued to obstruct the view. The police made two arrests, both of whom 

were rescued by the crowd, and, as stones continued to be thrown, the police and military 

were ordered to fire. As a consequence, four of the protestors were killed, and several 

more wounded. The subsequent fury over Wallstown built on the country people’s sense 

of disappointment when their expectations that the government was going to abolish 

tithes had been crushed in the summer. Their consequent frustration and determination to 

force an end to tithes was evident in Castlepook (near Doneraile), just a week after

256Wallstown, when two unprotected tithe proctors were murdered.

More violent confrontations between protestors and the state forces took place 

during the autumn in the Counties o f Kilkenny, Cork, Kerry,^^^ Monaghan and Mayô ^*̂

Rev. John Gavin to Sir William Gosset, Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1697); 
Rev. John Gavin to William Miller, 20 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1696); Sir 
William Gosset to William Miller, Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1697); William  
Miller to Sir William Gosset, 6 Sept., (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1696); ‘Statement o f  
Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster during the Month o f  September 1832’, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1676).

‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster during the Month o f  September 1832’, 
(N .A  I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No 1936); ‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f  
Munster during the Month o f  December 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936).
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where the police and military provided protection for distraining parties or tithe process 

servers or were otherwise engaged on tithe business. The affray in the Monaghan Parish 

o f Donaghmoine proved to be one of the bloodiest clashes of the period. In this instance, 

a crowd, untypically armed with both farming tools and fire-arms, had attacked a 

distraining party. During the affray a small police party of twelve men had become 

isolated from the military and felt compelled to shoot at the protestors in self-defence, 

with the result that two of the crowd were killed and others wounded. Nevertheless, the 

authorities did not come away from the incident unscathed, as a mounted policeman, who 

had been dispatched to alert the military as to what was happening, was surrounded, 

knocked off his horse, and beaten to death by the country people.

However, it was in the southern region of County Kilkenny that the violence was 

the most well organized and probably the most insurrectionary of all that perpetrated in 

the latter half o f 1832 since it encompassed violent resistance both to the Crown, and the 

established clergy’s, attempts to collect tithes; a phenomenon which was repeated 

nowhere else in the country, as the rural people generally distinguished sharply between 

the two claims, and, consequently, differed strongly in the modes of opposition that they 

offered to them. For instance, on 3 October, near Mooncoin, a party of Police were 

assailed with stones by a crowd who surrounded them while they were posting the tithe 

notices which were a preliminary necessity to give warning to the new Crown debtors to 

pay or face arrest. In the end, they had to be rescued by the parish priest who escorted 

them to Waterford. Five days later, a party of police returned to the area to complete the 

job. However, in doing so, they were surrounded by 250 people who shouted provocative 

remarks about Carrickshock and the fate o f the chief constable on that occasion, in

Tyler Jones to Marquis o f  Sligo, 14 Nov. 1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1985).
James Evatt, Alexander Mitchell & James M. Reed to Sir William Gosset, 10 Nov. 1832, (N.A.I., 

CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1960), James Evatt & Alexander Mitchell to Sir William Gosset, 12 Nov. 
1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1960); John Crawley to E. G. Stanley, 28 Nov. 1832,
(N A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 2015).

John Burke to Sir John Harvey, 3 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800).
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response to which the police fired into the crowd, killing several people.^^' All o f this 

occurred in the context o f  threatening notices having been posted very generally posted 

throughout Kilkenny which called upon the ‘Hurlers o f the County o f Kilkenny’ to unite 

and oppose the collection o f tithes^^^ and stated ‘that there are thousands o f hurlers ready 

to oppose g o v e r n m e n t . S i r  John Harvey noted that ‘the appeal to the “Kilkenny 

Hurlers” must be regarded as a decided proof o f  the determination o f  the agitators to 

proceed to the mischievous extremity in their resistance to the proper measures o f 

government for the recovery o f Tithes a r r e a r s . T h e  particular and succeeding 

excitements o f the Hurlers’ meetings, Carrickshock, the mass meetings at Mooncoin and 

Ballyhale, the trial o f the Carrickshock prisoners and the celebrations which followed 

their release, which all came on top o f a strong Whiteboy and Rockite heritage, probably 

account for the degree o f violent anti-tithe organization and activity in the south 

Kilkenny region, especially when one considers that the neighbouring County o f 

W aterford was affected in a similar way. For example, in September, 300 men collected 

at midnight to the ringing o f the bell in the chapel o f Ballinrode ‘for the avowed purpose 

o f  murdering persons who, it was supposed, were to value the crops o f the Parish by 

m oonlight’; an event which was followed up in the County by the severe beating o f 

process servers, the serving o f particularly blood curling threatening notices, the 

assembling o f large crowds armed with bludgeons to deter the police from protecting 

tithe officials and, in December, the posting o f  three particularly insurrectionary notices 

‘in the Parishes o f Kilmeaden and Lisnakill calling upon the people to imitate the boys o f 

Carrickshock in resisting the payment o f  tithes, and threatening to bum  the houses o f any

265person who should pay them .’

KM, 10, 17 Oct., 7 Nov. 1832.
Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 9 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800).
John Forde to Charles H. Tuckey, 8 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800).
Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 9 Oct. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1800).
‘Statement o f Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster during the Month o f September 1832’, 

(N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936), ‘Statement o f Outrages Committed in the Province o f
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Likewise, County Cork, which also had a long history o f anti-tithe violence, and 

which had been particularly excited by the mass meetings o f the summer, was greatly 

agitated during this period, and the persistent attempts to enforce the payment o f tithes in 

the county led to violent resistance accompanying passive resistance, as distraining 

parties were stoned and intimidated.^^^ This led Major Miller to note ‘the determination 

with which the Peasantry in this County are now arrayed against the Tithe system, and ... 

the daring conduct which they evince even in the presence of the t r o o p s . B u t  even 

where the country people did not openly clash with the authorities there were numerous 

and widespread accounts o f rescues and attacks perpetrated on unprotected distraining 

parties, pounds, and process servers throughout the autumn and winter of 1832.

How is this upsurge in violent opposition to tithes, at a time when many farmers 

were solely adopting passive resistance, and in the context o f Bishop Doyle’s claim that 

the anti-tithe combination was a legal, righteous and just one, to be accounted for? The 

answer to this can be found in the limitations o f passive resistance, the attractions of 

violent methods o f opposition, the inflammatory nature of anti-tithe agitation, the hard 

headed policy of the Government, and the insistence by many clergymen that their dues 

be collected to the fullest extent, under the old tithe system, and with the assistance of the 

state authorities. Ultimately, tithe payers had been drawn into the Tithe War because of 

economic distress which made the burden less bearable, religious tensions which made 

the established clergy unpopular, a sense of confessional grievance over the tithe issue as 

a result of the excessive use of the police and military to enforce the collection, a belief

Munster during the Month o f  September 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936); 
‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster during the Month o f  October 1832’, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936), ‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster 
during the Month o f  November 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936); ‘Statement o f  
Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster during the Month o f  December 1832’, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936).

‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f  Munster during the Month o f  November 1832’, 
(N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936), ‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the Province o f  
Munster during the Month o f  December 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1936); W. P. 
Walkins to William Miller, 2 Dec. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 2047).

William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 10 Dec. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper 2047).
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that a tactical innovation in the repertoire o f  tithe resistance made opposition to the 

impost both legal and peaceful, and an understanding that a political opportunity had 

been created which, if  it could be successfully exploited, would lead to the abolition o f  

tithes. Stanley’s tithe policy certainly dampened the latter cause, but did nothing to lessen 

any o f the other compelling reasons why so many farmers had joined the movement, and 

while this state o f affairs remained, the whole protest was left open to the influence o f the 

secret agrarian confederacies, and, more particularly, o f rebellious individuals from the 

ranks of, for instance, the schoolmaster class or the sons o f farmers. In particular, 

the arrest o f leading anti-tithe agitators, far from ‘decapitating’ the movement in the way 

that Stanley intended, merely left the ordinary protestors more prone to listen to the 

advice o f  the advocates o f  Whiteboyism, since the arrests did nothing to decrease the 

odium which the country people felt for tithes and made the advocates o f  passive 

resistance fearful to agitate openly to mass audiences. As O’Connell wrote to 

Duncannon in January 1833:

The Government cannot appreciate the exact state o f  this country. Stanley has had 
considerable success in enforcing the Tithes. He has overawed many, very many

Keane, the Ballyhale schoolmaster, who led the crowd at Carrickshock is the classic example, ahhough 
the constitutional anti-tithe activities o f Humphrey O ’Sullivan, o f nearby Callan, equally demonstrates that 
this class were beginning to shed their traditional role as the leaders o f violent protest and insurrection, and 
instead, taking on prominent roles in local O ’Connellite politics. On O ’Sullivan, see Citmhe, diary entry 
for 8 July 1832, iii, p. 165; Citmlae, app. 1, iv, pp. 109-13. Something o f  the life o f  another O ’Connellite 
schoolmaster in this period can be seen in Antonia McManus, The Irish Hedge School and Its Books, 1695- 
/5iy(Dublin, 2006), p. 97. The involvement o f schoolmasters in agrarian movements is highlighted in 
Donnelly, Captain Rock, pp. 13-3, Donnelly, ‘Irish Agrarian Rebellion’, p. 316, Tom Garvin, The 
Evohition o f Irish Nationahst Politics, (Dublin, 2005), pp. 179-180, and McManus, The Irish Hedge 
School, pp. 25-6, 32-3, 79-8. The links between schoolmasters and the spread of nationalism, as well as 
their role in 1798, can be seen in L. M. Cullen, ‘The Cultural Basis o f  Modem Irish Nationalism’ in R. 
Mitchison (ed). The Roots o f Nationalism: Studies in Northern Europe (Edinburgh, 1980), pp. 91-106, and 
Jim Smyth, The Men o f No Property: Irish Radicals and Popular Pohtics in the Late Eighteenth Century 
(Basingstoke, 1992), pp. 30-1, 115-6. The lives, attitudes and characteristics o f early- to mid-nineteenth 
century schoolmasters are revealed in William Carleton, Traits and Stories o f  the Irish Peasantry (2 vols., 
London, n. d ), i, pp. 373-452, and Hugh Dorian, Ihe Outer Edge o f Ulster: A Memoir o f Social Life in 
Nineteenth-Century Donegal, eds. Breandan Mac Suibhne and David Dickson (Dublin, 2000).

Donnelly has highlighted the role o f  farmers’ sons in agrarian outrage. [Donnelly, Captain Rock, pp. 
153-60], A particularly well documented case o f  the role o f  a farmer’s son in assembling an anti-tithe 
crowd to oppose the serving o f  processes can be seen in the townland o f Rathrush (County Carlow) in 
January 1832, where John Coughlan appears have been the ringleader o f  the protestors. [James Bessonet to 
Sir William Cosset, 24 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 157)]. Something more o f the 
Coughlans can be found in Desmond Norton, Landlords, Tenants, Famine: The Business o f  an Irish Land 
Agency in the 1840s (Dublin, 2006), pp. 235-8.
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parishes, and there was an adequate force for that purpose; but the resuU is just 
what those who know Ireland foresaw -  the spirit which is curbed by day walks 
abroad by night. Whiteboyism is substituted for open meetings.^™

This was particularly the case where an area had strong associations with secret 

societies. This, for instance, probably explains the unusually extensive use of fire arms 

by the country people in the Monaghan affrays in an area which was known to be a

971stronghold of Ribbonism. Similarly, in County Mayo, the affray with the authorities 

probably grew out o f that County’s Steelboy con federacy .H ow ever, such a close link 

with a living secret society was unusual, and, more typically, the outrages in counties 

such as Cork, Kilkenny and Kerry grew out of long standing traditions of violent 

resistance which had been developed from the time of the Whiteboys in the 1760s 

through to the Rockite agrarian rebellion of the 1820s. These traditions had been 

temporarily suppressed because many farmers had joined the protest in 1832 under the 

impression that tithes were about to be abolished and that, even if they were not, the type 

o f victories achieved, diverse as they were, at Carrickshock and the great tithe sales of 

May and June 1832, demonstrated that tithes could be not be enforced. When they 

discovered that the Government intended to enforce the tithe system, and that the passive 

resistance system developed in south Leinster over the course of 1831 could involve the 

loss of livestock, time and money, some farmers sought alternative, more immediate, 

advice and methods to forcibly abolish the impost. These they found amongst those who 

kept alive the parochial repertoire o f traditional techniques of tithe resistance. In this 

sense. Bishop Doyle’s public letter of August 1832 was not simply a warning to the 

Government of the moral bankruptcy o f the policy that they were about to pursue.

Daniel O’Connell to Duncannon, 14 Jan. 1833, M. R. O’Connell (ed.), The Correspondence o f  Daniel 
O'Connell (8 vols., Dublin, 1972-80), v, p. 3.

On Ribbonism in the Ulster borderlands, see Sean Farrell, Rituals and Riots: Sectarian Violence and 
Political Culture in Ulster, 1784-1886 (Kentucky, 2000), pp. 56-7 and Garvin, Evolution o f  Irish 
Nationalist Politics, pp. 38-48.

On the Steelboys in County Mayo in the early 1830s, see Donald E. Jordan, Jr., Land and Popular 
Politics in Ireland: County Mayo from the Plantation to the Land War (Cambridge, 1994), p. 95.
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Instead, it should also be read as a veiled caution to farmers, intoxicated by a sense that 

tithes were on the brink of abolition, that tithe opposition could only succeed over the 

long term, that it would take a fixed determination and a potentially large outlay o f both 

time and money, and that, most importantly, defeat would, in many instances, have to be 

borne before ultimate victory could be achieved. Doyle’s experience o f tithe opposition 

in south Leinster in 1831 had shown him that passive resistance was just that; that is, 

resistance not forcible abolition. That, in late 1832 and early 1833, so many protestors 

engaged in nothing more than activities which delayed, baffled, frustrated and irritated 

those charged with collecting the dues of the established clergy is testament to the 

success o f those who actively spread the passive resistance system amongst the rural 

population; that some took matters much further was, equally, a demonstration of the 

dangers involved in enflaming an already vexatious issue.

Nevertheless, it is equally important to observe that the conduct of the 

Government and many of the established clergy did nothing to cool passions either; in 

fact, they further aroused the ire of the rural population. Because o f the uniqueness of 

Ireland’s political and ecclesiastical structures, the consequence of this was not merely a 

loss of confidence in the Government of the day, but a rise in support for the idea o f a 

more independent Ireland, and not simply an increase in the odium which was felt for 

tithes, but a swelling of the hatred felt for the clergy and, indeed, the whole edifice, o f the 

established Church.

Thus, one effect o f Stanley’s tithe policy was to push many people into electoral 

support for O’Connell’s Repeal project; it seemed, after all, that, for all their rhetoric, the 

Whigs, at least in Ireland, had turned out to be no less coercive and no more inclined to 

redress popular grievances than the Conservatives had been. Moreover, O ’Connell 

cleverly linked the demand for an abolition of tithes to that for Repeal during the general 

election in December 1832, and it was this election which demonstrated the successful
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unification of the political and agrarian movements. Thus, 1832, the great year of anti

tithe excitement, climaxed in the winter with the return of thirty-nine Repeal M.P.s in the 

general election, many of whom had agitated the tithe issue at anti-tithe meetings. 

Furthermore, the extensive excitement and organization that the tithe issue had created 

amongst the rural people meant that O ’Connellite candidates benefited to a great extent 

during the election from the extra-constitutional assistance that such popular forces 

brought to bear.^ "̂  ̂The Whigs, reduced to thirty-six seats in Ireland, were left to ruminate

275that Stanley’s policies ‘had managed to lose every election in Ireland;’ a stark contrast

276with the reformist landslide which had resulted from the election in mainland Britain.

However, an even more alarming result of the attempts to rigidly enforce the tithe 

system was the way in which it heightened the hostility of many Catholic country people 

towards both the persons of the established clergy, and the presence of their Church in 

the land. For instance, when a farmer was imprisoned on a charge of resisting arrest for

977tithe debts owed to the Reverend Hans Caulfield, the clergyman concerned was treated 

to repeated verbal abuse and felt compelled to write nervously to Government on behalf 

of the arrested men since:

It would be a measure of prudence for me to try to ensure the Walsh’s be bailed. 
They now see it is no joke, and possibly they might through some other channel 
be let out on bail. If you agree with me that, under existing circumstances, I might 
thus in some way counteract the weekly harangues against me as an oppressor 
etc, and which I fear will produce insult if not worse ... I am very anxious on this 
subject. ’̂**

Walker, Parliam entary Election Results, pp. 50-5. In particular, Fergus O’Connor (Cork County), 
Edward Ruthven (Kildare County), Pierce Butler (Kilkenny County), Patt Lalor (Queen’s County), 
Dominick Ronayne (Clonmel) and Sir Richard Nagle (Westmeath County) owed much o f  their electoral 
success to their recent anti-tithe activities.

On such forces, see K. Theodore Hoppen, Elections, Politics, a tid  Society in Ireland, 1832-1885 
(Oxford, 1994), pp. 378-87.

MacIntyre, Liberator, p. 53.
Norman McCord and Bill Purdue, British History, 1815-1914  ed., Oxford, 2007), p. 157.
Joseph Green to E. G. Stanley, 30 Nov. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 2045).
Rev. Hans Caulfield to Charles Tuckey, 29 Nov. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 2045).
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Caulfield’s situation is evidence o f the extent to which Stanley’s tithe policy had, by the 

end o f 1832, made the Protestant clergy into perhaps the most despised class o f people in 

Ireland. Already, Sir John Harvey had noted that, in County Kilkenny, ‘a bitter spirit of 

hostility towards the Clergy of the Established Church has begun to manifest itself 

Throughout Leinster this hostility manifested itself in attacks on both the established 

clergy and their places of worship.^*® During August, the vandalism of churches led 

Harvey to state to the Under Secretary that ‘these revolting outrages and defilements in 

places of Christian worship appear to me to call for the offer of a reward by the 

Government ... I have directed that the police shall hence forward consider all churches 

and places of Protestant worship as under their especial care.’ Indeed, the persons of 

the established clergy also needed protection. For instance, on 9 September, the 

Reverend Mandeville was met by a party of rural people while proceeding to Mullinavat 

who threw stones at him and knocked him off his h o r s e . A  worried Inspector General 

stated that if the peasantry ‘find [that the established clergy] are not to be frightened out

283of the country, recourse may be had to more atrocious acts!’ The extent of such 

intimidation was recognized when Harvey forwarded a report on the condition of the 

established clergy in County Kilkenny, which included a long list of those who had felt

284compelled to leave their places of residence or who had been assaulted in some way.

As we have already seen in the cases of the murders o f the Reverends Whitty and 

Houston, those clergy who left the country did not do so without good reason, and, in 

December, this was further re-enforced by the assassination of the Reverend Charles 

Ferguson at Timoleague (County Cork); an occurrence which can be traced to his

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 11 Sept. 1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1480).
Thomas Ducett to Sir William Gosset, 10 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1526), 

Memorial o f  the Rector, Curate and Protestant Inhabitants o f  Clonmore in County Carlow and D iocese o f  
Leighlin, August 1832 (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1545).

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 15 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1480).
Lambert W oods to Charles Tuckey, 10 Sept. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660).
Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 11 Sept. 1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1660).
Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 22 Feb. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 66). 

This list is reprinted in O’Donoghue, ‘Opposition to Tithes in 1831-32’, p. 91.
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vigorous, and not unsuccessful, attempts to collect his tithes during the previous 

month.̂ *̂

But if  the course and effects o f the Tithe War during the autumn and early winter 

o f 1832 were deeply disturbing, the Reform M inistry’s reaction to them once again 

proved the truth o f  G raham ’s apologia to Anglesey wherein he had warned the Lord 

Lieutenant to lower his expectations o f  their legislative dynamism by stating that ‘we do 

not overlook the difficulties o f your position . .. b u t ... I am sorry to own that “the rapidity 

o f lightening” is not our characteristic.’ *̂̂  Thus, when the Cabinet reconvened in October 

1832 to once more discuss the question o f  the Irish Church and its revenues, the same 

problems and divisions re-emerged and prevented any movement forward on the tithe 

issue, although an extensive measure o f Church reform was agreed upon.^*^’ Ultimately, 

however, this would only affect the ecclesiastical structures o f the Church o f  Ireland, 

leaving its revenues untouched.

Ministerial inaction, added to the excitement o f  the general election wherein an 

anti-tithe message had been agitated by the popular candidates,^** meant that the high 

intensity deadlock which had characterized the Tithe War during the latter part o f  1832 

continued to define it during the first few months o f 1833. Consequently, frustrated 

reports by police officials continued to come into Dublin Castle detailing the difficulties 

they encountered as a result o f passive resistance when they set out to assist the clergy in 

seizing goods and livestock for tithes. For example, on 25 February, the Constabulary 

Sub Inspector in County Kerry reported that when he proceeded with a military 

attachment to the Parish o f Killiney, the chapel bell was rung as a warning to the people 

to house their cattle. In this parish he believed that ‘the priest is determined to give ever>'

W. p. Walkins to William Miller, 15 Dec. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 2047).
Sir James Graham to Anglesey, 2 Aug. 1831, Charles Stuart Parker (ed .), Life and Letters o f  Sir James 

Graham, Second Baronet o f  Netherby, P.C, G.C.B, I792-I86I  (2 vols., London, 1907), i, p. 171.
Hawkins, Forgotten Prim e Minister, pp. 115-9.
Both Anglesey and Major Miller commented on the degree to which anti-tithe excitement was increased 

as a result o f  the Election. [Anglesey to Grey, 28 Nov. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 
3708); William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 1 Jan. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
2047)].
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opposition, and moreover, I am assured his parishioners are all sworn not to pay unless 

compelled.' For the following three days (26, 27 and 28 February) the Sub Inspector 

moved his operations to the Parish of Kilorglin where he was out for nine to thirteen 

hours every day, but managed to collect only £25 worth of tithes. As a result, he wrote in 

frustration that ‘we shall, I suspect, before we can finish here, have to march to every 

farm  in the parish, as the people seem resolved that the money shall be demanded on the 

spot.’ Furthermore, he claimed that the parish priest had privately ordered his 

parishioners to adopt these tactics o f r e s i s ta n c e . I n  like frustration, the Inspector 

General of the Connaught Constabulary communicated his belief during February that 

the police might be forever employed and harassed, without any good arising from it, 

distraining for tithe being im p rac ticab le .C learly , then, passive resistance to the state 

sponsored attempts of the established clergy to seize livestock for tithe arrears continued 

to be both widespread and effective during the first half of 1833. Indeed, so successful 

was It, that Major Miller felt compelled to warn the Under Secretary that while he had 

done all in his power to assist the tithe owners in the recovery of their dues, these efforts 

had been so futile that he would similarly expect that, in future, ‘

any relief which the executive could afford might be so embarrassed and 
obstructed by the stratagems, in which the farmers o f the country are now 
thoroughly versed, as to leave little hope of any effectual succour being afforded 
to the clergy and impropriators, who are almost universally suffering in 
consequence of the general combination which has been formed against them.

He then further outlined that as a result o f ‘the tedious and harassing sort of duties which 

must be encountered by the troops and police whilst employed on such services,’ allied 

to the fact that

Paper on ‘Resistance to Tithes in 1833’, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L I., Microfilm No. P. 3710).
‘Schedule o f  Letters showing the Difficulties, Dangers, and Apprehensions which have attended the 

Collection o f  Tithes Since the T' o f  January 1833’, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3710).
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the operations in each parish consume a period o f several weeics, that scarcely any 
tithe can be collected but by forcible means, and that the resources of government 
are insufficient to furnish protecting parties to more than a few parishes, even in 
the largest counties at a time, it will be obvious that the largest portion of the tithe 
owners, while the existing confederacy subsists, must inevitably submit to be 
spoliated of their property, unless the wisdom of parliament shall devise some 
efficacious mode whereby the payment of their dues may be enforced more 
summarily than is at present practicable.^^'

Nevertheless, at the same time that rural Ireland adopted passive resistance tactics 

en masse in order to try to grind the entire tithe system to a halt, a number of tithe 

protesters continued to use violent tactics of resistance to bring about a forcible abolition 

o f tithes. In a small number o f instances, the country people lined up to face down 

process servers who were protected by police and military. For instance, in March, in the 

Parish of Dysertserges, County Cork, a crowd o f people attempted to rescue livestock 

which had been seized by the Reverend Longfield’s drivers. When the people began 

throwing stones the police party in attendance opened fire and killed three people. 

Near Carrigtwohill in the same County in June, and again near Mullinahone in County 

Tipperary in the same month, however, the country people were more successful in their 

endeavours. In the former incident the protestors attacked a party of magistrates, police 

and soldiers, who were protecting the Reverend Dr. Austin’s tithe process server, with 

volleys of stones, and forced them to abandon their duty and flee to Midleton (but only 

after the military had managed to shoot dead one of their own comrades). In the latter 

occurrence, ‘alarming assemblages o f the peasantry’ forced the thirty eight policemen 

assigned to protect Archdeacon Cotton’s process server to retreat back to Mullinahone on 

three separate occasions. The success of the people was, however, short lived, as, over 

the course o f the following week, even larger parties of police and soldiers were 

dispatched to assist in the service of the tithe processes, to the extent that the country 

people were overawed in both localities, and, while they still assembled in formidable

W illiam M iller to Sir W illiam  G osset, 2 Mar. 1833, (N .A .I., CSO R P/1833/O utrage Paper N o. 76).
V ignolles to Sir W illiam  G osset, 12 Mar. 1833, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1833/O utrage Paper N o. 319).
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groups to overlook proceedings from the hills, ultimately they offered no further

293opposition to the service o f the processes, other than the shouting o f  insults.

Such incidents, however, were the exception, rather than the rule, and, more 

typically, the rural people attacked tithe officials who embarked on their duty without 

police protection; a tendency which led to a continuous stream o f reports reaching the 

Government concerning assaults on process servers, bailiffs, etc.̂ '̂* Some o f these 

incidents, while they displayed a casual brutality, were not particularly desperate. For 

example, it was stated that in the Parish o f  Clonpriest (County Cork) a man employed to 

deliver copies o f  a circular which demanded the payment o f the tithes o f 1832 to the 

clergyman o f that parish at a specified day in Youghal, and which threatened ‘immediate 

proceedings at Law’ against those who did not, was attacked and beaten on his return 

from the place by a man with his face blackened and disguised in women’s clothes, 

accompanied by five or six girls and two boys.^^  ̂ Similarly, in the Parish o f Kilabbin 

(County Kildare), an elderly man who had been dispatched by Archdeacon Stopford to 

serve latitats was stated to have been ‘attacked by a number o f women and young lads,

296who assaulted and took from his person the latitats.’ There were more serious incidents 

during this period, however, such as that in County Tipperary, where two tithe process 

servers were violently attacked and pursued by one hundred men armed with stones and

J. Galwey to  W illiam M iller, 6 June 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 389), Samuel 
Tabuteau to Sir W illiam  Gosset, 4 June 1832, (N .A .I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 404); Gerald 
Fitzgerald to  Sir W illiam  Gosset, 8 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 399V2).

B. N angle to  W illiam M iller, 15 Apr. 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 389); 
Inform ations o f  Reverend Joseph Jervais, dated 3 M ay 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 
389); B. Nangle to  W illiam Miller, 29 Apr. 1833, (N .A .I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 389); W illiam 
M iller to  Sir W illiam Gosset, 2 M ay 1833, (N .A .I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 389); ‘Report o f 
O utrages for the M onth o f  April 1833, in the Baronies o f  East IfFa and Offa, W est IfFa and Offa and 
M iddlethird in the County o f  T ipperary’, (N .A .I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 399'/2), Gerald 
Fitzgerald to  Sir W illiam  Gosset, 29 Apr. 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 399'^); Sir John 
Harvey to  Sir W illiam  Gosset, 22 May 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 367); W illiam 
M cM ahon to  W illiam Henderson, 22 May 1833, (N .A .I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 367); George 
Glynn to  Sir John Harvey, 21 M ay 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 364); W illiam W ilder 
to Charles H. Tuckey, 17 June 1833, (N.A.I., C SO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 366); M athew Singleton to 
Sir W illiam  Gosset, 1 June 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 388), Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir 
W illiam Gosset, 6 June 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 399'/2), Gun to  W illiam Miller, 4 
June 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 392). See also. Paper on ‘Resistance to  Tithes 
in l8 3 3 ’, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., M icrofilm No. P. 3710).

B. Nangle to W illiam M iller, 15 Apr. 1833, (N .A .I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 389).
M athew Singleton to Sir W illiam Gosset, 1 June 1833, (N.A.I., CSO RP/1833/O utrage Paper No. 388)
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spades, or that in the nearby Parish of Kilcash where a man occupied serving tithe 

subpoenas was most savagely beaten by twelve men armed with sticks and stones, so as

9Q7to be left for dead. Likewise, in the Parish o f Killeagh (County Cork), a tithe process 

server was surrounded by a crowd of thirty people and severely beaten by them before 

being deprived of all his legal papers. Thereafter, in was deemed necessary to carry out 

the further service o f tithe processes in that parish under the personal supervision of 

Major Miller and with the assistance of the military.

The mass demonstrations of anti-tithe sentiment, the willingness of the country people to 

line out in defiance of the police and even the military, together with the blatant attempts 

to chase the Protestant clergy out of the country, and, finally, the extent of the electoral 

swing in favour of Repeal and the rendering of the Union, demonstrate the extent to 

which the Tithe War had escalated during 1832. Nevertheless, despite the pitch of 

excitement to which the Tithe War had been propelled, there were signs that below this 

belligerence the possibilities existed for a negotiated settlement to the tithe question. 

Stanley, for instance, had proven that tithes could be collected at the point of the bayonet, 

but what was the benefit of this when, simultaneously, it was made obvious that the state 

possessed an inadequate number o f bayonets to complete the job? At the same time, 

however, it was apparent that a great many of the farmers deemed that their protest had 

gone far enough when the military and police had to be called in to wrench the payment 

from them. Thus, it was reasonable to surmise that such protestors would respond

‘Report o f  Outrages for the Month o f  April 1833, in the Baronies o f  East Iffa and Offa, West Iffa and 
OfTa and Middlethird in the County o f  Tipperary’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 399'/2); Gerald 
Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 6 June 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 399V2); Gun to 
William Miller, 4 June 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 392).

B. Nangle to William Miller, 29 Apr. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 389).
William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 2 May 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 389).
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favourably to any fair attempt by the Government to alleviate their grievances. However, 

it was not at all clear whether a Cabinet so ‘full of prima donnas’’ would be capable of 

de-escalating the Tithe War.

' Boyd Hilton, A Mad, Bad, and Dangerous People? England, 1783-1846 (Oxford, 2006), p. 493
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3

THE PROLONGATION AND RESOLUTION OF THE TITHE WAR:

1833-38

This chapter takes us from the inflammatory peak of the Tithe War in January 1833, 

when it seemed that tithes, agrarian crime, and the Repeal agitation had, in the words of 

the Dublin Evening Post, brought Ireland to a state o f ‘suppressed insurrection,’̂  right 

through to the latter months of 1838, when it appears that the tithe grievance simply 

disappeared as landlords collected the new rent charge without difficulty. This journey, 

however, was not a straightforward one, and at various points between 1833 and 1838 the 

conflict raged as furiously as ever as various groups and individuals sought to promote or 

retard a compromise settlement to the conflict.

FROM COERCION TO CONCESSION

The numerous outrages on tithe process servers, the pitched battles between protestors 

and the civil and military authorities, together with the simple refusal o f the people, en 

masse, to pay tithes until put to the extremities of the law, meant that, by the spring and 

summer of 1833, the Government could not ignore the fact that tithes had brought Ireland 

to a severely agitated and excited state, and that, furthemiore, Stanley’s policy in relation 

to the tithe question, both in terms of his legislative enactments and his rigorous 

enforcement of the law, had failed to pacify the country; indeed, it had probably made it 

worse. By the start o f 1833 it was clear that the Prime Minister himself was becoming 

seriously concerned at the path down which Stanley’s policies were leading both the

 ̂DEP, 12 Jan. 1833.
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country and the Government. For example. Grey opposed Sir John Cam Hobhouse, the 

Secretary-at-W ar’s, demand for a large reduction o f the armed forces at this time, telling 

him that while he had no objection to him taking away troops from the colonies, they 

must be sent to Ireland to satisfy Anglesey’s requests for more regiments. Asking Grey 

what was to be done if  the Commons voted against estimates that did not include a 

reduction in army numbers. Grey replied ‘“Go out”; and then he talked o f his 

“responsibilities for the safety o f the country, and how likely it was that some collision 

would take place between the soldiers and the people; and if  the people got the better o f 

the soldiers once, there would be an end to everything.’” Stanley’s tithe policy made 

such a collision a distinct possibility. Indeed, a document in Grey’s private papers stated 

in relation to Irish tithes that ‘this question should now be met fully and fairly; civil war 

must follow any endeavour to enforce payment under the present system. It cannot for a 

moment be doubted that in equity Catholics have just cause to object to paying Protestant 

Clergy.’"̂ nevertheless, although Stanley’s own long stated desire for a ‘prom otion’ out o f 

the Irish office offered a potential opportunity for a radical change in policy. Grey, 

always unwilling to upset colleagues, hesitated in demoting any senior Cabinet member 

in order to facilitate this step.^

In the meantime, measures were taken to try to pacify Ireland. These took the 

form o f a mixture o f coercion and conciliation. Therefore, an extensive Irish Church 

Reform Bill was announced, which, although it did not deal with the tithe question, 

restructured the Established Church in Ireland to such an extent that it can be seen as ‘an 

ultimate admission that it would never become the church o f  the majority population.’  ̂

At the same time, however, a Coercion Bill was introduced into Parliament to deal with

 ̂ John Cam Hobhouse, Recollections o f  a  Long Life. With Additional Extracts from  his Private D iaries, ed. 
Lady Dorchester (8 vols. London, 1910), iv, pp. 265-7.
'* Undated paper on ‘Irish Tithes’, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3710).
 ̂ Hawkins, f  orgotten Prime M inister, pp. 114-25; Smith, L ord Grey, p. 298.
 ̂ Althorp, 12 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xv. 561-79; O ’Connell, 19 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3"“* ser., xv. 973- 

4; Whelan, The Bible War in Ireland, p. 33.
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Whitefeet outrages/ But even this was tempered by conciliation as, significantly,

Althorp, with Cabinet authority^, warded off accusations that the Act would simply be a

cover for the levying of tithes by giving a muddled assurance that no more tithe arrears

would be collected by the Government under Stanley’s Act.^ In actual fact, the message

was never relayed to Anglesey, so that tithe arrears continued to be collected in this way

until June, but it was clear that the Government were endeavouring to retreat from the

difficulties that Stanley’s tithe policy of coercion before concession had led them into.

Further steps were taken in this direction at the start of April, when Hobhouse

became Irish Chief Secretary following the elevation of Stanley to the Colonial Office.

Indeed, Grey’s choice of Hobhouse to fill the vacancy confinns the extent to which he

desired a reversal in Irish policy and the degree to which the liberal Foxite wing in the

Cabinet had begun to assert itself, buoyed as it was by the success o f reformist Whig

candidates in the recent general e lec tio n .H o b h o u se  was a member of the Holland

House circle and a supporter of appropriation.' '

One o f the first issues that Hobhouse tackled on becoming Chief Secretary was to

look into the matter of the state’s attempts to collect the tithe arrears o f 1831. Hobhouse’s

initial enquiries, however, were met by the surprising claim by Philip Crampton that tithe

resistance was tottering on the edge, and that in some parts of the country ‘the

12confederacy is totally broken, the tithes are now in course o f free and quiet payment.’

’ Grey, 15 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xv. 718-46.
* Fox, Holland House Diaries, diary entry for 2 June 1833, p. 213.
® Althorp, 27 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘* ser., xv. 1210-28.

Peter Mandler, Aristocratic Government in the Age o f  Reform: Whigs and Liberals, 1830-1852 (Oxford, 
1990), pp. 151-2.
” Peter Cochran, ‘Hobhouse, John Cam, Baron Broughton (1786-1869)’, Oxford Dictionary o f  National 
Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn. May 2009 
[http;//www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/13404, accessed 29 June 2012; Hobhouse, Recollections, iv, p. 
340.

Philip Crampton to Sir John Cam Hobhouse, 12 Apr. 1833, (Broughton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 
994). Philip Crampton had been appointed Solicitor General in Ireland by the new Whig Government in 
1830. Although a liberal and a supporter o f Catholic Emancipation and Reform, he was a conservative 
Whig in the mould of Stanley. He, along with other Dublin Castle law officers, had strongly represented to 
the Cabinet the merits and likely success o f  Stanley’s projected clerical loan and tithe recovery scheme in 
1832; a fact that made him inclined to exaggerate the subsequent success o f that policy. [Patrick M. 
Geoghegan, ‘Crampton, Philip Cecil’ in James McGuire and James Quinn, (eds.). Dictionary o f  Irish
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This was an exaggeration, but after the passing o f the Coercion Act there had certainly 

been a significant decrease in the country people’s willingness to passively resist those 

tithes which had become Crown debts under Stanley’s bill o f the previous year. For 

example, during April, Major Miller wrote that he was ‘gratified in being enabled to 

report’ that ‘in many instances the Tithes due to Government, on account o f advances 

made to the Clergy, are freely -  nay eagerly paid.’’  ̂ As a result, in the six weeks from 1 

May to 15 June over double the amount o f arrears were collected compared to what had 

been achieved in the previous seven months; although a very large amount remained 

outstanding.''^

Crampton’s claims forestalled the Government from taking immediate action to 

cease collecting the arrears, and when Hobhouse resigned the Irish Chief Secretaryship 

barely a month after having taken on the office,’  ̂ the whole question was left untouched, 

with the Government deciding not to interfere for the moment if  it was true that the 

collection was going on so well.'^ In the meantime, however, serious incidents o f  police 

misconduct in arresting tithe defaulters occurred in Counties Tipperary and Kilkenny. In 

the Clonmel district, the Chief Constable, Mr. Gun, finding that tithe defaulters had been 

persistently able to evade his attempts to arrest them, had begun to overcome the 

farmers’ passive resistance tactics by breaking down the doors o f  their houses in the dead

Biography (Cambridge, 2009); Grey to Anglesey, 6 Feb. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 
37080].

William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 13 Apr. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 415). For 
similar cases, see B. Nangle to Sir William Gosset, 3 Apr. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 
379); James Kelly to William Miller, 31 May 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 392); 
Charles Plunkett to Sir William Gosset, 21 Apr. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 297).

Under Stanley’s Clerical Arrears Act o f  1832 a total o f  £49,707 had been advanced by the state to those 
clergy affected by tithe resistance in 1831. In respect o f  these sums the tithe debtors became Crown debtors 
and the state took on responsibility for the collection. Between 1 October 1832 and 1 February 1833 (with 
no collection taking place in December in consequence o f  the General Election), £2,923 105. 10c/. had been 
collected. Between 2 February 1833 and 1 May 1833 a further £2,999 IO5. 6 V2d. was recovered. Between 2 
May and 15 June, however £6,251 45. O'/W. was recouped. Thus, by 16 June £37,532 13 .̂ 17'/^. was still 
outstanding. [Return o f  M oney advanced to E cclesiastical Persons en titled to Tithes or Compositions in 
Ireland  H.C. 1833 (480), xxvii, 493; Return relating to Proceedings by Attorney-General fo r  Ireland fo r  
Recovery o f  Tithes, to M ay 1833 H.C 1833 (479), xxvii, 491],

Hobhouse’s resignation had nothing to do with Irish affairs, but was in consequence o f  his refusal to vote 
with the government against the abolition o f  the house and window tax, on the grounds that he had urged 
its abolition while independent. After this ‘he resigned both his office and— to the incomprehension o f  
many— his seat for Westminster.’ [Cochran, ‘Hobhouse, John Cam,’, ODNR],

Grey to Anglesey, 9 May 1833, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
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of night and apprehending the debtors.'^ Although Gun had sought legal advice before 

undertaking his actions, they had not been approved by Government and went against 

stated Government policy. Even worse, however, than the goings on in Tipperary, was 

the misuse of the Coercion Bill by one renegade chief constable as a means of arresting 

tithe defaulters in County Kilkenny. The chief constable in question, Shaw, had arrived at 

the houses o f thirty men, in the Parish of Bumchurch, by night, and used the terms of the

Coercion Bill, under which the City and County o f Kilkenny had been proclaimed on 6

1 8 *April, to gain access to their houses and arrest those he knew to be Crown debtors (in 

respect o f tithe arrears). But it was not just the Police who were misusing the Coercion 

Bill; vast numbers of the clergy had also taken advantage of the threat o f that measure to 

attempt to serve law processes for the recovery of tithes. Thus, between January and 

June, 210 applications were made by various clergymen to Dublin Castle for assistance 

in serving their tithe processes, many coming after the Coercion Bill was introduced into 

Parliament and when the May Gale fell due.^° However, tithes due on 1 May could in no 

way be regarded as actually being in arrcar; indeed, the May Gale was traditionally not 

even looked for until 1 November. In fairness to the authorities, all applications for 

protection for the collection of tithes only due on 1 May 1833 were refused,^’ but since 

the tithe owners then sent out their process servers anyway, the result was a number of 

attacks on lone tithe officials during that month.

Instructions Respecting Tithe Proceedings in Tipperary, H.C. 1833 (512), xxvii, 531; Report o f  P. 
O ’Gorman on Charges against Sub-Inspector Flinter during Tithe Collection in Kildare, H.C. 1833 (605), 
xxxii, 477.

8 Apr. 1833
Lambert, 12 June 1833, Hansard, 3’̂“' ser., xxviii. 627; Proceedings before M agistrates a t Kilkenny, H.C. 

1833 (438), xxxii, 473; KJ, 4 May 1833.
Sir William Gosset to E. J. Littleton, 7 Aug. 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3028). 
Papers Relating to Employment o f  Police and M ilitary in Levying Tithes in Irela)}d, H.C. 1833 (441), 

xxvii, 483; Return o f  Number o f  Bills filed  in Court o f  Exchequer in Ireland for Tithe Composition, 1835- 
36, H.C. 1836(420), xl, 101.

See Chapter Two.
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Upon the Government learning of such incidents, in light of Althorp’s having 

already declared their intention not to collect the arrears. Grey summed up the situation 

to Anglesey by stating that:

A question has arisen as to the propriety o f continuing to collect the arrears of 
tithes under the bill o f last year. I understand that at present the collection is going 
on well; but that there are complaints o f fresh processes being issued. It was 
undoubtedly the intention o f the Government to stop all further proceedings of 
this nature but that intention was suspended by the consideration that it would 
have been inexpedient to interfere just at the moment when the measure seemed 
to be successful, and that to desist from enforcing it with respect to those who had 
been most contumacious would be a bad example for the future. Our attention 
has, however, been again called to this subject by ... complaints ... The first thing 
as it appears to me, is to ascertain what has been done, and what is doing, what 
portion o f the arrears have been collected and what would be the possible effects 
of continuing this mode of enforcing the payment of what remains.

The situation, however, did not bear further examination, and, on 6 June, Althorp 

announced to the Commons that the Government had abandoned its attempts to collect 

the tithe arrears of 1831. '̂* Thus, the Ministry had been compelled to enforce their 

previous intention to suspend the collection, made at a time when the measure was 

deemed a failure, just at the instance when it seemed it might be a success. Nonetheless, 

it was politically impossible for them to proceed in consequence of the fact that during 

the debate on the Coercion Bill in March, Althorp had openly, and Stanley in a more 

qualified manner, responded to O’Connellite accusations that that measure was merely an 

underhand means of enforcing tithes with Parliamentary pledges that it would never be 

used in such a manner.^^ As a result, some Irish liberals, most notably the Wexford

County M.P., Henry Lambert, had overcome their reservations and risked O ’Connell’s

26wrath in order to vote with the Government on the matter. The goings on in Kilkenny,

Grey to Anglesey, 9 May 1833, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3708).
Althorp, 6 June 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xviii. 388
O’Connell, 18 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘* ser., xv. 893-4; Ronayne, 18 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xv. 

920; Butler, 21 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3"̂“̂ ser., xv. 1025; Althorp, 27 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '' ser., xv. 1210- 
28; Stanley, 27 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '̂  ser., xv. 1287-89.

Lambert, 12 June 1833, Hansard, 3̂ ‘' ser , xviii. 622.
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however, had made the Government appear to be nothing short o f liars on the issue. An 

embarrassed Althorp stated that ‘he did not hesitate to say distinctly ... that if  in any case 

whatever, that Bill had been applied to the collection o f tithes, he admitted it was a 

breach o f the pledge o f  his Majesty's Government,’ although he emphasised that the 

Government had not authorised such proceedings.^^ Furthermore, Duncannon admitted 

that ‘great severity’ had been exercized in the arrest o f  tithe defaulters in Clonmel and 

that not only had the Government not sanctioned those actions, but that it had taken steps 

to avoid a repetition.^^ Nevertheless, Stanley then admitted that a repetition had occurred 

in Kildare and that, in consequence, the collection o f the tithe arrears by the state under 

his bill o f  the previous year was to be abandoned.^^

Having thus dealt with the issue o f the arrears o f 1831, the Government now 

moved swiftly to similarly retreat from having to assist the clergy in enforcing the tithes 

o f 1832. Undoubtedly, this was o f the highest imperative, because while it was clear that 

the rural people had more willingly paid their 1831 arrears to the state after the passing o f 

the Coercion Act, it was equally apparent they had responded with a surge o f  violent 

protest to the concurrent increase in attempts by some o f the established clergy to collect 

their accruing tithes. Indeed, at the start o f  June, Grey’s great fear o f the people 

overcoming the soldiers almost became a reality in County Cork when a protesting 

crowd forced a large party o f  soldiers, police and magistrates (who had been assigned to 

protect a tithe process server) to abandon their work and seek refuge in the nearest

30town. M oreover, m addition to the concerns that Government felt with regard to the 

dangers that their tithe policy was leading them into, there were also strong fiscal reason 

for the M inistry to revise their strategy at this time. After all, they were pledged to a

Althorp, 12 June 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xviii. 632-4.
Duncannon, 12 June 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘* ser., xviii. 657
Stanley, 12 June 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xviii. 647-9; Report o f  P. O ’Gorman on Charges against Sub- 

Inspector Flinter, (605); Stanley, 12 June 1833, Hansard, 3'̂  ser., xviii. 647-9.
B. Nangle to William Miller, 3 June 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 389); William 

Miller to Sir William Gosset, 3 June 1833, (N .A  I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 389). For more on this 
incident, see Chapter Two.
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policy o f retrenchment;^’ a pledge which the excessive degree to which the bill for 

marching money (the fee charged by the military to assist in collecting tithes) had risen, 

threatened to make a mockery o f  It was thus with some justification that the leading 

English Radical, Joseph Hume, denounced a Government who had ‘collected only 

12,000/’ out the advances they had made to the established clergy, ‘and that, too, it 

should not be forgotten at an expense of 28,000/.’^̂

The immediate problem for the Government, therefore, was to formulate some 

means by which tithe owners could be made to desist from their attempts to collect their 

dues until the whole tithe system could be placed on a new, more secure, and more 

equitable footing by means of a legislative enactment. Althorp set the ball rolling in the 

Commons by announcing that the Government intended to make a grant to the clergy 

covering the tithe arrears for 1831 and 1832 and also those becoming due in 1833.”  As 

yet, Althorp could not give any final figure as to the amount o f money that Parliament 

would need to sanction, but on 14 June, he secured the agreement of the Commons that 

some measure along the lines he had suggested should be enacted.^'’ The working out of 

the final sums involved and the mechanics o f distribution and repayment were now 

assigned to the new Chief Secretary for Ireland, Edward L ittle to n .T h a t the actual 

intention behind the Bill was as much to ‘buy’ off the clergy as to secure them their 

income was made clear when Althorp declared that the Government’s ‘object was, to 

restore the country to quiet and peace, and he felt confident that the clergy would meet 

them half way in that endeavour, by not persevering in their attempts to recover the tithes 

at present due, especially as they would not be in a worse situation by desisting;’^̂  

furthermore, he also stated that the ‘real object’ o f the measure ‘was not altogether for

Grey, 22 Nov. 1830, Hansard, ser., i. 609.
Hume, 12 Aug. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘' ser., xx. 539.
Althorp, 12 June 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xvlii. 634.
Division, 14 June 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘* ser., xviii. 850-51.
Edward John Littleton, I®* Baron Hatherton, Memoir and Correspondence Relating to Political 

Occurrences in June and July 1834, ed. Henry Reeve (London, 1872), pp. 1-2.
Althorp, 14 June 1833, Hansard, 3̂** ser., xviii 822.
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the benefit of the Church’, but because it was ‘thought that there was extreme danger in 

allowing the present state of things to continue in Ireland, and because ... it was 

indispensable that Parliament should interfere and put a stop to it.’^̂  Consequently, as it 

would take some weeks to actually frame the intended measure, a circular was 

immediately issued from Dublin Castle ‘to the Paid Magistrates, Inspector Generals and 

Sub Inspectors o f police all over Ireland’ ordering a complete stop to all assistance being 

given to those clergy who endeavoured to collect their tithes.

On 5 August Littleton attempted to make good the Government’s promises when 

he introduced his Tithe Arrears Bill. The sums it offered were so great that it was soon 

dubbed the ‘Church Million Act.’^̂  The most striking difference between Littleton’s 

Church Million Act and Stanley’s Tithe Arrears Act of the previous year was the fact that 

It provided the clergy with a grant in respect o f the current year’s tithes, which were not 

actually due until the following 1 November, as well as the arrears of 1831, and 1832, 

and not simply a portion of the previous year’s arrears.' '̂* This difference pointed to the 

fundamental change which had taken place in the Government’s tithe policy; for, 

whereas Stanley’s Act had simply aimed to provide a temporary relief for the clergy until 

the anti-tithe combination was repressed through the use o f military and police, the 

Church Million Act attempted to remove the clergy from pecuniary contact with their 

parishioners in order to secure peace between the two parties until a concessionary 

measure could be permanently legislated for. Thus, under the Act, no reasonable 

clergyman needed to press his parishioners for tithes until 1 November 1834, a full 

fourteen months away. O f course, in the meantime, it was the intention to of the 

government to legislate for the commutation of tithes; a measure which Stanley himself

Ibid., 846.
Return o f Number o f  Bills filed, (420).
The total sum offered was £1,012,185. This was broken down into £112,185 for the tithe arrears o f  1831, 

£300,000 for those o f 1832, and £600,000 for those o f 1833. [Littleton, 5 Aug. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘* ser., xx. 
342-3].

The arrears o f  1831 and 1832 were subjected to a deduction o f twenty five percent, and those o f  1833, of  
fifteen percent. [3 & 4 Will. IV, c. 100].
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supported, and which had been recommended by the Tithe Committees, and which had 

been principally delayed because Stanley insisted that the law, as it currently stood, must 

be enforced before any remedial concessions could be granted.

However, despite the generous terms offered by the Church Million Act, it soon 

became apparent that there were some in the established Church in Ireland whose 

ideological and political rigidity on the tithe issue had not been softened at all by the 

bloody disorders o f the previous year. This was demonstrated by the extreme reaction to 

the measure by Irish Conservatives which showed that Althorp’s expressed hope that 

upon its enactment ‘the issuing of processes for the collection of tithes in Ireland should 

cease’’̂ ' was a forlorn one. For example, William Frederick Shaw, the Conservative M.P. 

for Trinity College, warmly criticized the Church Million Act because it only offered the 

clergy ‘half o f what was due -  and that half upon conditions incompatible with the 

honour of the clergy and the interests of the C h u r c h . S h a w  finished his declaration of 

opposition to the Bill by threatening that the clergy would refuse its provisions, stating 

that he himself ‘spurned the proposition’, and saying that if the enemies of the Church 

announced themselves ready to contribute a million to subvert it, ‘he, on behalf of the 

Church and the clergy, answered -  let the money of her enemies perish with them -  the 

Irish clergy would never accept it as the price o f their treachery to that United Church of 

which they had been heretofore the brightest and most distinguished ornaments.’'*̂ Back 

in Ireland, the Dublin Evening Mail actively encouraged the established clergy not to 

take advantage of the Million Act.'*'*

Consequently, recognizing that the Government could not compel the clergy to 

accept a state loan in lieu of tithes, Littleton began to make contingency plans to avoid 

the civil and military forces being requisitioned by such recusant tithe owners in order to

Althorp, 12 Aug. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ “* ser., xx. 552.
Shaw, 17 Aug. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xx. 747.
Ibid.
DEM, 7, 9, 16, 21, 23, 26, 30 Aug. 1833.
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enforce their claims.Therefore, he submitted to the Cabinet a Paper in which he outlined 

his concerns in respect o f the manner in which the police and military had been used in 

the previous three years in enforcing tithes, and, consequently, sought clarification as to 

‘how far the military or police force at the disposal o f  the Irish Government should be 

employed in the assistance or protection o f Tithe Owners who may decline to avail 

themselves o f the provisions o f the Relief A ct.’*̂  ̂ In response, Melbourne stated that the 

Cabinet confirmed that since 1830 the Police had been used in an extraordinary manner 

in respect o f tithes, but also that with the passing o f the Church M illion Act they 

‘admit[ted] that they [now] wish[ed] to avoid the necessity o f levying the arrears o f  tithe 

... [and] all the hazards attending upon such collection.’'*̂  Nevertheless, he also 

recognized that while the Government had offered the tithe owner an alternative, ‘he may 

decline it; he may refuse to make the sacrifice required; he may stand upon his legal right 

-  and his legal right being unquestionable, it is impossible that the Government should 

say they will stand by and see it violated without interfering to assist or protect him .’'̂  ̂

Notwithstanding this, Melbourne continued, ‘at the same time, he cannot in justice 

expect that aid should be afforded with the same ease and readiness as it has been o f 

late.’ *̂

THE CONTINUATION OF THE TITHE WAR AND THE SEARCH FOR A LEGISLATIVE

SOLUTION

At one level, then, the Parliamentary declarations o f Althorp and Littleton in the summer 

o f 1833 had helped to substantially pacify Ireland in respect o f the tithe question. On 

another, however, this work was only superficially successful. Below the surface the

‘Copy o f  Paper Submitted to the Cabinet on the Employment o f  Military and Police to Assist in 
Recovery o f  Tithes’, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I. Microfilm No. P. 3028).

Melbourne to Edward J. Littleton, 29 Aug. 1833, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I. Microfilm No. P. 3028).
Ibid
Ibid.
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passions, prejudices and grievances that bubbled in the two sides that fought the Tithe 

War had not yet really begun to subside to any great degree. The more militant o f the 

established clergy, while they had been forced to let drop the processes to recover tithe 

begun in May, were making active preparations for a renewal o f the campaign in 

November, when the next tithe gale fell due. At the same time, the Government, despite 

Littleton’s ‘good intentions,’'*̂  were not by any means firmly resolved to resist the 

pressure that the tithe owners were getting set to put on them to re-enter the battle by 

providing them with police and military assistance. Such assistance, it was true, would 

not be as easily given as in previous years, but, nonetheless, the Cabinet had decided that 

where it must be given, it would be given. The Irish country people, meanwhile, were 

hardly likely to give up the fight now that the Government seemed on the brink o f caving 

into their demands. For example, upon A lthorp’s declaration that the Government were 

abandoning support for the serving o f tithe processes, up to one thousand people were 

reported to have assembled on Carlingford Mountain in County Louth ‘where they 

burned eight tar barrels, in consequence they stated, o f the abolition o f Tithes.’ °̂ Indeed, 

in the wake o f the passing o f the Church M illion Act, the Pilot declared that ‘tithes, 

although not by law abolished, are in substance extinguished,’ while O ’Connell, in the 

Commons, emphasised that the Government would never be able to recover the sums 

advanced under the Act as the people would not pay tithes a g a in .In d e e d , such reactions 

and statements had important consequences for the development o f  the Tithe War, for, as 

Littleton later recounted, A lthorp’s declaration ‘was either extensively misunderstood or 

perverted in Ireland, and engendered a not uncommon belief among the ignorant that the 

Government had pledged itself to an absolute abandonment o f tithes in that country -  an

Lord John Russell warned Littleton, ‘I fear you will find your good intentions very difficult to execute. If 
the clergy are so mad as to accept the harsher instead o f the nobler allowance offered by the Bill, on their 
heads be the consequences, but I know not how you can refuse them force sufficient to ensure obedience to 
a lawful demand.’[John Russell to Edward J Littleton, 15 Sept. 1833, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I. Microfilm 
No P 3028)].

‘Report o f Outrages which occurred in the County o f  Louth during the Week ended June 22"'* 1833’, 
(N.A.L, CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 297),

Pilot, 29 Aug. 1833; O’Connell, 5 Aug. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘* ser., xx. 350.
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impression which created much m ischief and difficulty in that and the subsequent

year.’^̂

In this respect, this was a very important period in the Tithe War, as it effectively 

nullified any danger o f  the moderate or the tim id abandoning the protest and beginning to 

pay tithes willingly again; indeed, as we have already seen with respect to those tithes 

which had become Crown debts, there was an increased danger o f this after the passing 

o f the Coercion Bill, while some representatives o f  the clergy even went so far as to say 

that they had begun to receive their tithes freely in consequence o f the same measure, 

until A lthorp’s declaration caused all payments to c e a s e .T h u s ,  by the summer o f  1833, 

the powerful dynamics that drove tithe resistance were still very much in play. Firstly, 

Government retreat had strengthened the perception that a political opportunity existed to 

coerce the Government into legislating for the abolition tithes. Secondly, the continuing 

economic depression in the countryside gave a powerful motive to all farmers to 

withhold and resist tithes; indeed, in 1833, agricultural prices slumped a g a i n . T h i r d l y ,  

the determined attempts by some o f the established clergy to recover their dues kept their 

unpopularity at a high level, and sharpened the religious tensions which the tithe system 

produced.^^ Finally, the creation o f  tithe martyrs by the press, the continued 

extraordinary use o f troops and police by the Government in the first part o f  the year to 

assist the clergy, and the persistence o f bloody affrays, re-enforced and strengthened the 

sense o f confessional grievance which the Tithe War had already given rise to.^^ The 

interaction o f  these dynamics was enough to keep most farmers, even the more temperate 

or faint-hearted, within the protest, and to outweigh the horror some must have felt at 

being associated with a movement which was becoming increasingly marked by riot and

Littleton, Memoir and Correspondence, p. 3
Shaw, 5 Aug. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xx. 346-7.
See Appendix I.
See, for example, the Kilkenny Journal’s  coverage o f  the attempts by the Reverend Gumming and the 

Dean o f St. Patrick’s to recover their tithes in County Kilkenny in the first half o f 1833. [KJ, 5 Jan., 27, 30 
Mar. 3 Apr. 1833].

On the creation o f tithe martyrs, see Chapter Five.
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violent outrage. Therefore, since it was interpreted as a victory for the protestor and a 

defeat for the tithe owner, the Government’s retreat meant that the confidence that tithes 

were on the brink of abolition which had infused the countryside in the spring and 

summer of 1832 returned in the middle part o f 1833. Consequently, even fewer tithes 

were paid in 1833 than in 1832.^^

Indeed, the determination of many parishes never to pay tithes again was evinced 

in the series o f threatening notices and violent demonstrations which greeted the tithe 

commissioners who had been appointed by Government to value those parishes not under 

composition. These commissioners were required in consequence of Stanley’s 

Compulsory Tithe Composition Act of 1832, but did not begin their work until the 

summer and autumn of 1833. The country people, even though many o f the poorer 

classes would benefit by having their parishes brought under the Composition Act, 

treated these commissioners much as they would have dealt with the clergy’s tithe 

valuators; that is, by destroying books and instruments, intimidating them with 

threatening notices, and beating them if they arrived on the land.̂ *̂  They opposed the 

Commissioners because they believed that to allow them to do their duty was tantamount 

to accepting the principle that the tithe system was still in operation. As one notice posted 

on the Church in Mullinavat, County Kilkenny, stated, the people were opposed to the 

commissioner because he came to the pansh ‘in order to value them and fix the tithes on 

the poor people fo rev er.N ev erth eless, when one considers that about half the parishes 

of Ireland needed to be valued for compulsory composition, it is telling that the reported 

outrages were so few. As the Gerald Fitzgerald commented on the situation with respect

Rehm i o f  A pplicatiom  fo r  R elie f by Owners o f  Tithes in Ireland, 1831-33, H.C. 1834 (382), xliii, 321.
‘Report o f  Outrages &c. Which Occurred in the County o f  Louth between the 1** & 21''̂  September 1833 

Inclusive’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 630); ‘Report o f  Outrages for the Month o f  September 
1833, in the Baronies o f  Iffa and Offa East, Iffa and Oflfa West, and Middlethird in the County o f  
Tipperary’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 660); James Battersby to Sir John Harvey, 27 Sept. 
1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 609), George White to Charles H. Tuckey, 17 Aug. 1833, 
(N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 611); John Coburn to Charles H. Tuckey, 14 Sept. 1833, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 611).

Anti-Tithe Notice enclosed in Richard Magan to Sir William Gosset, 26 June 1833, (N.A.I, 
CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 594).
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to Tithe Commissioners in County Tipperary, ‘in some places formidable obstruction has 

been given to the Tithe Commissioner in effecting their valuation, but in general in this 

neighbourhood they have completed their object quietly. At the same time the people 

declare their labours to be useless for that they neither directly nor indirectly, will ever 

pay Tithe again.

Thus, while, on the one hand, Littleton’s first few months as C hief Secretary saw 

a sudden and widespread de-escalation o f anti-tithe violence and disorder, on the other, 

the evidence from the summer and autumn o f 1833 demonstrated that the two sides 

remained geared for war. That the relative peace which had descended in June was 

merely a temporary cessation o f hostilities rather than a definite ceasefire was confirmed 

when the Tithe War broke out again in November as those members o f  the established 

clergy who had not availed themselves o f the Church Million Act began to distrain and 

serve processes on their recalcitrant parishioners and to seek police protection for their 

efforts. The Lord Lieutenant reacted by selectively granting very large forces o f police 

and military to some clergymen, in the belief that, when faced with an overwhelming 

force, the country people would be awed into compliance with the law since any attempt 

to resist would be fruitless.^' In adopting this policy Wellesley seems to have been at 

least partly motivated by humanitarian considerations as he was evidently influenced by 

the crowd control theories o f  Major Miller. M iller believed that while in many cases it 

was undoubtedly true that a large force o f the police could execute tithe duty sufficiently, 

‘I have ever been o f opinion that the wisest course, and certainly the most humane 

course, on such occasions, is to overcome the people by a proper display o f  force, rather 

than to provoke opposition on their part by a contrary proceeding.’ This policy seemed 

to have been proved to the satisfaction o f the new Irish government at Kilshannick,

“  Gerald Fitzgerald to Edward J. Littleton, 2 Oct. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 660).
See Chapter Four.
William Miller to Edward J. Littleton, 6 Dec. 1833, Correspondence between M agistrates an d  Irish 

Government on Police Force being sent to Glanntane and Kilshannick to pro tect Persons em ployed in 
Collection o f  Tithes, H. C. 1834 (109), xliii, 363,
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where it apparently resulted in the tithe being collected without bloodshed,*’̂  and its 

adoption elsewhere led an impressed Lord Lieutenant to inform Littleton, who had 

returned to London for the Session, that

it is a curious fact, that in many cases, the Recusant Parsons, on the first 
ostentation of Force collect the Tithe quietly; and I am satisfied that by pursuing 
the same course steadily we shall collect all we require, until the new measure 
shall come into operation. I now regularly call out the army, as a matter o f course, 
when resistance to the law is manifested and in consequence no conflict ensues. 
“The Law must take its course.

Nevertheless, this policy eventually came unstuck in April, in the Parish of 

Mahoonagh, County Limerick, where the Reverend Thomas Locke, not having applied 

for relief under the terms of the Clerical Arrears Bill, demanded police and military 

assistance to enable him to collect his tithes. The inability of even overwhelming force to 

preserve the peace in the face of the avowed determination of some o f the rural 

population to resist tithes to the last degree was demonstrated, however, when the tithe 

resisters in the parish, driven to extremes partly by poverty and an inability to pay, and 

armed with stones, attempted to rescue pigs and carts from a distraining party which was 

protected by sixty soldiers. The troops responded by firing into the crowd, killing five 

men,̂ ^

But even before the Mahoonagh affray it had become clear that the Government 

had failed to buy absolute peace with the Church Million Act as the country people used 

collective violence to ward off those process servers and bailiffs who ventured out 

without police protection to collect the tithes of those clergymen who had refused to take

Correspondence between M agistrates and Irish Government on Police Force being sent to Glanntane 
and Kilshannick to pro tect Persons em ployed in Collection o f  Tithes, H. C. 1834 (109), xliii, 363.

W ellesley to Edward J. Littleton, 12 Feb. 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N.L I., Microfilm No. P. 3029). 
Correspondence relative to Collection o f  Tithes payable to Rev. T. Locke in County o f  Limerick, H.C. 

1835 (119), xlvii, 133.
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advantage of the state loan.^^ Consequently, the Lord Lieutenant informed the Chief 

Secretary at the start of February 1834 that, ‘the Tithe War is commenced here with great

67fury, and will rage still higher.’ The strain this was putting on the resources o f the state 

was made clear in another letter when Wellesley stated that

the recusant clergy are now prosecuting their demands, which will soon require 
the support o f the whole army. One Rector has applied for an army to protect his 
seizures to the sea coast for exportation and sale in England; and also for an 
encampment at the pound! This cannot proceed. Resistance is general and the 
whole country up in arms.^*

A worried Wellesley thus summed up the situation by stating that since ‘the resistance to 

tithe is increasing everywhere in the most violent manner,’^̂  it was clear that ‘something 

must be done immediately either to check or soothe this spirit.’™ In relation to the 

former, Wellesley could do little other than to provide the military force deemed 

necessary by the local authorities to prevent violence. In relation to the latter, however, 

he now pushed Grey and the Cabinet to hurry as quickly as possible to legislate for a 

solution to the tithe issue. Thus, on 14 January he wrote to Melbourne to recommend his 

and Littleton’s new tithe bill and declared that

your lord is well aware that unless some measure o f this description be adopted, 
the condition of Ireland will become desperate; and that, a successful arrangement 
would greatly tend to tranquilize this distracted country: we must therefore be 
prepared to meet with firmness and resolution the sacrifices which may be 
required, for the attainment o f so great a good.^'

What, however, was this soothing measure to be, and how was a Cabinet so 

divided on the issue of the revenues of the Established Church in Ireland to legislate for

^  Carlow Sentinel, 11 Jan, 1834;D £M , 18 Jan. 1834; 1 Jan, 1834,
W ellesley to Edward J, Littleton, 1 Feb, 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N,L,L, Microfilm No, P, 3029), 
W ellesley to Edward J, Littleton, 30 Jan, 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N,L,L, Microfilm No, P, 3029), 
W ellesley to Edward J, Littleton, 2 Jan, 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N,L,I,, Microfilm No, P, 3029),

™ Ibid,
W ellesley to Melbourne, 14 Jan, 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N,L,L, Microfilm No, P, 3029),
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it? Certainly, the more liberal faction in the Cabinet had finally won the argument that 

concession must come before coercion, but it remained that that concession still had to be 

formulated in Stanley’s shadow since he and his Cabinet supporters remained immovable 

in their outright rejection o f any measure which would diminish the revenues o f the 

established Church. However, while Stanley maintained that Irish tithes could not be 

abolished or appropriated, he would allow them to be commuted into a redeemable land 

tax in order to better secure the payment (since it would dispense with the disastrous 

necessity o f continual intercourse between the established clergy and the Catholic 

farmers). In his views Stanley was strongly supported by Graham, Goderich, Ripon and 

Richmond, with Melbourne and Lansdowne also favouring a conservative solution to the 

problem. However, the more radical, reformist faction in the Cabinet, led by Lord John 

Russell, but which also included Althorp, Holland and Brougham, wanted to go much 

further than Stanley in order to bring about a resolution to the tithe conflict. This group 

wanted to ascertain the degree to which the revenues o f the established Church exceeded 

the demands o f the Protestant population o f  Ireland, and to then use this surplus wealth 

for non-Anglican charitable and religious purposes. In this scenario, however, it is 

important to remember that tithes, a property right, would not be abolished, merely re

distributed. The Prime Minister, meanwhile, was always apt to support Stanley’s 

position; principally because his main concern was holding together the coalition Cabinet

72he had formed in 1830. Furthermore, he realized that he would have difficulty trying to 

pass any appropriation measure in the Lords; the drama in the summer o f 1833 with 

respect to 147*  ̂ Clause o f  the Irish Church Reform Bill was warning enough o f the 

difficulties which would beset any government which tried to legislate for 

appropriation.^^

Smith, L ord Grey, pp. 294-5.
Hawkins, Forgotten Prim e Minister, pp. 130-3.
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Meanwhile, the Irish C hief Secretary, Littleton, was committed to commutation, 

as he believed that it was ‘the only measure that could satisfy and settle Ireland’ '̂* since 

‘as long as the yoke o f  the Church Establishment is held on the necks o f  a Catholic 

population peace can never be maintained in Ireland except by fo rc e .N o n e th e le s s ,  

while firmly committed to commutation, Littleton together with the new Lord 

Lieutenant, his father-in-law, the Marquis o f  Wellesley, was also in favour o f reducing 

the revenues o f the established Church to a sum more proportionate to its needs, and 

using the surplus to fund the Catholic Clergy and other social, religious, and charitable 

purposes/^ However, although they were assisted by Lord Duncannon, their intentions in 

this regard were frustrated by the fact that they could not overcome the opposition o f  the 

Stanleyites in both Dublin Castle and in the Cabinet/^ Thus, it seemed clear to Littleton 

that Stanley was ‘the clog or dead-weight to the movements o f the Government in the 

direction o f real Church Reform.’ *̂ Consequently, a straight forward measure of 

commutation and redemption was drawn up, as per the recommendations o f  the Tithe 

Committees; Littleton believing that it was the only scheme ‘in which Lord Grey’s 

Cabinet could have been brought to concur at that tim e.’

Ultimately, this Plan received Cabinet approval because it was equally capable of 

forming the basis for the two incompatible policies o f the warring factions in the Cabinet. 

This was because those in favour o f  appropriation fully accepted that, before any re

distribution could take place, it would be necessary to ascertain and secure the monies 

which were to be appropriated. The immediate problem, therefore, was that tithe

Littleton diary, 7 July 1833, cited in A. Aspinall (ed.), Three Early Nineteenth Century D iaries  (London, 
1952), p, 344.

Littleton diary 12 May 1833, cited in Aspinall (ed ). Three Early Nineteenth Century Diaries, p. 328.
Duncannon to Edward J. Littleton, 6 Nov. 1833, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3028); 

Duncannon to Edward J. Littleton, 17 Sept. 1833, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3028); 
Duncannon to Littleton, 19 Oct. 1833, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3028); ‘Heads o f  a Plan 
for the Extinction o f  Tithes, Payment o f  the Roman Catholic Clergy, and for raising a general Land tax for 
the payment o f  a Grand-Jury Cess, the Income o f  the Incumbents o f  the Church and the Roman Catholic 
Clergy’, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm N o P. 3028); Duncannon to Edward J. Littleton, 25 Oct. 
1833, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No. P. 3028)].

Littleton, M em oir and Correspondence, p. 5.
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resistance threatened to abolish a property right by force/^ If  this was to happen, not only 

would there be nothing left either to support the Church or to appropriate for secular 

purposes, but the whole social, political and economic fabric o f society would be 

rendered open to similar assault and overthrow. Consequently, Littleton sought to 

separate the issues o f appropriation and property rights when he introduced the measure 

in the Commons, going so far as ‘to caution Members o f all parties against supposing 

that, in discussing that subject they were considering a question which in any manner 

involved the appropriation and application o f  Church property in Ireland;^° it was, he 

argued, ‘simply and entirely a question o f property ... as much a question o f property, as 

if  it regarded only the payment o f rent.’^'

However, the Cabinet unity which had stood behind Littleton when he introduced 

his bill quickly disintegrated under the pressure o f the denunciations o f O ’Connellites 

and English Radicals so that, by May, those in favour o f appropriation could no longer 

contain their frustration. Thus, when the Bill came on for its second reading Lord John 

Russell tried to assert the principle o f appropriation when he declared ‘that if  there ever

were a just ground o f complaint on the part o f any people against any grievance, it was

82the complaint o f the people o f Ireland against the present appropriation o f tithes.’ 

Russell then elaborated that he supported the present bill for the maintenance o f  tithes 

because it ‘vindicated the right o f property against those who wrongfully withheld them ,’ 

but that once that property was secured the issue o f their appropriation must be dealt with 

in a way which honoured the recent pledge o f  the House, in the wake o f  the defeat of 

O ’Connell’s Repeal motion, to ‘do justice to Ireland.’^̂  When Stanley heard these words, 

he scribbled a note and passed it to his Cabinet colleague and supporter, Graham, which

Holland to Cloncurry, 26 Feb. 1834, Valentine Lord Cloncurry, Personal Recollections o f  the Life and  
Times, with Extracts from  the Correspondence, o f  Valentine Lord Cloncurry (Dublin, 1844), pp. 357-9.

Littleton, 20 Feb. 1833, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxi. 572.
Ibid., 573.
Russell, 6 May 1834, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxiii. 666.
Ibid.
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84stated that ‘John Russell has upset the Coach. We cannot go on after his declaration ’ 

The Coach had not quite been upset yet, with the Cabinet meeting afterwards and 

deciding to move fonvard with the bill as it stood, however, the crisis foliov^^ed quickly 

after, as, seizing on Russell’s statement, the Radicals now put forward notice o f  a motion 

which stated that the Anglican Establishment in Ireland exceeded the spiritual wants o f 

the Protestant population.^^ The divisions in the Cabinet on the issue could no longer be 

papered over; some response to the motion had to be agreed upon or the Government as 

it was could not go on.*^ No agreement was possible, however, and Stanley, Graham, 

Ripon and Richmond all resigned; resignations which Jenkins has seen as ‘the 

culmination o f a long-running battle between Stanley and Lord John Russell, concerning 

the direction o f Irish policy, which was clearly inseparable from the personal competition 

for supremacy between these two rising stars o f  the Whig front-bench in the House o f 

Comm ons.’*̂

O ’CONNELLITE RETREAT FROM THE PRINCIPLE OF ABSOLUTE ABOLITION

However, while it was the issue o f appropriation which split the Cabinet, it was actually 

the unexpected proposal by Daniel O ’Connell o f his concrete alternative plan for tithe 

reform which had drawn forth the over-zealous and ultimately destructive remarks o f 

Russell in favour o f appropriation. Extraordinarily, having listened to two leading anti

tithe agitators, Dominick Ronayne and Patt Lalor, declare that they would oppose 

Littleton’s tithe bill because the people o f Ireland would accept nothing less than a total 

abolition o f  tithes, O ’Connell had stood up and, in a very conciliatory and disarming 

tone, announced his opposition to the bill on the basis that, by mixing up tithe with rent,

Parker, Life and Letters o f  Sir James Graham, i„ p. 187.
Hawkins, Forgotten Prime M inister, p. 140.
Ibid., pp. 140-1.
T A. Jenkins, The Liberal Ascendancy, I830-I866  (London, 1994), p. 22.
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it would involve the landlords in the Tithe War. Accordingly, he suggested that in order 

to avoid such a calamity the Government should strike o ff one fifth o f  the tithes, pay 

another fifth out o f  the general taxation o f  the United Kingdom, leave a further fifth to be 

paid by the landlord, and levy the remaining two-fifths on the occupier.^^ Stanley and 

Russell were stunned. For the last three and a half years they had been told, not least o f 

all by O’Connell himself, that what the people o f  Ireland objected to was not merely the 

am ount o f  the tithes, but the purpose for which they were levied.*^ Stanley dismissed the 

scheme outright, claiming that it left the clergy with a reduced income and no greater 

facility for collecting it than before; why should the farmer who refused to pay the whole 

o f  his tithe now, pay the reduced amount in future?'^” Likewise, a baffled Russell stood 

up to reject O ’Connell’s Plan on the basis that it was the appropriation, rather than the 

amount, o f tithes which was the problem in Ireland, and this led him to utter his famous 

and damaging (to the Government) words,

But why had O ’Connell suddenly caved in on the repeatedly stated demand o f 

anti-tithe protestors (including himself) that nothing short o f an absolute abolition o f 

tithes would satisfy them? Part o f the answer to this question lies in the social anxieties 

and concerns which the terms o f Littleton’s tithe bill raised in the minds o f O ’Connellites 

as a result o f the fact that it did not take into account the economic aspects o f  the tithe 

grievance nor o f  the dangers o f mixing up that impost with rents. In this respect, 

O ’Connell, fully aware that neither the current Government nor Commons were prepared 

to legislate for a total abolition o f  tithes, sought to avert potential social disaster by 

proposing a plan which he was convinced would lighten the burden o f tithes to an

** Ronayne, 6 May 1834, Hansard, 3̂ ‘* ser., xxiii. 626-31; Lalor, 6 May 1834, Hansard, 3’̂‘* ser., xxiii. 631- 
3; O’Connell, 6 May 1834, Hansard, 3̂ ** ser., xxiii 651-4.

See, for example, O ’Connell, 20 Feb. 1834, Hansard, 3‘̂‘* ser., xxi. 594-6. In this instance, however, it 
seems that O ’Connell was attempting to play on the divisions in the Cabinet rather than necessarily 
expressing his own beliefs.

Stanley, 6 May 1834, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxiii. 662-3.
Russell, 6 May 1834, Hansard, ser., xxiii. 665-6.
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acceptable extent for both landlord and farmer.^^ Thus, whereas Littleton’s plan, in the 

context o f a severely depressed agricultural economy, virtually invited the farmers to 

extend their resistance to rents, O ’Connell’s sought to prevent this by negating to the 

fullest possible extent the financial burden that any remodelled impost would c r e a t e . O f  

course, the religious odium o f tithes, whatever its new name, remained, but O ’Connell 

was hopeful that the pro-appropriation faction o f  the Cabinet would eventually get their 

way and settle this aspect o f the tithe grievance.

The second reason why O ’Connell changed his demands from abolition to 

reduction was based on his awareness that increasing middle-class apathy to the protest 

needed to be checked in order to prevent the anti-tithe movement slipping into the orbit 

o f the agrarian secret societies. This, indeed, would make the danger o f the opposition 

spreading to rents a much more potent one. Certainly O ’Connell’s complaints regarding 

the lack o f parochial petitions for Repeal (and he deliberately ensured that petitions 

against tithes were to be signed at the same time, in an attempt to mcrease the volume) 

demonstrate his awareness that local agitation was not the force that it had been in the 

early 1830s.^^ Indeed, we can use the example o f  County Tipperary to demonstrate the 

apathy that was beginning to seep into anti-tithe agitation across the country over the 

course o f late 1833 and early 1834. For example, in December 1833 Gerald Fitzgerald 

made some incisive comments regarding the state o f ‘political agitation’ (i.e. the 

O ’Connellite movements in favour o f  Repeal and the abolition o f  tithes) in the Cashel 

district at that time. Fitzgerald stated that although the absence o f  agitation was partly in 

response to the relative lack o f excitement in Dublin, which he believed always gave the

Public Letter o f Daniel O’Connell to William Sharman Crawford, 27 Sept. 1834, {FJ, 4 Oct. 1834).
O’Connell’s belief that the plan would be successful arose from the fact that its author, David Roche, the 

Repeal M.P, for Limerick City, had already canvassed landed and Catholic opinion in the southwest of 
Ireland. [Limerick Star and Evening Post, 11,18 Mar. 1834, Roche, 6 May 1834, Hansard, 3’̂'* ser., xxiii. 
668-9].
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‘signal’ for action to the Counties, he also contended that this phenomenon was a direct 

consequence of the fact that ‘very many of the persons who last year distinguished 

themselves as provincial Agitators are sincerely sick of their several p a r t s . T h u s ,  he 

believed in respect o f Repeal that ‘the reflecting portion of them perceive ... that it is not

07a question to be entertained by rational men with any serious hopes o f success.’ 

Nonetheless, he remained wary of O’Connell and the Dublin radicals’ ability to disturb 

the peace o f the County since ‘the Peasantry who have been kept in a constant whirl, are, 

to a man, the willing instruments of Agitation; their selflore is flattered, their importance 

exaggerated, by the various appeals made to them, and though a shrewd people, they are

98blind to the tergiversation and selfishness of their political leaders.’

In Fitzgerald’s analysis O ’Connell was like the Duke of York, leading his 

‘peasant’ army up and down the hill without any victory to show for it; the unthinking 

rank and file may have had their pride swelled by the great value their General placed on 

their movements, but the educated officer corps were beginning to grow weary of issuing 

orders and commands which appeared to amount to nothing more than theatre. But if 

Fitzgerald was a somewhat hostile witness, internal O’Connellite evidence equally points 

to the same weariness and exhaustion bearing an increased influence on political 

agitation at a local level. In particular, parochial petitioning on both tithes and repeal was 

weak during the first few months of 1834, and the foremost O’Connellite newspaper in 

the County, the Tipperary Free Press, which in 1832 had been in the vanguard o f the 

orchestration of a constitutional movement against tithes, struck a note o f desperation in 

its series of appeals to the people on the imperativeness of their petitioning against 

Littleton’s tithe bill before it became law.^^ Indeed, the very language of the newspaper’s 

recommendations to action tacitly acknowledged that a general malaise, a sense of

Gerald Fitzgerald to Edward J. Littleton, 2 Dec. 1833, (N.A.L, CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 660).
”  Ibid

Ibid.
TF !\ 7, 10 May, 11 June 1834.
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tiredness with the seemingly endless tedium of the whole anti-tithe campaign, was 

beginning to affect some parts o f the rural population. Thus, one appeal declared ‘Men of 

Tipperary! You must not sleep on your post. It is time for you once and again to 

a w a k e ! w h i l e  another ran ‘Once more, then, and again, men of Tipperary, who have 

ever been in the vanguard o f nationality, A RISE and speak out B O L D L Y .’

But the lacklustre performance of middle-class constitutional anti-tithe protestors 

in 1834 cannot be put down to mere exhaustion; it was also a sign that their perceptions 

of political opportunity, which had been re-awakened the previous summer by the 

Government’s retreat, had begun to close off again as a result o f the recommencement of 

the Tithe War during the winter and by the terms of the tithe bill which Littleton had 

produced. Indeed, the Pilot rationalized the failure of the country people’s dissatisfaction 

at Littleton’s tithe bill to materialize into mass petitioning against it with reference to just 

this sort of perception of a closing down of political opportunity:

We have been surprised that more petitions have not, in conformity with public 
sentiment, been adopted against the bill. We have caused extensive enquiries to 
be made as to the source of that apathy, and we have found it to be traced to a 
deep-brooding disgust, engendered by the flagitious violation of all promises and 
all expectations, which, infusing a total despair o f redress from Whig justice, has 
created a desperate resolve in the public mind, which may be embodied in the 
following sentence:- “It is no use to petition; but we won’t pay.” Now, we are far 
from approving of this dark apathy, founded on despair, which abstains from 
constitutional exertions.

O ’Connell’s fear that the protest would be abandoned by the middle-classes must 

have been heightened by the relative absence of the Catholic clergy from the petitioning 

campaigns of 1834 since this indicated that that body, who had thus far consistently 

provided much of the organizational backbone and confessional inspiration for the 

movement, could no longer be depended upon to continue to marshal and stimulate the

Ibid., 7 M ay 1834,
Ibid., 11 June 1834.
P/7o/, 3 Apr. 1834.
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protest at a local level. Probably the increase in violent anti-tithe riot and disorder 

provided the reason for this clerical r e t r e a t . A l r e a d y ,  in January 1834, the Irish 

Catholic Hierarchy had passed resolutions recommending the Catholic clergy to avoid 

involvement in political activity and forbidding the use o f Catholic buildings for any 

political or secular p u r p o s e . A r o u n d  the same time. Bishop Doyle himself, by now 

extremely hostile to O’Connell, wrote to Cloncurry outlining his abhorrence at the 

support the Catholic middle-classes had shown to Repealers at the last general election, 

and the extent to which he had been appalled by the anti-tithe and Whitefoot violence of 

the country people, who seemed to ‘thirst for disorder.

Nevertheless, it is important to emphasise that while O ’Connell may have had 

concerns over the future direction that the campaign would take, the anti-tithe protest was 

not, by any means, on the verge o f collapse. Political opportunities may have been 

perceived to be closing down, and the middle-classes may have become wearied of 

incessant agitation without consequent satisfaction, but the religious tensions and 

economic distress which had contributed to the outbreak of the Tithe War in the first 

place still provided compelling reasons for the farmers to withhold tithes. Indeed, 

agricultural prices had now reached their lowest point since 1830.'°^ Those established 

clergy meanwhile, who had refused the Million Act and demanded military and police 

assistance to enforce their dues continued to rouse the passions of the rural population.

Thus, the danger which O ’Connell perceived was not that the farmers would cave 

in and begin freely paying tithes at once; rather it was that a different sort o f movement 

would emerge if some constitutional victory was not achieved soon. This alternative 

movement would be based on endless resistance, subject to uncertain local leadership,

MacDonagh, ‘Economy and Society’, p. 224.
Oliver MacDonagh, ‘The Politicization o f  the Irish Catholic Bishops, 1800-50’ in H istorical Journal, 

xviii (1975), p. 44.
James Doyle to Cloncurry, 3 Mar. 1834, Cloncurry, Personal Recollections, p. 450.
See Appendix I.
GFP, 14 Jan. 1834; LS&EP, 2 May 1834].
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and liable to spread to rents. If  such a movement did development, it was then that 

O ’Connell feared opposition would collapse as the more moderate, timid and 

‘respectable’ farmers withdrew from it as a result o f a combination o f loathing at the 

m ovem ent’s aims, methods and new chiefs, dejection at it bleak prospects o f eventual 

success, and tiredness at the manifold commitments that unceasing opposition would 

require. By moderating the demands away from an absolute abolition o f tithes, 

O ’Connell put forward a goal that was achievable and which as a partial, if  not a total 

triumph, would give the ‘Catholic Nation’ its first victory since 1829. Such a victory 

would bring the Tithe War to a close, provide considerable financial relief to tithe payers, 

and end the possibility o f the protest spreading to rents. Most importantly, perhaps, it 

would re-invigorate the Catholic urban, rural and clerical middle-classes and spur them 

on to enlist in the future campaigns that O ’Connell was planning in his ‘justice for 

Ireland’ experiment; campaigns that would include demands for the further reduction o f 

tithes, leading to their eventual abolition.

Therefore, the necessity o f  altering Littleton’s tithe bill allowed O ’Connell to 

make the achievement o f substantial tithe reform the foremost project in the new phase o f 

his political career in which he proposed to drop Repeal so long as the Whigs put forward

far reaching measures o f Irish reform in order to justify their claims that Ireland was

108better o ff under the Union. Moreover, the current political climate gave O ’Connell 

reason to believe that it was the right time to press for a meaningful and beneficial 

reduction in the value o f  tithes. In particular, the fact that English Radicals, dismayed and 

appalled by the terms o f the recently introduced English Church Rate Bill, had begun 

mass agitation against the establishment in England boded well for his intentions in 

regard to the Irish C h u r c h . O ’Connell also perceived that some Whig M inisters were

Daniel O’Connell to P. V. Fitzpatrick, 7 May 1834, O’Connell, Correspondence, v, pp. 129-30.
Daniel O’Connell to Arch. MacHale, 22 Mar. 1834, O’Connell, Correspondence, v, pp. 117. On the 
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ill at ease with relying on Tory support to out-vote their own reformist backbenchers, and 

recognized that this would eventually drive the government closer to their left wing; as 

the Whig diarist Greville noted in relation to Conservatives and Whigs, moderates and 

reformists, ‘ill blood is constantly increasing between them, while O ’Connell and his tail 

and the radical blackguards sit by and chuckle at the evils these mutual jealousies and 

antipathies produce.’” ” Finally, the defeat o f  O ’Connell’s Repeal motion, conversely, 

quickened rather than stunted the union between the Whigs and O ’Connell; for, as 

MacDonagh argues, it extricated him ‘from his constitutional straitjacket’ and enabled 

him to ‘negotiate once again and more seriously with the W higs.’" '

But if  the political climate had seemed favourable for O ’Connell when he 

announced his alternative plan o f tithe reform, it became positively conducive over the 

course o f the next three months. Firstly, the extent o f the opposition to the proposed tithe 

plan compelled the Government to seek O ’Connellite support for their scheme; as 

Littleton recalled o f his ill-fated measure, it ‘encountered the greatest difficulties in 

Parliament ... it met with the opposition o f  the Primate, Mr. Shaw, and the Irish Church 

party on one side, and o f O ’Connell and the Repealers on the other; the one party 

deeming it went too far, the other not far enough. Both parties were aided by the great 

body o f the Conservative opposition.’"^ Indeed, the M inistry’s need to secure the general 

support o f O ’Connell and his ‘ta il’ was made even more imperative following the 

secession o f  Stanley, Ripon, Richmond and Graham from the Cabinet, and the 

consequent declaration o f  forty moderate Whigs M.P.s o f their disaffiliation from the 

Government."^

Thus, when the O ’Connellite M.P.s held a meeting with Althorp to discuss their

Decade o f  Reform: The Case o f  Church Rates, 1833-1841’ 'm English H istorical Review, vol. 102 No. 405 
(Oct., 1987), p. 891.
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objections to the tithe bill, the latter, ‘who had never liked [the bill],’ readily agreed to 

drop the redemption clauses and give the landlords greater benefits as compensation for 

being compulsorily required to collect the new la n d -ta x .C o n se q u e n tly , at the end o f 

June, Littleton announced that the bill would now provide a bonus to the landlords which 

would not be less than twenty percent but which could rise to forty percent, depending on 

various factors, and that the redemption clauses had been dropped."^ Critically, the 

Church Perpetuity Fund was to be used to fund the extra bonus, with the state also 

temporarily taking on some o f the burden, so that the clergy’s income only suffered a 

twenty percent drop.

Stanley was apoplectic and, in a speech which greatly damaged his reputation and 

deeply upset G rey,''^  he compared Littleton to a fair-ground thimble-rigger who

had got the pocket o f the Church, the pocket o f the State, the pocket o f the 
Landlord, the pocket o f the Tenant, the Perpetuity Fund, the Consolidated Fund, 
under his various thimbles, and these he shifted about from one thimble to 
another as he thought fit; at the same time he called on them to say, under which 
o f  the thimbles they were to be found, and kept exclaiming, “We have them under 
this thimble; oh, no! But they must be under that;” and as all the thimbles were 
taken up, it would be found that the property had altogether disappeared, and the 
dupes would be laughed a t . '’^

Stanley’s ire, however, was perfectly understandable, as the changes in the bill meant 

that the whole o f his endeavours in relation to the Irish Church for the previous three 

years had been for nothing. Firstly, the dropping o f  the redemption clauses scuppered his 

aim o f legislating for the abolition o f tithes through commutation and redemption so as to 

secure and fortify Irish ecclesiastical revenues. Secondly, the use o f  the Church 

Perpetuity Fund was, in essence, a form o f appropriation, and was an attempt to undo

Littleton, Memoir and Correspondence, p. 6, Denis Le Marchant, Memoir o f  John Charles Viscount 
Althorp IhirdE arl Spencer, (London, 1876).

Littleton, 23 June 1834, Hansard, 3’̂'* ser., xxiv. 731-5; Littleton, 30 June 1834, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxiv. 
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Stanley’s machinations during the previous summer in relation to the 147*  ̂Clause o f the 

Irish Church Temporalities Bill."*

But if  the alterations had further alienated moderates, the Government had not yet 

succeeded in catching O ’Connell, who continued to withhold his support for the bill and 

to maintain that its provisions would involve Ireland in a civil w ar."^ The resignation o f 

Grey, however, cleared the way for further alterations, especially when Duncannon

replaced Melbourne as Home Secretary, following the latter’s elevation to the

120premiership. Thus, in the committee stage o f  the tithe bill at the end o f July, the new

Ministry gave only token opposition to O ’Connell’s successful amendments to cancel all

121tithe arrears and make the forty percent reduction universal and immediate.

Therefore, perhaps in so far as was possible, O ’Connell’s demands for greater 

tithe reductions had been incorporated into Littleton’s tithe bill. This was a great 

achievement o ff the back o f the crushing defeat o f his Repeal motion barely two months 

earlier, and seemed to open up new and exciting vistas for a future alliance with a Whig 

Government shorn o f its conservative clogs and deadweights.'^^ Certainly, this appears to 

have been the light in which a cock-a-hoop O ’Connell saw events in the heady summer 

o f 1834 as he began his letter to Fitzpatrick telling o f his ‘victories’ with the lines from 

the United Irishmen song o f 1796:

And w e’ll plant a laurel tree.
And w e’ll call it “Victory”, 
said the Shan von V ocht.’^̂

On the creation o f  the Church Perpetuity Fund, and for Stanley’s machinations in respect o f  the passing 
o f  that measure through Parliament, see, Hawkins, Forgotten Prime M inister, pp. 116-8, 130-3.
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Moreover, he saw the current bill as only the beginning o f  his assault on tithes, writing 

optimistically that ‘I see no reason why more o f  the same dose may not be useful for the 

next d r a f t . T h i s  was all the more so since the principle o f appropriation, through 

which any further ameliorate o f tithes could only reasonably come, had been laid down 

through the use o f the Church Perpetuity Fund, while a commission had already been set 

up to investigate the distribution o f the revenues o f the Irish Church, with the obvious 

implication that it would lead to redistribution in the likely event o f a surplus being 

d is c o v e re d .T h u s ,  Littleton’s altered tithe bill looked set to end the Tithe War while 

leaving the gate open to further substantial tithe reform, to be achieved through 

constitutional and political action. That the bill tended to satisfy even the most ardent 

opponents o f tithes seems clear from the way in which strongly anti-tithe local

newspapers overwhelmingly supported it and reflected O ’Connell’s joy at the

126measure. Importantly, some newspaper coverage demonstrated the extent to which 

popular public opinion in Ireland recognized that what had been achieved was the most 

that realistically could have been.'^^ Taking into account such commentary, the Lord 

Lieutenant’s observations to Littleton in respect o f the final shape o f the bill that ‘it is 

greatly improved, and ... promises the removal o f  one o f the greatest obstacles to the 

tranquillity o f Ireland’ were well justified.

CONSERVATIVES, CHURCHMEN AND TITHE REFORM 

In the event, however, O ’Connellite joy was premature, as, on 11 August, the Lords

129threw out the tithe bill. Indeed, even before the Upper House debated the measure, 

both the Tory Lords and Bishops had held separate meetings whereat they had came to

Ibid.
Parry, Rise and Fall o f  Liberal Government, p. 109.
K.J, 6 Aug. 1834; TFP, 5 Aug. 1834.

6 Aug. 1834.
Wellesley to Edward J. Littleton, 7 Aug. 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I., Microfilm No P. 3030).
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unanimous resolutions to reject the bill.'^^ This decision, allied to the blocking o f the 

Clause o f the Church Temporalities Act the previous year, demonstrated the extent 

to which the question of the future of the revenues o f the Irish Church had enabled the 

House o f Lords to regroup after their defeat on the Reform Act and block measures 

passed by the Commons.'^' During the debate on the tithe bill Ellenborough rationalized 

the Lords’ new attitude by arguing that the tendency of the Reform Act had been very 

injurious to the established Church since it had increased middle class representation in

132the Commons. And it was amongst these middle class voters, he contended, that the 

numbers and influence of the Dissenters were strongest; in contradistinction, he believed, 

to ‘the higher and humbler classes’ where the friends o f the Church, the Protestants o f the

133establishment, were to be found.’ Thus, Ellenborough concluded, ‘the result was, that 

the House o f Commons no longer represented the religion of the greatest portion of the 

community’, and that, consequently, ‘their Lordships' House was the sole parliamentary 

representative of the great majority of the Protestant people of the country. It behoved 

them, therefore, to look well to every measure that threatened the Church.’'"̂ '' At the same 

time, however, Ellenborough declared that the Tory Peers would not have opposed the 

original terms of Littleton’s measure, as introduced in February, but considering that the 

session was now so far advanced, and since the bill could not be returned to the 

Commons in its original state without a great deal o f fatiguing and lengthy committee 

work, they had decided to reject the bill in its entirety.

Nevertheless, the Lords might have thought better o f their outright rejection of 

the bill if the condition o f the established clergy had been pressing on them; for the 

cushion of the Church Million Act had not been renewed in any shape by the Commons.

Greville, G revilie M emoirs, iii, p. 120.
A. S. Turberville, The House o f  Lords in the A ge o f  Reform: I784-I837  (London, 1958), pp. 333-50.
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Ibid.
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Yet this heavy consideration was undoubtedly lightened by the attitude o f the Primate, 

Archbishop Beresford, who encouraged the Lords to reject the bill. Thus Holland 

recorded in his journal that ‘the Church and the tories were exasperated and, sacrificing 

their interests to their passions, chiefly at the private instigation o f the Primate, a weak 

though gentlemanlike man, they rejected the bill by a considerable majority in the Lords. 

He had no seat this year in the House, but the Conservatives and Bishops consulted

136him .’ Greville, meanwhile, observed an aggressive arrogance in those Lords and 

Churchmen who had ensured the defeat o f the bill, writing that:

One thing is clear to me, that those Tories who are always bellowing “revolution” 
and “spoliation”, and who talk o f the gradual subversion o f  every institution and 
the imminent peril in which all our establishments are placed, do not really 
believe one word o f what they say, and, instead o f being oppressed with fear, they 
are buoyed up with delusive confidence and courage; for if  they did believe that 
the Church ... was in danger, and that its preservation was the one paramount 
desideratum, they would gladly avert ... that danger by a compromise 
involving a very small ( if  any) sacrifice o f principle, and which would secure to 
the Irish clergy, as far as human prudence, legislative sanction, and the authority 
o f the law can secure it, a permanent and complete provision, free from the 
danger and the odium which have for a long time past embittered the existence o f

137every clergyman in the country.

The same Ultra Tory hubris was in full force back in Ireland where the defeat o f 

the tithe bill was celebrated at assemblies o f the Conservative Society in Dublin, and at a

138series o f ‘Great Protestant M eetings’ throughout the autumn o f 1834. It was telling that 

at the end o f August the Earl o f  Winchelsea, one o f the principal speakers against the 

tithe bill in the Lords’ debate, was invited to attend one o f the Dublin meetings, after 

which he was made a member o f the Orange O r d e r . M o s t  serious, however, was the 

belligerent intention o f  many churchmen to secure their income in future by re

commencing the Tithe War and demanding that the Government do all in their power to

Fox, H olland House D iaries, p. 263.
Greville, Greville M emoirs, iii, p. 121.
DEM, 15, 20 Aug., 10, 12, 17, 24 Sept., 1,8 , 10, 15,31 Oct., 5, 12 Nov. 1834. 
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assist them. Thus, while campaigning for the rejection o f the Tithe Bill by the Lords, the 

Dublin Evening Mail had reassured readers who feared that the ruin o f  the clergy would 

be the consequence by claiming that ‘nothing can be more untrue’ since ‘the Law 

provides ample powers for the recovery o f  tithes, and the law must be enforced.’ '"*̂  

Furthermore, the Mail subsequently outlined a grand plan by which the clergy were to 

recover their tithes, the essence o f which was to solicit subscriptions from Protestants in 

order to form a ‘stock purse’ in every parish where tithes were in arrears; which fund 

would then be used to prosecute tithe defaulters by the most expensive legal processes 

possible and in such a way that the police would be forced to serve the legal papers 

involved. The end result, it was hoped, would be the defeat o f  passive resistance through 

fear o f legal costs. Therefore, the Mail predicted that, once suits had been commenced in 

every affected parish,

we shall soon have the deluded men, who have been lead astray by wicked and 
interested advisors, flocking in (as they were before), ANXIOUS TO PAY L'P THAT 

WHICH INTIMIDATION ALONE PREVENTED THEM FROM DISCHARGING -  The COStS 

recoverable against litigious defendants will be tremendous; while those incurred 
by the Clergy, as plaintiffs, will be allocated out o f a common fund. There will be 
nothing o f display or ostentation -  no military parade, or warlike manifestations -  
no exhibition o f  horse, foot and artillery -  no public driving o f cattle, or fruitless 
attempts at sales; the debt will be recovered and levied, as all other civil debts are 
-  recovered in the superior courts o f  justice -  levied by the officer o f the crown; 
and, as long as there is even the semblance o f a government in the country, the 
King’s writ m u st-a y e  must be executed.*'^'

In response to ‘the timid and the waverers’ who questioned the ability o f the Church to 

recover its property ‘to the utmost farthing’ without there being ‘blood spilt, insurrection 

fomented, [and] rebellion excited,’ the Mail gave assurances that in the proposed plan 

‘there will be no such thing’; or at least that, even if  such resuhs did occur, ‘still property

140 Ibid., 6 Aug. 1834. 
Ibid.
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should be protected, and the majesty o f the law vindicated at any risk, and under any

, 142circumstances.

In fact, the clerical campaign to recover tithes during the autumn and early winter 

o f 1834 was a complete disaster. This failure was not for lack o f  enthusiasm on the part 

o f the clergy, however, and the formation o f a central Clerical Society in Dublin, along 

with Diocesan branches across Ireland,’”*̂  can be seen as an enthusiastic response to the 

call o f McGhee for a display o f unity by all Protestants in support o f ‘a Church against 

which the votary o f infidelity -  the victim o f superstition -  the vicious -  the profligate -  

the blood-thirsty; - the disturber o f social order -  the subverter o f civil government -  the 

invader o f property -  the violator o f  oaths -  the seditious -  the turbulent, and all that 

follow in their train, are up in a r m s . D e s p i t e  this, however, the Clerical Society failed 

in its endeavours to enforce tithes for two reasons. Firstly, although branches o f  the 

Clerical Society were successfully set up to solicit, collect and distribute donations from 

the laity to those clergymen undertaking legal action against their parishioners, 

ultimately, such subscriptions did not flood in in the manner anticipated. Secondly, the 

Irish Government discreetly pointed out to the Clerical Society that, under the laws o f 

maintenance, it was illegal to use money collected from people with no concern in the 

tithes o f a parish to prosecute those who had (i.e. the tithe p a y e r s ) . A s  a result o f these 

considerations, the Clerical Society fell back on its other objective; that was, to try to 

persuade the landed proprietors to voluntarily take on the collection o f tithes, and thereby 

avail o f a fifteen percent bonus, as provided under the terms o f Stanley’s 1832 

Compulsory Tithe Composition Act. In this respect, the Clerical Society used what funds 

they had collected to issue circulars to landlords, clergymen and land agents giving legal

Ibid., 22 Aug. 1834.
■''-Mbid., 6, 17 Oct., 3 Nov. 1834
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advice on how this could be done and to distribute the various forms which gave power 

to the a g r e e m e n t . T h e  Dublin Evening Mail, meanwhile, published articles 

encouraging landlords to take on the collection and, thereby, save not only the clergy, but 

also the principles on which their own tenure rested.'"'’ Nonetheless, the majority o f 

Protestant landlords were as deaf to these appeals as they had been to those for donations 

to the Clerical Society. For all that the Dublin Evening Mail liked to triumphantly 

announce the name o f each new landlord who undertook the collection, the reality was 

that most only did so where conditions meant that they gained pecuniary advantage 

without attracting the hostility o f their tenants. Thus, in the Diocese o f  Derry, where no 

anti-tithe combination existed and the payment was well made, nearly all o f the landlords 

took advantage o f  an easy pecuniary bonus.*''* In the Diocese o f  Ossory, however, 

landlords only consented to take on £505 out o f a total composition o f  £32,655 while in 

that o f  Cloyne, only £130 out o f nearly £60,000 worth o f tithes.

The last strand o f the clerical campaign o f 1834, however, was the most 

disastrous o f  all. This involved the attempt to seize and sell their debtors goods, despite 

the fact that such proceedings had failed so often in the previous four years. Indeed, a 

worried Littleton communicated with the Commander o f the Forces in Ireland in order to 

ascertain the readiness o f the armed forces for a renewal o f  the Tithe War, on the basis o f 

his correct assumption that ‘although it appears to be the mtention o f  the Clergy to 

proceed for arrears o f Composition by Bill in equity, yet there is no doubt that in cases 

where the parties liable to the Composition are in occupation o f the soil, they will in 

many cases d i s t r a i n . T h u s ,  he concluded, ‘there can be no doubt that ... there will be

DFM, 17 Oct, 1834.
Ibid., 19 Sept., 5 Nov. 1834.
Return o f  Amount o f  Composition fo r  Tithes in Ireland, H.C. 1835 (405), xlvii, 79.
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pretty work for the army and the Pohce.’'^' Littleton was soon proved right when, in 

December, two serious affrays, both o f which involved the loss o f life, took place 

between protestors and the authorities, as the latter tried to protect the seizure o f 

livestock and hay. The first incident occurred on 1 December, in the Parish o f Keady, 

County Armagh, where a crowd o f over one hundred people assembled on the hills 

overlooking a large party o f  police who were protecting bailiffs engaged in seizing

152livestock. This crowd was particularly agitated by the fact that they appear to have 

been under the impression that it was no longer legal to collect tithes, and, although 

virtually all the protestors were armed with nothing more than stones, sticks and 

agricultural tools, one man had turned up with a gun.'^^ No collision or attempted rescues 

occurred, however, until the police attempted to take that m an’s gun from him, upon 

which a general affray ensued, with one protestor being shot dead.'^"* Nonetheless, bad as 

this was, much worse was to follow quickly afterwards, at the opposite end o f the 

country, at Rathcormac, County Cork. Here, Archdeacon Ryder, who was in the 

commission o f  the peace, personally led a large force o f  troops and police in an attempt 

to protect his bailiffs while they seized goods for tithe a r r e a r s . T h e  man himself, 

however, was particularly odious in the l o c a l i t y , w h i l e  the article being seized, hay, 

was always sure to arose agitated feelings on the part o f the country people, not only 

because its loss caused particular pecuniary distress, but because several clergymen had 

infuriated their parishioners two years before by burning distrained hay after they had 

failed to sell it. Consequently, a protesting crowd armed with the usual impromptu 

weaponry barricaded themselves into the haggard on the Widow Ryan’s farm, from 

where they became involved in an affray with the military which resulted in the instant
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death of seven o f the protestors.

Thus, the closing months of 1834 were a chastening experience for the 

established Church in Ireland. The isolation of the position o f Irish Protestant Churchmen 

was never more apparent, as it confirmed to them that while they could depend on 

English Ultra Tory support in the Lords to block measures they felt were detrimental to 

their Church, they could rely on little support from the Protestant landlords in Ireland. In 

addition, the clergy’s failure to recover their tithes, either through the legal system or by 

distraint, confirmed what Beresford had already admitted to Littleton the previous April; 

that is, that ‘a retreat upon the former [Tithe] system is cut off.’’̂  ̂Therefore, it was now 

strikingly clear to the Church that some legislative enactment would be urgently required 

before the established clergy could reasonably expect to peacefully receive their incomes. 

In essence, in being forced to seek the landlords’ help to collect their tithes, the Anglican 

Church had been compelled to accept exactly what the Government had been trying to 

do, that is, to compulsorily convert tithes into a rent charge. The obvious reluctance of 

the Protestant landlords of the south to take the collection o f tithes upon themselves on 

the back o f a bare fifteen reduction, despite the appeals of the Protestant press and clergy, 

further brought it home to the established Church that a more generous allowance would 

be necessary if the landed proprietors were to be forced to undertake the dangers and 

odium of the burden. The awareness of the awkwardness o f the position that the Church 

o f Ireland had gotten itself into was clear in the sheepish attitude of Beresford when he 

met with Littleton to plead for an extension of the deadline for the repayment by the 

clergy of the first instalment of the loans that they had received under the Church Million 

Act.’̂  ̂ A few months later, the extent of the established Church’s retreat was made 

evident in their backing and acceptance o f the new Conservative Ministry’s tithe bill

1 ,3 , 6, 8 Jan. 1835.
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which reduced the value of tithes by twenty five  percent, converted them into a 

redeemable rent charge, and cancelled all arrears of tithes, using the remnants of the 

Church Million to compensate the clergy for their tithes of 1834.'^*’ Indeed, Shaw, who 

was virtually a spokesman for the established Church in Ireland in the Commons, was on 

the Committee which drew up the bill, along with Ellenborough, the most vocal 

opponent of Littleton’s tithe bill during the Lords’ debate on it the previous August.’̂ '

The unexpectedly quick opportunity for the Church of Ireland to demonstrate 

their acceptance o f the need for the reform o f the tithe system came about as a result of 

the King’s sudden dismissal of Melbourne’s Ministry in November and its replacement 

by a Government headed by Peel.’̂  ̂ The underlying cause of this last attempt by a 

sovereign to actively intervene in the formation of the Government without reference to 

Parliament was the King’s deep concern regarding the Irish Church policy of 

Melbourne’s first administration.’̂  ̂ The final breach was occasioned when Melbourne 

attempted to make Russell his leader in the Commons following Althorp’s succession to 

a peerage. Russell, of all the Whigs, was most closely associated with the policy of 

appropriation, and in this respect, William IV objected to Melbourne’s p r o p o s a l . T h e  

King duly dismissed the prime minister and set about attempting to install a moderate 

ministry under Peel. The numbers in the House, o f course, were overwhelmingly against 

such a possibility, and consequently, a dissolution of Parliament was granted. In the 

ensuing general election at the start o f 1835 the Conservatives won nearly one hundred 

additional s e a t s . T h e s e  gains, however, were not enough to guarantee Peel a 

dependable majority in the Commons, and he was forced to attempt to lead a minority
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gov ern m en t.N ev erth e less , Peel’s ‘One Hundred Days’ Ministry was important in 

demonstrating the extent to which he had brought the Conservatives and Ultra Tories to 

accept the urgent necessity of Irish tithe reform. For example, in the Tamworth 

Manifesto, which put forward ‘a statement to the country of the principles of the new

1 f t !administration,’ Peel stated that:

I cannot give my consent to the alienation of Church property, in any part o f the 
United Kingdom, from strictly ecclesiastical purposes. But I rep eat... in regard to 
the Church Establishment in Ireland, that, if by an improved distribution of the 
revenues o f the Church its just influence can be extended, and the true interests of 
the Established religion promoted, all other considerations should be made 
subordinate to the advancement o f objects o f such paramount importance,'^*

The immediate effects of this moderate reformism was an Irish tithe bill which was 

almost identical to that which Littleton had originally introduced a year before, except 

that it gave a greater reduction than that bill had at first afforded.

THE POLITICS OF APPROPRIATION

Nevertheless, despite its commitment to moderate reform. Peel’s Ministry was doomed 

to fail when Russell managed to replicate Peel’s achievement of maintaining centrist 

support whilst placating his extreme wning.'^  ̂ This Russell did by persuading moderate 

Whigs that a more radical reform of the Irish Church than that proposed by Peel was 

justified and urgently required, and, moreover, by calming their anxieties regarding the

170necessity of O’Connellite and Radical support to achieve it. This broad opposition 

coalition of Whigs, Liberals, Radicals and O’Conellites was tentatively achieved during
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the spring of 1835 and subsequently became known as the ‘Lichfield House Compact.’'^' 

The final Lichfield House meeting took place on 23 March and confirmed the issue of 

the appropriation o f surplus Irish Church revenues as the cement that held the grouping

172together. When Hardinge introduced the Conservative’s tithe bill Russell gave notice 

of a motion for the House to go into Committee ‘for the purpose o f taking into 

consideration the expediency of applying any of the surplus revenues o f the Church of 

Ireland not required for the spiritual care o f the Members of that Church, to the religious 

and moral instruction o f all classes o f the community.’ ' ’  ̂ Having marshalled his troops 

beforehand, Russell defeated the government’s opposition to the motion by 322 to 289 

v o t e s . R u s s e l l  then carried a motion stating that it was the opinion of the House that no 

measure upon the subject o f Irish tithes could lead to a final and satisfactory adjustment 

which did not embody the principle of appropriation.*^^

In consequence of this. Peel resigned, to be replaced by Melbourne, who resumed 

the premiership saddled with a commitment to pass an appropriation measure, but having 

successfully resisted the demands that his most radical supporters, O’Connell, Brougham 

and Durham, be given o f f i c e . A t  the same time, Russell was given the Home Office

177and ‘suzerainty over Ireland.’ Thus, Mandler concludes, ‘Ireland, thereafter, became a

kind of Foxite fiefdom,’ as a trio o f reformers, Mulgrave, Morpeth, and Drummond, all

highly sympathetic to popular Catholic sensibilities and grievances, were appointed to

1 7 8the Lord Lieutenancy, Chief Secretary’s Office, and Under Secretaryship respectively.

In subsequent years, the way in which this trio, especially Drummond, handled the 

governance o f Ireland, not least o f all the with respect to the difficult subjects o f law,
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order and the Tithe War, was so satisfactory to popular Catholic opinion that historians 

have referred to the period as ‘a St. M artin’s summer in the long winter o f  the Union. 

Nonetheless, although the new Irish appointments demonstrated the M inistry’s 

commitment to govern Ireland according to the Foxite ideals o f  kind and paternal 

government, for British Whigs, liberals and Radicals, the issues which had driven them 

to enter alliance with O ’Connell on the future o f the revenues o f  the Church o f  Ireland 

had as much to do with the position o f Anglicanism in England and its relationship with 

Dissent, as with Irish Church policy.'*'* For Russell, himself, meanwhile, aside from 

ideological reasons, appropriation was the crucial issue which prevented Stanley from 

superseding him in their personal battle for political supremacy and leadership amongst 

reformist W higs.'*'

But if  the appropriation issue served the ends o f  certain strains in English politics, 

it is not so easily explicable why it should have secured the Whigs O ’Connellite backing. 

Certainly a few prominent Irish individuals, such as Lord Cloncurry,'*^ Bishop Doyle, 

Bishop Kinsella,'*'* and William Shannan Crawford,'*^ had insisted that as a valuable 

property tithe should not be abolished, arguing instead that it should be diverted into

charitable and educational purposes; but the idea had never taken root among the country

186people, who continued to petition Parliament for a total abolition o f  tithes. O f course, 

if  Peel had set his face against tithe reform O ’Connell would have been forced into 

supporting the Whigs; but the new Prime M inister had not adopted this stance, and had.

M. A. G. 6  Tuathaigh, Thomas Drummond and the Government o f  Ireland, 1835-41 (Dublin, 1978), p.
4.

Hawkins, Forgotten Prime M inister, p. 174.
Jenkins, Liberal Ascendancy, p. 26.
Cloncurry, Personal Recollections, pp. 351-2.
Doyle, Letter to Thomas Spring Rice.
William Kinsella to Edward J. Littleton, 10 Apr. 1834, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.l. Microfilm No. P. 

3029).
Public Letter o f  William Sharman Crawford to Daniel O’Connell, 12 Sept. 1834, {FJ, 16 Sept. 1834).

186 O ’Connell him self realised that the benefit o f  either total or partial abolition o f  tithes, without 
appropriation, would likely end up in the landlords’ pockets through commensurate rent increases, but he 
confessed that he saw little other alternative with respect to tithes, given the people’s insistence on 
abolition. [Daniel O ’Connell to William Sharman Crawford, 17 Sept. 1834, O ’Connell, Correspondence, v, 
pp. 184-5]. Patt Lalor, however, believed that no such rent increases would take place. [Second Report 
Commons, Tithes (508), p. 379].
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in fact, actually put forward a bill which had much in common with the (successful) 1838 

Tithe Act. However, there was a great deal o f difference between the circumstances o f 

1835 and those o f 1838, and those o f the former year would have greatly militated 

against the success o f  Peel’s tithe bill. Firstly, in 1835, agricultural prices reached their 

lowest point since 1822.'^’ Secondly, the massacre at Rathcormac had once more 

heightened the sense o f tithes as a confessional grievance to a very high p i t c h . T h i r d l y ,  

the religious tensions o f the decade probably reached their peak in the m id-1830s.’^̂  

Finally, O ’Connellites and Irish liberals had fought the 1835 Election on the principle o f 

‘No Tories, No Tithes’; a commitment which compelled them to assist the Whigs in their 

attempts to return to power.

In these contexts, then, O ’Connell could hardly be expected to support a tithe bill 

which gave fifteen percent less o f a reduction in the impost than that o f  eight months 

previously. Moreover, it seemed at this time that, while British public opinion would not 

force a reformulation o f the 1834 tithe bill, with its forty percent reduction, through the 

Lords, it was primed to propel an appropriation measure through the Upper House. Thus, 

by balancing a decreased reduction with an appropriation clause, a similar blow to Irish 

tithes could be achieved in 1835 as had been nearly done the previous year. In this sense, 

then, it is important to clarify that appropriation was ‘tangential’ to the tithe question 

only in so far as it provided a solution to a problem which popular opinion wished to 

solve a different way: the reason the rural people did not press for appropriation was 

because they did not want to replace tithes with local taxation for other purposes, not 

because the tithe grievance had no religious basis. Indeed, the Poor Law riots o f  1843

See Appendix I.
O’Connell, for example, while speaking about the tragedy, was able to reduce a crowd to tears during an 

electoral address in Tralee a few weeks after it occurred. [Daniel O’Connell to John O’Connell, 4 Jan. 
1835, O’Connell, Correspondence, v, p. 246],

See, for example, the comments o f Alexis de Tocqueville regarding County Carlow in this period, as 
well the controversy over the death o f  Father John Walsh in the same County, in 1835. [Alexis de 
Tocqueville, Journeys to England and Ireland, ed. J. P. Mayer (London, 1957), p. 130; Cronin, The Death 
ofFr. John Walsh],
’ ° MacDonagh argued that the principle o f appropriation ‘was tangential, if not actually irrelevant to the 
tithe issue.’ [MacDonagh, ‘Economy and Society’, p. 224],
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indicate that farmers were unhappy about any further taxes being placed on them, 

regardless o f the ‘charitable’ purpose o f such a charge.'^' Patt Lalor perhaps best 

rationalized the rural population’s attitude to appropriation when he argued that while the 

farmers would undoubtedly prefer to pay tithes for educational or charitable objectives 

than to support the established clergy, they remained committed to abolition because they 

did not see why the agricultural community should be the only sector o f the economy 

burdened for such p u rp o s e s .N o n e th e le s s ,  in the context o f 1835, a balance o f 

appropriation and partial abolition did offer O ’Connell a politically achievable way in 

which to make inroads into both the religious and economic aspects o f the tithe 

grievance. This can clearly be seen in M orpeth’s tithe bill o f  1835 which reduced the 

value o f the composition by thirty percent, converted the remainder into a rent charge, 

and provided for the suspension, in future, o f  the presentation to the 860 benefices in 

Ireland (out o f  a total o f 2,405), which contained less than fifty Episcopalian 

P r o t e s t a n t s . I n  such parishes the tithes would continue to be collected as a rent charge, 

but the resultant surplus o f £58,076 would be used for educational p u r p o s e s . O f  

course, this did not actually abolish tithes, but such a clause did strike right at the heart o f 

the moral grievances associated with the impost. From both a religious and economic 

point o f view, then, this bill, while it did not come near to abolishing tithes, was a 

genuine attempt to settle the tithe question with reference to all those points which 

irritated Catholics, whilst still maintaining the Church o f  Ireland.

However, the Peers returned the bill to the lower House with its appropriation 

clauses stripped, and the Government consequently refused to proceed with it.’^̂  

Furthermore, during the 1835 session, the upper House also impeded and obstructed

Peter Grey, The Making o f the Irish Poor Law, 1815-43 (Manchester, 2009), p. 311.
Second Report Commons, Tithes (508), p. 378.
Morpeth, 26 June 1835, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxviii.1338-40.
Ibid., 1337-8.
Divisions, 24 Aug 1835, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxx. 884, 935-6; Spring Rice, 29 Aug. 1835, Hansard, 3”* 

ser., xxx. 1119.
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other Whig measures, relating to both Enghsh and Irish affairs, including municipal 

reform, an issue which was much closer to O ’Connell’s heart than t i th e s .T h e r e f o r e ,  

this was the crucial moment which would decide the future viability o f  any tithe act 

which sought to appropriate the surplus revenues o f the Church o f Ireland. If the 

blocking power o f the Lords was to be challenged, it had to be done at this time. 

O ’Connell was certainly not wanting in this respect, making a tour o f northern England 

and Scotland at the close o f the 1835 Session in an effort to rally British public opinion 

to take on the Peers, as it had done during the Reform c r i s i s . H o w e v e r ,  although 

O ’Connell was well received by Radicals, and although the middle-classes were annoyed 

by the aristocracy’s overt use o f its constitutional powers, it was clear that there was 

going to be no snowballing movement against the Upper House. As Gash argues, not 

only was there ‘no real feeling against the aristocracy as an institution in middle-class 

English society’, but also ‘the inevitable waning o f the 1831 reform enthusiasm, the 

resumption o f normal electoral influences, the discontent caused by many o f the Whig 

reforms, Anglican fear o f  dissent, English dislike o f O ’Connell, agricultural suspicion o f 

radical free traders -  all conspired to pen the Whigs within the narrow constitutional 

framework through which government still o p e r a t e d . I n  addition. Whig attitudes, 

especially those o f Melbourne, militated against any such movement. For example, in 

1835 Holland had warned the returning Prime M inister that ‘a Ministry with a decided 

majority in the Lords against it, without the appearance certainly, and the reality 

possibly, o f any Court Powers and with a bare majority in the Commons cannot be sure 

o f  commanding s u c c e s s . B u t  when the indolent Melbourne discovered the truth o f this 

in respect o f not just Irish measures, but also a variety o f  English bills, he did not react by 

taking on his adversaries, but, instead, by resigning him self to the realities o f the

MacDonagh, Emancipist, pp. 132-3.
’^'^Ibid., pp. 133-4.

Norman Gash, Aristocracy and People: Britain, 1815-1865  (Massachusetts, 1979), p. 172.
Mitchell, L ord Melbourne, p. 166
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situation and seeking accommodation with Peel to ensure that measures passed both 

houses.^°'^ As Mitchell notes, Melbourne ‘was never tempted to play the radical himself,’ 

for he ‘regarded the powers of the Lords as sacrosanct.

Appropriation, however, was a difficult issue. The Melbourne Ministry had 

returned to power on a motion which stated that no tithe bill could finally or satisfactorily 

settle the tithe question unless it legislated for appropriation. Peel and the Conservatives 

had disagreed with this and so had been turned out by the Commons in favour of 

Melbourne, who committed the government to just such a measure. Thus, on the one 

hand, the Government were clearly not prepared to take on the Peers in order to push 

through an appropriation measure, yet, on the other, to put forward a tithe bill without a 

clause to that effect negated the whole basis on which the Ministry had come to power.

Consequently, tithe bills containing appropriation, or pseudo-appropriation, clauses were

202yet again unsuccessfully placed before Parliament in both 1836 and 1837. But 

O’Connell soon lost patience with an issue that was so obviously a dead end. Thus, in 

December 1836 he indicated to the Whigs that his continued support for the Ministry was 

not dependent on their commitment to appropriation, his only demand being that any

203future tithe bill legislate for ‘a proper deduction from the burthen of tythes.’

Indeed, O ’Connell’s desire to bring an end to the Tithe War at this time was 

heightened by the tactics of the established clergy, numbers of whom had, since the 

spring of 1836, attempted to use ‘writs of rebellion’ to recover their tithes. The 

inspiration for the commencement of a concerted campaign using this method, which the 

clergy and their supporters had toyed with since August 1834, came from a newly 

established lay Church Property Protection Association, which was the brainchild of 

Orange magnates and Ultra Tories such as Lords Famham, Roden, Enniskillen and

Gash, Aristocracy and People, p. 173.
Mitchell, Lord M elbourne, p. 185.
MacIntyre, Liberator, p. 193.
Daniel O ’Connell to Henry Warburton, 29 D ec 1836, O ’Connell, Correspondence, v, p. 413.
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Bandon.^^"* The difference this time, however, was that church mihtants now had a 

substantial backing in England from which they could draw support; for, since 

appropriation and O ’Connell’s support for the Government had become the divisive issue 

in British politics, the established clergy had found succour, both financial and moral, 

from English Conservatives.

Under the plan, the Court o f  Exchequer was applied to in order to issue an ancient 

process known as a ‘writ o f rebellion’ which could then be taken by a court appointed 

‘com missioner o f  rebellion’ to the sheriff, police or military, who, under the writ, were 

compelled to arrest the debtor and imprison him until the debt was paid.^°^ This process 

was extremely vexatious since it had to go through the Court o f  Exchequer and this 

meant that the costs associated with it for the defendants were enormous. The plan failed 

to comprehensively defeat tithe resistance because Drummond refused to instruct the 

police to recognize the writs, or to act upon them without prior instructions to do so from 

the Castle; instructions which rarely came.^°^ For Drummond, ‘the duty o f the police ... 

was to keep the peace, to arrest public offenders, but not to aid in civil process. 

Nevertheless, the costs associated with the process and the ability o f  the clergy to have 

them served on some o f their recalcitrant parishioners, through the occasional assistance 

o f local Tory sheriffs, sub sheriffs, etc., who became popularly known as ‘Rebellion 

Ruffians’, was very worrying. Ultimately 160 people were imprisoned for tithe debts in 

1836, and a further 146 in 1837.^°^ Indeed, O ’Connell, who was him self pursued for tithe 

debts in this manner, responded by setting up the General Association o f Ireland in July

O’Brien, Fifty Years, pp. 502-3.
Corrected Report o f  the Proceedings at the PuhUc Meeting Held at Freemasons ’ Hall, December 3, 

J835; His Grace The Lord Bishop o f Canterbury in the Chair; For the Relief o f  the Distresses o f  the Irish 
Clergy (London, 1835); John Wolffe, The Protestant Crusade in Great Britain, 1829-1860 (Oxford, 1991), 
pp. 77-106.

® O’Brien, Fifty Years, p. 503.
R. Barry O’Brien, Thomas Drummond: Under-Secretary in Ireland, 1835-40. Life and Letters (London, 

1889), pp. 222-9.
Ibid., p. 222.
Return o f Number o f  Persons committed to Prison in consequence o f  Proceedings connected with 

Recovery o f  Tithe in Ireland, since January 1831, H.C. 1837-38 (253), xxxviii, 319.
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1836, which was modelled on the old Catholic Association and which busied itself with 

the collection o f  a ‘justice rent’ and prosecutions o f counter-actions on behalf o f the tithe 

d e f a u l t e r s . I t  proved to be ‘one o f the more successful o f O ’Connell’s popular 

excursions.’^"

Nonetheless, despite the success o f the General Association, O’Connell’s 

continued willingness to accept substantially less than the total abolition o f  tithes left him 

badly open to political censure and attack. W illiam Sharman Crawford, for instance, 

frequently challenged O ’Connell’s willingness to compromise on the issue on the basis 

o f  the peoples’ expressly stated determination that tithes should be totally abolished and

9 1')

not simply that they ‘be relieved from a fractional portion o f the tithe assessm ent.’ 

Thus, at W estminster he forced O ’Connell to vote with English and Irish Conservatives 

against Crawford’s (defeated) motion that the 1836 tithe bill be modified so as to 

legislate for a total abolition o f tithes; a motion which was supported by eighteen liberal 

Irish members, including ten R e p e a l e r s . M e a n w h i l e ,  back in Dublin Crawford 

attempted (unsuccessfully) to carry resolutions at the General Association in favour o f 

the complete abolition o f  tithes, and backed these up with denunciations o f O ’Connell for 

sacrificing Irish concerns for the sake o f the Government’s convenience and interests.^’"' 

But if  Crawford had little reliable parliamentary support, and if  his motions and 

denunciations were irritating and embarrassing rather than fatal, a potentially more 

critical source o f  discord over O ’Connell’s willingness to compromise on the tithe issue 

arose when Archbishop MacHale strongly, and publicly, criticised any tithe reform

9  1 Swhich did not abolish the burden altogether. Gallingly, O ’Connell was told that the

MacDonagh, Emancipist, p. 154.
Ibid., p. 153.
Sharman Crawford, 1 July 1836, Hansard, ser., xxxiv. 1135, MacIntyre, Liberator, p 194, 

MacDonagh, ‘Economy and Society’, p. 224.
Sharman Crawford, 1 July 1836, Hansard, 3̂ '̂  ser., xxxiv. 1 135-45; Division, 1 July 1836, Hansard, 3'̂ ‘' 

ser , xxxiv. 1149-50.
MacIntyre, Liberator, p. 194.
L'J, 29 May 1837, Arch. John MacHale to Daniel O’Connell, 26 May 1837, O’Connell, 

Correspondence, vi, p. 38, Daniel O ’Connell to Arch. John MacHale, 31 May 1837, O ’Connell,
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priests o f the Archdiocese o f Tuam ‘deeply sympathise[d] with [their] faithful flocks in 

the grief and mortification they experience at the utter frustration o f the hopes which they 

entertained o f the abolition o f the Tithe system ,’ and he worriedly conceded to 

Fitzpatrick that unless MacHale ‘shall relax, the Connaught members will vote against 

us.’̂ ’̂

Thus, by November 1837, O ’Connell feared that he was in a dangerous position.

It is true that no one individual or group had emerged which could pose an effective 

challenge to his leadership o f Irish popular politics, but it remained a very real danger 

that the attitudes o f  several groupings threatened to sunder the unity o f O ’Connell’s 

support and O ’Connellite politics generally. M eanwhile anti-tithe meetings continued to 

take place to petition Parliament on the tithe question. While that these meetings took 

place with O ’Connell’s encouragement, and, in particular, he conjoined the municipal 

reform campaign with the tithe issue in order to increase its support, nonetheless, it 

remained that the popular demand remained a total abolition o f tithes. Therefore, it was 

clear that O ’Connell was now in danger o f losing all those elements which had made him 

so formidable a force in the first place; namely, the organizational support o f the liberal 

Catholic clergy, the extra-parliamentary support o f the Catholic masses, and the electoral 

and parliamentary support o f the most advanced sections o f  the politically active Irish 

classes. W ithout these three elements to back him the obvious danger was that O ’Connell 

would become nothing more than the foremost Irish liberal M.P., bound hand and foot to 

the Whigs. Therefore, in response to Irish clerical, parliamentary and popular criticisms 

o f  his tithe policy for the past three years, and in an attempt to recover his position and 

prevent the danger o f  further erosion in his support, O ’Connell, in his public letter to the

Correspondence, vi, pp. 39-41, Daniel O’Connell to P. V. Fitzpatrick, 3 June 1837, O ’Connell, 
Correspondence, vi, p. 42.
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Irish Protestant Clergy, once again performed an about face on the tithe q u e s t i o n . I n  

his new scheme, O ’Connell reverted back to the original demand that tithes be utterly 

abolished. The means by which this would be done made full use o f  a type o f disguised 

appropriation as it proposed that, in future, tithes, reduced by thirty percent, should be 

paid out o f the Consolidated Fund. In return, taxation exclusively drawn from Ireland 

would take on the full cost o f the Irish Constabulary.^’* The scheme was ingenious since, 

when stripped o f  its principles, it simply involved a re-arrangement o f the current 

distribution o f  taxation. Thus, economically the plan had no clear winners or losers, 

although ideologically it would sweep the anti-titheists to complete victory. Could the 

proposal work? W ould tithe oppositionists be satisfied that tithes had been abolished? 

Would the Whigs and Radicals believe that their principal o f appropriation had won 

through? Would the Tories fail to spot the sleight o f hand that was being practised? If all 

this slotted into place O ’Connell would have done what seemed impossible; that is, to 

have solved the Tithe War by satisfying all concerned.

Certainly 1838 started with a series o f  triumphs for O ’Connell. Firstly, in the 

middle o f  February, the new Queen, who was favourable to the Whigs and justice for 

Ireland, expressed her desire to meet him.^'^ Secondly, a few days after the levee. 

Archbishop M acHale declared him self (almost) satisfied with O ’Connell’s tithe reform 

s c h e m e . F i n a l l y ,  the Government, when it announced its intentions with regard to their 

new Irish Tithe Bill seem to have been very impressed with O ’Connell’s plan, since they 

evidently modelled the new measure on it.^^’ Under the new scheme it was proposed that 

tithes would be reduced in value by thirty percent, collected as a rent charge and entirely 

devoted ‘to certain local charges now defrayed out o f the Consolidated Fund, and to

Public Letter o f  Daniel O ’Connell to The Most Rev., Right Rev., and Rev. The Clergy o f  the 
Established Protestant Church in Ireland, 9 Nov., 1837, FJ, 11 Nov. 1837.
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Education.’ In lieu of their tithes, the clergy were to be paid entirely out of the 

Consolidated Fund, with the state redeeming (at sixteen years purchase) the tithes on the 

death of existing incumbents, the money raised being then invested by the Ecclesiastical 

Commissioners howsoever they wished in order to provide an income for the incumbents 

in future. Unfortunately for O ’Connell, however, this was as good as it got for him in 

regards to the final settlement of the tithe issue, as the Conservatives refused to fall in 

with the proposed plan. Indeed, even before the debate on the resolutions came on, the 

established Clergy of the Archdiocese o f Armagh declared themselves opposed to the 

measure in its e n t i r e t y . I t  was clear that the most that the Church would support was 

the commutation of the composition into a rent charge with a concurrent reduction o f 

twenty five p e r c e n t . I n  the Commons, meanwhile, the Conservatives tripped the heels 

of the Government in respect o f the scheme by seeking confirmation that the principle of 

appropriation was not involved.

Therefore, surrendering to the political realities of the day, Russell announced a 

few days later that the Government’s tithe bill would contain nothing more than a 

conversion of tithes into a rent charge at a reduced rate.^^^ In the end, the 1838 Tithe Act 

reduced the value of tithes, as per the current composition, by twenty five percent, turned 

them into a rent charge, collectable by the landlord rather than the clergy but ultimately

paid to the later, and used the residue o f the Church Million of 1833 to compensate tithe

226owners for the cancellation of arrears owed prior to 1 November 1837. Yearly tenants 

and tenants-at-will remained exempt from the charge, as they had been since 1 November 

1833, with the liability for the impost ceasing with the final leaseholder on the

SR, 24 Apr. 1838.
Ibid.
Acland, 14 May 1838, Hansard, 3’''* ser., xlii. 1203-14; Stanley, 14 May 1838, Hansard, 3"‘* ser., xlii. 

1244; Division, 15 May 1838, Hansard, 3'̂ “* ser., xlii. 1353-8.
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p r o p e r t y . O n e  of  the most important aspects o f the bill, and one that was 

misunderstood initially, was that the twenty five percent reduction was given directly to 

the rent charge payer, rather than as a bonus to the landlord, which had been the case in 

previous bills; although the landlord was ultimately entitled to add the twenty five 

percent onto the rent on the expiration o f the lease, to compensate him for undertaking 

the c o l l e c t i o n . T h i s ,  if  it can be said to be an advantage, and the cancellation o f  the 

arrears, were the main pecuniary benefits o f  the measure; the main one with regard to the 

religious sensibilities o f Catholics and Dissenters was the transference o f the task o f 

collection from the established clergy to the landlord. Nevertheless, the moderate nature 

o f the measure is nowhere more obvious than in the fact that Peel and Stanley voted for 

its third reading while the Lords passed it almost without demur.^^^ This tame political 

ending to the Tithe War is relatively easy to explain; like so many other Whig measures 

in the late 1830s, the legislation for tithe reform may have been initiated by the 

Government, but ‘much o f what was actually achieved represented a compromise 

agreement between the two main p a r t i e s . I n  this respect, 1838 proved an opportune 

moment to open negotiations with the Conservatives on the issue o f Irish tithes since the 

decline in Government parliamentary and popular support, especially amongst the 

Radicals, in the 1837 election, together with obvious Irish disinterest, finally gave the 

Whigs an opportunity to drop the appropriation clause, although it was still a political 

embarrassment to have to do so.^^'

Although some Irish and Radical M.P.s, such as Dillon Browne and Hume, 

opposed the Bill, most liberals agreed with O ’Connell and Russell in seeing the measure 

as the only one possible given the current alignment o f  parties in both Houses and.

Ibid.
See especially, the f  reeman's Journal o f  10 July 1838, for the mistaken assumption that the reduction 

was to be only given to the landlord. [FJ, 10 July 1838],
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moreover, as one which would bring an end to the Tithe War.^^^ Thus, liberals argued, 

the anomaly and grievance of a Church o f less than a million being supported by more 

than seven millions who opposed its doctrines would remain, but, by transferring the 

burden to the shoulders of those more able to bear it, the war would be conducted in 

future through reasoned argument in parliament, not through passive and physical 

resistance. In this respect, Maurice O’Connell squared the circle caused by the 1835 

resolution by reasoning that while it had stated that no final or satisfactory solution to the 

tithe question could be achieved without legislating for appropriation, that did not mean 

that a settlement of the Tithe War could not be reached without it.^”  William Smith 

O’Brien likewise saw the act as a settlement rather than a solution to an increasingly 

vexatious problem and urged the country people to recognize political realities, arguing 

that

the chief ground upon which I have found myself able to consent to [the bill] has 
been that it is better for the Catholic tithe payer to become liable to the payment 
of £75 to the landlord than of £100 to the clergy, whilst at the same time, it is 
more advantageous for the clergy to receive £75 from the landlords than to obtain 
£100 from the occupiers at the point of the bayonet, or by the ruinous process of 
an Exchequer suit. It is also ... proposed to relieve the Catholic occupiers from the 
payment of all the arrears now due to them. In the present state o f parties we 
should in vain strive to carry a bill containing even an appropriation clause, much 
less such a substantial abolition of tithe as the Irish people desire. The alternative 
presented to us, therefore, is to accept the present bill or none at all. I think it for 
the interest of Ireland to choose the former alternative; but in acquiescing in this 
measure, as a mitigation of the evils of the tithe system, we have entered our 
protest against the principle upon which it is founded, as one which cannot be 
regarded as satisfactory to the people o f Ireland.^^"*

Nevertheless, the 1838 Tithe Act was a massive disappointment to the Irish rural 

people. They may, of course, have subsequently found benefit in it, but the bitterness of

Dillon Browne, Hume, Ebrington, Somerville, M. J. O’Connell, D. O’Connell, 26 July 1838, Hansard, 
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their disappointment was evident from the series of mass meetings which took place in 

the summer of 1838 following the announcement in the Commons that Russell’s 

Resolutions had been abandoned. Principally these meetings took place in Counties 

Kildare, Tipperary, Wexford, Queens and Kilkenny, but some were held elsewhere

235also. At them, for the first time since 1832, tens of thousands of people once more 

assembled to petition Parliament on the tithe issue. These were not merely the type of 

parochial meetings into which Government repression had channelled constitutional anti

tithe meetings after the summer of 1832, but massive multi-parochial and baronial 

affairs. The change in attitude which had taken place at Dublin Castle since then was 

obvious when the Lord Lieutenant announced that unless the meetings became 

disorderly, he would not intervene to stop them.^^^ And what were these thousands of 

people petitioning against? Precisely the intended terms of the 1838 Tithe Act! Why 

then, does the evidence after 1838 strongly indicate that that measure provided 

substantial satisfaction for many tithe payers, and why did it end the Tithe War? This is a 

complicated question and needs to take account of the rapid, post 1835, de-escalation of 

the intensity and interplay of the dynamics which had produced the Tithe War in the first 

place.

WHY DID THE TITHE WAR END IN 1838?

One of the most important drivers of tithe resistance since 1830 had been the perception 

that a political opportunity existed to have tithes abolished. In 1832, following 

Carrickshook, the calling o f the Tithe Committees, and Stanley’s blunder in the 

Commons, this had produced a seemingly irresistible movement against tithes. However, 

subsequent government repression had severally dampened the expectations on which the

FJ, 1, 12, 13, 16, 20, 22, 29, 30 June, 3, 4, 9, 12, 19, July, 2, 7, 8, 17, 21 Aug. 1838.
19 June 1838.
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mass anti-tithe campaign was founded, although the Government’s retreat in mid-1833 

had temporarily re-invigorated them. Nevertheless, although the bloodshed and 

Ministerial intentions o f early 1834 had once more lowered hopes, the eventual shape o f 

Littleton’s tithe bill, and the Whigs return to power in 1835 on the back o f the 

appropriation issue, had again suggested that tithe abolition was an achievable goal, even 

if  it would be necessary to secure it over time, by instalment. Consequently, tithe 

opposition rallied anew. However, the passing o f  the 1838 Tithe Act, allied to the 

unwillingness o f the Whigs to take on the upper House, made it clear to tithe protestors 

that the political opportunities which they had perceived in the early and mid-1830s had 

now been firmly shut o ff On the one hand, the power o f the landlord stood in the way o f 

further active resistance, while, on the other, the state o f the party system in Britain 

militated against further constitutional agitation. At the same time, however, it must not 

be forgotten that the original goal o f not paying tithes until Parliament softened their 

impact had never been fully lost even after the demand had seemed to change to absolute 

abolition. For instance, as late as October 1836, one clergyman who moved to enforce his 

tithes in County Tipperary received a threatening letter which warned him that ‘sir, if  you 

take a fool’s advice you would wait until Parliament would settle the matter for tithes 

you will never get at the loss o f our lives and substance for in place o f  getting cash you 

will get a bit o f lead.’^̂  ̂ In this sense, the 1838 Act was probably viewed by many as 

some small victory in a difficult political climate, even while it was a disappointment 

overall.

However, just as the perception o f favourable political opportunity had 

intcrplayed with the inflammatory factors o f  economic distress, religious tension, and 

confessional grievance to produce the escalatory dynamics o f the Tithe W ar in the early- 

to mid-1830s, so too the sense o f a negative outlook in political circumstances coincided

Alister Egan to W illiam  M iller, 18 Oct. 1836, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1836/O utrage Reports -  County 
Tipperary).
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with the deflation of these latter three considerations to produce the de-escalatory 

dynamics of the Tithe War from the mid- to late-1830s.

Firstly, the extraordinary ability o f tithes to unite nearly all sections of Irish 

society in opposition to them, on economic grounds, had been greatly lessened by the 

joint effects of legislative enactments and a returning prosperity to the economy. In the 

early and mid-1830s the economic cement which united people in opposition to tithes 

had been hardened to a degree never before realized by a combination o f a severely 

depressed agrarian economy, which had increased the financial burden of tithes, and the 

terms of the Tithe Composition Act, which had drawn formerly exempt sections of the 

agricultural sector into the tithe net. By the late 1830s, however, these unifying economic 

bonds had been broken. In particular, since November 1833, all tenants-at-will were no 

longer liable for the payment o f tithes, while all lease holders became free from liability 

upon the renewal o f their leases. While the second of these stipulations may have 

produced only a slow burning change, the first massively reduced the number of tithe 

payers in Ireland overnight, Hardinge, for instance, claimed in 1835, that a return from 

903 benefices had shown a reduction of tithe payers from 346,000 to 132,000, '̂^^ So long 

as there was a danger that the tithe arrears would be enforced, and so long as the question 

o f liability remained uncertain (see below), all land occupiers had a direct economic 

motivation to assist in the anti-tithe protest; after the arrears were cancelled and liability 

was clarified in 1838, however, tithes (or rent charges) lost their extraordinary ability to 

unite otherwise antagonistic sectors o f rural society in opposition to them.

But if  there were some who no longer had a direct liability for tithes after 1838, it 

remained that a very great many land occupiers did, by way of the new rent charge. For 

these farmers, a welcome upturn in the agricultural economy came in the years 

immediately after 1838 as agricultural prices continued the recovery they had begun in

Hardinge, 20 Mar. 1835, Hansard, 3"** ser., xxvii. 16.
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2391836. Significantly, prices in the period 1838 to 1840 reached the same levels as those 

of the period from 1824 to 1825 which Donnelly accredits with bringing an end to the 

Rockite Rebellion.^'^° This economic improvement meant that those leaseholders who 

were liable for the new rent charge found that they could bear the fiscal burden more 

easily than they had tithes in the depressed conditions of the early 1830s.

But tithes were not just an economic grievance, and the religious dimension to the 

impost could seldom have been more galling than in the early 1830s when the Second 

Reformation movement and clerical involvement in Brunswick Clubs had, in many 

cases, meant that tithes were being paid by Catholics to support a body o f men who had 

demonstrably and publicly displayed their hostility to Catholicism and Catholic rights. In 

this respect, the withholding of tithes was a type of counter-attack on both evangelical 

Protestantism, which threatened the religion o f the majority of the population, and on 

clerical ultra-Toryism, which seemed intent on maintaining a Protestant Ascendancy in 

the country. In particular, the Catholic clergy were motivated to lead the assault on tithes 

as a reaction to the religious tensions o f the period. However, by 1838 the Protestant 

threat, which had once attained so real and menacing a dimension, was no longer a 

danger to Irish Catholicism as by this stage evangelical Protestant activists had, for the 

most part, taken their crusade to the remote regions and islands of the west.^'*' Clearly 

their activities and successes in these areas reignited the fears of some in the Catholic 

Church, and Archbishop MacHale’s continued agitation for a total abolition o f tithes can, 

perhaps, be allied to his fight against the evangelical missionaries in his Diocese; but, 

elsewhere, any threat that the established Church had once posed to the religion o f the 

majority of the population was not a realistic one by the latter half of the 1830s. In 

particular, this was the case in the anti-tithe heartland o f south Leinster where not only 

had the Second Reformation campaign been decisively defeated but, in the early 1830s,

See Appendix I.
Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 353.
Whelan, Bible War, pp. 249-65.
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the weakness of the position of the Protestant clergy had been demonstrably shown by 

the way in which many o f them had been openly insulted and derided, while others had 

been murdered or forced to flee the country. At the same time, in some areas, the places 

o f worship of the established Church had been vandalized and desecrated without 

punishment. Thus, by the end of the Tithe War, an established Church which had begun 

the 1820s as a revitalized and threatening (from a Catholic perspective) organization, had 

been clearly shown to hold its position by little more than a legislative enactment. In this 

respect, while the ‘Catholic Nation’ may have exited the Tithe War still feeling that a 

Protestant established Church was a great grievance, it was obvious that the appropriate 

arena to combat it was no longer at a local level, but in Parliament, which the Tithe War 

had proven was the Church’s main, perhaps only, reliable or powerful bastion of support.

But if the sectarian tensions o f the 1820s had given an added edge to the religious 

dimension of tithe, the way in which the established clergy reacted to Catholic demands 

for tithe reform had transformed the impost into a confessional grievance which seemed 

to weigh on the whole ‘Catholic Nation’. This was because some clergymen saw tithe 

resistance as merely the outcrop of a deeper Catholic ambition to annihilate Protestantism 

in Ireland. As a result, they threw themselves into the breach in a frantic attempt to 

defend tithes as a means of saving the established Church. When this defence was given 

unprecedented police and military support by Stanley, however, the result was a serious 

of bloody affrays which horrified Catholics across the country and heightened hostility 

both to the charge, and those who claimed it, to a prodigious height; indeed, to a degree 

which was without parallel in either geographic extent or emotional intensity. 

Nevertheless, just as a willing Stanley, and an unwilling Littleton, had contributed to this 

feeling through the widespread use of the state’s forces to protect tithe sales, valuators, 

process servers and bailiffs, so too, after 1835, did the obvious reluctance of the 

Government to assist the clergy lead to a de-escalation of the sense o f tithes as a
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confessional grievance. In particular, the attitude and influence o f Thomas Drummond, 

who had replaced William Gosset as Under Secretary in April 1835, ensured that the 

Rathcormac affray o f December 1834 became the last true battle o f the Tithe War; 

although the Dunkerrin affray in October 1836 proved that so long as the tithe issue 

remained unresolved, the police could still be dragged into the conflict despite the 

Government’s intentions.^"^  ̂ Drummond achieved this by providing troops and police to 

protect the peace during public occasions such as tithe sales, but, generally, refusing to 

grant them to protect tithe process servers or distraining parties; moreover, where he 

allowed their attendance at tithe sales, on the basis o f reasonable expectations that 

breaches o f the peace might occur, he ordered that they be kept out o f  sight or limited to 

protecting the pound, rather than the sale.̂ '̂  ̂ This policy obviously did not prevent tithe 

officials being beaten and threatened as they undertook their duties,^”*”* but it did ensure 

that protesting crowds did not become involved in deadly confrontations with the 

authorities. This was a critical development as it meant that the sort o f emotional energy 

and sense o f  profound grievance which had led the country people, in the wake o f  

tragedies such as Newtownbarry, Leugh, Bilbao, Wallstown, Mooncoin, Mahoonagh and 

Rathcormac to either join in, or re-commit to, the anti-tithe movement, was greatly 

dissipated.

242 j p p  2 5  Oct. 1836.
P. Carroll to William Miller, 10 Apr. 1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County 

Tipperary); William Miller to Thomas Drummond, 12 Apr. 1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  
County Tipperary); Report to Irish Government with respect to Detention o f  Cattle seized for Tithes in 
Gaol o f  Wexford, H.C. 1837 (392), xli, 481; R. Barry O ’Brien, Thomas Drimmond, pp. 222-9

To take just the example o f  County Cork for the month o f  January 1836, it will be found that not only 
did threatening anti-tithe notices continue to be served, but also that several process servers were beaten 
and that those arrested for tithe debts were rescued by riotous crowds. See, Robert Somerville to William 
Miller, 4 Jan. 1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork), Robert Somerville to William 
Miller, 6 Jan. 1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork), Pepper to William Miller, 6 
Jan. 1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork), Robert Somerville to William Miller, 8 
Jan. 1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork); William Miller to Morpeth, 9 Jan. 
1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork), William Miller to Morpeth, 14 Jan. 1836, 
(N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork), Westropp P. Watkins to William Miller, 14 Jan. 
1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Out rage Reports -  County Cork); William Miller to Morpeth, 16 Jan. 1836, 
(N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork); Westropp P. Watkins to William Miller, 16 Jan. 
1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork); Robert Somerville to William Miller, 21 
Jan. 1836, (N.A.I., CSORP/1836/Outrage Reports -  County Cork).
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It is also crucial to emphasise the way in which the actual workings of the rent 

charge facilitated this process o f de-escalation after 1838. Under its terms, the entirety of 

the old tithe system, not simply the name, was swept away in an instant; tithe proctors 

would never darken the doors of Irish farmers again. Moreover, the Act also meant that 

the Catholic rural population were freed from ever having again to come into official 

contact with the clergymen of the established Church, who, at least by the end, and in 

some cases before the start, of the Tithe War, had become hate figures in large swathes of 

rural Ireland. Thus, by making tithes virtually invisible, through a relatively simple 

change of name and method o f collection, as well as through multiple exemptions, the 

1838 Act, at a stroke, removed much of the shame which many Catholics fell, especially 

after Catholic Emancipation, when they handed over their hard earned shillings to the 

ministers of a religion which had always been alien to them, but which, in latter years, 

had also become actively hostile to their beliefs and politics. It was to the great credit of 

Stanley that he realized so early on that the crucial component in solving the problem of 

tithes in Ireland was to take the Protestant clergyman out of contact with his Catholic 

parishioners; it must, however, be equally acknowledged that in delaying the 

implementation of this solution and in providing unprecedented police and military 

support to the established clergy in their efforts to recover their dues, he managed to rub 

salt in the wounds of many Irish Catholics, and, by heaping grievance upon grievance, 

contributed greatly to the formation of a mass anti-tithe movement. It took the prudence 

o f Drummond to undo this damage in order to allow what was, essentially, Stanley’s 

solution to the problem, to take effect. The degree to which the Tithe War had made 

future peaceful pecuniary intercourse between the established clergy and their Catholic 

parishioners impossible was recognized by both Peel and Stanley, when, in 1838, they 

insisted that even though the cancellation of the tithe arrears was, effectively, a bounty to
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resist the law, it was a necessary evil if  the new rent charge was to be s u c c e s s f u l . O n e  

might have expected O ’Connell to argue this line; that it came from the leading lights of 

the Conservative party was a true testament to the degree to which the established clergy 

had helped author their own downfall. Thus, part o f the reason that the Tithe War came 

to an end was that the emotions which had become heightened during the protest were 

cooled either as a resuh of the actual workings o f the 1838 Act or in consequence o f the 

Government’s handling of tithe opposition after 1835.

However, if the reasons why the Tithe War had begun and become such a 

powerful mass movement in the early 1830s, had included religious tension, a sense of 

confessional grievance, economic distress, and the perception o f favourable political 

circumstances, the fact that these incitements to protest no longer pertained by the end of 

that decade does not altogether explain why the protest came to an abrupt end upon the 

passmg of an extremely moderate tithe reform act. After all, in many parts o f rural 

Ireland tithes had been virtually abolished; of course it was true that Parliament had not 

legislated to this end, but it remained that a great number o f the country people had paid 

no tithes for five, six, seven or even eight years. Why didn’t they continue their 

opposition to the rent charge and thereby abolish tithes by force and forever? The answer 

lies in the exhaustion protestors felt after eight years o f struggle, which, when allied to 

the de-escalation of the other factors already mentioned, made the choice between 

carrying on the Tithe War by taking on the landlords, or accepting the rent charge, a 

relatively easy one (in favour of the latter). Indeed, Tarrow argues that such ‘exhaustion’ 

is typical of all modem mass movements and helps explain why even those which had at 

some point appeared irresistible almost inevitably fail to achieve their goals, and, in the 

end, ‘struggle] to reform.

To understand the extent of this weariness with Tithe Warring and the willingness 

Peel, 10 July 1838, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxvii. 95-102, Stanley, 10 July 1838, Hansard, ser., xxvii. 90-
3 .

Tarrow, Power in Movement, p. 215.
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to withdraw from the protest on the part o f many Irish country people at the end of the 

1830s, we can do no better than look at the series of large anti-tithe meetings which took 

place in County Cork in the spring of 1838.^"'  ̂ The most remarkable features o f these 

meetings were those which differentiated them from all which had gone before. Firstly, 

the speakers and chairmen on the occasions embraced not just liberals, but also landlords 

o f known Conservative principles. Indeed, Protestant clergymen were also invited to 

attend, some of whom even spoke at the meetings. Secondly, the petitions to Parliament 

adopted at the meetings did not call for the total abolition o f tithes, but, merely, for the 

rapid enactment o f a fair, equitable and satisfactory measure o f tithe reform (and such 

reform was to include a reasonable payment for the clergy). But these meetings did not 

just demonstrate a universal desire for an end to the Tithe War by a moderate legislative 

enactment, they also showed that the driving force behmd this desire was a general 

weariness with the whole situation. For instance, the petitioners complained that under 

the current tithe laws so much uncertainty existed as to liability that the ordinary business 

o f leasing was virtually terminated. '̂*** Thus, they claimed, landlords would not contract 

to new leases until Parliament passed a final act clarifying liability for tithes. As a 

consequence, tenants refused to undertake any improvements until their leases were 

finalized. Furthermore, a final legislative solution was required because the clergy had 

been compelled to undertake constant and harassing legal action for the recovery o f their 

dues, which actions had either been met with riot and tumult or had led to the plaintiff 

incurring massive financial loss through the nature of the legal processes pursued. 

Neither of these outcomes were conducive to the peace or prosperity of the countryside.

In particular, the use of writs o f rebellion by the clergy in the latter part o f the 

Tithe War had left many protestors preferring to pay a rent charge than face the massive

SR, 22, 24, 27 Feb., 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 17, 20, 22, 24 Mar. 1838.
This complaint was originally made in the petition o f  the meeting o f  the Parishes o f  Rathclaren and 

Kilbrittain, [‘57?, 24 Feb. 1838]. The same complaint was subsequently made in the resolutions o f  many 
other meetings.
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costs associated with the proceedings. The most spectacular incident o f costs occurred in 

1838 when Tobin, a tradesman from the Cork City, was arrested and ordered to pay £285 

in costs as well as his tithe arrears, which amounted to one pound three shillings and four 

and a half p e n c e . T o b i n  went to prison, however, protesting that as a yearly tenant he 

was not liable to the tithes at all (he seems, however, to have had some sort of an interest

250in some ‘bleach-ground’ which he then sublet to others). Indeed, this vexed question 

of liability was one o f the key complaints of the Cork petitions. It had arisen as a result of 

the fact that Stanley’s Tithe Act o f 1832 was only ever designed to be a temporary 

measure to pave the way for a permanent commutation. Moreover, the difficulties were 

hugely increased by the refusal o f some landlords to give the clergymen lists of the 

leaseholders on their lands until a final settlement o f the tithe question had been decided 

upon by Parliament.^^' Thus, as Hardinge argued in 1835, when introducing his own tithe 

bill, Stanley’s Act had, on the one hand, identified sub-division, and the consequent 

multiplication of tithe debtors, as a key problem in Ireland, but,

on the other hand, the Statute in question placed the tithe-owner in a situation of 
great difficulty, by imposing upon him the necessity of discovering who was the 
landlord immediately above the occupying tenant. In England, this would not be a 
matter of any difficulty, but in Ireland, where there were many intermediate 
landlords between the head landlord and the occupying tenant, it was quite the 
reverse. The difficulties arising out o f this enactment were, indeed, so great, that

252it was impossible to carry the Act into effect.

When the Conservatives failed to pass their bill, however, and when the clergy 

recommenced their legal campaign in 1836, cases of great hardship arose as a 

consequence of the confusion over liability. For instance, in December 1836 and June 

1837, tens of thousands o f rural people turned out to pay their respects to the funeral

DEP, 15 May 1838.
Ibid.
See, for example, Nicholas A. Vigors to Rev. Thomas M. Vigors, 13 Sept. 1833, (N.A.I., Cliffe-Vigors 

Papers, Ms. 1096/15/20).
Hardinge, 20 Mar. 1835, Hansard, 3'̂ '* ser., xxvii. 16.
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processions o f two ‘tithe martyrs’, Thomas Tinquin and Patrick O ’Dwyer, who had died 

in Newgate prison having been arrested for tithe debts they claimed they were not liable 

for.̂ ^̂

Furthermore, even for those who were certainly liable, the constant worry 

regarding the possibility of legal actions, arrest, and the payment o f costs had become 

almost intolerable. As one letter writer to the Southern Reporter stated, the farmers in 

Ballinadee ‘still continue to be the worried victims of unrelenting Tithe persecution ... 

many o f them, haunted by the Ghost of Rebellion Writs, dared not to hazard a night’s rest 

under their own roof during the last eighteen m o n t h s . U l t i m a t e l y ,  therefore, we can 

probably say that a great many Irish people in 1838 would have agreed with Lord John 

Russell’s argument in favour of even an unsatisfactory tithe settlement because it was

necessary ‘that the Commons should ask, not only for what was right in itself, but what

the people would feel to be right’ and that ‘the only effect of protracting the struggle 

would have been that many an unfortunate farmer would have been yearly sacrificed, 

some clergymen yearly suffered great distress, and the tithes in the end would have been 

paid by the landlord, without the deduction of one-fourth of their amount.

Moreover, the change of tactics by the established clergy from the recovery o f 

tithe debts by distraint to the service of writs o f rebellion helped to nullify the attraction 

that the tactical innovation in the repertoire of tithe resistance, based on new methods of 

passive resistance, had once held for many farmers. For instance, Patt Lalor felt 

compelled to respond to complaints that passive resistance was an expensive failure by 

claiming that he was proud o f having been the first to put it into practice, that it had 

caused unprecedented annoyance for the Church, and that it had prevented much 

bloodshed. Furthermore, he also condemned those who failed to follow through the 

system to its end:

253 9  3^ J Q  JQ

SR, 8 Mar. 1838.
Russell, Letter to the Electors o f  Stroud, p. 42.
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Some persons commence passive resistance, but when proceedings are 
commenced against them in the Court o f Exchequer they begin to be frightened, 
and, as soon as the costs amount to £30 or £40 they run to the parson’s attorney, 
pay tithes and costs, and then exclaim that they have suffered sadly by adopting 
the “ruinous” plan o f passive resistance. Such a person has no right to complain 
o f passive resistance. He may blame his own cowardice and want o f thought. 
Why is it that he has suffered? Because he has not followed out the plan -  
because he has stopped short, and paid at the very moment that he should have 
been most determined in holding out. He would not have been allowed to fall a 
victim to an unjust law and a griping church as long as he stood firm in the 
assertion of a principle common to so many, and by the upholding o f which, I 
repeat, none can ultimately suffer but the parsons.

What Lalor meant by this statement was that the defaulter should have been compensated 

for his loss, however large, by contributions from his fellow protestors. But while such 

contributions might have been raised easily enough at the start of the Tithe War, when 

passions ran high, when it seemed that the only costs to be defrayed would be those of 

whatever livestock the clergyman could seize, when it seemed that the tithe system 

would collapse within a matter of months, and when the prize was the complete abolition 

of tithes, it was a different matter by the end of the protest when the expenses ran to huge 

Exchequer Court Bills, when the whole thing had gone on for eight years, and when the 

goal had, apparently, slipped to little more than a partial reduction in tithes and a name 

change for the impost.

Exhaustion consequent upon, and disillusionment with the possibility o f the 

success of, the labours o f the anti-tithe protest had been apparent as early as 1833 and 

1834, only to be dispelled by the re-invigoration o f the protest as a result o f economic, 

political and religious stimulus. However, by 1838 this weariness had, again, reached 

levels which led people to seek a way out o f the Tithe War. This time, however, there 

was no sense of political opportunity, no general struggle for economic survival, no 

backlash against oppressive governance, and no brave new tactics o f resistance to re-

DEP, 23 June 1838. Lalor made this statement at a meeting on the Great Heath at Maryborough on 17 
June 1838.
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ignite the country people’s anti-tithe passions to the peaks that had been reached in the 

early 1830s. In this respect, only the unpopularity of the established clergy, some of 

whom still seemed content to send ‘innocent’ men to die in jail, remained in the way of 

the country settling down. The workings of the rent charge, however, in ceasing the 

operations o f the tithe proctor and removing the need for pecuniary contact between the 

Protestant clergy and the Catholic people, soon cultivated an environment wherein the 

rural people could emotionally disengage from the tithe grievance. Thus, the Tithe War 

demonstrates the need to temper notions o f economic determinism in the rise and fall of 

mass movements with the theory of some social scientists that ‘the mobilization of 

emotions’ is ‘a necessary and exceedingly important component o f any significant

257instance of collective action,’ and that, furthermore, ‘just as various emotions may 

mobilize people during the early days of an emerging movement, a range of emotions

258can contribute to movement decline.’

The last three chapters have shown that the dynamics of the Tithe War were a 

result of the complicated, ongoing, and dynamic interplay of economic, political, social 

and religious factors, and it is argued here that the end o f the Tithe War, no less than its 

beginnmg and middle, were the result of the continued dovetailing o f these driving 

forces. However, whilst recognizing the way in which the dynamics o f the Tithe War 

were de-escalated to such a degree in the late 1830s that a successful resolution could be 

brought to the conflict, it remains important also to emphasise that this was no linear 

process; divers groups of Government Ministers, Peers, Commons M.P.s, Protestant 

clergymen, anti-tithe agitators, and tithe resisters, all, at different points between 1833

Ron Aminzade and Doug McAdam, ‘Emotions and Contentious Politics’ in Aminzade, Ronald R., et al. 
Silence and Voice in the Study o f  Contentious P olitics  (Cambridge, 2001), p. 14.

Ibid, p.44.
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and 1838, continued to kick against the various genuine attempts that were made to lower 

the pitch o f excitement that the Tithe War had given rise to and to settle the vexatious 

issue o f Irish tithes. In the end, however, even the most obdurate and recusant, that is, 

those who viewed the battle over tithes as a zero-sum game, were forced, by a 

combination o f exhaustion and tactical deadlock, to leave the field o f play and agree to 

call it a draw (after extra-time!). Consequently, a mutually beneficial, if  not, initially, 

mutually satisfactory, settlement was eventually reached.

But while isolating the key dynamics o f  the protest and tracing their interaction 

has allowed us to recognize how and why the various phases o f the Tithe War unfolded, 

it remains that we still have but little understanding o f the actual mechanics o f the 

movement. Why, for example, did the anti-tithe movement take the form that it did, and 

how was anti-tithe sentiment disseminated across rural Ireland? Thus, the next two 

chapters will attempt to pick apart the mechanics o f the Tithe War in the same way as the 

first three undertook the challenge o f analysing its dynamics.
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4

COERCIVE, INTIMIDATORY, AND VIOLENT ASPECTS OF

RESISTANCE TO TITHES

It is hard to reconcile the carnage perpetrated at Carrickshock and Rathcormac with the 

claim made by anti-tithe agitators that the tithe system could be defeated peacefully and 

comprehensively if only the people acted ‘as the society called the Quakers did.’’ In fact, 

the way in which these apparently incompatible strands of tithe resistance originated and 

co-existed uneasily throughout the duration of the Tithe War can only be understood by 

looking in detail at the origins, effects, methods, and interactions of passive and violent 

resistance to tithes, and by placing these aspects o f tithe opposition in the context of the 

history, expectations, and reactions of anti-tithe agitators, ordinary farmers, the 

Government, and the authorities in Dublin Castle and the police.

COERCIVE ASPECTS OF RESISTANCE TO TITHES

During the Tithe War the anger against the tithe system that had become so evident 

amongst the country people was channelled by O’Connellites into two new and unusual 

modes of resistance against the impost. One was civic, the other was passive, but both 

ultimately aimed to use peaceful means to coerce and pressurize the Government and 

established Church into making and accepting, respectively, significant legislative 

concessions on the tithe system in Ireland. This section focuses on the ideological

' Second Report, Lords, Tithes (663), p. 58
 ̂ As such, the Tithe War can be placed in the broad sweep o f  civil resistance movements which have 

occurred in various forms through all periods o f  history, but which became particularly prominent in the 
twentieth century. A useful definition o f  what constitutes a civil resistance movement can be found in 
Adam Roberts, ‘Introduction’, in Roberts and Garton Ash (eds.), C ivil Resistance, pp. 2-3.
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foundations, the strategic nature and the implementation of the passive resistance 

campaign against tithes.

In order to understand why rural notables, such as Patt Lalor, thought that the 

rural masses could be persuaded to reliably engage in purely peaceful and legal 

opposition to tithes, despite the previous violent history of Irish resistance to tithes, and 

consequently, to understand why the anti-tithe protest took its unique shape -  peaceful 

demonstrations and passive resistance underlain with limited violent outrages -  it is first 

necessary to analyse something o f the ideological world in anti-tithe leaders inhabited. 

For the use and advocacy of non-violent methods of resistance to tithes did not derive 

from an absolute and ethical rejection of brute force. Rather it stemmed from the strategic 

and historical experience of violence in Irish nationalist and agrarian protest movements.

The main organizers of the strategy o f passive resistance to tithes were gentlemen 

farmers, the ‘maverick’  ̂ Protestant gentry and urban notables dedicated to the politics, 

ideas and ideals of Daniel O ’Connell. These men attempted to indoctrinate the rural 

population below their own social standing with their principles o f non-violent 

opposition to tithes. The Emancipation campaign itself had been based on the doctrine of 

non-violent coercion.D espite this, however, it is probable that neither O’Connell nor his 

followers had any particular ethical objection to the use o f violence. O’Connell himself, 

for example, shot a man dead in a duel.^ But even moving away from the figure of 

O’Connell himself, O ’Connellite politics were permeated not only with the language and 

gestures o f violent intimidation, but also with ad hoc brutality which on occasion resulted 

in the loss o f human life.^ In particular, contested elections which involved popular 

candidates were the loci o f violence and intimidation in the pre-Famine decades. As

 ̂ The term is Maura Cronin’s. [Cronin, ‘“O f One Mind?”, p. 150].
 ̂ J. H. Treble, ‘The Irish Agitation’ in J. T. Ward (ed.). Popular Movements, c. 1830-1850 (Hampshire, 
1970), p. 153.
 ̂Patrick M. Geoghegan, King Dan: IJie Rise o f  Daniel O'Connell, 7775-/529 (Dublin, 2008), pp. 151-4.

® Four people, for instance, were killed in the violence which followed the election o f Patt Lalor for the 
Queen’s County in December 1832. [David N. Buckley, James Fintan Lalor: Radical (Cork, 1990), p. 14].
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Hoppen has argued, the pervasiveness o f brutahty and outrage in Ireland, especially in 

pre-Famine rural society, meant that the violent techniques used to combat the forces o f 

modernization and oppression in the Irish countryside were, almost inevitably, ‘applied 

to the public politics o f electoral contests.’’ Indeed, several Tithe W ar era elections, in 

which anti-tithe activists were prominent, provide clear evidence o f  the use o f  extra- 

constitutional force and influence by O ’Connellites.

In their opposition to tithes, however, O ’Connellites were not prepared to utilise 

the violent propensities o f  the masses in order to enforce their demands. Rather, tithes 

were to be opposed by strictly non-violent means. As we have seen, this doctrine could 

not have stemmed from any ethical position on violence, since violence was tolerated if  

not openly encouraged by O ’Connellites at elections. Instead, it derived from the belief 

o f  O ’Connellites that non-violence was appropriate in the context o f an agrarian protest 

movement. In this sense, passive resistance to tithes was based on strategic, not moral, 

grounds; for O ’Connellite opposition to violence was founded on a disapprobation o f all 

political and social activities which were based on oaths and secret societies. This 

stemmed from three historical and cultural experiences. The first was the social and 

political disaster which followed the failure o f the 1798 rebellion.^ The second was the 

factious disorder which resulted from the ongoing violence perpetrated by the agrarian 

secret societies. Such agrarian confederacies were opposed by clerical and lay 

O ’Connellite agitators and activists because they often pitted different sections o f the 

Catholic community against one a n o th e r.U ltim a te ly , however, O ’Connellites opposed 

agrarian secret societies because they always ended in failure. Inevitably, coercive 

measures would be enacted and the affected district flooded with police, troops and 

stipendiary magistrates. Thereafter, Special Commissions would be established, members

’’ Hoppen, Elections, Politics and Society, p. 356.
* The Kilkenny by-election and the Carlow County General Election, both in 1831, provided good 
examples o f  this.
 ̂Raymond Morley, Daniel O ’Connell: Nationalism without Violence (New York, 1974), p. 65.

S. J. Connolly, Priests and People in Pre-Famine Ireland, 1780-1845  (Dublin, 2001), pp 223-4.
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would inform on one another and the combination would be violently suppressed. After 

this there would be executions and transportations, in which the innocent would suffer 

with the guilty, and whatever small gains had been made would be reversed. Ultimately, 

Conservative arguments regarding law and order in Ireland would be re-enforced and the 

advocates o f  the people embarrassed and checked in their political agitation on the 

peoples’ behalf The opposition o f O ’Connellites to agrarian violence was exemplified in 

O ’Connell’s famous speech on church rates in which he stated that the only enemy o f 

Ireland was the man who violated the law.”

On the other hand, the Emancipation campaign had left anti-tithe agitators with 

the very recent positive experience o f  the scale o f  success achievable through collective 

non-violence. This exp>erience appears to have persuaded O ’Connellites that the tithe 

question, which had already been transformed from a socio-economic into a politico- 

religious one, could be tackled in the same way by taking it out o f the orbit o f the secret 

societies and into that o f the new politics o f coercive non-violence. Patt Lalor provides 

evidence o f such thinking. For instance, he claimed that he ‘had been for years before 

thinking within my own mind that there was every facility to avoid the payment o f tithes,

if the people were only unanimous, and acted peaceably, as the society called Quakers

12did.’ W hatever about the Quaker influence, it is more likely that Lalor’s ideas were

formed by his experience o f the Emancipation campaign, in which there had been

incidents o f the rural people refusing to purchase livestock seized for rent arrears by

landlords seeking to punish tenants for voting against their wishes.'^

Ultimately, Lalor used similar tactics (although he was completely innovation in

the way in which he organized the protestors both before and after the sale) to defeat an

'' James Sheridan, A Full Report o f  the Speech o f Daniel O 'Connell, on the Subject o f  Church Rates and 
Parish Cess, Delivered at a Meeting o f Catholics, on Wednesday, the W'  ̂o f  January 1827 (Dublin, 1827). 
Patt Lalor’s anti-tithe notice, which outlined his system o f opposition to tithe sales, was headed by a 
quotation from this speech: ‘There is but one real Enemy to Ireland and that is the man who violates the 
Law.’ [Notice entitled ‘To the Tax Payers o f Ireland’, enclosed in Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 
13 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H I8)].

Second Report, Lords, Tithes (663), p. 58.
Connolly, ‘Mass Political and Sectarian Conflict’, p. 100.
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attempt to distrain his livestock for tithe owed.''* Indeed, his method o f resistance would 

be followed with tremendous success and impact at two massive tithe sales in Carlow 

and Cork during 1832.'^ However, it is worth reflecting here that at these places the 

resistance adopted was more aggressive than the ‘passive’ tag implies. Indeed, those who 

followed this system vehemently opposed even the nomenclature that their resistance 

was passive resistance. A close friend and political ally of Lalor’s, Robert Cassidy,’̂  for 

instance, stated that ‘passive resistance is a phrase I do not exactly understand; I 

consider, as to what it is applied to (tithes), I have a right to withhold VOLUNTARY 

payment of that or any demand made upon me, and to let the law take its course.’’̂  This 

marks out the resistance adopted in such places as slightly different to that which was 

often practised in County Kilkenny, at places like Graigue and Freshford. Here the 

ideology of resistance to tithes was strictly passive. The aim was to make it as difficult as 

possible for the owners of tithes to distrain for them (by putting livestock beyond reach), 

and, if they were distrained, to make the tithe owner bring the cattle to the point of sale 

before paying the amount of tithe owed. Thus, in Queen’s County, the aim was to abolish 

the tithe system by moral force, in Kilkenny, to temporarily paralyse it by making the 

collection o f tithes as difficult and long drawn out as possible. As The Kilkenny Journal 

commented in the wake of the tithe sale at Freshford, ‘we are almost as tired of 

commentating on these foolish and disgusting proceedings as the clergy are sorry for

having begun them .... [the clergy] will come to terms when [they] perceive that

18resistance must be attended with ruinous expense, vexation and delay.’ In this sense, 

men like Lalor and Cassidy anticipated Gandhi a century later when he discriminated 

between passive resistance as a weapon for the weak rather than satyagraha which was

See Chapter One.
See Chapter Two.
Robert Cassidy, the agent on the Cloncurry Estate, resided at Jamestown. He was the son o f  a distiller 

from Monasterevan [D. O ’Donoghue to Sir William Gosset, 3 Feb. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage 
Paper 07)]. He spoke with Patt Lalor at the Repeal meeting at which Lalor first publicly announced his 
opposition to tithes.
’ Reporl, Commons, Slale o f  Ireland  (677), p. 370.

A7, 16 Apr. 1831.
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for the morally and physically courageous.'^ However, this was not always the case in 

other anti-tithe hotspots where anti-tithe agitators did not feel as confident in being able 

to overcome traditional structures o f violent resistance to tithes. As a result, passive 

resistance in these places often took on a different form. Opposition to tithe sales in 

County Kilkenny in 1831 provide a good example o f the way in which methods o f 

opposition differed in accordance with the degree o f  control that agitators felt they could 

retain over the rural population. The case o f Graigue is dealt with in Chapter One, but 

here we will focus on the battle between Peter Loughnan and the Reverend Luke Fowler, 

which culminated in a tithe sale at Freshford.

In early 1831 the north Kilkenny district around Castlecomer, Ballyraggett and 

Freshford had seen sustained and violent opposition to tithes. Between the H urlers’ 

meeting at the Reverend Luke Fowler’s Glebe in Freshford, and the sale o f Loughnan’s 

cattle in April, process servers working for the Reverends Fowler, Roberts, Butler and

Dawson had all been violently attacked, as well as process servers on the W andesford

20estate issuing writs for rent. A key anti-tithe agitator emerged in this district around that 

time called Peter Loughnan.^’ One o f  Loughnan’s first public statements o f  opposition to 

the tithe system was his letter to The Kilkenny Journal in February 1831, in which he 

outlined how over the course o f the previous nineteen years he was ‘obliged to pay the 

minister o f a religion opposed to the doctrines o f the Catholic Church, o f which I am 

member, the sum o f  two hundred and ninety pounds sterling, for which enormous sum I

Judith M. Brown, ‘Gandhi and Civil Resistance in India, 1917-47: Key Issues’ in Adam Roberts and 
Timothy Garton Ash (eds.). Civil Resistance and Power Politics: IJie Experience o f  Non-Violent Action 
from  Gandhi to the Present (Oxford, 2009), p. 47

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 24 Mar. 1831, First Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, 
p. 188; Reverend Luke Fowler to Joseph Greene, 29 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 
G13); Joseph Greene to Sir William Gosset, 31 Mar. 1831, Furst Report Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 
1 ,p . 191.

Loughnan had, at one point in his life, ‘bore a commission in his majesty’s service as a British officer’ 
[KJ, 9 Apr. 1831]. By 1830 he farmed 215 acres and resided at Crowbill Lodge [O’Hanrahan, ‘Tithe War’, 
p. 495]. Of his lands it was said that Loughnan held fee simple property worth £3,000 and the rest on a 999 
year lease. [KJ, 2 Aug. 1831]. Loughnan had active in the Emancipation campaign at both a local and 
national level. [Proceedings o f  the CathoUc Association in DubUn from May 13, 1823, to February II, 
1825 (London, 1825), pp. 727-8].
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22receive no value.' In furtherance of his campaign of raising a public outcry against 

tithes, Loughnan chaired the meeting o f the Parish of Clontubrid convened to petition 

Parliament for an abolition of tithes on Sunday, 3 April 1831,^^ One of the resolutions 

passed at this meeting stated that ‘every religious society ought to maintain its own 

Minister and that it is unjust and oppressive to compel persons of any religious creed to 

pay for the support of a clergy of a different religion.’ '̂* However, if  this seemed a 

reasonable, if  debateable, argument to any observer, a more belligerent resolution was 

also passed which instituted the creation o f an anti-tithe fund, with Loughnan as

25Treasurer. This was certain to bring Loughnan into conflict with the established 

clergyman of the parish, just as Patt Lalor’s public statement of his intention to no longer 

to pay tithes had done and, sure enough, Loughnan’s cattle were seized for non-payment 

of his dues.

Indeed, Loughnan was already on bad terms with the Reverend Luke Fowler, and 

the two men were to clash bitterly at the Freshford vestry shortly after the s e i z u r e . I n  

this vexed atmosphere, the sale of three of Loughnan’s cattle took place in Freshford on 

12 A p r i l . T h e  recent history of violent opposition to tithes in the area, and the public 

nature of Loughnan’s quarrel with Fowler, meant that the Resident Magistrate, Joseph 

Greene, expected 3 to 5,000 of the peasantry to attend the sale and consequently he 

brought troops with him to preserve the p e a c e . Y e t ,  as at Graigue the month before, 

these ‘usual preparations for war’^̂  were unnecessary, since Loughnan had determined 

on purchasing the cattle himself Loughnan’s role in the sale became the issue of a war of

KJ, 5 Feb. 1831.
Ibid., 9 Apr. 1831.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., 9 Apr. 1831.
Joseph Greene to Sir William Gosset, 12 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G15). 
Ibid.
K.I, 13 Apr. 1831.
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words between the ultra-Conservative Kilkenny Moderator and the O’Connellite 

Kilkenny Journal

The Moderator tried to depict the sale as a failure, claiming that the crowd 

congregated on the occasion (around 200 people) was much less than had been 

anticipated by Loughnan, who, they claimed, had used every effort to collect the people 

at Freshford and had been seen in the preceding days mounted on a lime-kiln on the lands 

of Connahee where he had addressed a number of persons assembled there for a 

considerable length of time.^’ O f what Loughnan said on the occasion, however, the 

newspaper only vaguely stated that ‘we may safely presume that the language made use 

of by this gentleman on the above evening was not of the most conciliatory character. 

The Moderator also claimed that Loughnan had, effectively, been defeated by Fowler, 

since he had been forced to buy back his own cows, and that his ploy of giving the 

money to another man to purchase was foiled when this man admitted that Loughnan had 

given it to him.^^

This account is almost certainly incorrect, being designed to present Loughnan’s 

‘victory’ as a ‘defeat.’ For it was a victory, albeit not one in the shape of Patt Lalor’s 

since, from the start, Loughnan had not wished to emulate Lalor. Instead he had followed 

the course adopted at Graigue the previous March, that is, of driving the tithe owner to 

maximum expense and annoyance in order to draw home their tithes. The anti-tithe 

violence already evident in the district since the turn of the year ensured that Loughnan, 

far from desiring a crowd at the sale to prevent anyone purchasing, in fact prevented one 

from attending as he believed that an attempt to mark out any potential purchasers would 

lead to outrages. This was all the more so since Freshford was quite close to the 

Castlecomer and Mothell region, which contained dense pockets o f politicized lower-

This paper war was transferred to the national stage when the Freeman's Journal reprinted the Kilkenny 
Journal’s  account o f the affair. [FJ, 20 Apr. 1831].

KM, 13 Apr. 1831.
Ibid.

”  Ibid.
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and middle-class Protestants who may have been willing to bid for the cattle to protect 

their clergymen’s interests.^"* It was in this context that the Kilkenny Journal stated that

we have only to observe that it was through Mr. Loughnan’s exertions that a 
crowd of thousands, instead of a few hundreds, were not in attendance. For some 
days before that of the sale he had gone through the country, for many miles 
round, and requested the people would remain away, or that such as were 
determined to go would avoid taking sticks with them, lest they should be 
accused of going with intention to commit a breach of the peace.

At the sale Loughnan acted like those whose goods had been distrained at Graigue, and 

purchased the cattle himself (although, Loughnan gave the money to another man to bid, 

so as not to suffer the odium of handing over money for tithes). Loughnan’s ‘victory’ 

was only marred when he was arrested for incautiously shouting “Down with the Tithes! 

Pay no Tithes!” ’̂

The way in which the Freshford tithe sale fitted into a calculated scheme of 

passive resistance to tithes can be most clearly seen by examining the Reverend Luke 

Fowler’s reaction to the event, an event which the Kilkenny Moderator had attempted to 

portray as a victory for him. On 1 May, the exact day that Loughnan’s next instalment of 

tithe fell due, he received a letter from Fowler stating that ‘in consequence of the trouble 

you caused in the recovery o f your tithes last due to me, I propose, in the event of your 

not paying the half year’s composition money now due, before the close o f this month, to 

pursue a course for the recovery of it, being less troublesome to me, will be infinitely 

more expensive to you, and hand you over to higher authorities.’^̂  What Fowler meant 

by this was that in future he did not plan to use distraint to recover his tithe; rather, he

L. M. Cullen, The Emergence o f  Modern Ireland 1600-1900 (London, 1981), p. 114. This was, for 
example, what happened in the Parish o f  Kilmeague in County Kildare in 1832, where the members o f  the 
Protestant colony bid for distrained livestock, much to the annoyance o f  their Catholic neighbours (see 
Chapter Two).

KJ, 16 Apr. 1831.
Ibid.

13 Apr. 1831.
Reverend Luke Fowler to Peter Loughnan, 1 May 1831, KJ, 1 May 1831.
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would serve a latitat, which was an extremely harsh and expensive mode of securing the 

person, rather than the property, for tithe a rre a rs .T h is  letter, together with the threat 

contained therein, ably displayed to a sympathetic constituency through the Kilkenny 

Journal, was proof that the passive resistance offered by Loughnan, even though he had 

bought back the cattle himself, had dissuaded Fowler from pursuing distraint as a method 

for the recovery of his dues. Fowler, however, would never serve a latitat, mainly 

because the opposition to his process servers in the winter and spring meant he could not 

secure anyone to serve it, although he later claimed to be reluctant to be the cause of 

bloodshed.

The outcome o f Fowler’s battle with Loughnan indicates the degree to which the 

established clergy in the disturbed districts in 1831 had been forced, by the annoying 

success of passive resistance tactics, to seek extraordinary legal measures to recover their 

tithes. In deciding on the serving of potentially ruinous latitats, however, they greatly 

increased the hostility which had already been roused against tithes, and increased the 

likelihood o f bloodshed. Indeed, six months before Carrickshock the Kilkenny Journal 

had warned, in the wake of a number o f the established clergy resorting to latitats, that:

The mad conduct o f those connected with the Church appears to us like that of a 
criminal when conscious that his fate approaches, and that his acts have rendered 
him unfit for mercy, proceeds with the recklessness of despair, to hasten on the 
hour o f fate, by more detested acts than he perpetrated in moments when his peril 
was more distant. In proportion as the feeling increases against the Establishment, 
the acts o f its supporters become more odious. ... the citation, and the civil bill, 
are given up for the more summary proceeding by latitat ... and the clerical 
taxers of the people’s industry really act as if  they themselves wished to 
undermine the fabric from which they derive not only worldly shelter and 
necessaries, but all the luxurious voluptuousness and indolence that can be 
crowded into the span of life. ... they are unwittingly bringing matters much 
sooner than would otherwise be the case, to that consummation devotedly to be 
wished -  namely, the abolition of tithes ... these remarks are drawn from us by the 
course now adopted by clergymen for the collection o f tithes. The hurling system

For the adoption o f  the latitat by the established clergy o f  the D iocese o f  Ossory as a means to recover 
tithes, see Chapter Two.

‘Memorial o f  the Reverend Luke Fowler’, (N .A .l, 0P M  A /154/5/60).
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was succeeded by a legal opposition to the minister’s exactions, in which he was 
completely worsted -  the expenses o f  recovering the tithes paid being much more 
than the total o f  their amount. The campaign has consequently been altered, and 
the latitat with accompanying costs, to the amount o f £20, is very generally had 
recourse to instead o f  the simple law process heretofore used. The right to recover 
by latitat is disputed, and before the question can be decided, many poor families 
in the County Kilkenny will be ruined by this new fashioned charity o f the 
parsons, which will at the same time succeed in destroying any remains o f 
popularity they yet enjoy.'''

The way in which Loughnan ‘defeated’ Fowler is strongly indicative o f the 

strategic goal o f  those who fomented passive resistance to tithes: namely, to coerce those 

with an interest in maintaining the system into accepting and instigating the mechanisms 

o f change which those engaged in resistance were powerless to implement themselves. In 

this respect, passive resistance to tithes differed from traditional resistance in that it relied 

on coercion and pressure as a stimulus to reform, rather than the violence and 

intimidation utilized by agrarian secret societies. One o f the main ways in which this was 

done was by burdening the established clergy with unsustainable legal costs in order to 

prevent them from pursuing their efforts to recover their dues, whilst indemnifying 

resisting parishioners against expense (through the collection o f communal anti-tithe 

funds levied at 1 d. per acre or, in some instances, one-third o f the normal tithe paid). In 

this way, the established clergy were involved in expensive legal measures which were 

ultimately rendered nugatory by the success o f passive resistance. Those clergy in 

parishes under composition who had already failed, or who feared failure, at tithe sales, 

were left with no other (legal) option than to proceed against their parishioners by latitat, 

while those in parishes not under composition had to go through the quarter sessions 

even to secure decrees to seize property.'*^

Such proceedings, however, often left the clergy embroiled in expensive legal 

quagmires, or else led them to shrink from the possibility o f  such and, consequently, to

A7, 11 June 1831.
S ee  A p p en d ix  II
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make no attempt to collect their dues. The Reverend Richard B. Bernard, o f the Parish o f 

Shankill (County Kilkenny), took legal proceedings but must have been left to pay the 

costs as he stated that ‘a bill in chancery was filed ... but owing to the impossibility o f 

procuring service to be had on the several parties owing to the disturbed state o f  the 

country, the said proceedings were rendered a b o r t i v e . T h e  Reverend Samuel T. 

Roberts o f Mothil, County Kilkenny, was left in a similar position when he complained 

bitterly to Government that ‘I shall be obliged by being informed what 1 am now to do 

with an Execution [latitat] I have obtained against a man named Malachy Muldowney for 

tithe composition due to me ... I pursued that course at your suggestion in the place o f at 

once distraining for my [tithe composition] rent and have added in that instance nearly 

£20 to the original debt. My attorney is clamorous for his costs which 1 cannot pay.’'*'* 

The way in which expenses mounted for the established clergy who tried to recover their 

dues was clear from Archdeacon Cotton’s complaints to Government that he had 500 

persons to process, for each o f which he had to advance Is . 6d. in legal and court fees, 

which expenses, if  the process was never served or acted upon, he could never recoup."'^ 

The established clergy’s legitimacy and status were also undermined by their 

growing inability to recover their property through legal challenge. This can be seen in 

the way that legal niceties were exploited to cause the collapse o f a Tithe Sale in 

Freshford in June 1832, despite the fact that the tithe owner, the Reverend Cummings, 

claimed to have had buyers on standby. During the distraining process, it was claimed by 

some o f the parishioners that their locks had been illegally broken to gain access to 

livestock by Cumm ings’ drivers. Consequently, several legal actions were taken by the 

aggrieved parties, including one against Cummings. This was the key to the tithe resisters

‘Memorial o f the Reverend Richard B. Bernard’, (N.A.I, OPMA/154/5/2).
Reverend Samuel T. Roberts to Sir William Gosset, 18 Dec. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 

R60). In this instance Roberts was (deliberately?) confusing the advice given to him and other members o f  
the clergy o f the Diocese o f Ossory by the then attorney general, in a private capacity, that tithes could be 
recovered by latitat, with official Government policy.

Arch. Henry Cotton to Sir William Gosset, 6 Oct. 1831, First Report, Commons, Tithes, (177), App. No.
1, p. 202.
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success on the day, as it meant that Cummings was afraid to attend the sale in Freshford 

in case he was arrested under one of these actions. As a result he could only send a note 

to the pound keeper ordering him to release the cattle for sale at the appointed hour. 

Cummings, however, having been unable to secure the services of any auctioneer in the 

district, sent the note in with two ‘suspicious looking boys’, unknown in the area, who 

claimed they were auctioneers but would not give their names, nor produce their licenses 

upon being challenged by the owners of the livestock.'*^ With no-one stepping forward to 

verify that either o f the ‘boys’ were in fact auctioneers, or that the note was actually in 

Cumming’s handwriting, the pound keeper sought advice from Colonel Osborne, the 

resident magistrate, who was in attendance. Osborne, however, explained that his duty 

was solely to keep the peace and, consequently, that he could not undertake any 

responsibility for the veracity or otherwise o f either the note or the auctioneers. As a 

result the pound keeper refused to release the animals into the ‘auctioneers”  care, and the 

sale collapsed,”*’

Certainly, the O ’Connellite press gleefully seized on any evidence that passive 

resistance, and the attempt to overcome it by the clergy, was involving the clergy in legal 

disputes and expenditure. Thus the Kilkenny Journal, for example, stated that ‘the zeal to 

support the church has within these few days, led a couple of Established Clergymen into 

illegal mistakes, which are likely to make much against their cause, and subject

48themselves to such trifling things as actions at law.’ This comment was made in the 

wake of the Reverend Staples having been found guilty of trover at Thomastown petty 

sessions after he had illegally distrained sheep for tithe off land that was tithe free.**̂

The attempt to coerce the established Church into accepting the need to 

substantially change the tithe system was backed up by an attempt to coerce the

CMP, 11 June 1832.
13 June 1832.
20 Apr. 1831.
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Legislature of the same necessity. This was best seen in the massive regional meetings 

held to petition parliament for an abolition of tithes in the summer of 1832.^° However, 

in this chapter we continue our exploration of passive resistance by examining how 

similar peaceful mass demonstrations were created at tithe sales in 1832 in order to 

demonstrate the extent of anti-tithe sentiment in Ireland. This attempt at coercion 

operated through the paradoxical form of mass, threatening crowds, collecting together 

without committing any breaches of the peace. The effect of this can be seen in the way 

that non-sympathetic observers confusedly described such crowds as causing widespread 

terror, while at the same time acknowledging that no acts of violence were committed. 

Take, for example, the self-contradictory picture presented by the Carlow County 

Constabulary Sub Inspector when describing one of the six days when Carlow Town was 

occupied by tens o f thousands o f the rural people during the attempt to sell Philip 

Germaine’s cattle for tithe:

The sheriff made his arrangements to sell the cattle under seizure by public 
auction, but when about to carry his plan into effect he found that his own men 
and one who had officiated as his auctioneer for many years past refused to do his 
duty. In fact he was afraid to do so from threats. The result was no sale could take 
place ... horns ... have been kept sounding through the town all day, and up to this 
moment there are thousands in the streets which presents a scene o f utter 
confusion. Agitators are everywhere on the alert addressing the mob and certainly 
not in the way calculated to calm their minds. And although there has been much 
shouting, waving of hats, bludgeons etc., yet no breach of the peace has occurred 
... the military in garrison here as well as the police are all in readiness to turn out 
should circumstance require their services. I trust, however, that such may not be 
necessary.^'

What the example of the Carlow Tithe Sale shows is that the mass crowds at 

events such as that were felt to be intimidating by neutral or antagonistic observers, yet 

the actions o f the crowd were such that no overt intimidation was displayed, nor were 

any threats of violence uttered. As a result, the effects of such crowds were at least as

See Chapter Two.
James Battersby to Sir John Harvey, 22 May 1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 817).
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efficacious as the traditional threatening notice or nocturnal domiciliary visitation. 

Auctioneers and bidders took one look at the passive crowds at Tithe Sales and refused 

even to attempt to act or purchase. Tithe owners quickly decided that it was pointless, or 

even dangerous, to pursue their parishioners for arrears and looked instead to 

Government for their income. The memorial o f the Reverend Robert Kirchoffer, of the 

Parish of Clondrohid, for instance, gives a good example o f this effect, as he claimed that 

he had been prevented from receiving his tithes, because of ‘the meeting of immense 

assemblages o f people in numerous places ... all assembled in an unlawful, riotous and 

threatening manner declaring they would pay no more tithes and forbidding any person

52to pay tithes, to act as auctioneers or to be bidders for any cattle seized for tithes.’

In order to achieve the desired effect, however, the maintenance o f order at Tithe 

Sales was of paramount importance to those who wished to profit by depicting the anti

tithe protest as a passive one. How was this achieved? The answer lay in the ability of 

rural notables and O’Connellite agitators to impress upon their audiences the need for 

sobriety and discipline at such events in order for them to succeed, and their unceasing 

efforts ‘on the ground’ to ensure this was (usually) the case. If we once more take the 

example o f the attempted sale o f Philip Germaine’s cattle, it appears that the maintenance 

o f order at the sale was, principally, down to the active efforts o f anti-tithe agitators, 

strong farmers, local gentry and priests. The main agitators present were John Reynolds, 

James Caulfield, Jonas Duckett,^^ Philip Germaine, and Father Gahan.^'* The most 

important o f these agitator/organizers appears to have been James Caulfield, Esq., of 

L ev its tow n .C au lfie ld  regularly delivered speeches to the people pointing out the 

injustice of the tithe system and imploring the assembled thousands to conduct 

‘Memorial o f  the Reverend Robert Kirchoffer’, (N.A.I., OPMA/156/2/56).
Jonas Duckett o f  Belview, is listed by Lewis as being one o f  principal gentlemen in the parish o f  

Castledermot, Co. Kildare. [Lewis, Topographical Dictionary, p. 296.]
Gahan was a Catholic curate in the Parish o f  Rathvilly.
Levitstown is in the Parish o f  Castledermot in County Kildare. It is probable that this James Caulfield 

was the immediate relation o f  the W. Caulfield described by Lewis as one o f  the principal gentlemen 
resident in Levitstown. [Topographical Dictionary, p. 296.] For his role at the tithe sale, see CMP. 24 May 
1832.
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themselves peaceably and constitutionally.^*' The vital presence o f such individuals in 

order to preserve the peace could be seen on the sixth day of the auction, when the 

bullocks were driven out for another attempt at sale. At that important juncture it was 

reported that:

Mr. Caulfield, with the assistance o f other gentlemen, draws a line of distinction 
between the military and the people, so that the multitude were kept off, more 
than twenty perches from the army ... Mr. Caulfield, with some others, are 
continually galloping back and forward between the people and the military, 
conveying the intelligence of almost every minute, and a number o f respectable 
and prudent farmers (amounting to about sixty) are stationed at the place of sale, 
in order to witness the transaction, and to see the man who would bid.^’

The same rigid control of the crowd by rural notables was evident in the way in 

which the crowds came into Carlow town over the course o f the six days o f the sale. The 

sympathetic Carlow Morning Post put the numbers attending in Carlow increasing daily, 

until on the sixth day they reached “fifty thousand”.̂ * These people were stated to have 

come from not only County Carlow, but also from Queen’s County and Wicklow and 

Kildare.^^ The people coming in from the surrounding counties did not come in willy- 

nilly, however; instead they came, like reinforcements, in great, organised waves, led by 

local anti-tithe agitators and priests. Thus, it was evident where each group had come 

from. For example, it was reported at one o ’clock on Wednesday that ‘the Kildare men 

now arrive to the number of two thousand, and their entrance into the town was greeted 

by the most enthusiastic cheering ever witnessed before.

Even on the day that Germaine’s cattle were seized, tight discipline was 

maintained amongst the country people. Initially, Germaine’s cattle were seized at 8 a.m. 

by Whitty’s drivers and the County sheriff, accompanied by a strong party o f police and

CMP, 24 May 1832, 
”  Ibid,

Ibid,
Ibid,
Ibid,
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military.^' However,as they went about their work they perceived around “four 

thousand” people assembled in columns on the hills, divided by townland and under the 

control of the Catholic clergy. The party seized fourteen head o f cattle without any 

opposition or disposition to outrage whatever being manifested and immediately an 

attempt was made to sell them in Rathvilly. However, although ‘no opposition was 

offered’ indeed, ‘on the contrary, not the slightest insult was given’, no purchasers came

63forward. As a result, the Sheriff determined to bring the livestock into Carlow town in 

an attempt to secure buyers. The four thousand assembled country people followed 

behind, greatly increasing in numbers as the labourers and fanners from the fields and 

houses joined them as they went along. Nevertheless, the crowd evinced no desire to riot 

and were chaperoned by the clergy and about three hundred of the most influential 

fanners of Counties Carlow, Kildare and Wicklow, who rode on horseback. Upon 

reaching Carlow Town the three hundred on horseback followed into the town while the 

crowd remained outside and seemg that no sale would take place that day all quietly 

dispersed.^'*

What is remarkable about the Carlow tithe sale was the fact that peace was 

maintained despite the fact that the very name of Whitty was capable of inflaming the 

Catholic country people. The sectarian and political nature of the affair can be seen in the 

way the Carlow Morning Post excoriated Whitty for his actions, claiming that ‘Captain 

Whitty was the most unfit to commence the experiment; as from the savage, anogant, 

and overbearing insolence of his temper, and above all from the rancorous recollections 

with which the name of Whitty of ’98 is associated, it is impossible for him to come in 

collision with the people without exciting the most furious resistance.’*’̂  In this 

atmosphere o f sectarian animosity and contentious ‘memory’ the successful defeat o f the

James Battersby to Sir John Harvey, 20 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 817).
“  Ibid.
“  Ibid.

Ibid.
CMP, 24 May 1832. On Whitty’s involvement in 1798, see Chapter Two.
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Tithe Sale through exclusively passive means was one of, if not perhaps the, greatest 

triumph of a single incident o f non-violent resistance during the entire Tithe War.^^

The same class of people who controlled the crowd at Carlow were again in 

evidence maintaining law and order at the Reverend Freeman’s abortive sale in Cork, 

when “ 10,000” people from the surrounding countryside marched in orderly fashion into 

Cork City headed by a band of music, with flags and colours flying.^’ The Southern 

Reporter commented on the powerfulness o f the statement of the determination of the 

people to oppose tithes by passive means at the Cork Tithe Sale when it reflected, ‘would

that the Irish Secretary could have witnessed this scene, it would guide him to more

68correct notions on the subject of Tithes in Ireland.’

As we saw in Chapters One, Two and Three, however, the Government remained 

unmoved by such events. Nevertheless the massive displays of passive resistance to 

tithes did  have an impact in Britain, as can be seen in the way in which sections o f the 

English press were impressed at both the strength of opposition being shown to tithes in 

Ireland and the manner in which they were being passively resisted. For what is striking 

about the events in Carlow and Cork in May 1832 is the extent to which the local reports 

in newspapers such as the Carlow Morning Post and the Southern Reporter were picked 

up by a multitude of English national newspapers. These reports generally gave verbatim, 

although often abridged, accounts copied directly from the Irish newspapers. For 

instance, the London Courier, after reprinting the Southern Reporter’s account of the 

defeat o f Freeman’s tithe sale, commented ‘can any man read this account and not plainly 

see that the question of Irish tithes is hurrying with a fearful rapidity to its own solution, 

and unless the Legislature apply itself with the utmost haste to the task, nothing will 

remain either for the Government or the Legislature to adjust?’̂  ̂ Similarly, the Morning

^  For further details on this tithe sale, see Chapter two.
SR, 24, 26 May 1832.
Ibid.
Cited in SR. 2 June 1832.
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Chronicle, picking up on the events in both Carlow and Cork decried that ‘if  the Right 

Honourable E.G. Stanley remains in the Irish administration he must pass a little of his 

time in a country he professes to govern. Had he done so, he would not have doubted the 

unanimous, determined and righteous spirit of the Irish people, to rid themselves of the 

monster of the Protestant Tithe in Catholic Ireland. Our sister country must be newly 

governed; or a dissolution -  aye, separation -  will speedily become inevitable.’™

A header in the Carlow Morning Post perhaps best described the impact of the 

Carlow Tithe sale, running: ‘VICTORY! VICTORY!! VICTORY!!! TITHES ABOLISHED -  MR 

GERMAINE’S BULLOCKS RELEASED FROM GAOL -  THE PARSONS BEATEN -  PARSON  

WHITTY OF ’98 OVERCOM E.’ '̂ This was copied verbatim into the Morning Chronicle of 

London,^^ along with a foreshortened version o f the Carlow Morning P o st’s coverage of 

the affair. It was also included, along with a lengthy extract of the coverage o f the sale, in 

Cohhett's Weekly Political Register Cobbett’s article, which was entitled ‘Tithe War!’ 

also included an account of the failed tithe sale in Cork, and addressed the reader, in light 

o f the military protection afforded to the clergy’s interest at such sales, ‘There reader! 

Look at that; and now let me ask the BIRMINGHAM COUNCIL, whether it be decent to call 

upon us to support a Ministry who employ battalions o f infantry, squadrons of cavalry, 

and a park o f artillery, to enforce the rendering of tithes by a catholic people to a 

protestant clergy?’ to which question was answered, ‘No: it is not decent; and the 

COUNCIL will not call upon us to do it.’̂ "̂

But the impact of these great displays of passive resistance did not have the effect 

that their organizers (and participants) expected and hoped for. At a local level it acted

™ M orning Chronicle, 30 May 1832.
CMP, 28 May 1832.
MC, 31 May 1832; The Carlow M orning Post itself stated that their coverage was also picked up by The 

Sun and The True .Sw/7.[CMP, 4 June 1832] Consequently, the Carlow M orning Post gloated o f  ‘Mr. 
Germaine’s Fourteen Bullocks’ that ‘these extraordinary animals are now become the topic o f  universal 
speaking and writing throughout England, Ireland, and Scotland. Their history has been told in every 
liberal journal o f  the three countries, and many long and laboured articles have been devoted to them, in all 
the quarterly reviews.’ [CMP, 11 June 1832].

Cohhett's Weekly Political Register, 2 June 1832.
Ibid.
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marvellously; huge portions o f the rural population adopted anti-tithe resolutions, cattle 

seized for tithes could not be sold, tithe owners abandoned their attempts to recover their 

dues, petitions flowed into parliament and kept the topic alive in the Legislature, and the 

success of passive resistance was even picked up on by the English press: all this with 

comparatively few outrages committed and the movement kept fairly clear o f the secret 

societies. But this was supposed to be only a temporary tactic, a means to coerce 

Government into adopting significant changes to the tithe system and the established 

church from daring to oppose them. In this the protestors had precedent on their side; 

Emancipation and Reform had both been recently granted amidst mass constitutional 

campaigns. Indeed, the established clergy in the affected districts had already, by the start 

of 1832, come to accept that their interests would be best served by legislative change to 

the tithe s y s t e m . I n  1832, however, constitutional and passive resistance to tithes 

collided head on with a Whig Government, and more particularly an Irish Chief 

Secretary, who were unwilling to concede significant reforms to coercion.

That the constitutional and passive resistance movement to tithes should have 

faltered on the rock of a Whig Government was somewhat ironic. The Whigs, for 

example, had been firm supporters o f Catholic Emancipation,^^ while it was on the back 

o f the great public demonstrations in England in the early 1830s that they pushed through 

their Reform m easu res.T here  were, however, complex political and ideological reasons 

why the Whigs should be averse to conceding to constitutional agitation on the tithe issue 

on 1832. One was the very success of the Emancipation campaign. O f Emancipation, 

Peel had warned ‘beware that we do not teach [the Irish] how easy it will be to paralyse 

the Government and the Law’, and when the Whigs came into power in 1830 they 

continued the post-Emancipation Tory policy of the vigorous enforcement o f the laws in

Rev. Edward Barton to Rev. Samuel T. Roberts, 17 Jan. 1832 (N.A.I., ClifFe-Vigors Papers Ms. 
1096/15/32).

Hay, Whig Revival, p. 158.
Eric J. Evans, The Great Reform Act o f  1832 (2"“* ed., London, 1994), pp. 55-6.
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78Ireland, The Government simply could not be seen to concede every issue to Irish mass 

demonstrations, especially now that O’Connell had begun to seriously agitate for Repeal. 

Another was that concessions on the tithe issue in Ireland would naturally ‘encourage 

similar campaigns in the rest of the United Kingdom, putting Anglicanism everywhere at

79risk;’ and in this context it must be remembered that tithes had been one of the 

grievances o f the followers of Captain Swing, a movement which had violently 

suppressed in southern England.^® Indeed, the accompaniment o f constitutional and 

passive resistance in Ireland with outrageous violence, such as that perpetrated at 

Carrickshock, made the Government baulk at seeming to submit to violent demands.

As a result the Government blindly attempted to treat tithe resistance in the same way as 

they had dealt with Captain Swing. Thus, The Spectator commented on one occasion in 

reference to the Prime Minister’s speech on the Government’s intention to support the 

established church and the existing laws in Ireland, that ‘there is not much in this 

declaration to distinguish it from one which was made by the premier immediately after

8 itaking office, in reference to ... the burnings in Kent and elsewhere.’

Finally, the importance o f political personalities should not be forgotten, 

especially with reference to the position o f Stanley, the Chief Secretary for Ireland. 

Twenty years after he held this office Stanley would become a Conservative Prime 

Minister, and already in the early 1830s his ‘latent Toryism’ was overtly manifest in his 

handling o f Irish affairs, where he displayed ‘a rigid insistence on obedience to the laws 

and enforcement o f property rights.’ This attitude was best exemplified in his 

differences with the Lord Lieutenant, the Marquis o f Anglesey, over the 1832 Tithe 

Arrears and Compulsory Composition Bills. Anglesey repeatedly and vociferously 

warned the Prime Minister that the measures would incite insurrection in return for a

Palmer, Police and Protest, pp. 318-319  
Mitchell, L ord Melbourne, p. 137.
Hobsbawm and Rude, Captain Swing, 152-4.
Reprinted 16 Feb. 1832.
Palmer, Police and Protest, p. 321.
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very small increase in revenue; to this Stanley fiercely retorted that the amount o f  money 

collected was secondary to the main principle o f the bill, which was ‘to show the

83G overnment’s determination to uphold the law .’ The Prime Minister, Earl Grey, in the 

midst o f  the Reform crisis, was willing, to a certain extent, to let Stanley have his way 

with regard to Irish matters, since he was reliant on his outstanding debating ability to 

help carry the Government through the long nights spent on the Reform question.

O f course, some in the Whig Government were, on ideological grounds, opposed 

to ‘Protestant Tithes’ in ‘Catholic Ireland.’ The Home Secretary, Viscount M elbourne, in 

particular, considered him self an expert on Ireland, and, during the early 1830s, was far 

more interested in Irish affairs than Reform, for which he displayed an aristocratic 

indifference and distaste which bordered on hostility.*^ Nonetheless, M elbourne seems to 

have considered the tithe protest as merely a superficial disturbance; underlying it was a 

deeper nodus which the amelioration o f the tithe system would do nothing to unravel. As 

such, he unhelpfully boiled the issue down to the practicalities o f the maintenance o f law 

and order with due, but not overriding, regard to property' rights, advising the Irish 

administration to repress the disturbances if  they were limited and local, but to abandon 

the attempt if  they were widely diffused and increasing, to encourage property owners 

and clergymen to assert their rights, but not to guarantee them assistance.*^ Ultimately, 

Melbourne believed that there was little point in tinkering with the tithe question when 

the whole edifice o f  an artificial Anglican supremacy in Ireland needed to be pulled 

down and a new Church settlement, which fully included a state role for the Catholic

87Church, rebuilt in its place. While Home secretary, however, M elbourne never tried to 

push such a policy over Stanley’s head. Thus, he left the impression, according to his

Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister, p. 114. 
Ibid., p. 76.
Mitchell, Lord Melbourne, p. 133.
Ibid., p. 137.
Ibid., p. 137-9.
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modem biographer, that ‘Melbourne knew what needed to be done, but failed to do it.’*** 

In this respect, it would take the removal of Stanley first from the post of Irish Chief 

Secretary in 1833, and then from the Ministry altogether in 1834 before Government 

policy would begin to bend in favour o f a significant amelioration of the tithe system in 

Ireland.

INTIMIDATORY ASPECTS OF RESISTANCE TO TITHES

As we have seen, tithe resisters attempted to coerce the established Church and the 

Legislature into compliance with their demands through spectacular and regional 

campaigns of pressurizing non-violence and passive resistance. At a local level, however, 

intimidation was meted out in much more direct ways in order to punish those who 

continued to aid the maintenance of the tithe system, either by steadfastly continuing to 

work for tithe owners or by stubbornly persisting in the payment of tithes. Such 

individuals were subject to two types of intimidation. One punishment held out was that 

of the threat of communal disapprobation and personal insult and annoyance. This was 

the method advocated by O’Connellites. The other was the explicit threat or perpetration 

o f violence to the individual or their property. This was the method adopted by those who 

still believed in the efficacy of traditional methods of agrarian protest. The nature of both 

of these will now be examined in order to establish to what degree the ideal o f non

violent coercive intimidation preached by O ’Connellite agitators and rural notables 

during the Tithe War was actually practised by the country people.

Patt Lalor was certainly one anti-tithe agitator determined to apply the 

O’Connellite orthodoxy o f non-violence to the tithe question, despite the fact that the

O Q

Queen’s County had a long history of violent opposition to tithes. But if Lalor can be

*** Ibid., p. 138.
Stephen Randolph Gibbons, ‘Captain Rock in the Queen’s County’, in Padraig G. Lane and William
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said to have successfully defeated the attempts of the rector to recover his dues, and to 

have prevented any breach of the peace on the day of sale, can it be said that he was 

equally succcssful in preventing the perpetration o f violence on those who had 

participated in the sale? The answer is, remarkably so.

The forces of disorder which Lalor faced, however, were formidably entrenched 

in rural society. For instance, shortly after the sale, the auctioneer on the occasion, a Mr. 

Miller, received two threatening notices, one of which forbid anyone, on pain o f death, to 

work for him anymore. Shortly afterwards forty young apple trees belonging to Miller 

were maliciously cut down by n i g h t . A t  this point the Sub Inspector mused that Miller, 

‘a person of excellent and respectable character,’ would not have been subject to outrage 

but for his involvement in the sale, and, that consequently, ‘I much fear [he] will be a 

natural sufferer for his praiseworthy c o n d u c t . I n  another instance the house of a 

woman in Doon, near Maryborough, was burnt because her son continued to work for a 

man who refused to subscribe to the anti-tithe fund.^^ Around the same time too, a man 

serving summonses for non-payment of Church Cess was attacked near Durrow, obliged 

to eat some of the processes, and tear others, before being dragged through a pool of

94water.

Nonetheless, incidents such as these were isolated, and by and large a moral 

boycott of offenders was instituted in the Queen’s County. For example, several notices 

were posted up in Ballyroan and the district surrounding Abbeyleix desiring the people 

not to pay tithes and stating that, if they did, the people should not work for them, 

although no law should be violated.^^ As a result the chief constable of the district noted

Lane (eds.), Laois: H istory and Society: Interdisciplinary Essays on the H istory o f  an Irish County 
(Dublin, 1990), pp. 487-512.

Hugh Boyd Wray to Sir John Harvey, 12 Mar. 1831, (N. A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper HI 8).
Hugh Boyd Wray to Sir John Harvey, 14 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper H18), Hugh 

Boyd Wray to Sir John Harvey, 18 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/OutragePaperH18).
Hugh Boyd Wray to Sir John Harvey, 18 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper HI 8).

”  Ibid.
Footh to Hugh Boyd Wray, 18 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper H18),
Hugh Boyd Wray to Sir John Harvey, 14 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H18).
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that ‘the intimidatory spirit hereabouts works its part well, so much so that although 

many farmers are willing to pay their tithe they are afraid to do so, lest they should 

render themselves obnoxious to the p e o p l e . S e v e r a l  notices were also posted the 

following month directing that no one should have anything to do with certain named 

individuals who had not subscribed to the tithe compensation fund, while labourers and 

individuals who failed to comply with these orders were individually served with notices 

soon after.^^ The threat of exclusive dealing seems, in the Queen’s County, to have been 

the main, and most successful, form of intimidation used against transgressors of the new 

‘popular’ tithe laws, despite the claims by Conservatives that its success was based on

Q Q

violent intimidation. Thus, the Reverend T. S. Townsend claimed that

I am convinced that the respectable Roman Catholics would pay tithe if they 
dared ... the opposers in the Queen’s County are those persons who are the 
political agitators o f the county, and those who are of the lowest order ... those 
respectable farmers who have anything to lose were not, generally speaking, 
hostile to the payment of tithe ... in the beginning, 1 am convinced it required a 
complete system of terror to induce a great proportion of the respectable Roman 
Catholic farmers to fall in with the present system of opposition.^^

Yet language becomes important in this context. What did Townsend mean by ‘a 

complete system of terror?’ Certainly it implies violence, anarchy and menace on a 

substantial scale. But it seems that what was often described as ‘terror’ was in fact the 

working out of Lalor’s plan for exclusive dealing and the ostracism of those who paid 

tithes. Thus Townsend gave the instance of a ‘respectable person’ in Mountrath who 

‘gave an opinion at a Vestry which was not approved of by the p e o p l e . T h i s  man ‘was 

a shopkeeper, and for a considerable time there was not one sixpence worth purchased at

Ibid.
Footh, to Hugh Boyd Wray, 11 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper H18), Hugh Boyd Wray 

to Sir John Harvey, 15 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper H18); Jones to Hugh Boyd Wray, 
15 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H18).

For a list o f  those subjected to ostracism in the wake o f  the Mountrath Tithe sale, see the printed notice 
which purported to be a conversation between ‘Pauden Blackfoot’ and ‘Darby W hitefoot.’ [Notice 
enclosed in Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 22 Apr. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper 
H35)].

Second Report, Lords, Tithes, (663), p 76.
Ibid.
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his shop.’ '°' Townsend then went on to say that ‘I hardly know an instance of an outrage 

connected with tithe arising in this county, for its opponents succeeded so completely in 

the first instance, not having met with almost any resistance, that there was no occasion 

for any outrages beyond the mere serving of threatening notices on the proctor’s, tithe- 

payers, &c., &c.’'°  ̂Therefore, Townsend himself, despite creating an image o f a reign of 

terror, put clear blue water between the dozens o f murders and hundreds of outrages 

committed by the Whitefeet, and the anti-tithe intimidation. On the whole, the anti-tithe 

movement in the Queen’s County was distinguished by non-violence.

But if O’Connellites did not support violent retribution, it remained that the type 

of intimidation they encouraged was far from pleasant. For instance, in July 1831 there 

was an incident which showed the lengths to which rural communities were willing to 

go, and the depths to which their hostility to tithes had penetrated, when they refused to 

allow the body of the young grandson of a tithe proctor named Williams (who worked 

for the Reverend Alcock of Graigue) to be buried in the family grave, and after it had 

been buried under police protection, clandestinely disinterred and concealed it so that it 

was never found again. If the treatment o f the Williams bordered on the edge o f the 

type of proscription recommended by Lalor however, O’Connellite opinion did not 

condemn it, even if it looked askance at such an action. This was evident from the final 

lines o f the report of the incident in the Carlow Morning Post which ran ‘what a 

melancholy state o f feeling; but however we may deplore its exhibition on this occasion, 

on a little reflection it will be found calculated to make a deep impression on those who 

advocate the system in its present oppressive, and unnatural shape.

Ibid.
Ibid., p. 77.
‘Information o f  Andrew W illiam s’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper M lO l). In this context, 

however, it should be noted that sectarian tensions could run the other way too. For instance, there was an 
outcry in the Catholic press in May 1833 when the evangelical Reverend Peter Roe refused to allow the 
body o f  a Catholic soldier to be interred in the church-yard o f  his Parish o f  St. Mary’s, in Kilkenny City. 
[KJ, 8 May 1833; TFP, 11 May 1833)].

CMP, 21 July 1831. This article was reprinted verbatim in KJ, 25 July 1831.
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The extensive use of the threatening notice during the Tithe War, however, forms 

a bridge between traditional agrarian violence and the Tithe War era threat o f embargo. 

This form of communication is worth analysing since it was the most widespread and 

enduring form of intimidation associated with tithe resistance in the 1830s. In some 

counties, every parish must have had a threatening notice posted at some point, and many 

had several. The most common type of threatening notice was the one which threatened 

death to any person who should pay their tithes. The intent behind such notices was 

obvious, to force, through the threat of violence, as many people as possible to reflise to 

pay tithes, therefore making it more difficult for tithe owners to effect measures to 

recover their dues due to the complexity o f the situation and the effect on their financial 

resources. To achieve this result, notices which were posted in a certain parish may not 

have originated in that parish, but instead where spread by ‘emissaries’ o f the movement. 

In some instances the spreading of these notices occurred so rapidly and over so great a 

distance that significant organization and employment o f ‘emissaries’ must have lain 

behind it. For instance in December 1831 the following notice was posted up in 

Rathangan, County Kildare:

No Tithe! No Tithe!

We hereby give notice to the people of the Parish o f Rathangan that pays tithe to resist 

the payments thereof, otherwise any person or persons that attempts or dare 

attempt to pay tithe or church tax will by orders of the committee be shot if  it can 

be conveniently done, if not his house place and property will be consumed.

I further give notice to be prepared when called on to lodge one half year’s tithe with 

some man in the parish who will be approved of which sum is to redress the man

whom may be drove or canted.
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NB Any proctor or tithe collector that dare go look for tithe let it be reported to the 

committee and he will be half hanged and then burnt.

By order CFN Decem ber 2"̂ * 1831.

Strikingly, however, an almost identical notice was found posted up the following month 

in County Longford, giving the same instructions and warning to the parishioners o f 

Shrule.'°^ In doing this, the perpetrators simply followed the pattern which had been 

established with the Whiteboys in the 1760s, and which been observed by every agrarian

1A7movement since then.

Ultimately the historian is faced with the question o f whether threatening anti

tithe notices were posted with nothing other than an intention to merely frighten and 

intimidate in a world were agrarian outrage was common, or whether there was a real 

menace and a direct threat behind the rhetoric. Certainly retribution (burning o f property, 

nocturnal visits by armed parties, etc.) was visited only on a very small number o f 

occasions to those who paid their tithe. Indeed, not a single person w'as murdered during 

the Tithe War for paying their dues. This was in sharp contrast to the numerous 

executions (or at least severe beatings) committed by the WhiteFeet and Terry Alts in the 

early 1830s against those who infringed their codes or ignored their warnings. This 

difference, however, is not absolutely critical. This is because numbers o f  farmers d id  

disobey Terry Alt orders and numbers o f farmers d id  ignore the Whitefeet notices that 

were served on them. This was in stark contrast to places like Kilkenny, Tipperary, and 

the Q ueen’s County, in all o f  which clerical memorials indicate near one hundred percent 

failure to pay tithes.

E. S. Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 5 Dec. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H91).
‘Notice against the Payment o f  Tithe, transmitted by Lord Viscount Forbes, o f  Castleforbes, in County 

Longford, 22"“* January 1832’, First Report, Commons, 'Tithes (117), App. No. 1, p. 223.
Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 50.
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Consequently, while counties such as these had long histories of agrarian 

violence, there was little or no need for traditional rural punishments to be used against 

people who obstinately paid their dues against communal wishes. Instead, collective, 

communal hostility to tithes appears to have been more important in persuading those 

who were lukewarm on the issue to join the protest; for the early 1830s were an era of 

high political ‘density’, comparable with the early 1780s, late 1790s and late 1820s.’°̂  

With the parish priest often preaching against tithes from the altar, friends and 

neighbours talking about tithes and collecting funds to resist them, newspapers harping 

on endlessly about the injustice of that ‘odious exaction’ and the need for its abolition, 

and threatening notices appearing by night announcing death and destruction to all who 

dared pay, it was altogether easier for a farmer not to pay, than to cough up his tithe. If 

all came to all he could simply let his stock be seized and redeem it before it went to 

auction; and in the context of the agricultural depression he could find a better use for 

that money in the meantime than to pay tithes. Consequently those who did not eagerly 

join in or foment resistance probably adopted a ‘wait and see’ approach as in their best 

interests and decided that they would pay when others did. The same farmer, however, 

could not look at a demand to raise his labourers’ wages, or give up land he had recently 

taken, in the same way. In the end, threatening notices would have been of little use if 

they were not underwritten by a real danger, but in the 1830s this threat rarely had to be 

backed up by actions. The way in which they were followed up in the cases of tithe 

agents, proctors, and the established clergy who continued to try to operate the tithe 

system were proof enough that there was real menace behind such notices, although that 

does not necessarily mean that the known and named secret societies lay behind their 

posting. A d hoc local confederacies could be just as brutal in their methods.

Padhraig Higgins has borrowed this useful term from Nicholas Rogers’ pioneering study o f  Crowds, 
Culture an d  Politics in Georgian Britain, in order to describe the level o f  politicization in Ireland at the 
time o f  the Volunteers, and it can be used equally well in relation to the Tithe War. [Padhraig Higgins, A 
Nation o f  Politics: Gender, Patriotism and P olitical Culture in Late Eighteenth-Century Ireland  (London, 
2010), p. 7],
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Ultimately, then, we can say that the threatening notice was the most ubiquitous 

form o f Tithe War intimidation. Everywhere that tithe resistance spread to it was sure to 

be accompanied by a flurry o f  notices instructing or warning people not to pay tithes. Be 

that as it may, however, the very commonality o f anti-tithe notices, and the lack o f  

‘follow-up’ to them, suggests that they were more often the expression o f communal 

hostility to tithes and those who continued to pay them against the new communal norms 

which were established when tithe resistance came to a parish, rather than signifiers o f  

the strategic involvement o f agrarian secret societies in the anti-tithe protest. The 

threatening notice was simply too engrained in the structures o f  rural popular protest and, 

mcreasingly, o f political protest,'®  ̂ and too easily resorted to by those who wished to 

foment resistance to be overlooked as a communicative tool, regardless o f  the overt 

‘Whiteboy’ undertones their posting inevitably suggested to the public mind.

THE FRAGILITY OF NON-VIOLENCE"®

In a small number o f isolated instances, however, tithe officials and tithe payers were 

subjected to the type o f nightly attacks which were typical o f the way in which agrarian 

confederacies tried to enforce obedience to their dictates.'" These cases differed from the

Take, for example, the threatening notices which was posted up at the residence of Mr. Flenry Jackson, 
in the Parish of Carnew, threatening destruction to his person and property if he did not assist in effecting a 
Repeal of the Union. [James Tandy to E. G. Stanley, 26 Jan. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 
T5)].

In examining the role of violence and non-violence in the collapse of communism in Easter Europe at 
the end of the 1980s, Maier emphasises ‘the fragility o f non-violence.’ [Charles S Maier, ‘Civil Resistance 
and Civil Society: Lessons from the Collapse of the German Democratic Republic in 1989’ in Adam 
Roberts and Timothy Garton Ash, (eds.). Civil Resistance and Power Politics: The Experience o f Non- 
Violent Action from Gandhi to the Present (Oxford, 2009), p. 261].

Samuel Alworthy to Sir William Gosset, 25 Nov. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper A36); 
Samuel Forsayth to William Miller, 12 Nov. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper M131); Gerald 
Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 24 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1406); John Gore 
Jones to Sir William Gosset, 19 Mar. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 550)]; Footh to Hugh 
Boyd Wray, 11 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 233); ‘Summary of Outrages 
Committed in the Province of Ulster During the Month of March 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage 
Paper No.709); Rev. Arthur Rolleston to Sir William Gosset, 24 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage 
Paper No. 1132); John Humphrey to Sir John Harvey, 4 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper 
No. 233); William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 16 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
790).
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more typical attacks on tithe officials during the Tithe War in a number o f ways. Firstly, 

the attackers were usually armed with guns, rather than stones or agricultural 

implements.”  ̂ Secondly, the attacks were planned in detail before they were undertaken. 

For instance, horns or bells were not used to assemble the attackers. Instead they met at 

pre-arranged locations for a pre-meditated purpose. Thirdly, the attacks took place at 

night by (generally) small bands o f assailants. More typical Tithe War violence was 

perpetrated during the day by large crowds of people (often numbered in the hundreds). 

Finally the victims usually described their attackers as ‘strangers.’ While this was 

sometimes an indication of fear and a disinclination to prosecute or assist the police it 

was also a sign that the peipetrators of the attacks had been brought into the parish from 

a considerable distance, a practice that had become typical of agrarian secret societies.

Such attacks, however, were of so isolated and infrequent a nature (considering 

the extent of rural opposition to tithes) that they should probably be put down to the 

influence o f violent individuals and local factions. For as A. C. Murray has argued, in 

relation to post-Famine agrarian outrage, despite the attempts o f police and the 

authorities to designate such activities as part of widespread organized and systematic 

confederacies, more often they were the actions o f highly localized village gangs. 

Gibbons believes that this explanation holds true for much of the agrarian violence of 

pre-Famine Ireland also. From a study of anti-tithe outrages other than that perpetrated 

by crowds during daytime, it is likely that most such anti-tithe violence was similarly the

' ‘^The weapons used by anti-tithe crowds attacking process servers and tithe proctors were almost always 
improvised; agricultural tools turned to deadly use or stones picked up from the ground. Guns were only 
very rarely present, and then only in the hands o f  one or two individuals amongst hundreds. See, for 
example, KM, 26 Mar. 1831, Joseph Greene to Sir William Gosset, 19 Oct. 1831, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G33); Joseph Greene to Sir William Gosset, 12 Nov. 1831, First Report, 
Commons, Tithes (177), App. No. 1, p. 207; James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 8 December 1831, 
(N.A.I, CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper T52); Thomas Goolas & Richard W. Greene to Sir William Gosset, 24 
Dec. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper K25); ‘Statement o f  Outrages Committed in the County o f  
W icklow During the Month o f  May 1832’, (N .A  I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper N o 818); L. Gaynor to 
Crawford, 25 Aug. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 612); Jenkins to Sir John Harvey, 26 
Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 688)].

A. C. Murray, ‘Agrarian Violence and Nationalism in Nineteenth Century Ireland: The Myth o f  
Ribbonism’, in Irish Economic and Social H istory xiii (1986), pp 56-73.

Stephen Randolph Gibbons, ‘Introduction’ in Stephen Radolph Gibbons, Captain Rock, Night Errant: 
The Threatening Letters o f  Pre-Famine Ireland, 7507-1845 (Dublin, 2004), pp. 12-13.
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work o f  an ‘aggrieved individual or individuals, or those who acted for them, drawn from 

such sympathizers as could be mustered from the neighbourhood.’"^

O f that type o f  violent outrage O ’Connellite and liberal anti-tithe agitators did 

their best, and did so successfully, to limit as far as possible, although the structures o f 

pre-Famine rural society and protest made it impossible to stamp out altogether. 

Critically, however, it must be remembered that between the 1760s and the 1830s there 

were, on a number o f occasions, exceptional combmations o f ‘genuine’ secret societies 

which formed geographically diffused, highly organized oath-bound confederacies 

dedicated to altering and regulating aspects o f  the rural economy. The most prominent o f 

these groups in the south o f  Ireland were the W hiteboys in the 1760s and 1770s,“  ̂ the 

Rightboys in the 1780s,''^ the Rockites in the 1820s” * and the Terry Al ts’ and the 

Whitefeet'^° in the 1830s.

It was against the danger o f the anti-tithe protest morphing into this form o f 

protest that O ’Connellite agitators felt the most need to guard against. And in the winter 

o f  1831/32 tithe resistance very nearly became another oath-bound agrarian combination 

o f  that sort; for in the aftermath o f Carrickshock the rural people in many o f  the districts 

where tithe resistance had already become manifest felt that the country was about to be 

thrown into a rebellion caused by the forcible suppression o f  the tithe protest through the 

extensive use o f military and police. This was the context in which Hurlers’ meetings 

once more took place in Kilkenny and Tipperary where the participants pledged 

themselves to resist violently any attempt by the police and military to enforce tithes. 

Indeed, this second round o f Hurlers’ meetings, a year after the first, were much more

Ibid.
Donnelly, Jr., ‘Irish Agrarian Rebellion’, pp. 293-331, Donnelly, Whiteboy Movement’, pp. 20-54.
Brie, ‘Priests, Parsons and Politics’, pp. 100-23, Donnelly, ‘Rightboy Movement’, pp. 120-202.
Cronin, Who Killed the Franks Family?', Donnelly, Captain Rock, Katsuta, ‘Rockite Movement’, pp. 

278-296.
James S. Donnelly, Jr., ‘The Terry Alt Movement, 1829-31’ in History Ireland, 2 no. 4 (Winter, 1994), 

pp. 30-5.
The Whitefeet have not yet received any serious attention by historians. It would appear that their 

activities centred on securing access to land, higher wages and lower rents and on the prevention o f  
evictions.
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akin to the Rightboy movement of the 1780s. For example, the parish priest in Cashel 

chapel spoke out vehemently against a planned Hurlers’ meeting that was to take place 

nearby, claiming that he would excommunicate any of his parishioners that attended it, 

and that he understood it was for the purpose of taking illegal o a t h s . R e g a r d i n g  a 

similar type o f Hurlers’ meeting at Mullinahone on the Tipperary/Kilkenny borders. 

Major Miller stated that ‘1 cannot discover that there is “swearing in” going on in the 

country, but decidedly the People are warned to “be ready” and they do expect something 

and know not what.’’̂  ̂ Hurlers also assembled at Matelstown where the people 

‘concerted signals to collect in case o f the tithe proctors appearing, and to attack them,

123etc., etc..’ It was also stated that they had ‘marked (as they term it) some clergymen for 

a t t a c k . T h i s  meeting was said to have been attended by delegates from other parishes, 

many of them armed, where they ‘determined to resist “the enforcement” of tithes and 

agreed upon signals for meeting in case of necessity.

The Carlow country people seem to have been thinking in a similar vein, as it was 

reported in January 1832 by the Police Sub Inspector that ‘1 have reason to believe that 

the Peasantry in that part of County Carlow adjoining Kilkenny and Queen’s are making 

every effort to obtain arms and ammunition for the purpose of opposing the payment of 

Tithes, taxes, etc., etc.’'^  ̂ Similarly a report from Queen’s County in the same period 

stated that a Rockite party had attacked a farmer’s house, from which they stole a gun, 

and that a mounted man with the party informed the farmer that they only wanted a loan

1 7 7of it to keep down tithe and taxes. They then went to another farmer’s house and took 

a further gun.'^* These attacks on houses for weapons occurred in the district where the 

Whitefeet were most active. On 31 December 1831 a party o f over 100 persons, many of

W illiam  M iller to Sir W illiam  G osset, 26 D ec. 1831, (N .A .I., C SO R P/18 3 1/Outrage Paper M 156).
Glengall to  Sir W illiam  G osset, 29 D ec. 1831, (N  A .I., C SO R P/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G39).
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
James Battersby to  Sir John Harvey, 4 Jan. 1833, (N .A .I., CSO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 233).
Jones to Hugh Boyd Wray, 22 Jan 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 233).
Ibid
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them armed, caUing themselves Terry Alts, came into the King’s County from Queen’s. 

This party visited every respectable fanner’s home in the Barony of Geashill and warned 

them against the payment o f tithes, under the pain of death, should they dare to disobey 

the Terry Alt system on this head. They broke the windows o f any that had paid it, firing

129several shots as they went along and threatening to return and commit further outrages. 

There is little reason to doubt that it was the actual Terry Alts who committed these and 

other violent anti-tithe outrages in King’s County during January and February 1832. In 

was in this context o f cohesion between violent agrarian societies and tithe opposition 

that the great preparations for, and fears and rumours about, a rebellion centred on the 

Carrickshock trials due for March occurred.

All of this activity points to the fact that during the first months of 1832 the anti

tithe protest was being subsumed into the sphere of the agrarian secret societies. 

However, as we saw in chapter Two, the leaders of constitutional and passive resistance 

managed to regain control of the movement in the spring of 1832. Nevertheless, the way 

in which it had threatened to slip into the orbit of the secret societies was indicative of 

the extent to which the protest often took the form of a ‘bottom up’ movement. Rural 

notables, like a Patt Lalor, a Patrick Blanchfield, or a Peter Loughnan, could react to this 

pressure in one of two ways. Firstly, they could attempt to publicly lead the country 

people from the front, and thereby use their influence to try to channel the movement into 

more successful, passive channels of resistance. Otherwise, they could stand back and 

watch while it descended into the sort of typically violent movement which the secret 

societies had conducted before, and which the state had so often successfully suppressed. 

This latter outcome was not in the interests of rural notables or O’Connellites, ultimately 

because it usually left the tithe system unaltered, and also because it was politically 

embarrassing and obstructive, and economically detrimental. Moreover, it would

Crawford to Sir John Harvey, 2 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 233).
See Chapter Five.
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inevitably see protest spread to encompass other contentious aspects of the local agrarian 

economy, aspects which the rural middle-classes had an interest in leaving untouched. 

This ‘bottom up’ aspect o f the Tithe War was implicitly recognized in an article in the 

Tipperary Free Press, which appeared in the wake of that County’s Hurlers’ meetings:

The combined energies of the nation are, at present, entrusted in the examination 
o f this fertile source o f discontent, and whilst the wisdom and learning of the 
benevolent are engaged in its future regulation or overthrow, the humbler man is 
not idle -  he determines to resist what is, in his mind, an odious exaction founded 
on injustice, and adopts means, which, however foolish they may appear to 
others, seem to him perfectly justifiable and legal ... To hate tithes has grown into 
a national maxim ... and these poor men only acted in the most inoffensive way 
they knew how. Let them oppose tithes so long as they conceive them a grievance 
... it is by obeying they can defeat an unjust law. Let them consult their excellent 
clergy and those other friends in whom they may confide. Once more let them

131above all things be obedient to every law.

132This exhortation was similar to that issued by The Kilkenny Journal in January 1831.

But the importance o f the recognition that, at least in some parts of the country, 

the clamour against tithes came, initially, from the lower sections of society, is that it 

indicates the extent to which Government policy contributed to a climate in which 

violence was a significant, if  intermittent, part of the anti-tithe protest. For when it is 

understood that rural notables often tried to lead the tithe protest from the front, in order 

to control it and reduce its violence, it becomes clear that the state’s utilization of the 

‘Whiteboy’ legislation against the leaders and fomenters o f constitutional and passive 

resistance had the effect o f (partially) nullifying those leaders’ influence. This left a 

vacuum of leadership which was often filled by the communal advocates o f violent 

resistance.

This is what led to the very violent outbreaks o f tithe opposition in the winter of 

1831/32 and again between the autumn of 1832 and the summer of 1833. In this respect

TFP, 10 Jan. 1832.
KJ, 5 Jan. 1831. For the exact quote, see Chapter One.
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it is worth noting Scott’s argument that ‘the parameters o f  resistance are ... set, in part, by 

the institutions o f  repression,’ and as the level o f  repression intensifies or lightens so the 

methods o f  resistance oscillate accordingly.'^^ In the context o f  the Tithe War, these 

‘parameters o f resistance’ were defined by the ‘W hiteboy’ legislation which had grown 

up over the previous century. Under these acts it was an offence to conspire to defraud 

the clergyman o f his tithes. In movements such as the Whiteboys, Terry Alts or Rockites, 

it makes sense to look at the oscillations in methods o f  protest in relation to the arrest, 

conviction and punishment o f  the common members o f  those bodies. For instance, whilst 

recognizing the importance o f economic factors in the curbing o f  the Rockite movement, 

Donnelly notes that ‘government repression ... helped to bring [it] largely under 

control.’’ '̂’ However, unusually, in the case o f the Tithe War, it was the leaders o f  the 

passive and constitutional aspects o f the protest who came in for extraordinary 

repression, rather than the rank and file. Indeed, relatively few tithe oppositionists who 

violently resisted tithes ‘on the ground’ were ever convicted. This was in stark contrast to 

the treatment o f  those who fomented passive opposition to tithes. As such, the structures 

o f oppression in Ireland during the Tithe W ar tended to actively dictate the limits within 

which any attempt to legally, rather than violently, resist tithes could be formulated and 

enunciated. In this context it is here argued that the arrests o f the instigators and 

organizers o f  passive and constitutional resistance at different times during the Tithe War 

greatly influenced the degree to which violence seeped into the protest.

The first leaders o f passive resistance to fall foul o f  the Whiteboy legislation were 

Patrick Blanchfield and Anthony Byrne (for their role in the Bennettsbridge Hurlers’

135meeting). They were arrested on a charge o f unlawful and tumultuous assembly, 

disturbing the peace and making an affray, and with threats and menaces endeavouring to

James C. Scott, Weapons o f  the Weak: Everyday Forms o f  Peasant Resistance (New Haven, 1985), p. 
299.

Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 323.
See Chapter One.
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compel Dr. Butler to reduce or lower the amount of his t i t h e s . I n  July 1831 both men 

were found guilty by what was referred to by the Catholic press as a ‘Protestant Jury’ and 

they were sentenced to twelve months imprisonment and a fine of £50 each.’^̂  Before the 

same Court another prosperous farmer, Patrick Walsh, was convicted of conspiring and 

combining with others at the Inistioge Hurlers’ assemblage to compel the Reverend Pack 

to reduce his tithes, although he was only bound on his own surety of £100 when Pack 

pleaded on his behalf that he had been accidently drawn into the affair having gone there 

to help keep the p e a c e . I t  is noteworthy in this respect also that Peter Loughnan was 

instantly arrested by the resident magistrate when he was believed to have uttered ‘Down 

with the Tithes! Pay no Tithes!’

The importance o f noting these arrests and convictions is that they were followed 

by a marked withdrawal of rural elites from the anti-tithe protest in the second half of 

1831. This consequence was noted by Patrick Costello when he argued that Dr. Butler’s 

own son, who was in the Glebe house at the time, had stated that Blanchfield and Byme 

had prevented a breach o f the peace, and that, Costelloe believed, ‘in return for their 

interference they got that punishment, which I rather think will prevent other gentlemen,

1 ^ 9similarly circumstanced, from taking any trouble in such cases again.’ This view was 

echoed by The Tipperary Free Press when it wrote, following the arrest of forty people 

who had refused to disperse following the reading of the Riot Act at the Rathgallon 

Hurlers’ meeting;

Perhaps, “the powers that be” would wish to infuse a salutary terror into the 
minds o f the people and impress them with their determination to uphold the 
tithe system. How well they succeeded in this attempt before in the case of 
Messer’s Byme and Blanchfield may be collected from the late melancholy event 
at Knocktopher? They are aware that by causing those gentlemen to bewail their 
good purpose in a dungeon they threw the peasantry back on their own resources

KJ, 12 Mar. 1831, 30 Jul. 1831.
Ibid., 12 Mar. 1831, 30 Jul. 1831,3 Aug. 1831. 
Ibid., 30 Jul. 1831, 3 Aug. 1831.
Second Report, Lords, Tithes, (663), p. 38.
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and abandoned them to the arguments forced upon them by the Proctor, and 
which, by themselves, they had not logic enough to meet.'' '̂^

The return of the gentlemen farmers, gentry and O’Connellite agitators to the 

forefront of the protest at the start of 1832 introduced a rapid, but almost entirely 

peaceful and bloodless, spread of passive resistance across much of the south and 

midlands of Ireland, as well as a significant decline of the involvement of the secret 

societies in the movement. Nevertheless, throughout the latter part of 1832 numbers of 

anti-tithe agitators, priests and newspaper proprietors were arrested under a very old law 

which Stanley had excavated and which made it an offense to attempt to defraud the 

clergyman of his t i t h e . W i t h  the ‘decapitation’ of these leaders from the protest 

following the widespread arrests in the autumn of 1832 the resistance once more became 

overlain by violence.

What form did such violence take? Principally it was derived from the rural 

population’s inherited tactics of violent resistance to tithes. As a result, tithe proctors, 

valuators and process servers were frequently attacked and beaten, or even murdered. 

There were, however, significant differences in the manner in which these attacks took 

place during the Tithe War and the way in which they had been committed in the past. 

Above all such incidents were more communal and collective than previously, and 

because of various decisions by Government they involved more frequent and bloodier 

collisions between police and protestors than ever before. The basic features of Tithe 

War attacks were that they were perpetrated by very large crowds, sometimes of mixed 

gender, armed with agricultural implements or stones, during daylight hours. Critically, 

anti-tithe violence was fleeting, ad hoc and reactionary (i.e. responsive and defensive) 

rather than that typically perpetrated by local miscreants or the secret societies, which 

tended to be ongoing, pre-mediated and pre-emptive (i.e. unprovoked and offensive).

TFI\ 10 Jan. 1832.
Stanley, Police and People, p. 324. Also, see Chapter Two.
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These characteristics mark out the anti-tithe violence o f the Tithe War as somewhat 

different in emphasis to that perpetrated by previous agrarian confederacies. Like their 

predecessors anti-tithe protestors sought to frustrate the legal processes for tithe recovery 

by depriving tithe officials (proctors, valuators, agents, process servers) o f their 

documents (processes, writs, valuation books, etc.). However, the difference was that the 

Rockites, for instance, did this ‘sometimes ... with the help o f crowds in the daytime, as 

proctors or process servers were going their appointed rounds, but more frequently they 

accomplished it through domiciliary visits by smaller bands at n i g h t . T h i s  was in 

marked contrast to the Tithe War where such nocturnal domiciliary visits by small bands 

were relatively few and mass daytime crowd actions almost endemic.

Why was this the case? The answer lies in the transformation o f tithes in the 

1830s from a socio-economic to a politico-religious issue. As a result, tithe resistance 

became a communal, collective affair, rather than an issue on which local, volatile 

personalities and factions tried to impose their will through violent intimidation. The 

crowd actions that were once the exception now became the norm as the presence o f  a 

tithe proctor or process server in a parish, especially those with a fractious history, was 

enough to raise the entire community to hunt them out. In this context nightly visits were 

not necessary; the plainly evident communal, collective hostility was enough to persuade 

many petty tithe officials to have nothing to do with the business without them ever 

being personally threatened.

Indeed, the clerical memorials o f 1832 are evidence o f  this, as many clergymen 

complained in them o f their absolute inability to find anybody willing to be employed on 

tithe business in Counties Kilkenny, Carlow, orTipperary.'"^^ Nevertheless, it appears that

Donnelly, Captain Rock, p 193.
‘Memorial o f  the Rev. Henry Bunbury’, (N.A.I., OPM A/154/5/4); ‘Memorial o f  the Rev. John B. 

Johnston’, (N.A.I., OPM A/154/5/10), Memorial o f  the Rev. James Pearson’, (N.A.I., OPMA/154/5/45), 
‘Memorial o f  the Rev. Richard Cooke’, (N.A.I., OPMA/154/5/5), ‘Memorial o f  the Rev. Peter R oe’, 
(N.A.I., OPM A/154/5/33); ‘Memorial o f  the Rev. Luke Fowler’, ( N.A.I., OPM A/154/5/62); ‘Memorial o f  
the Rev. Francis Newport’, (N A 1., OPMA/154/5/48), ‘Memorial o f  the Reverend John Orr’, (N.A.I.,
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a few stalwart individuals could still sometimes be found to take on tithe related work.

The presence of such individuals in anti-tithe infused communities, however, led to the 

numerous collisions between police and people which defined Tithe War violence 

following the unprecedented decision by the Irish Government to routinely afford them 

state protection in the period 1831-33. Indeed, the difference between the ‘normal’ use of 

the police to protect tithe agents, which occasionally led to clashes,'" '̂* and the way they 

were used during the first part o f the Tithe War, which almost guaranteed violent affrays, 

can be easily discerned from Melbourne’s statement to Littleton that:

It was, ... subsequent to the passing o f the [1822 Constabulary] Act, the 
practice of all the Governments of Ireland, upon being credibly informed that 
Tithe processes could not be served in a Parish without personal danger to the 
process server to direct the Constabulary force, not actually to accompany the 
process server nor to engage in serving the processes, but to attend according to 
circumstances, in such numbers and so near at hand as to ensure the personal 
safety of the officer and the maintenance of the public peace ... when in [1830] 
the hostility to tithe broke out so extensively ... the assistance afforded by 
Government to the Tithe owner naturally became more vigorous and decisive, 
and an attempt was made to put down the combination by a forcible execution of 
the law. Large bodies both of the army and the Constabulary were employed upon 
this service -  actually escorted and accompanied the process server and were, in 
fact, primarily and actively employed raising and levying those debts upon the 
people.''*^

This situation had come about as a resuh of a panicked and ill-thought through 

policy decision by the Irish authorities in the wake o f a number of violent incidents 

involving tithe process servers in County Kilkenny during the spring of 1831.'"^  ̂ In 

response to these incidents, and in particular to the murder o f Michael Drohan who 

worked for the Reverend Dr. Butler), Sir John Harvey had declared that:

OPMA/154/5/22); ‘Memorial o f the Rev. James Stubbs’, (N.A.I., OPMA/154/5/33); Memorial o f  the Rev. 
Richard B. Bernard’, (N.A.I., OPMA/154/5/2).

See, for example, Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 204.
Melbourne to Edward J. Littleton, 29 Aug. 1833. (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I. Microfilm No. P. 3028).
See Chapter Two.
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In consequence of this very flagrant proof of the bad spirit o f the people as 
regards persons employed in the collection of tithes, I have informed Major 
Brown [sub Inspector] and Mr. Greene [Resident Magistrate] that I am o f opinion 
that protection should at all times be afforded to them, under the present 
circumstances of the county, when employed either in serving processes or 
distraining cattle, without requiring from them those legal forms which under 
ordinary circumstances are requisite.

This was in line with Harvey’s previous advice that the Police be extensively used to 

force through the tithe sale at Graigue in December 1830 and to assist in the driving for 

tithes in the same parish in March and April 1831.''** Both of these actions, and the 

subsequent deployment o f the police to protect process servers, was in complete defiance 

of the Constabulary Act of 1822 which had specified that the use of the police in such 

instances was strictly to be applied in cases of forcible resistance, previously made, not 

of probable or apprehended resistance. O f the decision to protect the Graigue sale, 

Harvey himself later admitted that ‘I did use the freedom of suggesting to Government 

that this civil force assistance should be given, though it is contrary to the regulations 

under which the constabulary force have hitherto a c t e d . B u t  if Harvey was the main 

influence on Government in making these unprecedented decisions, Henry Martley, the 

Attorney General, rubber-stamped his advice, (although he insisted that affidavits still be 

taken that danger to the life of the tithe agent was apprehended before police protection 

be afforded), when he stated on 23 March that

with reference to the state of the County of Kilkenny, as evidenced by this 
atrocious outrage, I think the Police should be ordered to attend upon process- 
servers, for the prevention of similar enormities, upon an affidavit of the process- 
server in each case that he has good grounds for apprehending that he cannot act 
in the performance of his duty but at the risk o f his life. It should be understood,

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 22 Mar 1831, {First Report, Commons, Tithes, (177), App. No. 
1, p. 187).

See Chapter One.
Palmer, Police and People, p. 325.
First Report Lords, Tithes {21 \), p 10.
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however, that this is not to be set up as a precedent in other districts where the 
circumstances may be different.'^'

The latter objection, that this should not be taken as a precedent, appears 

however, not to have been re-thought until m id-1833, as tithe agents were, from April 

1831, routinely afforded protection. Ultimately, Melbourne, the Home Secretary, would 

admit that during this period police and military protection were afforded to tithe owners 

‘upon general political principles and for the purpose of putting down a movement so

152general and so combined as to amount almost to insurrection.’ This was, in many 

respects, an extraordinary policy, and one which strongly influenced the course of the 

Tithe War over the following two and a half years as it directly led to confrontations 

between the police and the people. What seems to have prompted the Government to 

make this important decision was that the violent assaults on process servers were 

accompanied by a general stated determination on the part of the people to pay no more 

tithes. This, in the eyes of the authorities, compounded the violence with the difficulties 

they were facing in their attempts to distrain the entire parish of Graigue in the wake of 

the passive resistance tactics adopted there. In this context, Harvey and the Government’s 

concern seems to have been to overawe a combination which they, correctly, saw as 

having the potential to cripple the tithe system if it was intelligently spread and 

patronized. Thus, when Harvey received a report that an anti-tithe notice had appeared in 

the King’s County towards the end of March 1831, he abstracted the situation thus:

The combination against the payment o f tithes appears to have reached the King’s 
County. In [County Kilkenny] (except at Graigue) it continues in the utmost 
[resilience?]. No actual resistance is offered to troops or Police but the lives of the 
Agents are so evidently endangered when not actually under such protection that 
few can be found hardy enough to undertake the duty ... if  the resistance becomes

Comment o f Henry Martley on Sir John Harvey’s letter to Sir William Gosset o f  22 Mar. 1831, First 
Report, Commons, Tithes, (177), App. No. 1, p. 187.

Melbourne to Edward J. Littleton, 29 Aug. 1833, (Hatherton Papers, N.L.I. Microfilm No. P. 3028).
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as general in other Counties as it is in this, it will be wholly out of the power of 
the Government to furnish each individual the means of enforcing his rights,

However, the reactionary nature of the new Government strategy was shown in the 

summer, when, having been presented with several investigations into Dr. Butler’s tithe 

affairs and unwillingness to compromise on his rates by Thomas Neville, a local 

magistrate and landowner, Dublin Castle refused Butler any further protection for his 

tithe agents and process servers.'^'* Ironically, the Government had deemed the man for 

whom they had decided to alter the degree and nature of protection to be afforded to tithe 

owners to protect their interests, unworthy of such protection because of his oppressive 

exactions. Nevertheless, by then the policy o f offering police protection had become 

entrenched and the dynamic of the Tithe War had been changed.

The introduction of police protection for tithe process severs meant that tithe 

resistance was transformed into a ‘Tithe War’ as anti-tithe crowds no longer hunted 

isolated individuals connected with the tithe system, but rather lined up opposite an 

armed force o f police, who although inferior in numbers, were superior in weaponry. 

This led to a long series of bloody confrontations between protestors and the state forces, 

many of which were outlines in earlier chapters. Ultimately, it would take the 

appointment o f Thomas Drummond to the Under Secretaryship in 1835 for the policy of 

routinely providing tithe officials with police and military protection to be changed; 

although it should be noted that Littleton had tried his best to do this two years 

previously. Drummond thus de-escalated both the brutality and the sense of confessional 

grievance that the Tithe War had produced by using delaying tactics and ingenious legal 

arguments to ensure that the police were used as sparingly as possible on tithe 

b u s in e ss .C o n se q u e n tly , the clergyman was thrown on his own resources to try to

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 29 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper H18).
See Chapter Two.
A good selection o f Drummond’s responses to requests for police assistance to enforce tithes can be 

found in O’Brien, Thomas DrummonJ, pp.222-9.
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collect his tithes. This could still lead to clashes between proctors, drivers and process 

servers, and protesting crowds, but without the presence of military and police these 

incidents rarely led to bloodshed as the former usually retreated in the face of 

overwhelming numbers. Thus, there were no more Leughs, Carrickshocks, Mooncoins, 

Mahoonaghs, Keadys, or Rathcormacs.

* * *

Coercive pressure, passively applied, was one o f the most important features of the anti

tithe campaign of the 1830s and was actively formulated and encouraged by 

O ’Connellite agitators who wished to cripple the tithe system through legal means. 

Nevertheless, despite elite infiltration of the anti-tithe protest, it remained imbued with 

violence in both linguistic and actual terms. How then, does the historian account for the 

wild oscillations and variations in forms of anti-tithe protest adopted by the country 

people during the Tithe War?

Undoubtedly, a fractious history in a parish was important in informing its 

inhabitants’ attitude to violent resistance to tithes, but it would be untrue to suggest that 

those local structures dictated their actions, or that they did not eagerly supplement, 

indeed often completely replace older, more violent, forms of resistance with the new 

tactics of passive resistance that had been developed by O ’Connellites. There can be little 

doubt that most country people preferred to stand peacefully in a crowd and prevent a 

sale o f distrained cattle than to risk life and limb trying to rescue those same cattle from 

an armed distraining party. Thus, urban, rural and clerical notables had measureable 

success in the implementation of a projective and strategic programme o f passive and 

constitutional resistance to tithes that was coercive, pressuring and intimidatory, but 

which was based on the principle o f non-violence. This success, however, was built on
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fragile foundations. The country people supported the edifice of coercive non-violence 

when its efficacy was demonstrable, but when it seemed to afford them no protection, 

they fell back on those techniques of resistance which had been bequeathed to them by 

previous generations. This tendency was compounded by a Government which focussed 

repression on the leaders and fomenters o f passive resistance to tithes. Moreover, when 

Government policy dictated that police and military be routinely assigned to protect 

process servers these inherited tactics led to bloodier collisions between the authorities 

and the people than had ever occurred outside o f open rebellion. Nevertheless, if  this 

chapter has demonstrated that there was great variety in the forms that tithe resistance 

took in the 1830s, its examination of tithe sales in particular has also shown that the 

protest was both displayed and was sustained by an unparalleled degree o f unity and 

collective identity and it is to this aspect of the Tithe War that we turn our attention in the 

next chapter.
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5

THE DISSEMINATION AND MANIFESTATION OF ANTI-TITHE

SENTIMENT

The degree of unity which the rural Catholic masses displayed during the Tithe War, as 

well as their apparent willingness to obey the orders they received from fiery 

O’Connellite agitators and priests, chilled many Conservative observers. The high Tory 

Constitution newspaper, for example, denounced those priests who had positioned 

themselves as ‘leaders o f the King’s subjects -  marshalling them in thousands as they see 

fit -  concentrating them in masses -  and conducting them to distances from their homes, 

to exhibit them in such force as may strike terror into Protestants [and] overpower the 

administration o f the Law.’' Those sympathetic to the protest, however, rejoiced in these 

disciplined displays of resolve and solidarity by ‘immense concourse[s] of people’ who 

so willingly and effectively placed themselves ‘under the guidance of their Pastors’ and 

rejected violent outrage in favour of passive, resilient defiance in the face o f injustice.^ 

These two different interpretations o f passing events point up the key questions which 

this chapter deals with. How was anti-tithe sentiment created and disseminated? How 

was communal solidarity against tithes structured and displayed? How did different 

confessional camps react to these displays and what broader significance did they attach 

to them? In answering these questions it will be necessary, in the first instance, to 

examine the role that newspapers played in the Tithe War, and, in the second, to analyse 

how anti-tithe sentiment was made manifest through living, vocal and symbolic 

demonstrations of communal hostility to the impost.

' Constitution, 14 June 1832.
^SR,  14 June 1832.
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THE O’CONNELLITE NEWSPAPER PRESS^

Over 100 newspapers were published in Ireland during the 1830s. Some o f these had 

already been published for many decades, whilst others proved to have only a fleeting 

existence. Taking 1832 as a sample year there were seventy nine individual newspapers 

published nationwide.'* Dublin was the printing centre o f  Ireland, with twenty 

newspapers published weekly in the metropolis. Some o f these were published daily, 

some tri-weekly, and others weekly. Outside o f Dublin there was a provincial newspaper 

network which covered virtually the entire country and which included provincial print 

centres such as Cork, Belfast, Clonmel, Drogheda, Kilkenny, Limerick and Carlow. Over 

all, the verdict o f  one historian has been that the most distinctive feature o f the Irish 

newspaper press in the early nineteenth century was its sectarian polarization.^ The 

evidence from the Tithe War supports this supposition, as old and new provincial and 

metropolitan prints increasingly adopted the overt confessional politics o f the era and 

became the mouthpieces for competing sectarian camps.

In analysing the Irish press, historians have often been almost wholly concerned 

v/ith the extent to v/hich it was subject to censorship and Government interference.^ 

However, while this was an important factor in the long term development o f the Irish

 ̂ The terms ‘O ’Connellite’ and ‘anti-tithe’ press will be used throughout this chapter in order to describe 
that body o f  newspapers in Ireland which supported O ’Connellite and ultra-liberal politics and election 
candidates, and, during the Tithe War, demanded a total abolition o f  tithes and denounced the means used 
by the Government and the clergy to enforce the tithe system. Consequently, the popular Dublin Evening 
Post has been excluded from the discussion on the grounds that, although opposed to tithes, it was also a 
staunch supporter o f  the Whigs, and therefore refused to strongly criticize the measures that the 
Government took to enforce tithes. It should also be noted that Ulster Presbyterian newspapers, such as the 
Northern Whig, have been omitted from this discussion, partly for reasons o f  space, but, more particularly, 
because, ahhough they denounced tithes in print, they did not encourage their readers to adopt resistance to 
the impost.
 ̂ All information referring to the existence and publication centres o f  newspapers in this chapter are taken 

from James O’Toole and Sara Smyth, Newsplan: Report o f  the Newsplan Project in Ireland  (2""* ed., 
Dublin, 1998).
 ̂ Douglas Simes, ‘Ireland, 1760-1820s’ in Hannah Barker and Simon Burrows (eds.). Press, Politics and  

the Public Sphere in Europe and North America, 1760-1820  (Cambridge, 2002), p. 113.
® See, for example, Brian Inglis, Ihe Freedom o f  the Press in Ireland, 1784-1841  (London, 1954) and R. R. 
Madden, The History’ o f  Irish Periodical Literature, from  the End o f  the Seventeenth to the M iddle o f  the 
Nineteenth Century, its Origin, Progress and Results, (2 vols., London, 1867).
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press, censorship was generally far less than in many other European countries and, by 

the 1820s, had dwindled considerably from its heyday under Peel7 Government 

subsidies and adverts still operated as a check on press freedom, but without the 

wholehearted commitment o f Dublin Castle press controls became increasingly 

ineffective. Instead, in a time o f economic stagnation, social targeting became a more 

lucrative publishing strategy, as newspaper proprietors tapped into the financial resources 

o f  the confessional associations and the captive readership that was more easily achieved 

with the adoption o f  a strong party line.^ These trends continued into the early 1830s and 

the Tithe War, with Government showing no interest in censoring tithe related articles 

until the latter part o f 1832. However, by this stage the O’Connellite press had already 

helped widely disseminate anti-tithe ideology and had established a clear representation 

o f events. Thus, if  Government repression and management o f newspapers were not the 

critical determinants in the nature o f  the early nineteenth century Irish press that were 

once assumed, it is now important to emphasize that other factors such as ‘audience 

composition and the social backgrounds o f  journalists, editors and proprietors detennined 

the nature o f the messages the press contained.’^

The first important factor to examine, then, is the nature o f  newspaper audiences 

in the 1830s, and the degree to which the anti-tithe press was able to penetrate the 

political consciousness o f tithe payers and potential local leaders and agitators within the 

urban and rural-middle classes. In this respect, it is should be noted that newspapers sales 

figures were relatively low during this period, due in different degrees to problems such 

as economic depression, burdensome levels o f taxation (on newspapers), and relatively 

low literacy rates. All o f these factors combined meant that Irish newspapers were sold 

for prices that made them a luxury well beyond the means o f  most o f the population. As a

 ̂ Simes, ‘Ireland’, p. 125.
* Ibid, pp. 128-9.
 ̂ Hannah Barker and Simon Burrows, ‘Introduction’ in Hannah Barker and Simon Burrows (eds.), Press, 

Politics and the Public Sphere in Europe and North America, 1760-1820  (Cambridge, 2002), p. 2.
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result, the best selling newspaper o f the 1830s sold fewer copies than its counterpart in 

the 1770s and 1 7 9 0 s .C o n seq u en tly , this being the case, degrees and possibilities o f 

penetration become a vital issue when dealing with the effect o f newspapers in this 

period. What is the use o f analysing and outlining what Tithe War era newspapers had to 

say if  only negligible numbers o f  people actually read the message? The answer, it would 

appear, lies in the nature o f the limited, but socially important, audience that those 

newspapers were actually purchased by, and the effect that these newspaper readers had 

in dispersing the message further afield.

The prosperous urban merchant and rural strong farmer groups, as well as the 

Catholic clergy, provided the main market for O ’Connellite newspapers. Despite this, 

however, it is also relatively clear that even the lowest classes in rural Ireland had at least 

some access to print culture. As 6  Ciosain argues, in early nineteenth century Ireland, 

even if  the majority o f  people were unable to read, no simple line could be drawn 

between literate and illiterate, since ‘when a community had a few members who could 

read, that community could incorporate reading and print into its oral practice, most 

notably through reading aloud or collective reading, and it thereby became literate as a 

group.’” Gerald Fitzgerald remarked on the way in which just such ‘collective reading’ 

was practised in County Tipperary, when, in response to being asked by the Tithe 

Committee whether newspapers were extensively circulated in Ireland, he replied:

Very freely indeed; there is not a whiskey house that has not a newspaper, and o f
course, as they conceive, one o f  the right kind; all on one side. In point o f fact,
the peasantry o f  Ireland have become complete politicians, and every evening, or
at all events every holiday and every Sunday, they assemble in the house o f  some
farmer who takes this newspaper, and he reads it out to the company; so that very
little is going on that they are not perfectly acquainted with, and they often have

12earlier information than we have.

Simes, ‘Ireland’, p. 132
" Niall 6  Ciosain, ‘Oral Culture, Literacy, and Reading, 1800-50’ in Janies H. Murphy (ed.). The Oxford 
History o f  the Irish Book: Vohm e IV: The Irish Book in English, 1800-1891 (Oxford, 2011), p. 173.

First Report Lords, Tithes {21\) ,  p 61. For a similar case, see the observations o f  de Tocqueville cited in 
O Ciosain, ‘Oral Culture, Literacy, and Reading’, p. 176-7.
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Other contemporaries equally noted the ability o f newspapers to penetrate the different 

social classes. Dr. Doyle, for example, believed that his anti-tithe pastorals, which had 

been published in the newspapers ‘no doubt ... may have contributed very much to 

forward [the] opposition’, since ‘those newspapers o f course get into the hands o f  the 

great bulk o f  the people.’'  ̂ There is even evidence that the rural people clubbed together 

(perhaps under compulsion!) to buy newspapers since one threatening notice posted in 

County Kilkenny stated that ‘its expected the people o f the parish o f Kilmaganny will 

renew their subscription for the newspapers as nothing can add more to their moral 

knowledge.’ ''*

Newspaper penetration was, therefore, certainly not limited to the wealthy 

minority; illiteracy and poverty, the two most prominent bars to participation in print 

culture, could be overcome by incorporating newspaper reading into oral culture, and the 

ability o f even the illiterate rural population to receive information through newspapers 

was very important during the Tithe War.'^ Nevertheless, it remained that the actual 

purchasers o f the newspapers predominantly came from the urban and rural middle 

classes. This affected the nature o f the O ’Connellite press, since it meant that the content 

o f  such newspapers reflected the aspirations, prejudices and commitments o f those who 

actually purchased the newspapers, rather than the generality o f all who read (or 

‘listened’ to) them. Labourers and small fanners were part o f the audience for an 

O ’Connellite newspaper; yet those same newspapers did not agitate on behalf o f the 

W hitefeet or Terry Alts and demand better wages, more access to land, and a reduction in 

Catholic clerical dues. Instead, the topical issues were those which did not divide the 

Catholic community, and which tended to improve the social, economic and political 

standing o f the Catholic middle-classes; that is, issues such as Emancipation, Repeal,

Second Report Commons, Tithes (508), p. 325. For similar observations, see First Report, Lords, Tithes, 
(271), pp. 61, 118, 130.

John Burke to Charles H. Tuckey, 9 Sept. 1833, (N.A.I., CSORP/1833/Outrage Paper No. 611).
See Chapter Two.
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Tithes, Church Cess, Pohce misconduct, and the election o f O ’Connellite and ultra

liberal politicians. Those lower down the social scale could certainly be depended upon 

to jo in  in the agitation on these issues, since such matters generally animated their 

political feelings too, but they were often not their primary social concerns.

Thus, the confessional allegiances o f  Irish newspapers during the Tithe W ar were 

greatly a reflection o f  the nature and demands o f their marketplace audience. However, 

the proprietorship o f  the journals was also an important factor in shaping their content. 

The importance o f the converging factors o f  audience, ownership and political stance for 

a newspaper can be seen in two leading anti-tithe local newspapers, the Tipperary Free 

Press, and the Kilkenny Journal. These newspapers were owned and run by John Hackett 

and Cornelius Maxwell respectively, both o f whose personal politics provide the key to 

understanding the nature o f their newspapers. Both Hackett and Maxwell, like many 

others in eighteenth and nineteenth century Ireland and Britain, combined printing, 

publishing and retail with their own public careers.'^ Hackett ran a book and stationery 

shop, a newspaper office and a public library from his buildings in Main Street, 

Clonmel,'^ while Maxwell owned a booksellers and printers shop in Kilkenny City, as 

well being involved in the local public library,'*^ In some respects, their newspapers 

formed merely one cog in the commercial life o f these men, as both the Kilkenny Journal 

and the Tipperary Free Press reviewed, previewed and advertised the books available in 

their proprietors’ book shops and library. However, neither Hackett nor Maxwell were 

solely provincial printers and booksellers hoping to make a profit. They were also public 

and deeply political men who aimed to push the claims o f Irish Catholics successively 

through the Emancipation, anti-tithe. Repeal, and tenant-right campaigns, as well as

Case studies o f  such figures are becoming increasingly popular among historians o f the print trade. Good 
examples are included John Hinks, Catherine Armstrong and Matthew Day (eds.), Periodicals and 
Publishers: The Newspaper and Journal Trade, 1740-1914 (\.ondon, 2009), pp. 45-7.

7'fP, 7 Jan. 1832.
Marie-Louise Legg, Newspapers and Nationalism: The Irish Provincial Press, 1850-1892 (Dublin, 

1999), p. 67
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through the promotion of O ’Connellite politicians and poHtics in Counties Tipperary and 

Kilkenny generally. This public side o f Hackett was not only manifested through his 

highly political newspaper, but also in 1842/3 when he became the first Catholic mayor 

o f Clonmel (since 1607), and when he underwent numerous prosecutions for political

material and libels printed in the Tipperary Free Press}"  ̂ Maxwell, meanwhile, could

20often be found attending anti-tithe. Repeal and Reform meetings in Kilkenny City and

21played a part in the O’Connellite infiltration of the Hurlers’ movement in 1830/31.

The political views o f Hackett and Maxwell were reflected in their newspapers, 

both of which aimed to specifically highlight Catholic grievances and were part o f a new 

popular press which emerged in Ireland over the course of the early nineteenth century 

and which represented the concerns of what O Neill describes as a Catholic middle-class,

not so much emerging in this period, but rather becoming more strikingly visible

22following a ‘tunnel period’ in the eighteenth century. Thus, whilst the Kilkenny 

Journal, even back in the eighteenth century when it was called Finn's Leinster 

Journal^^ had always been a liberal Catholic leaning journal, under Maxwell’s editorship 

in the 1820s (and ownership after 1830) it became wholeheartedly committed to 

O ’Connellite politics and threw its weight behind the campaigns for Emancipation, 

Repeal, and tithe abolition. The Tipperary Free Press, meanwhile, on its launch in 1826 

criticised the two the existing Clonmel newspapers for their supposed emptiness of 

‘public principle’ and pledged itself to support not only the Emancipation campaign, but 

also to expose to public scrutiny ‘the exactions which are practised upon the peasantry 

through cesses, dues, tolls and tithes.’ '̂*

William P. Burke, History o f Clonmel (Waterford, 1907), p. 354.
See, for example, KJ, 26 Jan. 1831.
See Chaper One. See, also. Second Report, Lords, Tithes, (663), p. 38.
Burke, History o f  Clonmel, p. 352; Eoghan 0  Neill, The Golden Vale o f  Ivowen: Between Slievenamon 

and Stiir (Dublin, 2004), p. 526.
John S. North, Jhe Waterloo Directory o f  Irish Newspapers and Periodicals, 1800-1900: Phase II 

(Ontario, 1986), pp. 210-1.
Burke, History o f Clonmel, p. 352.
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Thus, the new provincial popular press gave greater coverage to purely local 

issues than their rivals, in whose columns such material formed only a small part o f  their 

non-advertising matter (being instead filled with extracts from the London newspapers, 

foreign news, parliamentary debates and ‘high’ politics). In this way, the long-standing 

concerns o f  the local Catholic community, such as vestry charges and abuses, police 

misconduct, the appointment o f magistrates and other public office holders, and tithe 

rates, collection and composition, as well as disputed and important quarter session 

cases, were all, for the first time, taken out o f  the realm o f the private conversations o f 

farmers and urban merchants at fairs and markets, and paraded before the public in print, 

suitably coloured according to the politics o f  the journal. County electoral politics and 

the organization o f the ‘popular’ vote were also given a prominent place in the new 

journals. In addition, appeals for, and lists of, parochial subscribers to the Catholic, and 

later, O ’Connell, Rent were also published. Thus, both the Tipperary Free Press and the 

Kilkenny .Journal give us examples o f how publicly active O ’Connellite proprietors used 

their newspapers to cater for the needs o f  the prosperous Catholic merchant and farming 

community o f their district by presenting a Catholic nationalist view on local issues and 

politics.

However, while the anti-tithe press reflected the concerns o f the rural and urban 

elite, it could have little effect if  it never actually reached this group due to geographic 

and economic constraints. In such cases these potential purchasers would be neither 

influenced nor animated by what the newspapers had to say, nor would they be able to 

disseminate their newspapers to ‘secondary’ audiences. This is an important factor in 

explaining regional variations in tithe resistance during the 1830s, since, unlike previous 

agrarian movements, it was the Catholic middle-classes who provided the leadership for 

the anti-tithe movement, and it was from the anti-tithe press that they drew much o f the 

inspiration, ideology, methodology and justification which underlay their opposition to
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tithes. O f course, many people disliked tithes before they ever read a word about them in 

the press; however, the anti-tithe press offered the locally aggrieved a national, 

consolidated discourse o f opposition which helped to sustain a widely dispersed but 

unified resistance. Moreover, this discourse, together with the representations o f the 

events of the Tithe War by the anti-tithe press, led non-tithe paying, but politically 

conscious and active, urban dwellers to a shared sense that tithes were an intolerable 

burden for the Irish Catholics, and that their abolition was essential to the betterment of 

Ireland as a whole, not just for the amelioration o f the condition of the farmers.

Thus, wherever the anti-tithe press reached the world of the Catholic and radical 

urban, rural and clerical elites of Ireland, it had the ability to influence and animate those 

elites. Where it did not, or where that elite had not yet coalesced in any form that was 

capable of challenging the local Ascendancy, the anti-tithe press had little effect; tithes 

remained a local, predominantly economic, grievance, rather than a political and 

religious one, and resistance remained the preserve of local village gangs, using 

traditional violent opposition, operating without elite leadership and without that vital 

animating sense of tithes as a national grievance which gave whole parishes the 

confidence to openly stand up and refuse to pay. This was particularly the case in 

Counties which generally returned no Repeal candidates at elections, had low literacy 

rates, and economies which yielded little surpluses for luxury goods (such as 

newspapers). Thus, in places like Sligo, Leitrim, Roscommon, and Donegal, which 

lacked the type o f assertive, politically conscious Catholic middle-class that had emerged 

elsewhere in Ireland by this time, it is no coincidence that stamp returns indicate that

25local newspapers sold in insignificant numbers in these Counties. Little wonder then 

that this region produced little or no constitutional anti-tithe agitation or passive 

resistance.

See Appendix III. It is important to remember that newspaper stamp returns do not equate to sales 
figures, but were, rather, issued, mainly, according to the number o f  advertisements. However, the higher 
the stamp returns the greater the number o f  advertisements which in itself indicates a higher circulation.
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Exactly the opposite situation, however, prevailed in the heartland o f the Tithe 

War in east Munster and south Leinster. Here, the congruence of economic, social, 

cultural and religious factors which have been outlined in other chapters as marking out 

this region as uniquely positioned to lead and inspire a concerted and unified assault on 

the tithe system in Ireland in the 1830s once more re-emerge when we look at the nature 

and importance o f the newspaper press in this region. The most remarkable feature of 

this region’s newspaper landscape was its plethora o f politically charged rival 

newspapers. Tipperary, Kilkenny, Wexford, Carlow, Waterford, Cork; each County had a 

least one O’Connellite and one Conservative local n ew sp ap er.T h is  print phenomenon 

reflected the political, religious and social divisions o f this region’s newspaper 

audiences, especially the well organized and politicized Catholic middle-classes whose 

political clubs and activities had helped to almost completely turn out the Conservative 

parliamentary interest in these districts by the early 1830s. Increasingly assertive and 

politically active, the leaders of the ‘popular’ side in this region was made up of mid-rank

27and strong farmers, urban traders, some professionals, and Catholic priests; exactly the 

audience which newspapers were aimed at, and reached. And, as elsewhere in Europe at

this time, ‘the local press occupied a central position in the process by which new groups

28defined themselves and claimed a place in the arena o f public discourse.’ Bullish, 

organized, and with their own local press (in addition to the national one) to formulate 

and disseminate a unified ideology and strategy, and to foster and sustain a unique social 

identity, there was little wonder then, that this region was filled with constitutional anti

tithe activity and strategically directed and controlled passive resistance.

Thus, the existence of a dense network of O ’Connellite local newspapers in south 

Leinster and east Munster was an extremely important factor in accounting for the

See Appendix 111.
Cronin, Death o f  Father John Walsh, p. 11.
Jeremy D. Popkin, ‘Press and “Counter-Discourse” in the Early July Monarchy’ in Dean de la Motte and 

Jeannene M. Przyblyski (eds.), M aking the News: M odernity and the M ass Press in Nineteenth-Century 
/•'raz/ct? (Massachusetts, 1999), p. 19
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intensity and unity o f tithe resistance in that region, as it provided the most extended and 

vigorous ‘public sphere’ outside o f Dublin and Belfast.^^ According to Popkin, printed 

texts played a special role in the public sphere o f the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, since they served, in a ‘public’ which was spatially dispersed, ‘both to 

disseminate a common fund o f ideas and information and to communicate the results o f

30public discussions’ In the case o f early nineteenth century Irish society this most have 

been particularly relevant to the situation which prevailed in South Leinster and east 

Munster, as this region was rich in political clubs and associations and was the centre of 

constitutional anti-tithe meetings. Thus, the region’s newspapers provided a vehicle to 

present the debates o f  political clubs and the proceedings o f  anti-tithe meetings to a much 

greater audience than could attend these events. Moreover, local newspapers afforded 

opportunities for politically active individuals to contribute written communications to 

the newspapers. For example, the fact that provincial newspapers could only operate 

profitably with a skeleton staff meant that while court cases, inquests and mass anti-tithes 

meetings were usually covered by special reporters, the details o f many a tithe sale, 

parochial anti-tithe meeting, and tithe affray, were transmitted to the press by means o f 

local correspondents. Indeed, for the potential penmen o f the politically conscious 

Catholic middle-classes, arrangements could be even more formal than the publication o f 

an occasional letter or report, as the Carlow Morning Post, for instance, was known to

31publish articles by the clergy o f Carlow College.

The other distinctive feature o f  the provincial press o f south Leinster and east 

Munster during the 1830s was that in every town where a crusading O ’Connellite

The notion of a ‘public sphere’ was first put forward by the German philosopher Jurgen Habermas. 
[Jurgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation o f  the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category o f  
Bourgeois Society, trans. Thomas Burger (Massachusetts, 1989)]. The special role that printed texts, 
especially newspapers, played in the public sphere is examined in Bob Harris, Politics and the Press: 
Britain and France, 1620-1800 (London, 1996) and Jeremy D. Popkin, Press, Revolution, and Social 
Identities in france, 1830-1835 (Pennsylvania, 2002).

Popkin, Press, Revolution, and Social Identities, p. 51
Brother P, J. Kavanagh, ‘Carlow Newspapers, 1828-1841’ in Carloviana: Journal o f  the O ld Carlow 

Society, vol. 2 no. 24 (1975), p. 26.
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newspaper was published, an almost equally voracious Protestant Conservative print was 

issued which exposed, denounced and vilified the reports, interpretations and claims of 

its rival publication. In this way, the provincial press provided a sharper, locally focussed 

rivalry to the intense political and religious feuding of the metropolitan press, itself 

already divided along confessional lines. The Tithe War thus reinforced the process 

which, according to Simes, had already taken place over the previous decades, whereby 

‘two largely separate and antagonistic communities’ had evolved, each of which had ‘its 

own press interest which helped sustain both internal cohesion and external animosity. 

However, the development of the O ’Connellite press in particular, and its links to mass 

political action, was by no means a development unique to Ireland; for, as Eley argues in 

relation to nineteenth century Europe, ‘the positive values o f the liberal public sphere 

quickly acquired broader democratic resonance, with the resulting emergence of 

impressive popular movements, each with its own distinctive movement cultures (i.e., 

form of public sphere).’ ‘

This pan-European development points to the fact that, in the nineteenth century, 

newspapers became important focal points for the development of what Benedict 

Anderson has termed ‘imagined communities,’’'* giving them form and shape and 

allowing them to define themselves and their concerns; moreover, this process of self 

definition and participation in the ‘public sphere’ also allowed these ‘imagined 

communities’ to establish themselves as politically important. Thus, during the Tithe 

War it can be argued that newspapers served as vehicles through which the country’s

Simes, ‘Ireland’, p. 134.
G eoff Eley, ‘Nations, Publics, and Political Cultures: Placing Habermas in the Nineteenth Century’ in 

Craig Calhoun (ed.), Habermas and the Public Sphere (Massachusetts, 1992), p. 304.
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities; Reflections on the Origin an d  Spread o f  Nationalism  

(London, 2006).
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confessional based ‘imagined communities’ could continue to shape themselves and bid 

for political significance.^^

Obviously these confessional identities predated the emergence o f  the press. 

However, by fixing those identities to specific social and political issues, such as 

Emancipation, Repeal, or tithes, the press helped to strengthen social identities by 

providing static points around which communal loyalties could coalesce. Indeed, the very 

nature o f  newspapers enabled public opinion to congeal around a topic in a way that 

provided the infrastructure for an ‘imagined com munity’ to develop, or be sustained, 

upon; as Popkin has argued, ‘periodicals held the community o f the public together in 

time ... the fact that they were read as soon as possible after their publication meant that 

readers interacted with the same texts at more or less the same time, and the fact that 

periodicals reappeared on a regular basis meant that this experience o f  simultaneous 

reading was regularly r e n e w e d .T h e re fo re ,  the rhythmic appearance o f newspapers, 

together with the manner in which they engaged in fevered conflicts (not necessarily 

debates) with their rivals were as ‘uniquely influential in structuring the conflicts’ 

between the confessional classes o f 1830s Ireland, as, for example, the Lyon press was in 

doing likewise for the economic class conflicts which developed in 1830s France.

THE REPRESENTATION OF THE TITHE WAR IN THE O’CONNELLITE PRESS

In respect o f  the O ’Connellite press this ‘structuring’ involved representing the ‘Tithe 

W ar’ in such a way that rendered tithes and the manner in which they were being 

enforced as an intolerable grievance for Catholics. In order to achieve this, the press 

justified the methods o f  opposition being used to resist tithes while creating an ‘imagined

Jeremy Popkin applies this argument to maite sense o f  the way in which the class based ‘imagined 
communities o f  Lyon made use o f  the local press during the early days o f  the July Monarchy. [Popkin, 
‘Press and “Counter-Discourse”’, p. 23],

Popkin, Press, Revolution, and Social Identities, p. 51 
Popkin, ‘Press and “Counter-Discourse”’, p. 23.
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community’ of fellow sufferers by portraying those killed, wounded, or arrested for their 

opposition as martyrs. In this respect, the anti-tithe press did not apply the term ‘Tithe 

War’ to events in the same amorphous way in which historians have done. Instead, a 

close textual examination of O’Connellite provincial and metropolitan newspaper 

representations of attempts to enforce the collection of tithes demonstrates the very 

pointed way in which this press, at least until 1834, represented the ‘Tithe War’ as a 

‘war’ being perpetrated ‘on’ the people rather than ‘by’ the people. In particular, the use 

of military, police, and yeomen in the levying of tithes was denounced as unjustifiable 

and reprehensible in both the state and the established Church, especially in light of the 

nature of the resistance that was being offered. Consequently, the anti-tithe press were 

able to portray events in a way which caused outrage and disgust in Ireland and England, 

and to excoriate the established clergy for waging a religious war against an oppressed 

people.^* In the twentieth century the leaders and supporters of passive resistance 

movements, for instance in the US in the 1950s and ‘60s, and Prague in 1968, were 

clearly alive to the power and value of the image of the unarmed, unoffending, albeit 

protesting, civilian, coming face to face with ostentatiously armed soldiers or po l ice .As  

a result, pictures such as the ones below were used to bolster support for these causes 

(see Figs. i and ii). In 1830s Ireland, of course, technology had not yet advanced so far 

that images like these were possible; however, the pre-existence of a vibrant 

O’Connellite press meant that the opportunity existed for local and national titles to 

ensure that a literary portrayal of passive, unarmed, unoffending tithe resisters, 

surrounded, and sometimes assailed, by unnecessary squadrons of the state’s forces, 

could be presented to the public for digestion.

For a flavour o f  the English Radical press’ coverage o f  the Tithe War, see above.
Roberts, ‘Introduction’ in Roberts and Garton Ash, (eds.). Civil Resistance and Power Politics, pp. 1-24.
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Fig. i: Arrest o f  a Civil Rights Protestor in Birmingham, Alabama, 1963'*^

I k '  -,r
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\  V  '

Fig. ii: Soldiers and Protestors Come Face-to-Face, Prague, 1968^^

http://www.crmvet.org/images/imgbham.htm. (20 Jan. 2012). 
http://blog.ricecracker.net/2009/10/22/josef-koudelka-prague-spring/. (22 Jan. 2012).
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Newspaper portraits of this kind began in the spring o f 1831, and centred around 

the course o f events at Graigue, Freshford and Mountrath. In particular, the Kilkenny 

Journal ably characterized the events in Kilkenny as a form o f ‘ecclesiastical warfare’,”*̂ 

and it is to their coverage that we can attribute the first description of events as a ‘Tithe 

War’, in the sense of a war fought upon the tithe resisters. Thus, for example, the 

Reverend MacDonnell was described as ‘the director of all the military movements 

taking place against sundry pigs and turkeys in that q u a r t e r . I n  particular, the three 

days o f tithe sales in Graigue in March gave the Kilkenny Journal ample opportunity to 

lambaste the actions of the clergy and the state, as it wryly commented that:

So it turns out that for the purpose of seizing three head of cattle, which were 
subsequently sold by auction without a murmur being made, all the material of 
war was put in requisition and his Majesty’s troops hawked about the country. 
But it will not succeed. The nation has been put to expense, and a stigma sought 
to be cast on the country by carrying on a burlesque which, for idle unmeaning 
pomposity, holds fair to rival the adventures o f Tomb Thumb ... But the people 
acted as they would have done if the armament had been permitted to remain at 
home. The purchased the cattle themselves; and thus the destiny o f three two year 
old calves had decided how silly this almighty “note or preparation.”'̂ '*

The provincial view of ttthe resistance and the attempt to repress it as 

‘ecclesiastical warfare’'*̂ , ‘the campaign of the Church,’'*̂  or even ‘tithe wars’'*̂  

conducted by ‘Clerico-military Chiefs’'*̂  which was put forward in the Kilkenny Journal, 

was echoed on a wider, national, scale by the metropolitan press in response to the great 

tithe sales o f the Tithe War, which provided the most consistent occasions for the anti

tithe press to denounce the measures taken by the Government and the established

2 Apr. 1831.
''^Ibid., 13 Apr. 1831.

Ibid., 19 Mar. 1831. For these sales, military units had been moved into both Graigue itself, and the 
surrounding towns, to preserve the peace. See Chapter One. For similar commentary in respect o f  the sale 
o f Peter Loughnan’s cattle at Freshford, see KJ, 13 Apr. 1831 

2 Apr. 1831.
‘*®lbid., 20 Apr 1831 
''■'ibid., 27 Apr. 1831.

Ibid,
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Church against a peacefully protesting people. The first such occasion of this type o f 

coverage was the seizure and attempted sale o f Patt Lalor’s sheep for tithe debts in March 

1831 at Mountrath. Thus, the Pilot described the event as follows:

About 10,000 people were looking at the spectacle. A party of the 21 '̂ Fusiliers 
and a large body of Lancers, with the usual quantum of police, surrounded the 
stock under seizure. No disturbance took place; but one man was arrested for 
possessing a countenance displeasing to a gentleman in attendance ... a funeral 
was passing at the time, and, by authority, the coffin was opened and searched for 
arms. The governor o f the County and many other gentlemen attended. All the 
paraphernalia of war was put in requisition, but the people were most provokingly 
well behaved.'^^

The huge, public, success of Lalor’s defeat of the parson’s attempts to distrain 

him for tithe, and, particularly, the way in which the event was followed up by little other 

than the ostracism of those involved in the sale, led the anti-tithe press to recommend the 

methods used to their readers. Indeed, it was in this context that, in May 1831, a new 

anti-tithe newspaper. The Comet, began publication.^*^ In its first few issues, the Comet 

published articles which defended the conduct o f ‘such men as Mr. P. Laughnan [sic], 

Mr. P. Lalor, and others of their characters and station’ who the Established Church and 

Conservative press said were ‘dishonest, because they voluntarily refuse to pay tithes.’ '̂ 

To those gentry who were liable to give credence to this charge, the Comet scoffed:

How stupid and besotted you must be! Did anyone ever accuse the Quakers of 
bemg dishonest for doing the same thing? Never. The law says, so far you may go 
... then, if  those gentlemen go as far as the law permits, how, in the name of 
common sense, can they be accused of violating the law? They do not show any 
disposition to take up arms and slay the mere instruments: the poor tools of a 
plundering system. Their object is quite different; they passively submit to the 
operation of the law, in order to make the absurdit}', impolicy, and injustice of

52that law more palpable, and more odious to the bulk of the people.

Pilot, 18 Mar. 1831. 
Comet, 1 May 1831. 
Ibid., 8 May 1831. 
Ibid.
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For the anti-tithe press then, this plan was a peaceful one, and the issue at stake, 

tithes, one between parson and parishioners. In this respect, there was no call for the 

interference of the state, since neither the law, nor the peace, was breached by its 

adoption. The Government, however, did not accept this interpretation, with the result 

that the great tithe sales in May 1832 provided the anti-tithe press with more prime 

occasions to put forward their representation of the Tithe War as the unjustified 

intimidation and goading of citizens, armed with nothing more than a legitimate sense of 

grievance and a determination not to break the law. For example, the Southern Reporter, 

when it commented on the failed tithe sale at Rathcormac, placed great emphasis on the 

use of the state forces to try to push through the sale o f the seizures made by the 

Reverend Freeman. As such it greeted the attempt with the headline ‘TITHES -  

ATTEMPTED SALE OF CATTLE -  THE MILITARY -  THE P O L I C E .The actual reportage of 

the event further highlighted the repressive use o f force by the state, as the report read 

that:

At about nine o’clock in the morning a park of artillery, with two squadrons of 
Lancers passed through this city from Ballincollig; they were joined by more 
Cavalry, and a large Infantry force; all of which with over 200 Police, presented 
an array of military strength that gave the scene more the appearance of a country 
engaged in open and active warfare with its Government and Institutions, than for 
the protection o f the sale o f a few old cows. "̂*

In the face of this hostile force, the Southern Reporter emphasized the unanimity and 

good behaviour of the protestors.

Following Stanley’s repression o f the great anti-tithe meetings and the arrest of 

leading agitators in the summer 1832, the great assemblages at tithe sales were no longer 

possible and protestors who were determined on continuing passive resistance to tithes 

fell back on the type of tactics which had proved so successful at Graigue the previous

”  SR, 24 May 1832.
Ibid.

”  Ibid.
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year. Again, a sympathetic metropolitan and provincial press was at hand to support their 

campaign and condemn the actions o f the state and established clergy in using the 

constabulary and military in a re-invigorated and unprecedented attempt to enforce the 

collection o f tithe arrears. Thus, despite the increasing presence of violence in the protest, 

the anti-tithe press was able to continue their rhetorical depiction of the Tithe War as a 

war fought by the state’s forces for the benefit of the established clergy. For example, the 

tithe proceedings in Athenry gave the Galway Free Press reason to apply harsh 

commentary to the occasion, describing how

the tithe collecting troops engaged in the service o f the law church militant, for 
want of more honourable employment, and which have lain encamped in Athenry 
for the last fortnight took their departure thence on Thursday last and went 
crusading in some other direction, encumbered with all sorts of live and dead 
stock from the humble skillet to the stately bullock as reprisals for withholding 
the “legal demands” o f the “poor parsons.

After supplying a list of the personnel and units involved in the campaign, the newspaper 

described them as the ‘forces, civil and military, promoted to the dignified situation of

57tithe proctors on the occasion.’ In the same piece, the newspaper pointed out the way in 

which the Government were unscrupulously making a warzone out o f the countryside by 

using troops to intimidate the people into submission when it noted how ‘several o f the 

peasantry’ had ‘descended from their recusancy and paid the full amount demanded,’ 

only because they had been ‘alarmed at the novel sight o f mustachios and drawn sabres

CD

and prancing war steeds.’

The O ’Connellite newspaper representation of opposition to tithes in the early 

1830s also included what Dr. Doyle would later call an ‘appeal to Heaven and our 

neighbours to witness the injustice done to us, and to manifest their indignation at the

^^GFP, 15 Sept. 1832.
”  Ibid.

Ibid. A similar provincial account o f  affairs and condemnation o f  the intimidating use o f  the military to 
overcome tithe resistance can be found in the Tralee M ercury in a piece entitled ‘More Tithe Doings! -  
The Army’ [Tralee Mercury, 17 Oct. 1832],
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wrongs we suffer.’^̂  Newspaper representations of soldiers and police wringing tithes 

from a passive people were one way of carrying out this appeal. Another way of fulfilling 

this task, however, was by depicting those killed or arrested for their opposition to tithes 

as martyrs. This was a successful way of further deepening the message that the Tithe 

War was a religious war fought by the established Church and the state on justly 

aggrieved citizens, and creating and sustaining support for the movement by helping to 

transform tithes from a local grievance in areas where they were exacted with particular 

severity, into a national one, whereby all the members of the ‘Catholic Nation’ could feel 

the grievance and unite in resisting the cause of the oppression.

In particular, the detailed press reports o f those wounded and slain in tithe affrays 

ably performed this task o f conveying to the wider community the sense of oppression 

which may otherwise have remained a local mood in response to a local event. The 

newspaper coverage of the Newtownbarry tragedy provides a good example of this, with 

the following extract from the Freeman’s Journal’s being typical o f the emotional 

language which the anti-tithe press used to represent the incident:

On Saturday at Newtownbarry was perpetrated one o f the most frightful 
massacres of which there is any record in a civilized country -perpetrated by the 
Yeomanry armed not six months since amidst repeated wammgs of their bloody 
dispositions. The people men, women and children were slaughtered like sheep. 
Numbers were shot dead in the streets, others were driven by a murderous fire 
into the River Slaney which was covered with hats and bonnets floating down the 
stream! No resistance was offered, not a yeoman hurt, when a body of them 150 
in number, poured volley after volley without mercy into the crowd, and literally 
heaped the streets with dead... the young, innocent and helpless were slaughtered; 
numbers we are informed rushed from the merciless carnage and were drowned; 
some were shot in the river!! !̂ ‘̂

The second group of people who were represented as martyrs by the anti-tithe 

press were those who were arrested by the state in late 1832 for the non-payment of

DEP, 28 Aug. 1832.
FJ, 21 June. For similarly emotional coverage, see fVC, 25 June 1831.
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tithes. In Carlow, for instance, the first arrests were met with a wave of indignation by 

the Carlow Morning Fast as its headHne screamed ‘Our Fellow Citizens Dragged to Jail 

for Arrears of Tithe and Treated Worse than Felons.’ '̂ In the article that followed, the 

paper described how those arrested ‘have been obliged to undergo the most barbarous

and tyrannical privations that was ever inflicted upon men -  convicted felons under

62sentence of death could not have been more tyrannically used.’ The writer also 

emphasized that the imprisonments arose from no crime. ’

The final group of people whom the O’Connellite press depicted as martyrs 

during the Tithe War were those who were arrested and imprisoned for having spoken at 

anti-tithe meetings. In particular, anti-tithe newspapers highlighted the conditions which 

the prisoners were forced to endure in jail. Thus, as the release of Dominick P. Ronayne 

approached, the Freeman’s Journal commented ‘he will soon cease to be obliged to 

drink water out of a horse-trough like a brute beast -  to sit in darkness, and in a cheerless 

cell, from four in the afternoon till nine in the next morning -  to huddle with two others, 

in a dungeon nine feet square.’̂ '* The effect that the arrests and prosecutions had on the 

public imagination in Ireland was demonstrated in an article in the Filot which 

commented that:

These trials, convictions, and sentences, have not produced any of the effects 
intended by punishment. The reason is obvious. With the great mass of the 
community, the punishments are odious, and not the offences, and when that is 
the case, prosecutors are considered persecutors, and the punished martyrs. There 
are evidently two striking results from the late prosecutions -  an increased hatred 
of tithes, and a vast accession of popularity to those who are elevated by the 
honourable distinction o f suffering for their hostility to them. It is now evident to 
everyone who has the slightest discernment, and mixes among the people, that the 
late proceedings have increased the horror of tithes, and animated the resolve to 
have a speedy and sweeping abatement of the nuisance.

CMP, 8 Oct. 1832.
“  Ibid.
“  Ibid

8 Jan. 1833.
P//0 /, 9 Nov. 1832.
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If the tithe martyrs were the popular heroes in the anti-tithe press’ representation 

o f the Tithe War, it was necessary also that the ‘War’ should have its villains, and these 

were found amongst the established clergy. As such, O ’Connellite newspapers portrayed 

the actions, attitudes and exactions of the clerical tithe owners as having provided the 

main causative effect in producing the groundswell of anti-tithe sentiment which had 

engulfed much of Ireland and led not only to passive and constitutional resistance, but 

also to the carnage perpetrated both on, and by, tithe protestors. For example, in May 

1832, after the tithe seizures and sales of that month, the Freeman's Journal reflected 

that:

The parsons are determined to rivet their unpopularity. Lest the people might 
forget past rapacity, or forgive bye-gone injuries, the clergy of the church not of 
Ireland seem to have come to the unanimous resolve of perpetuating the antipathy 
against them which their own misdeeds have generated in the public mind of 
Ireland. Almost every day ushers in some new scene o f outrage practised upon 
the poor, and upon religion.^^

Thus, while the anti-tithe press condemned Government policy and the use of 

military and police in the enforcement o f tithes, it was always made clear that behind 

these practices was the grasping hand of the parson. Moreover, the anti-tithe press 

whipped up the already heated feeling which existed against the Protestant clergy by 

personally singling out this body of men, and outlining how they believed that their 

conduct, in contrast with their calling, was immoral and, indeed, unchristian. The account 

o f the Kilmeague tithe sale, for example, provided the occasion for a scathing attack by 

the P'reeman ’s Journal on the Protestant clergy for getting up such scenes:

How long is this horrible state of things to continue? Is it not an indelible stain 
upon the Protestant religion to be the cause o f outrages o f this stamp? The 
Redeemer preached peace and charity on earth- his life was an example o f his

FJ, 24 May 1832. In this respect, see also the passage cited in Chapter Four from KJ, 11 June 1831.
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doctrine ... the Protestant religion is said to be Christian - its pastors boast 
themselves the disciples o f  Christ, and yet they wage a war with sword, musket 
and cannon, against the poor on account o f their enormous temporalities! It is a 
libel upon the gospel to call these men Christians. No infidel ever did half so 
much to bring religion into contempt.^’

Equally, the Wexford Independent, in the wake o f the Wallstown affray, condemned the 

‘bare-faced villainy’ o f ‘the tithe-parson at the head o f his bayonets, muskets and 

artillery’, and was appalled to find ‘men ... assuming the name and office o f Christian 

pastors with one breath, and crying out with the next -  slaughter, blood, and death, or 

give us money.

Such scathing attacks on the established clergy are the key to understanding how 

the anti-tithe press were able to continue to depict the mass movement o f passive 

resistance to tithes in a favourable light, and excoriate those who tried to repress it, 

without this representation being de-railed by incidents o f crowd violence or the 

assassinations o f  various clergymen. For the O ’Connellite press, what lay behind such 

violence, was not the ferociousness, barbarity or violent disposition o f  the Irish rural 

population; it was, rather, tithes, the tithe system, and the anomalous, indefensible and 

outrageous position in Ireland o f  the establish clergy and Church which those tithes 

supported. It was this system which had caused a ‘torrent o f human blood’̂  ̂ to flow in 

Ireland for over half a century. Thus, anti-tithe violence was portrayed as the inevitable 

consequence o f  the frustrations and hatreds which the tithe system drew forth, so that it 

was argued that it was those clergymen who tried to enforce that odious system to its 

fullest extent, rather than anti-tithe agitators, who goaded the people into understandable, 

if  reprehensible, violent actions which, if  they could never be justified, could easily be 

anticipated and accounted for.

FJ, 24 May 1832. 
fVI, 29 Sept. 1832.
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Thus, The Freeman’s Journal greeted the news of the Carrickshock massacre 

with the headhne, ‘Dreadful Occurrence Consequent on the Tithe System.’™ Similarly, 

the Carlow Morning Post argued;

Here then we have another frightful and terrific specimen of the workings of the 
system of tithes, by which this country is cursed. Here is another irresistible call 
for the immediate interposition of the legislature for the remodelling, or rather the 
total abolition of this system. The people are maddened, not only by this 
unauthorised claim upon their scanty means, but are goaded to acts of murder and 
self-immolation by the insulting manner by which it is attempted to be levied. To 
collect the pence of perhaps some avaricious churchman, a troop o f police is 
paraded through the country; their blood and that of the people is to flow in 
torrents, each month, each day, swells the black catalogue, and yet no effectual 
steps have been taken to correct this heinous abuse ... we do hope that this 
melancholy transaction will have the effect of arousing the attention o f the 
government to this subject.^'

As such, the anti-tithe press argued that the violence which the tithe system had 

drawn forth was a reason to abolish it, not to enforce it with even more vigour. As the 

Wexford Independent commented in September 1832, after listing the tragedies that the 

Tithe War had already given rise to, ‘it will perhaps be said that in Carrickshock, the 

people were not the victims, but what is that to the purpose, human lives have been lost, 

and when such sacrifice is made we look to the cause, and on that cause and that alone, 

must pour abhorrence and just indignation rest.’^̂  That cause, of course, was the tithe 

system itself, and the way in which it had been operated by the established clergy and 

upheld by the Government.

THE REPRESENTATION OF THE TITHE WAR IN PROTESTANT CONSERVATIVE NEWSPAPERS

These, then, were the terms in which debate was structured during the Tithe War; what 

was the ‘war’ about, was it justified, and who was to blame for it. Now that we have seen

19 Dec. 1831. 
CMP, 19 Dec. 1831. 
fVl, 29 Sept. 1831.
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the anti-tithe press views on these issues it is important to recognize that they did not go 

unchallenged; for in the 1830s there was a strong Protestant Conservative press in 

operation which was composed o f metropolitan and provincial newspapers which filtered 

events through a High Tory lens.

Fundamental to the representation o f the Tithe War which appeared in 

Conservative newspapers was the concept o f tithes as an uninfringeable property right, 

and, therefore, as but one strand o f the constitution generally. Therefore, while the 

nationalist press complained that tithes were unjust and odious, the Conservative press 

based their defence o f  tithes not on their utility or fairness, but on the basis that they were 

a legal form o f property; in this sense they repeatedly argued, tithes were no different to

73rents. Indeed, the Conservative press frequently sought to drive home this point by 

often referring to tithes as ‘tithe rent.’ '̂* Thus, when Dr. Doyle asked what the farmer had 

ever received m the form o f pastoral or sacerdotal duty that justified the clergyman 

seizing his livestock, the Dublin Evening Mai! claimed that this point was irrelevant, 

since the entitlements o f  the clergy to their property did not rest on the performance o f 

their service to anyone, so that when they seized livestock they simply claimed their own 

property; the same social construct that secured the farmer, his holding, and the fanner’s 

landlord, his rent, equally gave the clergyman his right o f tithe, ‘namely, the law o f  the

75land.’ Consequently, in the wake o f  press criticism o f the established clergy as exactors, 

the Dublin Evening Mail confuted the charge with the argument that tithes were a legal 

imposition, just like all other forms o f  property, and that the clergy could not be faulted 

for attempting to collect their property in the same way as any landlord or other property

See, especially, DEM, 22 June, 1 Aug. 1831.
In respect o f  the use o f  this term by its Cork contemporary, the Southern Reporter wrote, ‘the 

Constitution ... exhibits some o f  its accustomed cunning in denominating this odious tax as a tithe-rem, and 
thereby attempting to conciliate the abidance and sympathy o f  the landed proprietors, against whose 
possessions, it would seem to insinuate, the cupidity o f  the populace would be directed when the tithetax 
was overthrown.’ [SR, 29 May 1832].

DEM, 1 Aug. 1831.
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owner would/^ Thus, in response to the Dublin Evening Post's rhetorical plea of how 

long the established Church was to be allowed to collect its revenues at the point o f the 

bayonet, the Mail retorted, ‘just so long as it will be permitted to landlords, or any other

77persons vested with property, to assert their legal claims in the same manner.’ The law 

could not be infringed simply because the people took a dislike to tithes, else, if that was 

the case, the Mail wondered, should not the landlords give up their claims to rent in Clare 

because the Terry Alts had taken a dislike to that right of property?^*^ Ultimately 

therefore, the Mail claimed that ‘it is absurd to argue that the question as it at present 

stands, is one o f tithe or of distress. It is a question which involves this important 

consideration -  are the rents and tithes to be paid or not? -  is the law to be obeyed, or are 

those deputed to enforce its observance to be insulted and put in peril o f their lives ... 

[and] make no show of resistance?’̂ ^

In this sense, for the Conservative press, resistance to tithes was, in fact, 

resistance to the law in general. Thus, in reference to the failed tithe sale at Cork in May 

1832, the Constitution argued that:

the contest was strictly and literally between ... the multitude and the law ... there 
was a levee en masse of the inhabitants of the surrounding country belonging to 
the humbler ranks ... [who] passed into the city at the appointed time, and in 
conformity with orders ... and what did they encounter? The Law. What did they 
actually defeat? The Law. Where was the party against them? Only the Law -  and 
the military and auxiliaries which were called upon to suppress any intended 
infraction of the public peace -  and whom it is impossible to allude to without 
respect and admiration.*^

Clearly then, if  tithes were but one form of legal property, the Conservative press 

could argue that any infringement in the law relating to tithes would eventually lead to 

further attacks on other sorts o f property. If, as the Waterford Mail commented, ‘the

Ibid., 27 June 1831.
Ibid.
Ibid.

™ Ibid., 22 June  1831.
C om litu tion , 29 M ay  1832.
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property o f the Church be sacrificed to a conspiracy, no other property in the Kingdom 

will be safe, and we shall henceforward have no security for the stability o f  any one o f 

our institutions (at least in this country) than the dictum o f a priest and the pleasure o f the 

populace.’*̂'

What arguments like this in the Conservative Press pointed to was that the Tithe 

War could be seen as simply one part o f a strategic. Popish inspired campaign, which 

aimed ultimately at a piecemeal revolution which would overturn the Protestant 

Ascendancy, undo the land settlements o f  the seventeenth century and institute Catholic 

domination in every aspect o f  Irish life. The Conservative press believed that the first 

blow in the Papist campaign had been struck with the achievement o f Catholic

Emancipation in the late 1820s, an achievement which had ‘afforded both the signal and

82the means o f an instant and vigorous attack.’ The Constitution embellished this line o f 

thought by arguing that the reason why Church property was first to be attacked 

following Catholic Emancipation was not because tithes were ideologically, morally, or 

legally unsound, but ‘because it is the weakest in defence -  because it has been 

undermined ... the allies o f the Clergy are consequently the fewer. There is nothing in 

Church property to justify the force and violence employed against it more than any 

other, but it is worse defended than any other and the truculent rabble o f  the land have

83denounced it. ’

The link between the property o f the church, the property o f  the Protestant 

landlords and the union with Britain was outlined by the Kilkenny Moderator when it 

claimed that upon the important question o f Tithes it would ‘continue to give all 

assistance in its power to that Church, which Independent o f its own merits, is an 

essential member o f the Constitution -  is a necessary portion o f  the Legislative Union 

with Great Britain and whose property has become so intimately connected with the

Waterford Mail, 14 Dec. 1831.
DEM, 23 Dec. 1831.
Constitution, 24 Apr. 1832.
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possessions o f the laity, that, if  the one be destroyed, the other must soon be dehvered 

into the hands of the s p o i l e r . L i k e w i s e ,  the Evening Packet claimed that ‘the 

combination and the resistance to tithe were hatched and encouraged by the enemies of 

the Church, for the purpose of effecting the overthrow of the Establishment in Ireland ... 

if Popery shall triumph, anarchy, confusion, and desolation will shortly after pervade the 

land.’*̂

Crucial to the Conservative press view of the opposition to tithes as part o f a 

general attack on Protestantism in Ireland, was their claim that the Catholic clergy and 

hierarchy, (and Catholic and radical political agitators), were the organizers and 

instigators of the resistance. The initial stimulus for the portrayal of tithe resistance as a 

clerical inspired attack on Protestantism and the Constitution seems to have come from 

Lord Farnham’s diatribe in the House o f Lords in February 1831 and the publication 

around the same time of Dr. Doyle’ anti-tithe pamphlet. In his speech Famham became 

the first to raise the spectre of the church in danger and to claim that the Catholic clergy 

and people were on the march against Protestantism when he claimed that ‘there is a 

conspiracy against the established Church [in Ireland],’ that it was ‘attributable to the

interference of the Catholic priests’ and that the practices and acts associated with it

86‘must finally end in violence; and the destruction o f the lawful property o f the Church. ’ 

Furthermore, Famham stated that the methods being used to resist tithes were proving all 

too successful and he therefore posed the alarming question that if the priests were 

allowed to get away with such conduct with regard to tithes, ‘would the priests not 

denounce the payers of rent to their landlords as they now denounced the payment of 

tithes to the Clergymen?’*’

ATM, 4 Jan. 1832.
Evening Packet and Correspondent, 2 \  Feb. 1832. 
Famham, 21 Feb. 1831, Hansard, 3̂** ser., ii. 737-40. 
Ibid.
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Fam ham ’s views certainly appear to have been reflected in the Dublin Evening 

M ail’s coverage o f the attempted sale o f Patt Lalor’s sheep at Mountrath, a town inside 

Dr. Doyle’s diocese, three weeks after Fam ham ’s harangue, as that newspaper quickly 

seized upon it and viewed it in the light which Farnham had perceived other tithe 

disturbances. Thus, they reported that ‘the system  o f Popery is in full work in the 

Q ueen’s County -  where a conspiracy to resist the payment o f  Tithe, and o f Church and 

County Cess, appears to prevail to an alarming extent.’*̂  Moreover, the Dublin Evening 

Mail included several other incidents o f opposition to tithes, church cess and County 

taxation, as well as incidents o f robberies o f anns, in the same report, thereby clearly 

attempting to link tithe resistance both with a general assault on the economic fabric o f 

society (as Farnham had done) and with agrarian crime. Furthermore, the links between 

the Catholic clergy and tithe resistance were explicitly drawn by the newspaper when it 

claimed that ‘the war against that species o f  property called tithe is carried on in the most 

audacious manner ... under the special banners o f the Romish priesthood.’*̂

The publication, around the same time as Fam ham ’s speech, o f Dr. D oyle’s anti

tithe pamphlet^® seemed, to Conservative minds, to confirm the link between the Catholic 

Church and tithe resistance, and thereafter the Conservative press persistently traced the 

initial and ongoing stimulus for opposition to tithes to the sayings and writings o f that 

bishop. For example, the Dublin Evening Mail laid the blame for the Newtownbarry 

tragedy squarely at the feet o f  Dr. Doyle, as they claimed that his pamphlet had given 

‘the people o f his diocese -  those under his spiritual control ... full encouragement to 

resist what he calls an “unreasonable and unjust IMPOSITION.’” ^’ Similarly, Doyle’s 

anti-tithe pastoral o f  August 1832 was cited by the same newspaper as the cause o f the

25 Mar. 1831.
*^Ibid., 28 Mar. 1831.

Doyle, Letter to Thomas Spring Rice.
Dem, 27 June 1831. Again, this line o f  argument accorded with that used by Farnham in the Lords in 

reference to the tragedy and it is worth noting in this regard that the proprietors o f  the Dublin Evening M ail 
seem to have regularly visited Farnham ‘for consultations.’ [Simes, ‘Ireland’, p. 129],
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Wallstown affray which occurred soon after its publication. Thus, headlines in the 

newspaper which dealt with the affray ran ‘D O CTO R D O Y LE A N D  HIS VICTIM S -  BATTLE  

OF W A LLSTO W N , C O U N T Y  C O R K ,’ ^̂  and ‘D O Y L E ’S V IC T IM S.’^̂  One of the articles which 

accompanied these headlines read:

Well, Dr. Doyle, your last letter has borne the accustomed fruits o f your studies. 
Four more men have lost their lives in your service. Add those to the sufferers at 
Newtownbarry -  the victims of Carrickshock -  the slain at Castlecomer -  the 
condemned at the late Commission -  and we think that even your “love of 
justice” will be glutted with the bloody bayonet o f your “hatred to tithes.” But the 
Whitefeet and Blackfeet have not had enough o f you yet: or rather you perhaps 
have not had enough of them. Go then to your closet and pen another cold
blooded incentive to disorder and violence.^'*

Having listed how Doyle had encouraged the people to believe that it was not their duty 

to be obedient to the laws, that, in fact it was a duty to evade some laws, that their 

combinations were justified and that the state had not the power to overcome their unity, 

the Dublin Evening Mail then scathingly implored Dr. Doyle to

tell the Blackfeet and the Whitefeet, and the Ribbonmen and the Rockites, and 
your beloved confederates in general, all these bold and honest truths: - Do, good 
Dr. Doyle! -  write them another Pastoral; and we doubt not before the fields of 
the present harvest are yet gleaned, you will have another vintage to reward the 
“art and ingenuity” with which you stimulate the growth of discord, and the 
labour which you bestow on an insubordinate soil.^^

Ultimately, the Dublin Evening Mail claimed that Dr. Doyle had ‘arrayed the peasantry 

against the law and caused blood to flow like water.

But while Doyle was depicted as the inspirational figure behind the outbreak and 

spread of tithe resistance, the Conservative press were equally venomous in their 

treatment o f the parochial Catholic clergy who, under the influence of Dr. Doyle, acted as 

the organizers of tithe resistance ‘on the ground.’ Thus, for instance, the Cork based

Ibid., 12 Sept. 1832. 
”  Ibid., 14 Sept. 1832. 
^''ibid., 12 Sept. 1832. 

Ibid.
Ibid , 12 Oct. 1832,
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Constitution argued that it was from Dr. Doyle’s denunciations against tithes that ‘the 

priests and subalterns o f his church have taken their example; and by their means solely 

and altogether has the population o f the country districts been thrown into hostile activity 

against the Protestant c le rg y .M o reo v e r, the representation o f the Tithe War as a ‘war’ 

on property and the Law enabled the Conservative press to counteract the claim by anti

tithe newspapers that it was the established clergy who were the ‘clerico-military chiefs’ 

who were to be found behind the movements of troops and the destruction of life and 

property, with the argument that it was, in fact, the priests who acted as ‘the Reverend 

Field Marshals’ *̂ and who mustered, mobilized and directed the movements of their 

peasant armies. In particular, the Conservative Press noted the pivotal role that priests 

played in assembling and controlling the rural people at the great tithe sales and anti-tithe 

meetings of 1832. As the Constitution reported of ‘another of those offensive parades of 

physical force and religious rancour’, this time at Carrigtwohill, in June 1832, ‘the 

militant Priests headed their conscripts upon this as upon other occasions and ... horse 

and foot fonning an immense concourse from the parishes as far as Youghal “marched 

ou f’ towards Gloustown, to meet the forces from Glanmire, Watergrass Hill etc., under 

the command of the reverend Messer’s Falvey and Lucey.’^̂  The pseudo-military nature 

of the assemblage was highlighted by the Constitution when it stated that the two bodies 

of the peasantry who met, ‘may be considered the wings of the Southern Army of the 

CRUSADE against the Protestant C h u rc h .C o n se q u en tly , reflecting on the imminent 

bill to prevent Orange processions, the newspaper pondered whether Stanley would also 

‘prevent the Roman Catholic Priests from turning Colonels, and heading some thousands 

o f modern Raparees to denigrate the Civilization of the City of Cork.’'^' In line with this 

representation, the Conservative press placed great emphasis on the need and benefit of

C onstitu tion , 21 June 1832.
Ibid., 10 July 1832.
Ibid., 16 June 1832.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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arresting and prosecuting those priests whom they claimed were at the heart o f tithe 

resistance in I r e l a n d . F o r  example, the Dublin Evening M ail luxuriously devoted an 

entire supplement to the trial o f Father Gerald Doyle, the parish priest o f  Naas, for 

posting an anti-tithe notice.

Furthermore, these newspapers argued that the tithe-resisting “peasantry” were 

merely the human material which priests (and anti-tithe agitators) used to achieve their 

nefarious ends and would, if let alone, never have proceeded to such widespread 

organized and violent resistance. In this respect, the Conservative press also liked to pair 

Catholic political agitators with the personnel o f the Catholic Church as responsible for 

tithe resistance. For instance, following the spread o f tithe resistance to County 

Westmeath at the start o f 1832, the Westmeath Journal expressed a wish that ‘it is to be 

hoped that the occupiers o f the land will not become the dupes o f Mr. O ’Connell and Dr. 

Doyle, by obeying the suggestions o f certain individuals, who are promoting the objects 

o f  these two persons.’”̂ '* Indeed, the use o f  the word ‘dupes’ here is an excellent 

example o f  the way in which the Conservative press saw the ‘m isguided’ Catholic 

‘peasantry’ as merely the infatuated foot soldiers which the scheming clergy and 

agitators used to achieve their own aspirations and similar language was used by the 

Dublin Evening Mail to explain the causes o f both the Newtownbarry tragedy and the 

Mooncoin affray. Thus, for the Mail, the inquest on the bodies o f those slain in latter 

named occurrence proved ‘the state o f  desperate excitement to which the peasantry have 

been aroused by the demonical outpourings o f their Priests and Demagogues.

In particular, the Conservative press claimed that the contemporary violent 

agrarian secret societies known as the Blackfeet and Whitefeet, who sought to reduce 

rents, prevent evictions, etc., had been drawn forth by the excitement o f  the tithe

1 Oct. 1832.
Ibid., 3 Apr. 1833.
Westmeath Journal, 2 Feb. 1832.
DFM, 22 June 1831, 15 Oct. 1832.
Ibid., 15 Oct. 1832.
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agitation and the success o f tithe resistance in subverting the law, and that the clerical 

and lay leaders of the Tithe War were then using these violent groups to underwrite the 

so-called passive resistance to tithes with the threat, or indeed, on occasions, actual 

perpetration, of violence. Thus, when reporting on the failure of a tithe sale at Freshford, 

the Kilkenny Moderator wrote that ‘the usual number of “City independents”. Town 

rabble. Popish Priests, Blackfeet and Whitefeet were in attendance to menace with 

destruction anyone who should dare to bid.’‘°̂  The same paper dismissed the attempts of

the O’Connellite press to clearly distinguish between the aims and personal of the tithe

108resisters and the secret societies, when it asked, ‘of what religious profession are the 

Blackfeet and the Whitefeet. They are Roman Catholics. What are their objects? To 

destroy property and exterminate Protestants. Who is their principle legal advisor? Mr. 

O’Connell. Who is their principal spiritual advisor? Dr. Doyle. Are there no Protestants 

among them? Not one.’'°^

THE IMPACT OF RIVAL NEWSPAPER REPRESENTATIONS

Thus, the pro-establishment and anti-tithe presses in Ireland provided their readers with 

two very different representations of the Tithe War. Both sections of the press saw the 

event as a war, but neither agreed with the other’s interpretation of what that war 

entailed, although both constructed the conflict as a primarily religious war; what one 

side saw as ‘ecclesiastical warfare,’ the other saw as a ‘crusade against the Protestant 

Church.’ The result of these alternative readings (for those who subscribed to them), was 

that tithes became so infused with symbolic significance in the 1830s that their defence 

or abolition became a matter o f conscience for those who supported or opposed them,

13 June 1832.
The Kilkenny Journal, for example, wrote that ‘the opposition to Tithes is general, legal, accompanied 

with but few unlawful acts, and quite distinct and apart from the Whitefoot crimes with which the bigoted 
and interested seek to confound it.’ [KJ, 17 Mar. 1832],
'“’ m ,  I Feb. 1832.
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respectively, and thus the impost took on a moral, cultural and political significance 

which far outweighed their actual economic value.

But if  some established clergymen were, consequently, spurred to defend tithes as 

the last bulwark o f  Irish Protestantism, they undoubtedly must have felt that all too few 

o f their Protestant parishioners in the south stood with them; especially when many 

southern Protestant farmers withheld tithes (mainly for economic reasons) along with 

their Catholic neighbours, and, worst o f all, when numbers o f  Protestant landlords took 

up prominent positions on platforms at anti-tithe meetings. But even when they were not 

so visible in the anti-tithe movement, it remained the case that few Protestant landlords 

made any attempt to use their economic or social influence to force their tenants to pay 

their tithes. Indeed, the adoption o f this stance by so many landlords still rankled with 

William Le Fanu sixty years later, as he reflected that ‘during all these troublous times 

the landlords looked on with indifference, and showed little sympathy with the clergy in 

their d i f f i c u l t i e s .U l t ima t e l y ,  too many landlords simply did not believe the likes o f 

the Constitution when they claimed that the anti-tithe campaign was also an anti- 

Protestant one, so that those Protestant property owners who had been involved in the 

movement, those ‘protestants whom Liberality had sophisticated out o f  a sense o f their 

duties,’ had ‘crumbled into individuals, and by separating themselves from their brethren 

weakened them .’" '  This, indeed, represented the major failure o f the efforts o f the Irish 

Conservative Press; that is, a failure to create a widespread social identity among 

southern Irish Protestants which included a sustained commitment to the maintenance o f 

the position and resources o f the established Church.

This, however, is not to say that the representation o f  the Tithe W ar which 

appeared in the Conservative press did not affect many anxious Protestants during the 

1830s. As had been the case from the seventeenth century, many Conservatives

' Le Fanu, Seventy Years o f  Irish Life (London, 1893), pp. 66-7.
Constitution, 5 July 1832.
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continued to be alarmed by newspaper and other accounts o f an attack on the Protestant 

establishment and, indeed, on Protestantism itself in Ireland, and o f atrocities committed 

on Protestants by papists ‘inflamed by their malevolent priests.’"^ In this respect, the 

representation o f the Tithe War by the Conservative press was merely a retelling o f  the 

tales o f  plots and insurrections which had dominated the Irish Conservative Protestant 

view o f  their Catholic countrymen from 1641 through to the 1830s, and which had been 

applied to occurrences as diverse as the Rightboys, the 1798 Rebellion, and

113Emancipation. Undoubtedly such representations o f events continued to create a 

confessional based sense o f  social identity among some Protestants. In Ulster, in 

particular, it was enough to dissuade most Protestants and Presbyterians from having 

anything to do with tithe resistance, despite the ‘Hearts o f O ak’ episode"'^ in that 

province’s recent past. As Lord Rossmore stated, in regard to the situation in County 

Monaghan, ‘I am certain government ought to feel obliged to O ’Connell for appearing to 

be still the leader o f opposition to the Tythe system. The Protestant is as adverse to the 

Catholic, but he detests O ’Connell’s name more than the Tythe Farmer.’”  ̂There can be 

little doubt then, that in the north, the links between tithe resistance and Catholic 

nationalism were too much for most Protestant farmers, even if  they might have wished 

to shake o ff the tithe burden. Thus, the Lord Lieutenant perhaps summed up the northern 

situation best when he stated to Earl Grey that tithes were paid ‘in Ulster, (Protestant as it 

is) with a bad grace.’'

Outside o f  Ulster, however, anxious Protestants at the level o f tithe paying 

farmers reacted in a different way to the depiction o f tithe resistance as part o f  a Popish

Ian McBride, ‘”The common name o f  Irishman’: Protestantism and Patriotism in eighteenth-century 
Ireland’, in Tony Claydon and Ian McBride (eds.), Protestantism and National Identity: Britain and  
Ireland, c. 1650-c. 7550 (Cambridge, 1998), p. 239.

The effect o f  such commentary on the development o f  the ‘Rightboy’ episode in the 1780s is discussed 
in James Kelly, ‘Inter-Denominational Relations and Religious Toleration in late Eighteenth-Century 
Ireland: The “Paper War” o f  1786-88’, \n Eighteenth-Century Ireland Iris an da chultur. Vol. 3 (1988), pp. 
39-67.

Donnelly, ‘Hearts o f  Oak, Hearts o f  Steel’, pp. 7-73.
Lord Rossmore to Sir William Gossett, 13 Feb. 1832, (NAl, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 369).
Angelsey to Grey, 28 Nov. 1832, (Earl Grey Papers, N.L.l. Microfilm No. P. 3708).
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inspired attempt to overthrow the Ascendancy. Since few had either the opportunity or 

inclination to imitate the Carlow and Wexford yeomanry who satisfied their bellicosity at 

Newtownbarry, for most o f those in the south who feared that the Tithe War was but the 

start o f the final reckoning o f Protestantism in Ireland the only options were to continue 

to reside in a country where it felt like their houses were ‘in a state o f siege’ and where 

they ‘actually live[d] in fear and terror for their lives,’ or to give up the fight altogether 

and jo in  the chain migration o f Protestants which took place in and around this period 

from parts o f Leinster and M unster to the Americas. Most such individuals probably took 

the latter option; for, as M iller argues, the sustained successes o f the mass Catholic 

political agitation o f the immediate pre-Famine decades had a severe impact on many 

Protestants and meant they ‘could scarcely contemplate living in an Ireland where they 

would no longer be masters.’"^ In this sense, the attempts by the Conservative press to 

bolster Irish Protestant self-identity by highlighting the threat from the ‘other’ on the 

island backfired; the landlord class paid little or no attention to it, while many in the 

middleman and farmer class, outside o f  Ulster, took their warnings too seriously and, 

instead o f rallying to the defence o f the cause, accepted the physical superiority o f 

Catholic numbers and organization and left for the Americas. As one Catholic servant 

girl from County Carlow wrote in 1832, most o f  her fellow emigrants were ‘snug ...

Protestants, that found home growing too hot for them, and that they had better save their

120four bones and their little earning before it was too late.’

If the Conservative press failed, generally, to make (in their readers’ minds) the 

defence o f  tithes a fundamental principal on which they could ground their identity, 

O ’Connellite newspapers, in strong contrast, brilliantly succeeded in positioning the 

abolition o f  tithes as a the principal demand o f the ‘Catholic Nation’ in the early 1830s.

DEM, 8 June 1832.
‘'**Ibid.

Kerby A. Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North Am erica  (Oxford, 1985), 
p. 234
™  Cited in, ibid
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This was achieved through the crafting and then dissemination of a social identity among 

a wide section o f Irish society that was founded on the claim that tithes were a very great 

grievance and that until that grievance was removed the people could never be satisfied. 

In other words, an ‘imagined community’ o f fellow sufferers was created by which 

previously disparate local or regional grievances were successfully amalgamated into a 

single national one.

To achieve this, the representation o f ongoing events was of vital significance, for 

the O’Connellite press was one way in which an ‘imagined community’ of fellow 

sufferers was created during the Tithe War, so that, despite a lack of Land League style 

national headquarters, local branch structure or organization,’̂ ' farmers felt assured that 

their fellow tithe payers, many miles away, firstly, in different parishes, then, in different 

Counties and, finally, even in different provinces, would stand with them and also refuse 

to pay tithes. In this respect, there are similarities between the Tithe War and the popular 

mobilization achieved during the non-importation campaign in America in the 1770s, in 

that both movements were based on a trust between fellow protesters which was 

‘established across space, impersonally, a product of a print c u l t u r e . D u r i n g  the Tithe 

War, the Catholic radical press did much to produce and sustain an impersonal trust 

between tithe protestors which helps explain why the protest movement was so 

successful across such vast tracts o f the countryside without having to resort to the type 

o f ‘swearing in’ or face to face agreements which the Whiteboys, Rightboys and 

Rockites had been so reliant upon. Indeed, the Freeman's Journal made just this point in 

its angry retort to Lord Althorp’s claim that Stanley’s tithe measures of 1832 were

O’Donoghue notes the contrast but does not explain how the deficiency was overcome. O’Donoghue, 
‘Opposition to Tithe Payments in 1830-31’, p. 74.

T. H. Breen, Ihe Marketplace o f  Revolution: How Consumer Politics Shaped American Independence 
(Oxford, 2004), p. 252.
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necessary in order to ‘put dow n the illegal com bination against the paym ent o f  tithes’ 

w hen it claimed:

Illegal com bination? W hat reckless assertion! W hat p roo f is there o f  the 
existence o f  “com bination?” The m ere fact o f  non-paym ent is no p ro o f There is 
no com bination -  but there is a universal determ ination in Ireland no longer to 
m aintain in splendour and in useless num ber, the clergy o f  not h a lf  a m illion  o f  
the population. This proper and popular resolution is m aintained -  not by illegal 
m eans -  not by secret associations, or arm ed or sw orn confederacy -  bu t by the 
m oral pow er o f  the people. O ne person allow ed som e o f  his cattle to be seized 
and brought to auction rather than voluntarily  yield up the tenth o f  his hard earned 
property to a clergym an from  w hom  he differed in religious w orship  and in creed 
-  and from  w hom  he never received a spiritual or tem poral service. The 
neighbouring com m unity refused to purchase the cow  or horse ... The 
circum stance, o f  course, got w ind -  it w as circulated by the Press and read in 
every hamlet. The jud iciousness o f  the idea and the feasibility o f  the plan caught 
the public m ind -  and the people one and all sim ultaneously felt that every enemy 
o f  the galling im post ought to do likewise. Is this “com bination?” As well m ight 
the term  be applied to the late struggle in E ngland for parliam entary Reform.'^"*

A sim ilar phenom enon took place w ith regard to the constitutional m ovem ent 

against tithes (w hich took place concurrently  w ith the passive resistance one), as the way 

in which O ’C onnellite new spapers publicised the constitutional action associated with 

the Tithe W ar sustained the idea o f  the ‘C atholic N ation ’ as an im agined political and 

m oral force. N ew spaper reports, for exam ple, m eant that those organizing and attending 

constitutional anti-tithe m eetings w ere sure that they w ere not acting alone, that their 

voice was not a discordant one, and that they w ere supporting, and in turn, being 

supported by, other parishes who w ere holding their ow n m eetings. Thus, constitutional 

anti-tithe m eetings and their associated speeches, sym bols and activities and their 

reproduction and dissem ination in printed new spapers, helped connect local politics to 

national identity, and to invigorate that identity w ith a sense o f  political and m oral force. 

People believed that by w ith-holding tithes they w ere m aking a m oral statem ent on the 

nature o f  the tithe system , and that by holding m eetings to petition Parliam ent they were 

m aking a political one as to its future. C ritically, new spaper coverage o f  these acts

FJ, 14 July 1832
124 r u  ; j
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imbued them with a unity and force that was completely at odds with the nature o f tithe 

opposition during the previous century. Therefore, through their representation and 

encouragement o f constitutional and passive resistance to tithes, the anti-tithe press 

successfully invited the Irish people to re-invent their culture and discourse o f protest.

But even while it is argued here that O ’Connellite newspapers played an 

important role in the Tithe War, and that effective techniques were used to overcome the 

barriers to popular participation in print culture, it remained that pre-Famine Ireland was 

a semi-literate world,’^̂  and that it was not until the 1850s that newspapers became a

everyday entity when reductions in taxation and increased market competition combined

126to reduce the price o f newspapers so substantially that sales figures exploded. 

Therefore, as influential as newspapers were, it remained the case that anti-tithe stimulus, 

sentiment and ideology could not be effectively disseminated through that medium alone. 

Instead, they needed to be supplemented by oral and symbolic techniques o f 

dissemmation. M oreover, in order to be successful, anti-tithe displays needed to contain 

meaning for those who participated in them and to make manifest the rural popualtion’s 

hostility to the impost. Consequently, it is to these aspects o f the Tithe War that we now 

turn our attention.

THE ORAL COMMUNICATION OF TITHE RESISTANCE

In pre-Famine Ireland, the Catholic priest held a ‘prominent place in the structure o f 

power and influence within his c o m m u n i t y . D u r i n g  the Tithe War this position 

appeared to be particularly magnified as priests emerged in many places as leaders o f 

tithe resistance. Moreover, in a number o f instances, priests can be identified as the initial 

instigators o f anti-tithe combinations amongst their parishioners. However, despite the

Niall 6  Ciosain, Print and Popular Culture in Ireland, 1750-1850 (London, 1996), p. 39.
R. V. Comerford, ‘Ireland 1850-70: post-famine and mid-Victorian’ in W. E. Vaughan (ed.), A New 

History o f  Ireland, Vol. 5. Ireland Under the Union, i: 1801-1870 {Oxford, 1989), p. 376.
Connolly, Priests and People, p. 223.
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fact that tithes were the one o f the buttresses of the established Church, the tithe issue 

was not a simple one for the Catholic clergy. This was because, throughout the 

eighteenth century, the Catholic Church in Ireland had preached obedience to the laws in 

order to avoid persecution, and because a plethora of agrarian movements had attacked 

the dues of the Catholic clergy along with the tithes of the established.'^* Consequently, 

previous agrarian movements against tithes had been neither endorsed nor welcomed by 

the vast majority o f a quietist Catholic hierarchy and c l e r g y . B u t  while the Catholic 

clergy remained implacable opponents of the type of agrarian action manifested by the 

Rockites in the 1820s, and the Whitefeet in the 1830s, their attitude to tithe resistance 

was radically transformed as the tithe issue morphed from a socio-economic one into a 

politico-religious one.'^° Consequently, many Catholic clergymen overcame the 

hesitancy of their predecessors and actively took up the issue; especially since the new 

techniques of passive and constitutional resistance to tithes seemed to promise that 

priests could help strike a blow against the Protestant Ascendancy whilst maintaining 

their important role in the formal and informal policing of their districts. In this respect, 

the position of the Catholic clergy in relation to both popular disorder and political 

agitation was succinctly stated by Sir John Harvey:

Although I have always given the Roman Catholic Priesthood the credit to which 
they are entitled for their influential exertions in restraining the people from 
committing breaches of the peace, yet it cannot be doubted that they are the Real 
Agitators o f Ireland upon the questions of “Repeal, Tithes, Poor Laws, Vestry and 
Sub-Lettings Acts.” '^'

Consequently, numerous priests were at the forefront of fomenting resistance to 

tithes in their parishes. Often this was because they wished to damage the position of the

Ibid., pp. 228-36.
Ibid., pp. 209-17.
See Chapter One.
Sir John Harvey to Sir W illiam  G osset, 21 Mar. 1832, (N. A.I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 730).
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rival Protestant clergymen, perhaps because o f  the his involvement in proselytization, 

education, or the Brunswick clubs, although by 1832, this was by no means the sole 

triggering factor, as politicised Catholic priests began urging their parishioners to tithe 

resistance as part o f  a national crusade. In particular, the abolition o f  tithes was an 

attractive issue for priests because it was o f  major econom ic benefit to the strong 

Catholic fanning families from which many priests came from, and because it helped 

unite the Catholic community (within which most pre-Famine rural conflict occurred) 

Whatever the initial motivation, in all such cases the parish priest usually began his 

assault on tithes from the altar; sometimes even going so far to back up these oral 

denunciations by posting up written notices.'”  But i f  priests often initially incited their 

parishioners to tithe resistance, they also continued to be involved in directing the anti

tithe campaign in their parishes. For instance, they ordered their flocks to attend anti-tithe 

m eetings’ '̂*, led them to and from those m e e t i n g s o r g a n i z e d  resistance techniques 

(such as the erection o f  signal mounds'’̂ )̂, orchestrated the ostracism o f  those who

1 ^ 7enforced or willingly participated in the tithes system , and provided encouragement to 

those who feared that they were losing the Tithe War.' *̂* Priests also held private 

meetings to guide tactics o f  tithe resistance, with one priest being accused o f  having been

Forbes to Sir William Gosset, 10 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 28), William 
Miller to Sir William Gosset, 2 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 630), Robert C ooteto 
William Miller, 31 Jan 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 217), John Beecher & Sir R. 
Beecher to Sir William Gosset, 5 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 978).

I. Irwine to Sir William Gosset, 14 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 932); John 
Irwin to Sir William Gosset, N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 932)].

E. S. Flinter to Sir John Harvey, 16 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No 391); James 
Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 9 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1475); Bench o f 
Kenmare Magistrates to Sir William Gosset, 30 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1191); M. Deane Freeman to Sir William Gosset, 3 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1195).

28 June 1832.
‘Statement of Outrages Committed in the Western Division of the County o f Wicklow during the Month 

o f April 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 632), J. I. Rochfort to Sir William Gosset, Apr. 
1832, (N. A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 831); Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 1 Aug. 1832, 
(N A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1849).

James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 15 May 1832, (N A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 918); John 
Pim to James Tandy, 28 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 965); Daniel Morrisson to E. 
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‘shut up in consultation with some of the refractory and lawless F a rm e r s .A n o th e r  

vital role played by priests was in maintaining order at anti-tithe assem b lag es .In d eed , 

when they placed themselves in leadership roles at anti-tithe meetings, and especially 

when they symbolically led their respective parishioners in disciplined procession to and 

from the assemblages, it can be argued that priests not only supported, but even 

sanctified the protest.

The apparent command that priests had over their flocks in relation to the tithe 

issue lead many reactionary Protestants to assume that the Catholic rural population were 

completely in thrall to their priests. One magistrate in County Wicklow, for instance, 

informed Government that it would be necessary to arm and organize the loyal 

Protestants before ‘we attempt to oppose the multitude who are so well organized and 

obedient to the orders of the priests, assembling instantly on the ringing of chapel bells 

and sounding horns and proceeding to their telegraphs.’’"̂ ' Indeed, both Catholic and 

Protestant magistrates at Bandon bemoaned the role of the Catholic clergy in fomenting 

tithe resistance during the highly charged summer of 1832, stating that:

It is most painful to us to state any circumstance which may be deemed to convey 
censure on persons who have heretofore shown themselves so much the friends of 
peace and good order as the Roman Catholic clergy, but we feel it our duty to 
state that more assemblages have taken place in most instances by their influence 
and advice, large parties have collected and marched in a kind of military 
procession, with music, banners, devices and headed by the priests who appear to 
have usurped the power of the constituted authorities, and the country appears to 
be under the sole dominion of the Roman Catholic clergy.

However, such simplistic assumptions were mistaken. Where the agenda of the 

self-proclaimed representatives of Irish Catholics accorded with the wishes and beliefs of

Rev. William Richardson to Sir William Gosset, 13 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/ Outrage Paper 
No. 1437).

James Battersby to Sir William Gosset, 26 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 908); 
Major Ryan to the Military Secretary, 24 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 812), Bench 
o f  Kenmare Magistrates to Sir William Gosset, 30 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1191). See also. Chapter Four.

Thomas J. Dunne to Sir William Gosset, 28 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 964). 
The Magistrates at Petty Sessions, Bandon, to Sir William Gosset, 29 June 1832, (N.A.I., 

CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1164). For a similar denunciation, see Constitution, 14 June 1832.
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the rural population, priests could, as in the case o f  the Tithe War, be incredibly 

successful in leading, organizing, and instructing their congregations in political affairs. 

However, where their instruction and leadership differed from that o f sections o f their 

flock, they had only mixed results. Indeed, the experience o f  priests who opposed the 

tithe resistance is enough to demonstrate that while clerical support, instruction and 

leadership was vital to the dissemination and communal exhibition o f hostility to tithes, 

their opposition was not enough to counteract the effects o f  other anti-tithe agitators or of 

the popular groundswell against tithes, and, in fact, only succeeded in making such 

priests the targets for their parishioners’ anger. For example, David Croly, o f  the Parish 

o f  Ringrove, County Cork, claimed that in his previous ten years as parish priest, ‘the 

people [had] looked up to [him] as a father,’ but that once he refused anti-tithe agitators 

the use o f his chapel yard after mass ‘that strong tie [wa]s broken by the violence o f the 

present excitem ent’ so that ‘all the violent portion o f my flock, and nearly the entire have 

become violent, are exasperated against me for the part I am acting.’'"*'̂  Matters went a 

step further in nearby Mitchelstown. Here, William O ’Keefe, a Catholic curate, 

denounced the system o f large anti-tithe meetings as demonstrations o f physical force, 

and urged instead that the people continue with small parochial ones to petition 

parliament for the total abolition o f  tithes. As a result, the neighbouring priest came into 

the chapel one morning and upbraided him severely; a verbal assault in which the 

congregation joined in. Afterwards O Keefe was branded as a renegade priest and was 

hooted and moaned at whilst coming out o f  the chapel by a ‘m ob.’’'*'̂  Consequently, 

some priests refused to condemn the anti-tithe movement for fear o f losing their

David Croly to E. G. Stanley, 18 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1190), David 
Croly to E. G. Stanley, 1 July 1832, (N.A.I, CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1190). For Crowly’s criticism 
of the lifestyle and political involvement o f  his fellow priests during the 1820s and ‘30s, see D. O. Croly, 
Essay Religious and Political on Ecclesiastical Finance (Cork, 1832), p. 29.

Richard Ponsonby to William Miller, 2 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1198). For 
a similar case, see D. Villiers Stuart to Sir William Gosset, 3 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage 
Paper No. 1201).
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influence over their flocks in other regards.'''^ The summary of the situation o f the priests 

in the southern half of County Tipperary given by Gerald Fitzgerald was probably 

applicable throughout Ireland generally:

In many instances they have recommended all practical opposition to tithe; in 
some very few instances they have not. They have, on the contrary, 
recommended, that as long as tithes were legal they ought to be paid; and the 
result has been that those o f the Roman-catholic clergy who have so acted have 
lost the confidence of the people ... I was informed that the parish-priest of 
Powerstown, near the town of Clonmel, had recommended his parishioners to pay 
tithe as long as it was legal, that his curate gave different advice; the result has 
been that the parishioners have determined to pay those dues which they formerly 
paid to the parish-priest to the coadjutor.''*^

Thus, while highlighting the crucial role that the Catholic clergy played in 

disseminating tithe resistance, it is equally important to emphasize that this was not the 

result of the type of Catholic conspiracy theories put forward by Conservatives, nor of 

their magical ability to animate their entranced flocks with anti-tithe fervour. A 

comparison between Irish priests during the Tithe War and their counterparts in Mexico 

during that country’s early nineteenth century rebellion can be used in order to better 

understand the role o f priests in fomenting opposition to the dues o f the established 

Church in Ireland. The Spanish colonial authorities claimed that Mexican priests had 

‘simply “whipped up” normally docile but highly suggestible bumpkins to a fever pitch 

of murder, riot and rebellion’ in the same way as the Conservative press represented 

clerical involvement in the Tithe War in Ireland. However, Van Young argues effectively 

against this interpretation by revealing the degree of conflict which existed between the 

priests and the people, and the variety o f clerical attitudes to the rebellion, and thereby 

demonstrating that ‘the ideology of popular culture ... display[ed] a whole gamut of

Henry Southwell to Sir William Gosset, 24 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1445). 
First Report Lords, Tithes {21 \), pip 14-15.
Eric Van Young, The Other Rebellion: Populcxr Violence, Ideology, and the M exican Struggle fo r  

Independence, 1810-1821 (California, 2001), p. 204.
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strong communalist identifications, motifs o f cultural resistance, and a political world

view which, while they depended heavily on elements o f religious thinking, did not 

necessarily require the intervention or leadership o f churchmen to articulate or sustain 

them .’' ”**̂ In a broadly similar way, the Irish rural people, while they cherished the active 

involvement o f their priests in the anti-tithe protest because they had strategic symbolic 

value as community and confessional figureheads and because o f their organizational 

abilities, they were not dependent on that involvement nor limited by it; an independence 

which was demonstrated when the rural population brought their wrath to bear on those 

priests who refused to fall in with their demands.

Therefore, at a functional level, priests acted as crucial accelerants, catalysts and 

conduits for tithe resistance since they provided a ready-made informal network through 

which anti-tithe sentiment could be disseminated. Consequently, their involvement in the 

event did much to overcome the limitations which would otherwise have applied to a 

movement which was devoid o f any organizational structure. Nevertheless, it is equally 

important to stress that many o f their parishioners insisted that the role o f the priest in the 

tithe protest should be that o f  a symbol o f  communal and confessional solidarity, and that 

the priests should be there to support their parishioners in their endeavours, as much as to 

actively shape them. This context helps explain why, in the stagnant middle years o f the 

Tithe War, some tithe resisters, despite the fact that they had once eagerly sought the 

authoritative sanction which the Catholic clergy provided for their protest, had no 

intention o f being circumscribed by clerical dictates on the limits o f action.

If anti-tithe sermons were a clearly defined way in which anti-tithe sentiment was 

communicated, a much hazier form o f anti-tithe expression was the rumours which 

reached the ears o f  magistrates and police officers and which suggested that the tithe 

question was about to cause an open rebellion. Nebulous as such phenomena may have

Ibid.
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been, however, it is worth trying to understand their role in the Tithe War since experts in 

peasant culture note that ‘rumours are omnipresent in peasant societies and tend to thrive 

in the especially propitious climate o f fear and upheaval’ and that ‘rumour is as much 

an expression of popular opinion as for the dissemination o f i n f o r ma t i o n . Th u s ,  if  we 

examine the rumours reported to Government before the trials o f the Carrickshock men 

we can see how rumours could be a form of ‘dissident social expression’'^' during the 

Tithe War.

In the weeks after Carrickshock those accused of having being actively present on 

the occasion were arrested, and their trial set for the March Assizes. However, once this 

became known, rumours were persistently reported to Dublin Castle that the rural 

population of Kilkenny, Carlow and Wexford, intended coming, en masse, into the City 

of Kilkenny on the day of the trial in order to free the prisoners should they be found 

g u i l t y . T h i s  intention was stated to amount to ‘a very general determination and 

c o n s p i r a c y . T h i s  alarm was backed up by the posting of notices, such as the 

following:

Brave Hurlers of the County o f Kilkenny, keep up your courage and persevere, 
there are forty thousand men, well prepared and firmly determined to join you in 
the Counties of Wexford and Carlow, send notices to New Ross and Graigue, and 
they shall be with you in twenty-four hours.

Nevertheless, there was no great descent of angry protestors on Kilkenny City on 

the day of the trials, nor were any attempts made to free the prisoners; indeed, Sir John

Lynne Viola, Peasant Rebels Under Stalin: Collectivization and the Culture o f  Peasant Resistance 
(Oxford, 1996), p. 45.

Sheila Fitzpatrick, S ta lin ’s  Peasants: Resistance and Survival in the Russian Village after 
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Harvey, believed that such an intention was never current among the country people. 

Instead, it appears that the rumours performed two vital functions. Firstly, they alamied 

Government and put it under strain at both a national and a local level. In this respect it is 

worth noting that the authorities felt it necessary to transform Kilkenny City into a 

veritable fortress in the days before the trials were due to b e g in .F u r th e rm o re , the 

success o f these rumour fuelled mind games with Government should not be 

underestimated, as when the Carrickshock trials took place the first man was acquitted 

and the Crown forced to seek a postponement on the basis o f undue influence. 

Secondly, they were a vital aspect o f the means by which the countryside was kept in a 

state o f  readiness and agitation on the tithe issue. Thus, a worried Colonel Osbourne, 

resident magistrate in the W hitefeet heartland around Castlecomer, reported that ‘a very 

general impression prevails among the people hereabouts, that they will be called on to 

assemble in vast numbers on ... St. Patrick’s Day. But no certain place is as yet 

appointed, but numbers o f  them ... have received directions to “hold themselves in 

readiness.’” Therefore, while the rumours surrounding the Carrickshock trials never 

came to fruition, their widespread dissemination kept the rural population on edge, in 

readiness, and on guard, ready to react to any propitious event regarding tithes, while at 

the same time providing a seditious discourse o f the people’s feelings on the impending 

trials o f  the Carrickshock prisoners.

Another form o f oral communication which helped to keep up rural excitement on 

the tithe issue was the singing o f  inflammatory anti-tithe ballads. These ballads were part 

o f  the genre o f  Irish political street ballads which were extremely popular (because o f 

their cheapness) in the nineteenth century. They were composed by (relatively) educated

Sir John Harvey to Sir William Gosset, 15 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 207).
CMP, 12 Mar. 1832.
O’Hanrahan, ‘Tithe War’, p. 500.
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people who had close social ties to their audience (e.g. schoolmasters), but were sung and 

sold by itinerant ballad singers at fairs and markets who had purchased them in bulk from 

printers’ s h o p s . B e c a u s e  the production o f political ballads could only be sustained by 

commercial success, their composers, printers and publishers, like their counterparts 

amongst the English broadside trade, had to meet the demands o f a popular audience 

com posed o f  the lower orders o f  society, and, consequently, were ‘extraordinarily 

sensitive to [the] tastes and expectations [of that a u d i e n c e ] . A s  a result, historians 

have seen street ballads as ‘a nearly collective expression o f  commonly held beliefs or 

prejudices’ and as ‘a transmitter o f popular aspirations and discontent.’'^' To understand 

how political ballads positioned tithe resistance in the community identity o f their 

popular audience during the 1830s, it is necessary to subject them to close textual 

analysis in order demonstrate what aspects o f the tithe issue they highlighted, and how 

they represented the abolition o f tithes so as to meet popular aspirations and demands.

Irish street ballads shared an essential feature with English broadside ballads in 

the creation o f  imagined, romantic and mythologized pasts and imagined, utopian 

f u t u r e s . I n  the ballads o f  the Tithe War era, an ancient, ideal Ireland, that is, an Ireland 

before the Protestant confiscations and the installation o f  Protestant institutions, is 

repeatedly appealed to. For instance, one ballad urged its listeners to:

... remember how your fathers were treated, 
some banished forever, your rights confiscated, 
your brothers imprisoned and sent to New Zealand 
for worshipping God and no other reason,
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The ballad then goes on to outline how:

Now ever since what they call Reformation,
Poor Erin is burden’d with tithes and taxation.
Our clergy they banish’d by assassination.
Drove widows and orphans from their habitation.

The image o f post-Reformation oppression, and, consequently, pre-Reformation 

idyll, constructed, it remained for the ballad to establish what transformational episode 

was necessary to restore the idyll. In the early 1830s this transformation was to be 

achieved by the political advances o f Irish Catholics. For instance, in’ The Lovely Land 

St Patrick Blest’ an idyllic country was said to be soon at hand in which:

No com  law will lock your jaw .
No vestry or sub-letting act,
No tithe to pay, mark what 1 say.
No Peelers nor no jury pack’d 
No party hound will keep you dowoi.
Or dare to frown, I do protest.
Such w on’t oppress or more distress 
the lovely land St. Patrick bless’d.

The concrete grievances o f tithes. Vestry Act, Sub-Letting Act, party hounds. Peelers, 

and Protestant juries, were those same tangible issues which priests, agitators and the 

O ’Connellite press consistently spoke out against. In this instance, this lovely land was to 

be gained through ‘Reform ’, but more typically ballads o f the 1830s ascribed the 

abolition o f tithes as the important transformational episode. For instance, one ballad 

claimed that:

Now when the tithes are done o ’er.

Ibid,
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And peace reigns in our Island,
Our trade will flourish again once more, 
And tithe-eaters must be silent.
That we may live to see the day.
When we will end the quarrel.
Tithe Proctors banish’d far away.
And Hibernia’s sons wear laurel.

While another that:

When the Tithes will be abolished.
W e’ll have peace in our isle;
Then our friend O ’Connell he may rest him self a while, 
and then showers o f honey on our country down will flow 
W e’ll all eat o f delicious fruit when Brunswickers are laid low.'^*^

From the above, it is clear that the fight against tithes was depicted in ballads as a 

transformational episode and that there was perceived to be an inverse relationship 

between a rising ‘Catholic N ation’ and a declining Protestant Ascendancy

But if  these were the rewards, how were they to be achieved? Through the 

triumphs over the tithe system, o f course! Consequently, ballads offered up instances o f 

anti-tithe victories for the people to celebrate through song. For example, ‘The 

W atergrass Hill Triumph over Tithe and Proctors’ and ‘The Tithe Cant and the Cows 

Em ancipated’ gloried in the defeat o f  tithe sales and crowed that ‘each Proctor who 

would make us sore. Can now collect his Tithes no m ore.’ ’̂  ̂ It was Carrickshock, 

however, which attained most symbolic value as a victory over the tithe system and, 

consequently, was most widely celebrated in ballad form. In particular, it was seen as 

ushering in the end o f  Protestant aggression and domination in Ireland:

‘The Tithe Cant, And The Cows Emancipated’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1153). 
‘Freeholders O f Ireland’, cited in Zimmermann, Songs o f  Irish Rebellion, p. 19.
‘The Watergrass Hill Triumph Over Tithe And Proctors’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 

1153); ‘The Tithe Cant, And The Cows Emancipated’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No, 1153)
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Old Granu’s sons they are liberated.
And smashed the chains that they bore so long.
The wisp is kindled through this injured nation.
To recall our heirs to revenge the wrong.
For w e’ll not pay them no tithes nor taxes

Luther planted the Reformation,

He lit a candle kept long time blazing.
But now its fades, and its powers are gone

Well banish Brunswickers out o f our land.
W e’ll free Old Ireland from orange traitors.'^*

But if  there were victories, there needed also to be heroes. To judge by the 

ballads, O ’Connell was certainly one o f the people’s champions. Indeed, he was deemed 

worthy o f  rank beside that erstwhile hero, Napoleon, in the Irish popular imagination, 

both o f whom were attributed with the ability to ‘free old I r e l a n d . I t  was natural 

therefore, that credit was given to Ireland’s Emancipator for his role in battling tithes in 

Parliament. For instance, one ballad celebrated ‘O ’Connell who has got the Tythes 

Down.’ '^^ At the end o f each verse the listener was urged to join hands, drink a toast, 

etc., ‘to O ’Connell who has got the tithes down.’ O ’Connell was joined by a gamut o f 

local notables in the ballads which celebrated the defeat o f tithe sales in Cork; these 

included Eugene McCarthy who ‘broke strong chains and set us free,’ '^’ Priest Falvy

172who ‘we do revere,’ and Brave Hodnett who ‘conquered Proctors power and sway’

173and ‘led the way like Marshall N ey.’ The role played by the priests was generally 

lauded in these b a l l a d s . T h e  acclamation which ecclesiastical figures could receive for

‘Slieve Na M on’, Ballad No. 42, in Zimmermann, Songs o f  Irish Rebellion, pp. 206-7.
‘Young Bony’s Freedom’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper BlO l).
‘Drink A Health To O ’Connell Who Has Got The Tythes Down’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper 

No. 960).
‘The Watergrass Hill Triumph Over Tithe And Proctors’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 

1153).
Ibid.
‘The Tithe Cant, And The Cows Emancipated’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1153).
‘The Watergrass Hill Triumph Over Tithe And Proctors’, (N.A.I., CSORP/183 2/Out rage Paper No. 

1153).
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their anti-tithe exertions was especially well evidenced in the ballad ‘On Doctor Doyle.’ 

This ballad set out to establish the greatness and far reaching fame of Doctor Doyle, who 

was accredited with being asked by the government for his advice and causing the 

Second Reformation to fail through his exposure of Lord Famham’s e r r o r s . D o y l e ’s 

greatness affirmed the people could thus rely upon his anti-tithe for inspiration, for he 

was ‘Heaven’s author.

The heroes o f the ‘Catholic Nation’ having been held up for adulation, it was 

necessary that, as a counterpoint, their enemies be held up for condemnation. Denounced 

in this way were tithe proctors, parsons, the proponents of the Second Refonnation, 

Brunswickers, Orangemen, the police, and generally all those who personified or upheld

177the Protestant Ascendancy. For instance, a ballad from Borrisokane opposed the 

payment of tithes because evangelical Protestants had attacked the Catholic religion and 

therefore argued that:

For what should we be paying tithes
To support the Ministers who never give us anything
But ridicule our religion.
Every fool thinks himself wise and all other are insane.
But now I tell the Proctor there’s nothing for nothing in Borrisokane.’’^

The links between hatred of tithes and the activities o f proselytizers were even more 

evident in ‘On Doctor Doyle’ which set up a dichotomy between Bishop Doyle and his 

lay opponent. Lord Famham. Indeed, it is noteworthy that the ballad singer who hawked 

‘On Doctor Doyle’ also possessed copies o f ‘Lord Famham’s Coverts’; '’  ̂a ballad which

‘On Doctor D oyle’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper B lO l).
Ibid.
See, for example, ‘Drink A Health To O ’Connell Who Has Got The Tythes D ow n’, (N  A.I., 

CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 960); ‘The Tithe Cant, And The Cows Emancipated’, (N.A.I., 
CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No 1153).

‘The Roman Bull, Catholicks Protest Against The Oppressive Tithes’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage 
Paper 8120).

Charles Benson to E G Stanley, 9 Aug. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper BlOl) .
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180warned people against the devious methods used by evangelicals to convert them. The 

odium attached to evangelicals was matched by that with which ballads represented the 

police, especially when they assisted in enforcing the tithe system. Thus, at tithe sales 

‘the Peeler’s [who] had joined the throng, and helped to drive the cows along’ were 

described as ‘Cowboys to the Proctor’s crew .’’*' But it was the massacre o f the police at 

Carrickshock which was the subject matter o f the most popular ballads o f the Tithe War

and they glorified in the bloodshed and mutilation o f the police, with lurid descriptions of

182‘their eye-balls broken’ and ‘their great long noses and ears cut o f f ’ Similarly, ‘Dicky

in the Yeomen’ shows that the Yeomen also came in for their share o f  popular odium for

18^assisting in the maintenance o f the tithe system.

These villains o f the popular imagination became particularly odious when they 

slaked their sectarian bloodlust by murdering ‘innocent’ Irish Catholics. When this 

happened, ballads elevated the slain to the position o f martyrs. At least three such ballads 

appeared during the Tithe War, and lamented the fates o f the slain at Newtownbarry,'*"* 

Leugh,'*^ and Inniscara.'*^ Martyrdom was confirmed on the slain with reference to the 

innocence o f  the victims, the terrible suffering that their murders caused, and the fact that 

those responsible for the killings did so in order to uphold the Protestant Ascendancy. 

Thus, Catherine Maher was ‘th[e] innocent young damsel [who was sent] to an untimely 

tom b,’ Denis M ahony’s wife was left ‘in tears o f blood and greatest m isery,’ and the

187slain at Newtownbarry were killed by ‘an orange yeoman band.’

‘Lord F s Converts’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper B lO l).
‘The Watergrass Hill Triumph Over Tithe And Proctors’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 

1153).
Owens, ‘Carrickshock Incident’, p 40; ‘Slieve Na M on’, Ballad No. 42, in Zimmermann, Songs o f  Irish 

Rebellion, pp. 206-7.
‘Dicky in the Yeom en’, Ballad No. 47, in Zimmermann, Songs o f  Irish Rebellion, pp. 218-9.
‘Inhuman Massacre In Newtown-barry’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper BlOl) .
‘An Ellogy To The Memory O f Catherine Maher’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper B 120).
‘The Sorrowful lamentation o f  Denis Mahony’, Ballad No. 38, in Zimmermann, Songs o f  Irish 

Rebellion, pp. 200-1.
‘An Ellogy To The Memory O f Catherine Maher’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper B120); ‘The 

Sorrowful lamentation o f  Denis Mahony’, Ballad No. 38, in Zimmermann, Songs o f  Irish Rebellion, pp. 
200-1; ‘Inhuman Massacre In Newtown-barry’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper BlOl) .
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The foregoing textual analysis o f the conventions o f Tithe W ar era ballads

demonstrates that, like English broadside ballads, they were part o f  a ‘rhetorical effort to

188create identity.’ Moreover, both ballad forms indicate ‘the vital place o f a populist 

political rhetoric and social identity.’ '*  ̂Crucially, these populist identities left little place 

for what could be termed ‘class conflict,’ In the Irish case, the populist identity 

constructed was one o f  a united ‘Catholic Nation’. This explains why the political ballads 

o f  the 1830s promoted the same Catholic agenda as priests, agitators and the 

O ’Connellite press, albeit in a more utopian way, rather than the economic and social 

demands o f agrarian factions such as the W hitefeet or the Terry Alts, despite the fact that 

ballad buyers and members o f such secret societies came from the same orders o f  society. 

Yet we know that most agrarian conflict in pre-Famine Ireland took place within the 

Catholic community, not between the ‘Catholic N ation’ and its enemies. Nevertheless, 

the evidence provided by political ballads demonstrates that the Irish rural popualtion 

stubbornly persisted in constructing their social identity in unitary, populist terms rather 

than divisive, class ones. Perhaps the main reason for this was that the notion o f a 

‘Catholic N ation’ had inspirational and utopian overtones, while the reality o f  intra- 

Catholic conflict had depressive and pessimistic undertones. As we have already seen, it 

was foreseen that the political victories o f Irish Catholics would usher in an idyllic land 

in which, presumably, intra-Catholic conflict would play no part. However, it is crucial 

not to dismiss this as a type o f false class consciousness, or, even worse, as escapism. In 

fact, in the right circumstances the rural people, by subscribing to the vision o f an ideal 

possible future, were actually empowering t h e m s e l v e s . A n d  the mass movement 

against tithes in the 1830s is the best evidence we can get o f such empowerment. This 

can be best seen in the way in which the Carrickshock victory produced a hugely popular

Joyce, Visions o f  the People, p. 216. 
Ibid., p. 217 
Ibid., pp. 226-7.
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ballad which re-invigorated and reconstructed an older composition which had lamented 

the defeat o f 1798.'^'

THE AURAL COMMUNICATION OF TITHE RESISTANCE

The singing o f political ballads was a sinister and disturbing invasion o f  the 

environment for those who did not agree with their sentiments. For instance, when an 

irate magistrate reported that such a ballad had been ‘squealed out in several fairs and

192markets’ it was more than just a commentary on the ballad singer’s vocal talents; for 

sound has been described by David Toop as ‘closer to thoughts, emotions, memories and 

fleeting, peripheral sensations than to tangible objects and reassurances o f the known 

world, sound slips into the territory o f the mind to settle at unknown depths, to stir up 

intimations o f other f u t u r e s . I n  this respect, we can well understand that controlled 

noise has the potential to be an important tool in the arsenal o f any protestor. On the one 

hand, such aural communication operated at a functional level, as horns, shouts, and bells 

were used to relay intelligence or signal the need to a s s e m b le .H o w e v e r , on the other 

hand, noise was also effectively used to communicate the strength o f communal anti-tithe 

feelings and to inspire fear in those who offended against those sentiments. And it is this 

latter aspect o f  noise that this section explores, as this theme is more in keeping with a

Cronin, ‘“By Memory Inspired”, p. 39.
Eyre Evans to Sir William Gosset, 9 Nov. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper B lO l).
David Toop, Sinister Resonance: The M ediumship o f  the Listener (London, 2010), p. 170.
Ormonde to Sir William Gosset, 8 Mar. 1831, enclosing ‘Report o f  the under Sherriff o f  the County o f  

Kilkenny Concerning Graigue, 7 March 1831’, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper G7); ‘Statement o f  
Outrages in the County o f  Kildare during the Month o f  May 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper 
No. 818); John MacCrody to Major D ’Arcy, 5 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 975); 
Thomas P. Greene to Sir William Gosset, 24 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1429), 
James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 5 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1202'/^); James 
Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 6 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1202'/2); John 
Connors to Sir William Gosset, 4 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1188), I. Johnston to 
Sir William Gosset, 14 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1553); Richard Greene & 
Thomas Goolas to Sir William Gosset, 24 Dec. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/18 3 1/Outrage Paper K25).
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chapter that altogether takes its inspiration more from James Vernon’s work on ‘the 

medium and the message,’ than from Ranajit Guha’s on ‘transm ission.’’̂ ^

The Whiteboys and the Rockites had intimidated those connected with the tithe 

system by paying them nocturnal visits, under the cover o f disguises, and by inflicting 

violence upon their persons. However, the tithe resisters o f the 1830s, in line with the 

doctrines o f passive resistance, more often preferred to create a highly irritating and 

unnerving anti-tithe cacophony in order to communicate communal displeasure at the 

acts and attitudes o f tithe owners and officials. A good example o f this occurred during a 

distraining campaign in the Parishes o f Kilmeague and Feighcullen when the resident 

magistrate reported to Government that ‘several hundred persons frequently assembled 

and continue sounding horns the principle part o f the n i g h t . O n  one occasion in 

particular it was reported by the police that ‘at night, between 9,000 and 10,000 persons 

assembled in the neighbourhood o f Allen ... and continued sounding horns during the 

greater part o f the night to the great terror o f the peaceable and well disposed in the part 

o f  the country.’

The degree to which this type o f behaviour differed from previous forms o f 

intimidation can be gleaned from the fact that it often received the blessing o f Catholic 

priests and was even occasionally engaged in at their instigation. For example, the 

Reverend Wolfgang Burroughs o f  Grange Silva, who collected the tithes o f the Parish o f 

Powerstown (County Kilkenny), was subjected to clerically inspired, noisy 

demonstrations against him when James Maher, the priest in Goresbridge, addressed 

large mobs opposite Burrough’s home in very inflammatory language in order to excite

James Vernon, Politics and the People: A Study in English Political Culture, c. 1815-1867  (Cambridge, 
1993), pp. 105-60.

Ranajit Guha, Elementary Aspects o f  Peasant Insurgency in Colonial India (London, 1999), pp. 220-11. 
James Tandy to Sir William Gosset, 1 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 818). 
‘Statement o f  Outrages in the County o f  Kildare during the Month o f  May 1832’, (N.A.I., 

CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 818).
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the people against In particular. Burroughs claimed that Maher had encouraged

the crowd to do him and his family ‘no injury, do not put yourselves in the power o f the 

law, but give them a hiss and a groan,’ after which mobs assembled every night around 

his house with hunting dogs with kettles on their tails, giving the people an excuse to 

shout ‘Mad Dog.’ °̂°

Similar examples can be drawn from the adjoining parishes o f  Doon and 

Abingdon in County Limerick. In March 1832 the parish priest o f Doon, Patrick Hickey, 

had preached a sermon against tithes and posted an anti-tithe notice on the church gate. 

In response to this, his Protestant counterpart in the parish, the Reverend Charles Coote, 

had seized Hickey’s cow for non-payment o f tithe and put it up for a u c t i o n . A s  a 

result, Coote was subjected to a barrage o f  noise to communicate his parishioners’

disapprobation o f his conduct. For instance, the day after the seizure, ‘large mobs

202accompanied with musical instruments paraded through th[e] village.’ The crowd 

announced that they had taken up tithe resistance by shouting repeatedly, ‘Up with the 

Ball, and down with the T i t h e , a  cry which symbolized that the anti-tithe ball had 

been passed into their parish, and that they would now join in the fight to ‘hurl out the 

tithes.’ Although these assemblages only took place for two days, thereafter Coote was 

regularly met with a raucous chorus o f hoots, hisses, whistles and groans as he went 

about the countryside.^^"* In addition, the female members o f  Coote’s family were abused 

on the glebe house lawn by passing rural people, while his labourers were driven from 

the fields.^^^ The degree to which Coote was targeted was a result o f the fact that he had

Memorial o f  the Rev. Wolfgang K. Burroughs, 1 June 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper B81). 
Ibid.
Rev. Charles Coote to Sir William Gosset, 2 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 678). 
Ibid.
Ibid
Brady to Sir William Gosset, 15 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 681), Thomas P. 

Yokes to Sir William Gosset, 8 Aug. 1832, (N. A.I , CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1537).
Brady to Sir William Gosset, 15 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 681); Thomas P. 

Yokes to Sir William Gosset, 1 Sept. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage paper No. 1537)
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seized the parish priest’s cow, was blamed for the Bilboa affray, and persisted in taking 

legal measures took to collect his tithes even after that collision.

Coote’s cousins and near neighbours, the Le Fanu’s, also suffered from the 

excitement caused by his actions, as ‘mobs’ travelling to and from a bog near their glebe 

house constantly harangued and threatened them.^^’ The Reverend Thomas Philip Le 

Fanu was the Rector o f the Parish o f Abington, which bordered Doon.^°^ He was the 

father o f several sons and daughters, the most famous o f which was the Gothic novelist, 

Sheridan Le Fanu.^°^ It was Sheridan’s elder brother, W illiam, however, who left behind 

a literary account o f  these troublesome times for the family. Thus, he wrote that, 

following the Bilboa affray:

Wherever [Coote] or any o f his family were seen they were received with shouts 
and yells, and cries o f “Mad dog! Mad dog! To hell with the tithes! Down with 
the tithes!” One afternoon, when we returned from a visit to the rectory at Doon, 
we received a message from our parish priest to say that if  we went there any 
more we should be treated as the Cootes were. Accordingly on our return from 
our next visit to them, shouts and curses followed us all the way home; from that
day forward, when any o f  us (or even our carriage or car) was seen, the same

210shouts and cursmg were heard m all directions.

Indeed, while McCormack has persuasively argued that the humiliation o f  the established

211clergy in the Tithe W ar fed into the themes o f Sheridan Le Fanu’s historical novels, 

the effect that the actual experiences o f the Le Fanu’s had on the atmospheric, rather than 

the ideological, aspects o f Sheridan’s writings has not been teased out. In ‘Green T ea’, 

for instance, while the context and subject matter o f the story have nothing to do with the

Chindley Coote to Sir William Gosset, I Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1193); 
Thomas P Yokes to Sir William Gosset, 8 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1537); 
Thomas P. Yokes to Sir William Gosset, 1 Sept 1832, (N A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1537). 

John Wickham to Sir William Gosset, 13 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1590). 
Seymour, Clergy o f  Cashel and Emily, p. 641.
W J. McCormack, Sheridan Le Fanu and Victorian Ireland  (Oxford, 1980), p. 4.
Le Fanu, Seventy Years, p. 55.
McCormack, Sheridan I.e Fanu, pp 45, 71, 251
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Tithe War, it is tempting to speculate that the alternative use o f apprehensive silence and 

threatening noise may have had their origins in the family experiences at Abingdon:

The stillness too was utter; not a distant wheel, or bark, or whistle from without; 
and within, the depressing stillness o f  an invalid bachelor’s house ... but o f late, it 
is a rare thing that I sleep soundly at n ig h t... there is a hysterical laugh which will 
forever ring in my ears.^'^

Nevertheless, while it was members o f  the established clergy who suffered most 

from the anti-tithe cacophony, those connected with the tithe system could be equally 

subjected to noisy demonstrations o f communal hostility. For example, at eight o ’clock 

at night on 24 July 1832, what was stated to be ‘a large assembly o f  m en’ collected in 

the town o f Naul, in north County Dublin, ‘in a great hurry from all directions by the 

warning o f horns, which kept sounding from that hour until about 11 o ’clock 

accompanied by different curious w h i s t l e s . A n  hour later they ‘marched from the 

tow n’ to the local tithe proctor’s ‘gate in regular marching time with the horns sounding 

going there and returning,’ before they dispersed quietly thereafter, before then 

recommencing the sounding o f horns a short time after in different parts o f the country; 

‘an alarming practice’ which was stated to have continued until midnight.^'"' On this 

night a tithe viewer had come into the neighbourhood to view the tithes and was sleeping 

in a publican’s house in Naul, and it was believed that ‘their object was to frighten him 

away,’ a view which was confirmed that same night by the hanging o f  a figurine from a 

tree by its neck with a notice on it stating that it was a tithe proctor.^’^

Such nocturnal disturbances, especially since they were perpetrated by men only, 

probably had their equivalents in the young male ‘youth groups’ who so often disturbed 

the night throughout early modern Europe and practised carnival excesses and

Sheridan Le Fanu, ‘Green Tea’, in In A Glass Darkly (Ware, 1995), p. 17. Cited in Toop, Sinister 
Resonance, p. 165.

Byrne to John Murphy, 26 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1426).
Ibid
Ibid.
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c h ariv a ris .In h ab itan ts  of Irish towns often suffered from restless nights due to the 

noisy antics of such young men.^'^ Nonetheless, their raucous conduct was welcomed by 

their elders during the 1830s when it was directed against tithes. Indeed, as was the case 

with their continental and English co-practitioners of ‘rough music’, their elders were 

probably the instigators of such boisterous stunts. For instance, the elders in Naul stated 

to the police that the horns they had heard sounded were merely those used by the 

farmers to call their labourers in for their meals during the harvest,^'* and, therefore, like 

the more mature men in Schlinder’s study of nightly disturbances in early modem 

Germany ‘naturally claimed innocence of all knowledge but secretly laughed up their 

sleeves.

Thus, the treatment meted out to the Le Fanus, the Cootes, the Burroughs, and the 

tithe officials in Naul, make it tempting to speculate that, somewhere in the past Irish 

popular culture had its own form of the French charivari, English ‘rough music’ or the 

Italian scampanaie. But while it is impossible to be conclusive on the matter, it is 

certainly the case that in a number of instances during the Tithe War the same type of 

raucous, ear shattering, satiric, cacophony of noise was employed in order to intimidate, 

and to audibly demonstrate communal disapprobation and hostility.

Anti-tithe noise, however, came in many forms, and it is apparent that urban, 

rural and clerical notables often orchestrated the type o f noise made by the rural 

population to fit the situation they met and the mood they wished to create. For example, 

the widely celebrated defeat of the attempted sale of Philip Germaine’s cattle in Carlow 

Town in May 1832 was a significant demonstration o f the creation of what we might call

Norbert Schindler, Rebellion, Community and Custom in Early M odern Germany (Cambridge, 2002), p. 
203.

See, for example, Cinnlae, i, p. 21.
Byrne to John Murphy, 26 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1426). The number o f  

tin horns possessed by the protesting country people during the Tithe War is explained by the fact that 
political agitators and the local organizers o f  tithe resistance supplied them. [William Bole to John Murphy, 
2 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1130); ‘Memo Respecting the Navan Political 
Union’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1130)].
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an ‘orderly turbulent’ atmosphere as, for a week, immense crowds of the country people 

occupied the urban environment, carrying anti-tithe banners, wearing anti-tithe placards 

in their hats and constantly sounding off horns. In the end the cattle were released by a

sheriff who preferred to take the debt upon himself ‘than keep the town any longer in

220such a state of excitement and alarm.’ O f the use of horns on this occasion for 

atmospheric purposes the sympathetic Carlow Morning Post stated that ‘the countrymen 

had tin horns and cow horns in constant requisition, and the tones elicited from those 

discordant and ignoble instruments may be taken as a tolerable illustration o f the 

contempt and harsh abhorrence in which they held the parsons, and their armed 

f o l l o w e r s . Y e t ,  despite the seditious noise, it was stated by the County Constabulary 

Sub Inspector that not only were no outrages or breaches of the peace committed, ‘further 

than the sounding o f horns, waving of hats, bludgeons, etc.,’^̂  ̂ but that ‘the mob were

223quite under the control of the Roman Catholic clergy who attended in numbers.’

At the other end o f the noise spectrum, however, we can equally find silence and 

alternate chanting being used to communicate communal hostility to purchasers at tithe 

sales. Thus, the sale of Patt Lalor’s sheep was described as follows:

Upon the knockdown of each lot Mr. Lalor asked the name of the buyer (Mr. 
Brough, the Reverend Mr. LaTouche’s agent) upon which he always turned to the 
people and said Brough when the name was repeated by almost every individual 
in the mob, until Mr. Lalor again thought proper to order silence when they 
immediately became as mute as possible. At the conclusion o f the sale Mr. Lalor 
said now lads go home, the word home was repeated by nearly everyone and they 
dispersed very shortly.

However, at constitutional anti-tithe meetings the type of noise employed was 

much more melodic and designed to encourage people to attend. Thus it appears that no

James Battersby to Sir William Gosset, 25 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 908). 
CMP, 24 May 1832.
James Battersby to Sir William Gosset, 22 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 908). 
James Battersby to Sir William Gosset, 24 May 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 908). 
Thomas P Cosby to unnamed, 10 Mar. 1831, (N.A.I., CSORP/1831/Outrage Paper 015).
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anti-tithe meeting in the summer o f 1832 was complete without the accompaniment of 

music. For example, it was stated that the people going to the Kilgarvan meeting 

‘marched’ in from the surrounding parishes ‘with ‘music and banners with inflammatory 

mottoes, flying, headed by their priests’ while it was reported o f the Carrigtowhill 

meeting that ‘at one o’clock in the afternoon the parishioners o f Carrigtowhill, preceded 

by a well appointed and excellent band, playing patriotic airs and accompanied by an 

immense concourse of people, on horse and foot, from the adjoining parishes ... marched 

out.’^̂  ̂ Moreover, the country people marched in step to the band in a deliberately 

pseudo-military style; astyle o f carrying on was particularly noted by the Vice Lieutenant 

o f County Westmeath who, upon observing the conduct of the Moate anti-tithe meeting, 

commented that the people ‘arrived from many different quarters at the same time, each 

party headed by a priest, officered, marching in military order, their having the step must 

show that there had been training and a pre-concerted plan.’*̂ ^

This marching to music was significant for a number of reasons. There was a 

backward glance to 1798, when the United Irishmen had, even before the rebellion, 

marched in military u n i f o r m s . I t  was also a consequence of the huge numbers of 

veterans o f the Napoleonic Wars who inhabited Ireland and whose presence contributed 

to an overall militarization of Irish s o c i e t y . T h e r e  was also the appeal that the presence 

o f music etc. had to the rural people who, consequently, attended such meetings all the 

more readily, as part of a day out, and who therefore swelled the numbers in attendance; 

a fact which was very important result when viewed from the perspective of the 

organizers. However, most fundamentally, the use o f pseudo military music and

J.C. Bland & F. Hickson to Sir William Gosset, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1191); SR, 14 
June 1832. For similar cases, see Anonymous to Anglesey, 15 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage 
Paper No. 1563); Maxwell to Sir William Gosset, 3 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1396); Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir William Gosset, 2 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 
1212); J. Gun to Gerald Fitzgerald, 2 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1212).

Richard Levinge to Sir William Gosset, (N.A I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1170).
Nancy J. Curtin, ‘Symbols and Rituals o f  United Irish M obilisation’ in David Dickson and Hugh Gough 

(eds ), Ireland and Ihe French Revolution (Dublin, 1990), p. 70.
Dickson, O ld World Colony, p. 485
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marching was a symbolic message to both participants and observers. That message was 

that the people were united, disciplined and ready to resist the imposition o f tithes by 

community solidarity.

THE VISUAL COMMUNICATION OF TITHE RESISTANCE

Another way o f displaying anti-tithe sentiment was through the use o f fire. Since the 

eighteenth century agrarian rebels had used hilltop bonfires as a tool to relay news o f 

some triumph or other across the countryside and to celebrate it and, in the 1830s, tithe 

resisters applied significant innovations to this traditional form o f communication by 

using bonfires as part o f an organized telegraphic system o f co m m u n ica tio n .H o w ev e r, 

here we are specifically interested in the way in which fire was used to demonstrate 

communal hostility to tithes. In this sense, the emotional intensity, geographical extent, 

and seditious undertones associated with the celebratory bonfires o f the Tithe War allow 

us to regard them jointly as one o f  the most spectacular Pre-Famine instances o f a 

symbolically constituted discourse o f defiance. In particular, it is true to say this o f  the 

bonfires used to communicate a sense o f triumph and communal unity and resolve in the 

wake o f  the collapse o f the Carrickshock trials. This is because, in early modern Europe, 

bonfires belonged to what David Cressy has termed a ‘vocabulary o f  celebration’; a 

vocabulary which also included the ringing o f  bells, dances, banquets, and other social 

performances. As Cressy argues, where such celebrations were controlled by, and 

harnessed to the needs of, the state, they fornied a tool in binding citizens to the ruling

William Dames to Oxmanton, 17 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 772); J. I. 
Rochfort to Sir William Gosset, 20 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 831); Oxmanton 
to Sir William Gosset, 25 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 772), Henry Burgess to Sir 
William Gosset, 26 Apr. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 726); Thompson to Sir John 
Harvey, 3 Aug. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1489). On the traditional use o f hilltop 
bonfires by agrarian rebels, see Donnelly, Captain Rock, p. 50.

David Cressy, Bonfires and Bells: National Memory and the Protestant Calendar in Elizabethan and 
Stuart England (Gloucestershire, 2004), p. 67.
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body politic, marking as they did the important points in its development.^^' During the 

Tithe War, however, celebratory bonfires acted as a subversive discourse, spectacularly 

signifying triumph over the authorities, rather than allegiance to them; a phenomenon 

which was most clearly observable in the aftermath o f the acquittal o f the Carrickshock 

prisoners in July 1832.

Once the authorities had learned o f the Carrickshock massacre, they took 

extensive action. Firstly, squadrons o f police and military were drafted into the 

Knocktopher region. Secondly, a special investigation was held in Kilkenny City by two 

legal experts who had been sent down from Dublin Castle. As a result o f these efforts ten 

men were arrested within a week, and a high intensity search, culminating in more 

arrests, continued for months afterwards as others accused o f involvement in the affray 

were hunted down, especially Keane, who was believed to have led the crowd.^^^ All o f 

this led to a discernible panic becoming evident in the district as the men folk, regardless 

o f  the extent o f their involvement, fled, fearing arrest.^^'^ The zealousness exhibited by 

the authorities reflected their horror at the murders and their conviction that this, albeit 

relatively rare, triumphant defiance by the people over the laws and constituted 

authorities should not be allowed to go unpunished.

Nevertheless, community support for the Carrickshock protesters was evidenced 

by the fact that many o f the wounded and guilty seem to have been taken out o f County 

Kilkenny and given shelter in Counties Waterford and Carlow.^' '̂* Moreover, the ardent 

desire on the part o f the Government to see the Carrickshock men convicted was 

mirrored by an equal determination on the part o f the rural people that they should be 

acquitted. One way in which this desire was transformed into action was through the

Ibid.
Richard Greene & Thom as Goolas to  Sir W illiam  G osset, 24 D ec. 1831, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1831/O utrage  

Paper K 25); Sir John Harvey to Sir W illiam G osset, 20 Feb 1832, (N .A .I., CSO R P/1832/O utrage Paper 
N o. 390).

KJ, 21 D ec  1831, Joseph Greene to Sir W illiam  G osset, 11 Jan. 1832, (N .A .I., C SORP/1832/O utrage 
Paper N o. 36); John K eily to Sir W illiam G osset, 16 Jan. 1832, (N .A .I., CSO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 
49); On the fearful atm osphere o f  the time, see Cinnlae, iii, p. 95.
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regionally widespread collection o f subscriptions, by local Friars and middle-class 

O ’Connellites, to pay for Daniel O ’Connell to defend the prisoners at their trial. These 

collections were believed to have amounted to ‘almost incredible’ amounts o f money (in 

excess o f £1,000).^^^ The rural people did not want the Carrickshock men to get off 

simply because the police were unpopular in the countryside or because a loathsome tithe 

proctor had been murdered along with them; rather, Carrickshock symbolized the 

triumphal, post-Emancipation, right, and ability, o f rural Ireland to resist those laws and 

imposts which oppressed the ‘Catholic N ation’. Certainly Winston Namier, a 

W aterford based magistrate, reported to Government that the rural people viewed the 

cause o f  the Carrickshock prisoners as emblematic o f the fight for Catholic rights, and in 

light o f the acquittal o f the Newtownbarry Yeomanry and the prosecution o f Blanchfield 

and Byrne by a ‘Protestant Jury.’.̂ ^̂

Excitement on the issue was such that the Jury in the subsequent trials came 

under intense pressure to acquit the prisoners. Indeed, the first trials in March were 

abandoned amidst a turbulent atmosphere. Fresh trials were held in July. However, 

following the collapse o f  two o f  the trials due to the ‘sudden’ deterioration o f the health 

o f some o f the jurors, the Crown, unwilling to place any faith in the impartiality o f the 

new jurors, and, in any case, having seen its key witness, Catherine Danagher, spirited 

away to Newfoundland by her uncle, decided not to offer any evidence in the case.^^* As 

a result, the twenty-five prisoners were released without charge on 24 July.

Charles H. Tuckey to Sir John Harvey, 9 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 316); 
Robert Barry to Charles H. Tuckey, 11 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 316); Joseph 
Greene to Sir William Gosset, 11 Feb. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 353); F. Coghlan to 
Henry Hamilton, 30 Jan. 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 353).

It was clear from the ballads o f  the day, which luxuriated in the triumph o f the country people at 
Carrickshock, that the event had struck an emotional chord with all sections o f  rural Ireland, in ways in 
which, for example, the massacre o f  the police by the Terry Alts at Toomevara, County Clare, only six 
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This announcement was received with triumphal joy  by the Catholic rural 

inhabitants o f the surrounding Counties, and its reception was witnessed by Humphrey 

O ’Sullivan:

The Carrickshock people were acquitted. This very day the judge ordered their 
release. He could not get a Jury in Kilkenny County, to find them guilty. There 
are thousands o f bonfires on our Irish hills all around, as far as I can see, namely 
on Slievenamon, hundreds o f fires on Slievedele, on the W alsh M ountain, on 
Slieveardagh, on the hills o f  Crannagh, and on every hill and mountain in four 
counties;- Kilkenny, Tipperary, Waterford -  and on Carrickshock o f course.

One Dungarvan based Magistrate testified to the great alarm that the bonfires raised in 

conservative individuals as they enclosed the urban centres from the surrounding hilltops 

when he reported that.

Every hill and rising ground in this part o f the Country, were yesterday evening, 
blazing with fires, said to be “a rejoicing for the men who were liberated at 
Kilkenny” and a continued shouting was kept up for nearly two hours after dark. 
The circumstances o f those fires having appeared in every direction and at 
distances, some o f  them fifteen miles, at the same moment, shows decidedly a 
regular system o f combination, or more properly, speaking, o f  conspiracy on the 
part o f the country people, which is alarming, and clearly proves with what
facility a simultaneous rising of the people may be effected I am quite certain
that the population o f this Country are prepared for such a measure whenever 
their Leaders direct.

The fires which sprang up to celebrate the release o f the Carrickshock prisoners 

had their origin in the festive and political cultures o f  the rural population and, indeed, 

married the two. In respect o f rural festive culture, although the bonfires o f 24 July fell

P olice reports demonstrate that O ’Sullivan’s account is in no w ay exaggerated. See, for example, 
Charles H. Tuckey to Sir John Harvey, 27 July 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 1160); 
W illiam  M iller to Sir W illiam  G osset, 26 July 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/183 2/O utrage Paper N o. 1214); 
Thom as M ason to Thomas Tydd, 26 July 1832, (N  A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 1431); Thomas 
Tydd to  Sir W illiam  G osset, 28 July 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper no. 1431), Greene to 
W illiam  M iller, 25 M ay 1832, (N .A .I., C SORP/1832/O utrage Paper No. 1214).
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on St. James Eve,^" '̂ it seems more likely that, from an examination o f their 

characteristics, the Carrickshock revelries were fused with those which took place to 

celebrate the festival o f Lughnasa. Lughnasa was an open air celebratory’ assemblage and 

had its origins in Ireland’s ancient pagan past. It had survived into the nineteenth century, 

particularly in the south Kilkenny region, albeit stripped of its overt pagan associations, 

becoming, instead, firmly linked to the first harvest of the potato crop and generally 

celebrated on either the last Sunday in July or the first in August. '̂*^

What led the people to the hills on the occasion of the acquittal o f the 

Carrickshock men, however, was not just the date, less than a week before Lughnasa, but 

also the nature of the event itself The other traditional festivals of the rural calendar, 

such as Samhain and St. Bridget’s Eve, were, of course, celebratory, but they were also 

underpinned by anxiety and in some cases were quite solemn, because they came at 

points when the crops were still in danger, or because they were associated with the loss 

o f loved ones.̂ **̂  Lughnasa, however, was different, coming at the very start o f the 

harvest, it signified that the rural community was in the midst of plenty, and was, 

consequently, celebrated with abandon like no other festival; for, as MacNeill notes, ‘the 

joyfulness o f the festival owed much to the exhilaration induced by the immediate 

prospect of attaining what had been long hoped for and worked for.’ '̂*'̂  And, at the end of 

July 1832 this pertained as much to the result of the Carrickshock trials as to the harvest, 

for the whole process had loosely followed the agricultural cycle; from the darkness of 

Carrickshock in the gloomy, fallow, mid-December, quickly followed by the beginnings 

of the collections for the prisoners’ defence from the end of January, just as nature re

awakened and farming activity re-commenced around Saint Bridget’s Eve; with the first,

Kevin Danaher, The Year in Ireland  (Cork, 1972), p. 265.
Maire MacNeill, The F estival o f  Lughnasa: A Study o f  the Survival o f  the Celtic Festival o f  the 

Beginning o f  the H arvest (Dublin, 2008), pp. 21-13, 25, 214-35; Jonathan Bell and Mervyn Watson, A 
H istory o f  Irish Farming, 1750-1950  (Dublin, 2008), p. 146. For a contemporary reference to ‘La 
Lughnasa’, see Cinnlae, ii, p. 317.

MacNeill, F estival o f  Lughnasa, p. 69.
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collapsed trial, coming amidst rumours o f open rebellion, and its anxious excitement 

coinciding with the first sowing o f  the seeds, followed by four months o f  careful 

watching, as those seeds slowly reached maturity, as, at the same time, the authorities 

gradually wheeled in more and more o f the Carrickshock participants; whilst, finally, 

after months o f watching, hoping, and expecting, the maturity o f  the crops had happily 

coincided with the collapse o f the Carrickshock Trials, the release o f the prisoners, and a 

defeat o f the Tithe system and the authorities. In this context, the triumphant and relieved 

country people took to the heights to celebrate, after months o f  tension, and to bum  fires 

in joyous anticipation, revelry and thanks giving.^'*^

As with the Lughnasa festival, the fact that the Carrickshock celebrations took 

place on the heights had important implications as to who could attend, as the 

geographical situation o f the assembly places put them beyond the reach o f the aged, the 

very young and the feeble in h e a l t h . A s  a result, the festival o f Lughnasa ‘was enjoyed 

most by the young, vigorous and high s p i r i t e d . I n  1832, however, this applied as 

much to the Carrickshock celebrations as to Lughnasa. There were, for instance, no 

accounts o f  women, children or old men being present at the Carrickshock celebratory 

bonfires, instead, it was the able bodied men o f the districts who assembled on the 

heights; a fact which differentiates them from the organized anti-tithe meetings o f that 

summer.^*^^ Indeed, it was these same young, healthy men who it was rumoured had been 

‘ordered’ to attend at Kilkenny City during the first Carrickshock trials in March. In the 

political context o f late July 1832 this gave the bonfires and the assemblages on the 

heights a quasi-revolutionary colouring; for while, on the one hand, these men celebrated 

the culmination o f their labours and a decisive defeat to the Tithe system, on the other.

The bonfires on Carrickshock itself must have had a special meaning to the local population since 
agriculture around that specific location had, it appears, been affected by the flight o f  men from the area in 
the winter and spring. [‘Detailed Report o f  Outrages, etc., in the District o f  Pilltown in the County o f  
Kilkenny during the Month o f  March 1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1441)].

MacNeill, Festival o f  Lughnasa, p. 70.
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they looked forward to the coming days, weeks and months when Stanley would act on 

his stated intentions to enforce the tithe system. In this respect, the men around the 

bonfires knew that if  they were to secure the harvest of their exertions against the tithe 

system they would need, like the men o f Carrickshock, to fight to stop the resurrection of 

a tithe system which had been symbolically buried at a number of anti-tithe meetings 

during the previous month (see below). This context gave the fires another association 

beyond the celebratory one o f Lughnasa; that is, a determined backward glance at the 

events of 1798 for guidance and inspiration, since at that time bonfires had been ‘used to 

remind the surrounding community of United Irish strength and their pervasiveness in the 

area as well as to frighten nearby loyalists in g e n e r a l . I n d e e d ,  as one chief constable 

stationed in Clonmel reported after witnessing the bonfires of July 1832, ‘I do suppose

250since the year ’98 nothing so regular or systematic.’

The restlessness occasioned by the tithe question and the way it interacted with 

popular culture was also seen in mid-1832 in Counties Tipperary and Cork, where it 

imbued the traditional St. Peter’s Eve celebrations with a new found vigour and 

threatening aspect. For example, on the Eve o f St. Peter’s it was reported from Tipperary 

that ‘a great number of bonfires were seen, much about the same hour, on the Gaultee

251Mountains and the hills o f Kilnemagh - horns, shouting, and some shots were heard.’

A puzzled and worried resident magistrate stated that;

Much uneasiness prevailed at these unusual appearances over an extensive tract 
of Country and no satisfactory cause can be assigned for them. The country 
people are shy of talking about the matter, some of them say it was about Tythes, 
while others alleged that it was only celebrating the Eve of St. Peter’s day: but all 
agree, that they never saw St. Peter’s Eve so celebrated before. It is quite manifest 
that this demonstration was the result of previous concert, whether for good or 
evil.̂ ^̂

Curtin, ‘Sym bols and R ituals’, p. 7.
Greene to W illiam  M iller, 25 M ay 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 1214).
Gerald Fitzgerald to Sir W illiam  G osset, 1 July 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper N o. 1168). 
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The next night these strange events spread to County Cork, where the heights of 

its northern mountain ranges appear to have been traditionally associated with festive

253assemblages. However, in 1832 these celebrations were given an entirely different 

dimension by the tremendous agitation occasioned by tithes and the series of enormous 

anti-tithe meetings held in the district that summer. On the night o f 29 June it was 

reported that from the town of Fermoy that over 500 bonfires were visible to the north of 

the town, extending from east to west.^^“* On the next evening, the hills to the south of the 

Blackwater were entirely lighted up, and horns, shouting and yelling were heard.^^^ 

Major Miller expressed his opinion that ‘so unusual an occurrence ha[s] given occasion 

to much conjecture and no small degree of alarm.’

Less ad hoc than the lighting up of bonfires, but an equally effective way of 

expressing the rural population’s opposition to tithes, was the burial of ‘tithe coffins.’ For 

instance, on 21 June 1832 a large anti-tithe meeting, of ‘not less than 25 to 30,000 

persons, assembled from all parts of the country,’ took place at Midleton.^^’ As usual 

there was music and inflammatory speeches. However, one observer o f the event noted a 

particularly symbolic act on this occasion in the form of the burial of a tithe coffin. Thus, 

it was described how a

platform was erected in a large field near the town from which the speakers 
addressed the people and in front of it placed two coffins, one o f a large size with 
the word “Tithe” inscribed upon it and a smaller one with “Church Rates”, after 
the business on the platform was ended the coffins were buried on the spot, amid

258the most tremendous cheering.

MacNeill, Festival o f  Lughnasa, pp. 209-15.
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Similarly, at the Ballyhale anti-tithe meeting, 700 horsemen and a brass band 

accompanied a group of several thousand who came from Waterford to attend the 

meeting and Vvho displayed a large coffin which was draped with a banner which read:

TITHES
The frightful source of misery and bloodshed! Died on the ever-memorable 14̂  ̂of

December 1831
259Requiescat in pace -  Amen

Folklore sources also indicate that tithe burials took place at other anti-tithe meetings in 

Waterford and Tipperary (see below).

Such events were celebrated in Samuel Lover’s 1834 Legends and Stories o f  

Ireland in a short story entitled ‘The burial of the Tithes. ’ In this story. Lover states 

that the within the coffin ‘shrouded in a sheaf o f wheat lay a pig, between whose open 

jaws a large potato was placed’ and later on he depicts the entire community following 

the coffin to the burial place amidst keeners. Undoubtedly these images were 

embellished by Lover’s artistic imagination, but the story is an important reminder o f the 

impact that such burials made at the time and the interest that they aroused. The symbolic 

importance of the burials for the rural popualtion can be seen from the way in which the 

news of them spread and was represented as marking the abolition of tithes. For instance, 

in late July 1832 a ‘vagabond’ was arrested in Glanworth for making a seditious speech 

to a large crowd, in which he stated that he was from Macroom, but had lately been in 

County Tipperary, and that ‘the tithes were wounded at Carrickshock, and were buried at 

Middleton, and also that they were lately buried at the Devil’s Bit,’ and that ‘a spring tide 

was soon likely to flow, which would sweep all other Tithes before it.’̂ ’̂ Indeed, the 

strength of the impression that the burials made on rural people can be seen in the way in

10 July 1832.
Samuel Lover, Legends and Stories o f Ireland (Second Series) (London, 1899), pp. 59-93.
‘The Fermoy Bench o f Magistrates’ to Sir William Gosset, 28 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage 
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which they became immortalized in their folklore. For example, one folklore source from 

County Waterford states that ‘Daniel O ’Connell came and he got rid o f  the tithes. The 

tithes were buried over at Cnocan na mBuachailli. They were buried in the ground. 

Another folklore source stated that the traditional gathering o f  the rural people on the 

Rock o f Bamane on Rock Sunday every July stemmed from the burial o f  the tithes on the 

mountainside. Thus, the Irish Folklore Commission recorded the following claim o f a 

seventy year old farmer who lived near Moneygall, on the western side o f  the Rock:

The tithes were taxes which were collected by the yeomen the same as ordinary 
taxes are now collected ... they had certain days for collecting the tithes and were 
not very polite about the job. Notices would be sent to the farmers some days 
previous. These notices were gathered and buried in a hole at the foot o f the Rock 
o f Bernane. This is the reason for the selection o f the Sunday: the country people 
had got their notices o f the collection o f tithes in July. The day appointed the 
yeomen were met coming out from Templemore. The contending parties fought 
all day and the yeomen were driven to the foot o f the Rock where they had to 
give in that they were defeated. The following Sunday there was a public meeting 
held and on the ver>’ spot was a large hole made. All the papers concerning the 
tithes were buried forever there. They were not dug up since, but the Sunday of 
the first public meeting was, some say, the nearest one to the feast o f Saint James 
(25 July). This is how the meaning o f Rock Sunday is explained.^^^

This explanation o f the origins o f ‘Rock Sunday’ certainly puzzled Maire MacNeill. In 

the end she was forced to conclude that it was ‘tithes o f an early tim e’ which were the 

subject o f the battle and that ‘surely what we have here is a disguised tradition o f a ritual 

burial o f tithes at a special spot on the mountain on the festival which ushered in the 

h a r v e s t . A f t e r  all, she claimed, ‘the victorious gesture o f burying the tithe-notices at 

the foot o f the Rock would have been a strange defiance indeed to the British 

Government o f 1830. Quite!

Cited in Rionach Ui Ogain, Immortal Dan: Daniel O'Connell in Irish Folk tradition  (Dublin, 1996), p.
3 7 .

Cited in M acN eill, Festival o f  Lughnasa, p. 219.
M acN eill, Festival o f  Lughnasa, p. 219.
rbid , p. 219.
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Thus, the very dramatic playing out o f the burial o f tithes and church cess was 

imbued with symbolic meaning for those who witnessed it or heard about it later. This 

Vv'as because, in the rural consciousness, coffins were not just associated with funerals 

and burials; instead the symbol o f the coffin represented threat and the communal 

excommunication o f an individual whose practices went against rural values. For 

instance, the threatening notices o f  various agrarian movements often finished with a 

drawing o f a coffin to signify that death awaited the recipient, either for the offence 

committed, or if  they offended again, or failed to provide restitution for a previous 

offence. This cultural inheritance continued into the period o f  the Tithe War, and 

numbers o f anti-tithe notices directed at parsons, tithe proctors, agents or viewers ended 

with a drawing o f  a coffin. However, beyond this, that ‘tithes’ should be buried in a 

coffin, made the whole tithe system, and those connected with it, the subject o f  ridicule 

and public disgrace; for, as E. P. Thompson, writing about English ‘rough music’ and its 

continental equivalents, argues, ‘to burn, bury or read the funeral service over someone 

still living was a terrible community judgem ent, in which the victim was made into an 

outcast, one considered to be already dead. It was the ultimate in excommunication. 

Here, the tithe-coffin represented not an individual, but a whole system, and especially 

the parson who stood at its head, subjected to public disgrace.

A more obvious way in which the tithe system, together with its clerical 

figureheads, was represented in an ignominious light, was through the depiction o f them 

on the banners which were displayed at the mass anti-tithe meetings o f 1832. For 

example, a police constable reported that the flag to be displayed at the M arket Hill anti

tithe meeting consisted o f ‘a large flag, 8 feet by 4 with the words. No Tithes, a church

266 g  p jhonipson, ‘Rough Music Reconsidered’ in Folklore, Vol. 103 No. 1 (1992), p. 7. There is no 
direct evidence that there was an Irish version of ‘rough music’; however, Chadboume argues that the 
punishments and gatherings of the Whiteboys had some common elements with these and suggests that the 
particular treatment o f tithe proctors, land jobbers, etc. by successive agrarian movements indicates some 
pre-existing communal sanction against ‘offenders’ in rural Ireland. [Kate Chadboume, ‘Rough Music and 
Folkloric Elements in the Whiteboy Movements’ in Proceedings o f  the Harvard Celtic Colloquium, Vol. 
16/17(1996/1997), pp 176-94.
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with the steeple falling, and the motto of the C o m e t . Similarly, a Castle correspondent 

from Waterford claimed that ‘the parishes of Grughal, Lismore, Cappoquin and Tallon 

each met and each had flags, the one from Tullow had a coffin and a sheaf o f com, the 

one for Youghal had a clergyman and devil binding him with chains, that is according to 

some reports, others say it was a clergyman asking a farmer for his tithe and the farmer 

refusing him.’^̂  ̂ Likewise, the Deputy Lieutenant for County Cork stated of one local 

meeting that it ‘proceeded with music and banners on which were various devices, 

derisive of the established clergy, inscriptions and proclaiming the downfall of tithes. 

Meanwhile, at the Carrickshock meeting it was said that a large banner was displayed 

upon which there was a satirical picture of the Reverend Hans Hamilton.^™

The display o f such pictures effectively transmitted two messages to the rural 

population. Firstly, they made the established clergy, to which many rural people were 

already very hostile, into figures of derision and consequently dehumanized them and 

reinforced community hostility towards them. Secondly, by depicting Protestant churches 

as upside down etc., the residual millenarianism which remained a decade after the 

popularity o f Pastorini was r e v i v e d .H o we v e r ,  this time the country people were 

shown that it was not through magic and prophecy that the Protestant church would fall, 

but through their own efforts in defeating the tithe system. This message was often 

strengthened from the political platform. For instance, at the Castlegregory meeting, 

Bartholomew Michael Lynch, who was a tireless anti-tithe agitator, addressed the people 

and said that ‘the tithes of the parish (Killiney) are from 300 a year going to support an 

idle bloated parson, besides £20 and upwards Church Cess, where there are only four or

Richard Gannon to Sir William Gosset, 13 July 1832, (N. A.1., CSORP/i832/Outrage Paper No. 1212). 
H. Camming to Sir William Gosset, 6 July 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1208).
M. Deane Freeman to Sir William Gosset, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1195).
Times, 14 July 1832.
On the role o f  the prophecies o f  Pastorini in the Rockite Rebellion o f  the 1820s, see Donnelly, Captain  

Rock.
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five beggarly Protestants. Ewe will pay no more tithes ... that Church over is falling, our 

chapel is rising.

The source of the caricatures and cartoons which appeared on anti-tithe banners 

was probably the work of Thomas Brown and Samuel Lover. These men were 

responsible for two highly inflammatory anti-tithe publications in the early 1830s. The 

first was a weekly newspaper called the Comet. Its logo depicted the position of the 

established Church as being overturned in Ireland. However, since this paper did not 

publish caricatures, it appears that the ones which adorned the banners were copies of the

273satirical illustrations which filled The Parson's Hornbook. In this respect, the satire 

and derision of the Protestant clergy evident in the work of Lover and Brown achieved a 

far greater penetration into the consciousness of the rural people than would otherwise 

have been the case. Nevertheless, there was an important difference between the 

published caricatures and those which appeared on locally produced banners. This was 

that in the case of the original illustrations the clergymen were not named individuals, 

but stood for the established clergy in general. However, when the depictions of 

clergymen appeared on banners, the rural popualtion perceived them to be their own 

local established clergymen. Therefore, the banners further heaped derision on the 

parochial clergy and marked them out as targets for intimidation.

However, although banners certainly impacted on the consciousnesses o f those 

who observed them, it remained that they were limited in the extent to which they 

allowed the country people to feel that they participated in the proceedings of anti-tithe 

meetings, since relatively few were involved in the production and carrying of them. 

Thus, in order to make sure that all those who attended felt they were contributing to the 

spectacle of the meeting, and, therefore, to re-enforce a sense of community solidarity, 

the rural people carried green boughs to and from the assemblages and, furthermore, used

‘Joint Information o f Constable John Burke and sub Constable Mathew Moneity, sworn o f 10 Aug. 
1832’, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1541).

Browne and Lover, Parson's Hornbook
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them to decorate the venue. The poHtical significance o f the use o f green boughs for 

display and ornamentation dates from the politicization o f the 1790s, when greenery 

became deeply infused with political meaning and when green boughs were used as 

symbolic standards and motifs for the rebels o f  Contemporary accounts

demonstrate that these associations were revived during the Tithe War, For instance in 

June 1832 an anti-tithe meeting was held in the village o f Castlegregory (County Kerry) 

at which it was observed that the platform was ornamented with green branches and a 

green flag on which were inscribed the words “United we stand, divided we fall. Tithes 

we will abolish, extensive reform and a repeal o f the u n i o n . S i m i l a r l y ,  at the time o f 

the Middleton anti-tithe meeting in June 1832 it was stated that ‘every house in the town 

and environs was decorated with green b o u g h s . M e a n w h i l e ,  a good description o f  the 

country people on their way to and from an anti-tithe meeting can be gleaned from the 

Reverend Horatio Townsend’s claim that ‘both myself and other members o f my family 

in the course o f the day met different parties o f them on their return home triumphant, in 

one instance in a large body with green branches in their hands, and music playing, 

moving along quite in the style, although without o f course the regularity, o f a military 

body.’^̂^

Anti-tithe sentiment was successfully disseminated and manifested through a variety o f 

modern and archaic means in the 1830s. The analysis o f the O ’Connellite newspaper 

press in this chapter has show that this medium was used to great effect to create a real

Curtin, ‘Sym bols and Rituals’, pp. 76-7.
‘Joint Information o f  Constable John Burke and sub Constable M athew M oneity, sworn on 10 Aug. 

1832’, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 1541)
W illiam  M iller to  Sir W illiam  Gosset, 28 June 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 1153). 

See also the newspaper accounts o f  the use o f  greenery at the M idelton, Carrigtowhill, C ove and 
C lonm oyle m eetings [.S7 ,̂ 14, 23 June, 7 July 1832].

Rev. Horatio Townsend to Sir W illiam, G osset, 26 June 1832, (N .A .I., C SO R P/1832/O utrage Paper No. 
1147).
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sense of tithes as an intolerable grievance for Irish Catholics and to sustain a united 

movement against the impost. In particular, it has been shown that the representation of 

events by O ’Connellite newspapers was vital in achieving this, even though a rival and 

differmg representation of the Tithe War was offered by Protestant Conservative 

newspapers. At the same time, however, other forms of communication, such as ballads, 

hoots, groans, horns and bonfires, successfully supplemented the efforts o f the 

O ’Connellite press to disseminate anti-tithe sentiment. Moreover, these methods of 

communication, along with rumours o f insurrection and the displays made at anti-tithe 

meetings, etc., made this sentiment manifest to the police, the military, the magistrates, 

the Government and the tithe owners and officials, and attempted to communicate a 

message to them which stated that the force which stood in opposition to them was so 

strong, so organized and so determined, that it was useless to even try to overcome it, to 

defeat it, or to overawe it.

These messages were most urgent in 1832, and this meant that those who 

supported, and those who were charged with the enforcement of, the tithe system, were 

willing to accredit to them the most forceful and most belligerent, and even the most 

alarming, interpretation possible. Thus, even the normally calm and reflective Major 

Miller commented in relation to the demonstrations of 1832 that:

Such exhibitions ... strike terror into the hearts of many ... the course of events in 
the south, o f late, and particularly in the County of Cork, has filled the minds of 
reflecting persons with the liveliest apprehensions, for who can witness such 
frequent displays of physical strength without alarm, or contemplate without the 
most anxious solicitude, the influence of the Priests openly and energetically 
exerted for the total subversion of the tithe system by a combination and 
organization o f the people notoriously intended to overawe the Government, and 
to bid defiance to its authority ... The meetings, it is true, are either held on the 
pretence o f petitioning, or, if  a sale of cattle is announced, the very occasion 
furnishes a colourable pretext for a general gathering of the people. But the 
display o f banners, and the warlike mimicry of martial music, the performers 
being clothes in uniform, and acting under the direction of a leader, with an 
ornamental staff, in imitation of the military usage, can only be ascribed to the
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settled design o f giving a more imposing effect to those popular demonstrations 
and to favour notions o f  a more active and forcible resistance to the authority o f 
the state, if  such a contest should become necessary.

Yet such readings, which saw portents o f another 1798, proved to be wide o f the mark. 

In this respect, the various resonances o f 1798 which are clearly inflected into many o f 

the messages o f  tithe resistance analysed above are explicable by the fact that the effects 

o f the Tithe W ar worked themselves out upon a rural population for whom 1798 was “a 

powerful, almost personal inheritance.’ ’̂  ̂ By the same token, Bartlett’s work allows to 

posit the argument that just as Thompson claimed in respect o f  England in the 1830s that 

there were strongly based and self-conscious working class institutions (such as friendly 

societies, religious movements, political organizations and periodicals), working class 

intellectual traditions and ‘a working -c lass structure o f feeling’, so to in Ireland in the 

same period there had grown up strongly based and self-conscious institutions, 

intellectual traditions and a structure o f feeling which were founded in a sense of 

Catholic Irishness. Therefore, at the same time that the message o f tithe resistance was 

imbued with references to 1798, so too it was suffused with allusions to the ‘Catholic 

N ation’ and O ’Connellite politics. Thus, the urgency and wide ranging nature o f the anti

tithe messages around 1832 can be attributed to the fact that they were forged amidst the 

white heat created by the collision o f the sense that an opportunity had come to abolish 

tithes and that the tactics to do so had been developed, with the realities o f  a Government 

and Church which were determined to preserve the impost and to overcome resistance to 

its payment. In this sense, our examination o f  the communication o f tithe resistance has 

demonstrated that, to borrow from and paraphrase E. P. Thompson, the making o f the 

tithe resistance movement o f the 1830s is a fact o f political and cultural, as much as o f

William Miller to Sir William Gosset, 28 June 1832, (N.A.I., CSORP/1832/Outrage Paper No. 1153). 
Larry Geary, ‘Introduction’ in Laurence M Geary (ed ), Rebellion and Remembrance in Modern 

Ireland  (Dublin, 2001), p. 9.
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economic, h i s t o r y . I n  other words, the mass movement against tithe which emerged in 

Ireland in the 1830s was not simply a reaction to the economic burdens of the tithe 

charge, but also a reaction to the manner in which it was enforced and the apparent scorn 

with which the protests of the tithe resisters were heard by the Ministry and the 

established Church; a reaction which took its cues from the cultural inheritance of the 

rural people. Once this is understood, it becomes easier to understand why, once the 

pressure of the stresses of the early 1830s were eased, the Tithe War gradually de- 

escalated after the middle years of that decade, and why a moderate solution to the 

problem was eventually reached; that is, why, although the tithes were killed at 

Carrickshock, and buried at Middleton, they should have been resuscitated at 

Westminster, placed under the care of the Landlords, and thereafter walked amongst the 

rural population once again without insult or injury.

Thompson’s line was ‘the making o f  the working class is a fact o f  poHtical and cultural, as much as o f  
economic, history. [E. P Thompson, The M aking o f  the English Working Class (London, 1991), p. 213].
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CONCLUSION

In early November 1831 the following notice was posted on a tree in Inistioge, 

County Kilkenny:

Take notice, that any person or persons paying tithes to Mr. Park, Sutton or Cox, 
until it is settled in Parliament, and an Act passed for it; beware then, under the 
pain o f death; if  they do, we will put an end to themselves and their property, 
especially Mr. William Tighe’s and Lord Ormonde’s tenants, and others in the 
parish, which we are told paid. This is the last notice; study on it, and beware.

This notice encapsulates the multi-faceted and, apparently, inconsistent nature o f the 

Tithe War; it was, at one and the same time, both a political movement aimed at securing 

legislative concessions from Parliament, and a violent agrarian campaign in the tradition 

o f the Whiteboys, Rightboys, Rockites, etc. Fundamentally then, the Tithe War can only 

be understood by examining the interaction between events at the national level and 

events at the local level, and, in turn, thickening our analysis o f both levels in order to 

comprehend their composition and to better see why they interacted with each other in 

the way that they did. In this respect, the ‘Tithe W ar’ can be seen as the point o f collision 

between a popular movement infused with high expectations, armed with traditional and 

innovative methods o f resistance, and burdened with a developed sense of, and 

sensitivity to, grievance, and Governments which were, variously, internally divided, 

unable to control both Houses o f Parliament, or highly supportive o f  an established 

Church which harboured within its body a number o f anxious, belligerent and recusant 

clergymen. The achievement o f this thesis has been to analyse the factors that originated, 

escalated, prolonged and de-escalated that point o f collision. Thus, it is the first full 

length study o f the Tithe War to uncover the dynamics o f that event. These dynamics can
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be condensed down to the effects of, and interaction between, economic distress, 

religious tensions, a sense o f  confessional grievance, perceptions o f political opportunity, 

and a tactical innovation in the repertoire o f  tithe resistance.

Every stage o f the anti-tithe protest was related in some way to the vagaries o f  the

agrarian economy during the late 1820s and throughout the 1830s. In particular, the

recent, comprehensive, researches o f Kennedy and Solar into annual price fluctuations in 

agricultural products allow us to see this in greater detail than ever before.' The picture 

that emerges is one o f  a stagnant and declining economy in the late 1820s, a deeply 

depressed one in the early and middle years o f the 1830s, and a recovering and more 

buoyant one in the latter years o f  that decade. That this first phase corresponded with the 

widespread introduction o f the Tithe Composition Act, and the consequent entrapment of 

grazier and dairy farmers in the tithe net, is very important to our understanding o f  why 

tillage farmers and cottiers (south o f the potato tithe line), found themselves with new 

and powerful allies in their long-standing struggle against tithe. Moreover, as Donnelly 

has long held, there was a natural coming together o f the agrarian interests o f large and 

small farmers in times o f stagnant agricultural prices. When prices fell sharply in the

years between 1832 and 1837 this tendency was greatly increased, and it is no

coincidence that the first part o f this period coincided with the height o f the Tithe War, It 

was in this context, also, that urban businessmen most actively participated in the 

constitutional movement against tithes. In the final years o f  the 1830s, however, the 

prosperity which returned to the countryside helped to ease the transition from tithe to 

rent charge and contributed to the general de-escalation o f the Tithe War at that time. 

These parallels between protest and prices do not explain the Tithe War; they do not, for 

instance, explain why farmers did not attack the far more burdensome charge, in financial 

terms, o f rents, rather than the relatively modest one o f tithes. Yet the correlations are, at

’ Kennedy and Solar, Irish Agriculture.
 ̂Donnelly, ‘Social Composition o f  Agrarian Rebellions’, passim.
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the same time, far from mere coincidence. This is because, while other factors besides 

economic distress led the rural population to fix on tithes as their main source o f 

grievance, once they had done so, there was an inverse relationship between the strength 

and extent o f the anti-tithe protest, and the weakness o f  the agrarian economy.

One o f these other factors was undoubtedly the widespread religious tensions 

which had been on the increase since the turn o f the century, and which were at their pre- 

Famine zenith during the 1820s and 1830s. In respect o f  Catholic farmers, these tensions 

not only, like the role o f  economic distress, help to explain the strengthening o f vertical, 

cross-class ties during the Tithe War, but also go further, and give a strong indication as 

to why tithe emerged in the 1830s as the most prominent and unifying grievance in 

southern rural Ireland.

Already, by the early-1820s, Donnelly’s work on Captain Rock demonstrates the 

degree to which sectarianism was becoming a key dynamic in Irish rural life.^ However, 

Whelan'* and McGrath^ have equally shown that religious tensions were ramped up to 

unprecedented levels by the Bible Wars and proselytizing campaigns o f the mid- to late- 

1820s. Moreover, the political and social context in which these religious tensions arose 

meant that hostilities which might otherwise have slowly dissipated produced enduring 

rival parties and became fixed on concrete issues. These contexts were the Emancipation 

Campaign and the first workings the Tithe Composition Act. The results were, generally, 

the politicization o f  both Protestant and Catholic clergymen, their transformation into 

highly visible local party figureheads, and the re-positioning o f the tithe grievance from a 

socio-economic one to a politico-religious one. In this respect, while the old gripes 

regarding illogical variations, corrupt collection practices, and intolerable rates, 

continued to irritate farmers, at the same time, new and more powerful political and 

religious concerns emerged to eclipse those which had previously created the widespread

 ̂Donnelly, Captain Rock.
* \ \  helan, Bible War.
 ̂ McGrath, Politics, Interdenominational Relations and Education.
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antipathy which was felt for the impost; concerns which transformed aversion into 

repugnance. These new concerns were couched in a language o f injustice and oppression 

and drew' such clear connections between the charge and the Protestant Ascendancy that 

its voluntary payment became as intolerable to the conscience o f the Catholic farmer as it 

had once been to his pocket.

These effects o f  the religious tensions o f  the 1820s were copper-fastened during 

the Tithe War by the reaction o f  many individual members o f the Protestant clergy and 

the established Church in Ireland generally, to, firstly, the complaints about, and, 

secondly, the withholding of, tithes. In the eyes o f  the Catholic rural population the 

Protestant clergy had already made themselves conspicuous for all the wrong reasons; 

during the Tithe War they consciously and considerately catapulted themselves into the 

public limelight as the rock against which the expected, post-Emancipation, flood o f 

Catholic claims would break. In this sense, although the Tithe War has often been seen as 

an offshoot o f the Emancipation campaign and its success based on the fact that it offered 

the Catholic masses a more tangible reward than that former goal,^ this view needs to be 

tempered by the argument o f this thesis that it was equally a result o f  the belligerent 

attitude o f an anxious and ideologically inspired body o f  established clergymen; in other 

words, it took two sides to fight the Tithe War. That many Protestant clergymen suffered 

in silence, patiently awaited the decision o f Parliament, and never let the thought o f 

dispatching police and military to enforce their dues cross their minds, may be perfectly 

true; however, that many o f  their brother clergymen took a different course, right up until 

the end o f the Tithe War, is equally undeniable, and this tarnished the position o f the 

established clergy and their Church, as a body and as an institution. That a Rubicon had 

been crossed is clear from W illiam Le Fanu’s reflection that, after 1838, ahhough his 

family were able to return to their lives in the countryside, and although they lived ‘on

® This view o f the event is most recently put forward by Bartlett. [Thomas Bartlett, Ireland: A History 
(Cambridge, 2010), p 270]
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friendly term s’ with their rural neighbours, still, ‘the old cordial relations with the 

peasantry never could be quite restored.’  ̂ Too many churches had been desecrated, too 

many clergymen mocked, denounced, insulted and worse, and too many newspaper 

articles written which put loyalist barbarity, British repression and Protestant clergymen 

all in the same bracket, for the established Church to ever assume a neutral position in 

Irish society. Thus, although the vanishing act that the working o f the rent charge 

produced on tithes after 1838 was enough to take the established clergy out o f the 

immediate line o f fire, ultimately, by having tried to tenaciously defend every square 

inch o f the established position o f  the Anglican Church in Ireland, its clergy proved, at 

least partly, to be the authors o f their own downfall; both in the short term, when they 

suffered abuse and ridicule during the Tithe War, and over the longer term, as, by making 

themselves and their institution into a conspicuous grievance for the majority population, 

they initiated the process which led to their own disestablishment.

In the 1830s, however, the latter event was almost inconceivable, since both 

major British political groupings seemed committed to the maintenance o f the position o f 

the established Church in Ireland. Only at the parliamentary fringes, amongst English 

Radicals and Irish O ’Connellites, did the principle o f religious voluntarism have any real 

support. Even so, it was the misfortunate o f the Irish anti-tithe protestors to find 

themselves directly opposed in the early 1830s by an influential and domineering C hief 

Secretary for Ireland, E. G. Stanley, whose view o f the Irish Church was drawn from a 

strand o f  English Whiggism which was more akin to Tory reformism than Foxite 

liberalism. From this ideological perch Stanley felt justified in according unprecedented 

police, military and yeomanry aid to those Hildebrandine clergy who demanded that tithe 

resistance be crushed on the field o f battle rather than met at the negotiating table. The 

result, however, was not to repress the anti-tithe movement, but to galvanize it with an

 ̂Le Fanu, Seventy Years, p 67
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increased sense of confessional grievance over the tithe issue, beyond even that which 

the established clergy had created through their anti-Catholic politics and proselytizing 

activities during the 1820s. This was all the more so when it became evident that 

attempts were being made to overawe tithe protestors with imposing displays o f the 

state’s forces, regardless of the fact that they opposed the impost by legal and peaceable 

means. Thus, when the rural people assembled to passively resist tithes sales, they were 

met by squadrons of police and battalions of soldiers, when they locked their livestock up 

in sheds to avoid distraint, they found that the bailiff who peeped in through the crack in 

the door had a posse of constables and infantrymen looking over his shoulder, and when 

they absented themselves from home to avoid being served with processes, they 

discovered that it was not merely a process server who scoured the countryside looking 

for their person, but also the local constabulary force. But even when tithe protestors 

engaged in illegal and violent acts of resistance that appalled many on the anti-tithe side, 

the presence o f military and police led to a series of bloody affrays which tempered 

whatever reprehension was felt for the Whiteboyism of the protestors with absolute 

disgust at what was perceived to be an over-the-top reaction to the protest by the 

Government, the clergy and the local authorities. The bloodshed was thus deemed to be 

further proof that the tithe system needed to be abolished, and this meant that those who 

fell victim to it were elevated to martyrdom on behalf of the ‘Catholic Nation’.

Undoubtedly, the pre-existing sense of confessional identity, that is. Catholic 

Irishness, which Bartlett successfully argues had been developed over the course of 

previous decades,*^ provided the perfect mentalite on which to found a sense of 

confessional grievance. What this thesis has shown, however, is that in order for of a 

sense of confessional grievance to wrap itself around the tithe issue, it was necessary that 

it be actively constructed for that purpose. In Chapter Five, in particular, it was shown

* Bartlett, F all and Rise o f  the Irish Nation.
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how the relatively new force o f  the O ’Connellite press proved to be one crucial medium 

through which a sense o f  Catholic confessional grievance was nourished and sustained 

throughout the Tithe War. in the same chapter, however, it was also demonstrated how 

communal unity and determination was communicated through, often archaic, oral, aural 

and visual means; means which were a necessary adjunct to the newspaper press in a 

semi-literate world and in a context in which it was necessary to portray a message to 

Government and opponents in physical, as well as literary, terms.

Indeed, many o f the ways in which a sense o f communal solidarity. Catholic 

Irishness, and confessional grievance were expressed, mark the anti-tithe protest o f the 

1830s out as distinctly modern in its form, even while it continued to resort to such long 

established devices as bonfires and threatening notices. This is because the role played by 

such novel tools o f protest as newspapers and public constitutional meetings (together 

with all the paraphernalia which went with them) demonstrate the degree to which the 

Tithe War was as much a relatively new type o f political event, engineered to influence 

public opinion. Parliament, and the Government, as another outbreak o f traditional 

agrarian unrest set in train to intimidate the local cogs o f the tithe system and to batter 

down tithe rates in a given area. In this sense, it has been argued here, that while 

historians have been right to see the protest as coming o ff the back o f the Emancipation 

campaign, it is critically important to recognize that the W higs’ ascension to power in 

November 1830, and their near continual presence in Government for over a decade 

afterwards, provided the vital backdrop to the Tithe War. However, what the most recent 

research on the Whigs by historians such as Mandler^, Newbould'°, M itchel” , Jenkins’ ,̂ 

Parry '^  and Hawkins’'* has demonstrated, is that the coalition formed by Grey in 1830

* Mandler, Aristocratic Government in the Age o f  Reform.
Newbould, Whiggery and Reform.

" Mitchell, LorJM elbourne.
Jenkins, Liberal Ascendancy.
Parry, Rise and Fall o f  L iberal Government.
Hawkins, Forgotten Prime Minister.
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(and, indeed, its Commons support) was composed of many shades of Foxites, Whigs, 

liberals, moderates, and Radicals, and that while they were riveted together by a 

commitment to some fonn o f parliamentary' reform, other issues tended to reveal their 

fault lines rather than their strengths. Under Grey, this was nowhere more apparent than 

on the subject of the reform of Irish Church revenues. Consequently, the Ministry was 

only capable of dealing with the issue in inconclusive, frustrating, contradictory and 

jarring jerks, as the warring Cabinet factions simultaneously pushed their own agendas 

and tried to frustrate those o f their opponents. Moreover, the slow, inconsistent way in 

which a Ministry, which was so obviously internally divided, moved on the issue, was 

interpreted by those who agitated the tithe question, in parliament, in the press and on the 

platform, as evidence that the Government would cede to their demands if enough 

pressure was applied. Thus, as contradictory as it seems, Grey’s Government handled the 

anti-tithe protest so ineptly that they managed to simultaneously infuse it with equal 

doses of ill-feeling and expectancy. Furthermore, by the time that the Whigs had 

overcome their own internal divisions and committed themselves to the appropriation of 

the surplus revenues of the Irish Church, the issue of Irish tithes had emerged as one 

which divided Whig from Conservative in a context in which the Tory dominated House 

of Lords had not only successfully re-asserted its power and privileges following its 

defeat on the Reform Bill, but had committed itself to the preservation of the rights o f the 

established Church, Thus, one o f the most important contexts in which we must place the 

Tithe War is the political one. Undoubtedly, O ’Donoghue’s study lost a great deal o f its 

explanatory power when he decided to de-couple the course o f the anti-tithe protest from 

the political situation of the 1830s; for it is argued in this thesis that the way in which the 

Tithe War was originated, escalated, prolonged and solved can only be understood with 

reference to British parliamentary politics. In particular, the relationship between the 

course of the Tithe War and the farmers and anti-tithe agitators’ perceptions o f political
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opportunities was analysed over the course o f Chapters One, Two and Three.

Thus, it seems relatively clear that, in the first years o f  the 1830s, such a volatile 

mix o f  economic, political, religious and social factors were in play that either a 

traditional, oath-bound, violent Rockite-type movement, or a constitutional. 

Emancipation-type campaign, could easily, and probably would have, emerged which 

focussed its attentions mainly on the tithe grievance. As events transpired, however, what 

prevented this either/or situation developing was what proved to be the curveball in the 

mix; this was, a tactical innovation in the repertoire o f tithe resistance which made it 

seem that it was possible to fuse active protest ‘on the ground’ with constitutional 

agitation so as to produce a movement whose claims the Whig Government could not 

ignore, whose actions they could not repress, and which would give them the excuse to 

legislate with respect to the established Church in a way in which it was assumed that 

they were theoretically inclined to do, but would not practically do unless it was made an 

urgent priority. This tactical innovation was based on a belief that passive resistance to 

distraint and tithe sales, backed up by communal ostracism o f offenders, would legally, 

peacefully, and quickly, bring the whole tithe system to such a state o f paralysis that both 

Government and tithe owners would accept the need for substantial reform. A false start 

was made with the Hurlers, but in the spring o f  1831 the new tactics were both perfected 

and successfully demonstrated.

These new methods o f resistance had been developed by O ’Connellite priests, 

strong farmers and urban notables, and it was these same types o f  individuals who, 

loathing tithe for a mixture o f economic, religious and political reasons, and drawing on 

the networks, structures and communication channels which had been developed during 

the Emancipation campaign, agitated the tithe issue and spread passive resistance to the 

impost as far and wide as they could during the first three years o f the 1830s. In this 

respect, their progress was only halted in those parts o f Ulster where Anglican and
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Dissenter united in declining to join the protest for political reasons and in those, 

relatively large, sections o f  Connaught, where O ’Connell ism had either not yet emerged, 

or where it lacked the structures, unity or popular backing to make it an effective 

challenge to the local Ascendancy elite. In this sense, the geographical constraints o f  the 

Tithe War tend to re-enforce W helan’s argument with regard to the existence o f a ‘south

east/north-west’ regional divide in Ireland based on settlement, social life and religious 

experience.’’  ̂ At the same time, however, the relatively extensive involvement o f 

Protestant gentlemen in the anti-tithe protest in Munster and Leinster, especially in the 

mass constitutional phase o f the movement in 1832 and in the tithe reform meetings in 

1838, calls into question W helan’s subsequent insistence that this region’s strong farmer 

class wrapped themselves in a ‘cultural mantle’ which gave them the attributes o f 

‘proprietors-in-waiting’ and that this ‘meant that there were no rivals to the Catholic 

farmers who were increasingly the political arbiters and organisers at a local level. 

Rather, in the face o f  the evidence provided by anti-tithe meetings, and, indeed, in the 

social composition o f those M.P.s who agitated the tithe issue and denounced the 

G overnment’s tithe policy in the Commons, Connolly’s emphasis ‘on the fluid and 

contingent nature o f  allegiances and aspirations, and on the capacity o f personal, local, 

and strategic alliances to cut across seemingly intractable lines o f  ethnic, political, or 

religious division,’ ’̂  seems to have more explanatory power than W helan’s ‘underground 

gentry’ argument. This is particularly so when we consider that, in the 1830s, the 

strategic anti-tithe alliances which were formed between liberal Protestants and Catholic 

nationalists were forged during a period when religious tensions were at their height. 

Moreover, the fact that no determ ined  or sustained  efforts were made during the Tithe 

War to spread the protest to rents, at a time when the tactics and structures o f resistance 

to do so seemed to have been developed and when economic vicissitudes and sectarian

Whelan, ‘Regional Impact o f Irish Catholicism’, p. 274,
Whelan, ‘An Underground Gentry?’, pp. 52-55.
S J Connolly, Divided Kingdom: Ireland, 1630-1800 (Oxford, 2010), p. 497.
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rivalries surely created a most propitious climate for an attack on ‘that other “Protestant

18tax’V strongly suggest that Whelan’s theories regarding the ‘underground gentry’ in the 

first half o f the nineteenth century stand in need o f  revision and further testing with 

reference to the source material. That the Catholic strong farmer class were important 

and influential is beyond dispute; that they were ‘proprietors in waiting’ seems more in 

conformity with Protestant Conservative fears than with pre-Famine reality.

Furthermore, the Tithe War demonstrates that the challenge which O’Connellites 

faced ‘from below’ was not merely confined to those points o f social conflict between 

Catholic rural classes; it was also a feature o f O’Connellite movements. In particular, as 

the Tithe W'ar descended into bloody confrontation, it became apparent to those clerical, 

urban and rural notables who had agitated the tithe question that they were incapable o f  

adequately controlling the protest they had set under way. Thus, while it is argued here 

that those who encouraged passive and constitutional resistance to tithes achieved 

unprecedented success in the extent to which they spread their protest, kept it free from 

the agrarian secret societies, and created a body o f protestors who used nothing but legal 

means to register their disgust at the tithe charge, nevertheless, at the same time, it is 

obvious that the frequent and repeated, albeit ad hoc, incidents in which rural people took 

up stones and agricultural implements and turned them into deadly weapons to be used 

against tithe officials, clergymen, policemen and soldiers, was an equal testimony to the 

overconfidence they had displayed in their abilities to control the ‘challenge from below’ 

by channelling it into desirable avenues and to dictate to the Government the future 

course o f Irish legislation. It was a self-conceit and self-importance which was a direct 

result o f the successes o f the Emancipation campaign. The critically important interplay 

between the new and old tactics o f tithe resistance was examined in Chapter Four.

Therefore, this study has, for the first time, picked apart the dynamics o f the Tithe

B a r t l e t t , p  271.
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War. Nonetheless, it remains for historians to contextuahze the event within the wider 

currents o f nineteenth century Irish history. Certainly one important historiographical 

debate that the Tithe War needs to be contextualized within is the question o f whether 

nineteenth century Ireland was an abnormally violent or criminal society. To answer this 

question the work o f Richard McMahon will be o f  great assistance. Firstly, McMahon, 

drawing on a wider academic debate on the extent to which various societies can be 

classified as violent, argues that the crime o f homicide ‘can help in establishing whether 

violence [in any given society] was carefully limited and controlled, or whether such 

controls were substantially weaker or even non-existent.’ ''"̂ Using this gauge MacMahon 

has claimed that nineteenth century Ireland was not an especially violent place since 

homicide rates were not abnormally high.^*  ̂ Furthermore, he has also noted that agrarian, 

political and sectarian violence accounted for only a fraction o f the incidents of 

homicides, the bulk o f such being, instead, attributable to ‘personal disputes.’"' 

Undoubtedly, this helps enormously to underscore the fact that the experience o f the 

Tithe War did not make pre-Famine Ireland a particularly violent society, since tithe 

opposition only accounted for a tiny fraction o f the homicides committed in the 1830s. In 

1831, for instance, not including civilian casualties o f  tithe affrays, a total o f  two process 

servers, eleven policemen, and one chief constable made up the Tithe W ar’s contribution 

to the 210 homicides recorded for that year." In 1832 the contribution was even less, 

with the murder o f  three clergymen, two tithe valuators, and one policeman comprising 

the Tithe W ar’s contribution to the 248 homicides recorded in that year. '̂^ Thus, it seems

Richard McMahon, ‘“A Violent Society”?: Homicide Rates in Ireland, 1831-1850’ in Irish Economic 
and Social History, vol. xxxvi (2009), p. 3.

Ibid., p. 20.
Richard McMahon, ‘“Do you want to pick a fight out o f  me, or what do you want?”: Homicide and 

Personal Animosity in Pre-Famine and Famine Ireland’ in Katherine D. Watson (ed.). Assaulting the Past: 
Violence and Civilisation in H istorical Context (Newcastle, 2007), p. 223.

A Return o f  the Number o f  Offences against the Law, which have been com m itted in Ireland, during the 
years 1831-1832, so fa r  as Returns o f  such Offences have been made to the Irish Government: specifying  
the General nature o f  the Offences, and the Counties or P laces in which they have occurred, H.C. 1833 
(80), xxix, 411, p. 11.
”  Ibid., p. 21
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that most o f the actual deaths associated with tithe opposition seem to have a resulted 

from the fact that well armed police and soldiers became engaged in combat with poorly 

armed protestors who, in most instances, whilst they appear to have intended to beat, 

swear and intimidate tithe proctors and process servers so as to prevent them carrying out 

their work, rarely seem to have lined out with the intention o f actually killing them.^“* 

Thus, somewhat paradoxically, when Drummond discontinued the policy whereby tithe 

officials were almost automatically granted police protection, there was no increase in the 

use o f  lethal violence against such individuals even though they continued to be chased 

by protesting crowds. This, therefore, appears to support M cM ahon’s contention that 

lethal violence was not considered a first resort in pre-Famine Irish society.

The major exceptions to this, in terms o f the Tithe War at least, were the 

Newtownbarry and Carrickshock affrays. Newtownbarry in particular, which in this 

thesis has been shown to have been partly the result o f sectarian fears and hostility on the 

part o f the Protestant yeomen, at first seems to cast doubt on M cM ahon’s claim that the 

‘violent activity arising from sectarian animosity was clearly controlled’ in southern 

Ireland in this period. This argument is further called into question if the belief prevalent 

amongst the Protestant policemen who survived Carrickshock is taken into account. This 

was centred on their impression that their attackers knew the religion and identity o f each 

policeman, so ‘that in getting away from the field [the Catholic policemen] were not 

pursued, and that consequently a great number o f [these] escaped u n h u r t . Y e t  what 

seems most important is that the tensions these incidents evinced appear, subsequently, to 

have been deliberately controlled rather than escalated. Consequently, when the mass 

anti-tithe demonstrations took place less than a year later, there was no reaction by

The murder o f  Michael Drohan in March 1831 seems to have been an exception to this and, 
consequently, had far-reaching effects, for which, see Chapter Four.

First Report Commons, Tithes (177), 177 p. 13. This may have been merely impressionistic, but it was 
certainly the case that twenty o f  the twenty four Protestant policemen on duty that day were either killed or 
wounded (nine killed, not including the chief constable), whereas only seven o f  the fourteen Catholics 
suffered similar treatment (two killed).
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southern Protestants, despite the obvious Catholic assertiveness which was associated 

with the exhibitions. In this respect, it is important to note Cronin’s general observation 

that peace was so easily preserv'ed at O ’Connellite meetings because ‘there was no “rival 

crowd”, T h u s ,  the absence o f rival Protestant crowds at the anti-tithe meetings o f  1832, 

given what had so recently occurred at Newtownbarry and Carrickshock, confirms 

McM ahon’s suggestion that Catholics and Protestants managed to live peacefully side- 

by-side for most o f the time, despite the ongoing and real tensions which existed between 

them, because they controlled their reaction to the provocations o f the other side, and 

thereby resisted the temptation to fall into a mutually destructive cycle o f ongoing and 

socially disruptive lethal violence.

Finally, the evidence o f the Tithe War also tends to aft'irm M cM ahon’s third 

argument that ‘ordinary’ Irish people willingly and proactively engaged with the Pre- 

Famine legal system to such an extent that it demonstrates that they did not see 

interpersonal or group violence as their preferred means o f conflict resolution and self- 

assertion.^’ For example, it appears that during the Tithe War the rural population 

preferred to exploit the legal system in the manner in which O ’Connellite agitators and 

anti-tithe activists suggested, than to utilise their existing repertoire o f violent techniques 

o f resistance to tithes. As we saw in Chapter Four, this often involved the clever 

exploitation o f the law so as to frustrate the clergy when they attempted to levy their 

dues. The anti-tithe protestors only fell back on those techniques o f violent resistance 

which had been bequeathed to them by previous generations when they perceived that 

the edifice o f  coercive non-violence which had been constructed, while it difficult for 

tithe owners to breach, was certainly not impregnable. Nevertheless, it seems clear that 

the first and preferred choice o f anti-tithe protestors was non-lethal methods o f

Cronin, Of One Mind?”, p. 146.
Richard McMahon, ‘“For fear o f  vengeance”: The Prosecution o f Homicide in pre-Famine and Famine 

Ireland’ in Richard McMahon (ed ), Crime, Law and Popular Culture in Europe, 1500-1900 (Devon, 
2008), p. 138.
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resistance.

Moreover, it is equally clear that not only were ‘ordinary’ Irish people beginning 

to use the legal system to their own advantage, they were also becoming increasingly 

absorbed into the state and its institutions through their attempts to influence Parliament. 

At a popular level, this was an entirely novel way of contesting the long vexed question 

of Irish tithes and the introduction of the technique of mass petitioning as a means of 

negotiating with the Government was a direct result of the rise o f O ’Connellite politics in 

the 1820s. This development, then, points up the other area in which the Tithe War, and 

more particularly the strategy of coercive non-violence and passive resistance, demands 

to be contextualized; that is, in relation to other episodes associated with O’Connell, 

especially with respect to its relative success. Certainly the anti-tithe movement, as an 

instance of mass mobilization, was at least as successful as those for Emancipation and 

Repeal, and far superior to that for municipal reform. However, it is also necessary to 

extend our understanding of the ‘success’ of popular mobilization by including the extent 

to which those mobilized were controlled by those who mobilized them; and, in this 

respect, as has already been outlined above, the Tithe War was the least successful of the 

O’Connellite movements, as tithe resisters repeatedly broke O ’Connell’s mantra o f ‘obey 

the law,’ even if they rarely resorted to lethal violence in so doing. In terms of legislative 

achievements, the Tithe War once again presents a mixed achievement. Undoubtedly it 

was far more successful than the Repeal movement, which never looked like achieving 

its stated aim.̂ *̂  Nevertheless, neither did it match the success of the Emancipation 

campaign, in which the entire of the demand was met (albeit at the cost of the 

disenfranchisement of the forty shilling freeholder). Instead, the measure of tithe reform 

achieved was, like that of municipal reform, an anaemic compromise dictated by the 

reality of British parliamentary politics. The difference was, however, that a mass

MacDonough argues that O'Connell used Repeal as a bargaining tool. [MacDonough, Emancipist]
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movement had been created to press the demand for legislative action on the tithe issue; a 

demand that O ’Connellite agitators had ramped up to encompass nothing less than a total 

abolition o f tithes. It is little wonder then that, in the context of the extent of both the 

demand and the popular support for it, the acceptance of the 1838 Tithe Act by 

O’Connell has been seen by historians as the mark of the failure o f the anti-tithe 

movement. Thus, for MacIntyre, the 1838 Act, ‘as a legislative climax to eight years of 

resistance to tithes ... was disappointing,’^̂  while MacDonough went so far as to assert 

that, not only was the Act ‘a meagre return for almost a decade of agitation,’ but that the 

tithe issue had been ‘humiliatingly settled.’ ”̂

Nonetheless, it seems unnecessarily confining to attribute success or failure to the 

bare-bones of legislative enactments; especially when that was so depend on the external 

factor of British parliamentary politics. In this respect, it is arguable that the real success 

of the anti-tithe movement, and the one which positions its achievement on similar and 

complementary terms to that of the Emancipation campaign, was the extent to which it 

successfully imbued in its participants a belief that positive social change could be better, 

more safely, and more permanently, attained through open engagement with the 

Parliamentary political process than through the covert efforts of the agrarian secret 

societies. And the result o f this was not only to increase political awareness in Irish rural 

society, but to modernize its whole outlook, for, as Tarrow has argued: ‘movement 

participation is not only politicizing; it is empowering, not only in the psychological 

sense of increasing people’s willingness to take risks, but in affording them new skills 

and broadened perspectives.’ '̂

The degree to which this proved to be true in the years after the Tithe War, 

however, is beyond the scope of this study. Thus, even while this thesis has provided the 

first comprehensive study of Tithe War, a great deal of work remains to be carried out on

MacIntyre, Liberator, p. 198.
MacDonough, Emancipist, p. 171.
Tarrow, Power in M ovement, p. 221.
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the contextualization of the event. Probably the most profitable and immediate task in 

this respect would be to examine the incidents of mass protest and political action which 

took place in the decades after the Tithe War and to look at how they were was affected 

by the nature and outcomes of the anti-tithe protest. In this respect, comparisons would 

need to be made between the Tithe War and events such as the anti-Poor Law protests, 

the Repeal campaign, the 1848 Rebellion, the Irish Tenant League, and the Land War. In 

respect o f the first four named movements it would be extremely interesting to see the 

degree to which there was a carry-over of either personnel or place between these and the 

Tithe War. However, regardless of the uses which historians make o f the Tithe War in 

future, this thesis, by analysing the dynamics of the protest, and by demonstrating its 

numerical strength and political importance, means that they can no longer afford to 

ignore or gloss over one of the biggest events in pre-Famine Irish history.
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APPENDIX I

AGRICULTURAL PRICES IN SOUTHERN IRELAND: 1815-40

I. Wheat Prices (shillings per hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 12.26 12.16
1816 21.28 17.10
1817 17.96 19.67
1818 15.49 17.05
1819 12.97 13.82
1820 9.93 11.64
1821 8.84 9.74
1822 7.84 7.46
1823 11.83 9.83
1824 12.56 12.64
1825 11.88 12.80
1826 11.02 10.93
1827 9.31 10.21
1828 13.35 11.26
1829 11.88 12.54
1830 12.73 12.26
1831 11.12 12.21
1832 9.45 10.21
1833 9.22 9.55
1834 7.93 8.41
1835 8.17 7.60
1836 11.21 10.17
1837 10.88 10.59
1838 14.05 13.34
1839 13.95 14.05
1840 12.68 12.65

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History from the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p. 132.
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2. Flour Prices (shillings per hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 23.80 21.99
1816 40.56 31.07
1817 31.16 37.37
1818 25.62 28.90
1819 22.52 24.47
1820 17.91 20.92
1821 18.44 19.50
1822 16.18 15.20
1823 21.94 18.44
1824 12.1% 22.47
1825 21.83 23.32
1826 18.62 20.63
1827 16.58 17.77
1828 22.65 18.53
1829 21.01 21.90
1830 20.83 21.28
1831 18.75 20.17
1832 17.51 18.66
1833 15.82 16.84
1834 13.30 14.72
1835 14.24 13.12
1836 18.72 16.37
1837 18.72 18,26
1838 22.18 20.48
1839 22.30 22.50
1840 19.30 20.77

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History from  the M id-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the F irst World War (Dublin, 2007), pp. 135-6.
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3. Oats Prices (shillings per hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 5.13 5.77
1816 10.50 7.14
1817 9.52 9.93
1818 10.11 10.73
1819 6.46 8.04
1820 4.86 5.77
1821 5.14 4.84
1822 4.98 4.95
1823 6.82 5.46
1824 6.83 7.16
1825 7.14 7.46
1826 8.74 7.79
1827 5.54 7.05
1828 7.11 6.13
1829 6.21 6.61
1830 7.29 6.68
1831 5.82 6.89
1832 4.46 5.11
1833 4.75 4.61
1834 6.11 5.04
1835 5.55 5.93
1836 7.45 6.89
1837 6.00 6.71
1838 7.11 6,18
1839 7,63 7.68
1840 6.48 6.73

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price H istory from  the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p. 139.
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4. Oatmeal Prices (shillings per  hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 12.25 13.13
1816 24.92 15.38
1817 18.92 23.58
1818 19.00 19.92
1819 15.00 17.29
1820 11.21 13.54
1821 12.42 11.71
1822 13.08 12.17
1823 15.46 13.54
1824 14.71 15.75
1825 16.31 15.29
1826 17.92 17.02
1827 12.33 16.38
1828 16.92 13.25
1829 15.25 16.33
1830 15.08 15.58
1831 11.75 14.13
1832 11.00 11.29
1833 11.96 11.00
1834 12.54 12.13
1835 12.04 12.33
1836 15.75 13.25
1837 13.50 15.67
1838 15.58 13.50
1839 18.13 17.00
1840 13.46 16.38

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price H istory from  the M id-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p. 143.
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5. Barley Prices (shillings per hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 4.93 5.43
1816 10.56 7.19
1817 11.66 11.22
1818 12.56 12.75
1819 7.75 10.06
1820 4.83 6.19
1821 5.50 5.23
1822 6.13 5.36
1823 8.38 6.92
1824 8.44 9.25
1825 8.19 8.45
1826 8.81 8.30
1827 6.59 7.66
1828 7.94 7.56
1829 6.56 6.84
1830 7.09 6.78
1831 7.25 7.31
1832 6.03 6.81
1833 5.75 5.75
1834 5.50 5.56
1835 5.61 5.44
1836 6.69 6.48
1837 5.88 6.00
1838 8.00 6.34
1839 7.75 8.97
1840 6.47 6.59

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History from the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p 147
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6 . Potato Prices (shillings per hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 2.00 2.27
1816 5.00 2.67
1817 3.47 4.80
1818 3.47 3.53
1819 2.27 3.17
1820 1.35 1.92
1821 2.22 1.52
1822 1.22 1.95
1823 2.33 1.57
1824 2.77 2.50
1825 3.63 2.97
1826 3.30 3.50
1827 1.37 2.87
1828 \.n 1.27
1829 2.63 2.07
1830 1.93 2.50
1831 1.97 2.10
1832 1.58 1.80
1833 2.22 1.65
1834 1.58 2,02
1835 1.75 1.68
1836 2.28 1.98
1837 1.97 2,05
1838 2.12 2.03
1839 2.83 2.35
1840 1.98 2.68

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculiure: A Price H istory from  the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p 151.
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7 . Pig Meat Prices (shillings per  hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 27,75 31.50
1816 38.56 32.81
1817 49.75 42.31
1818 54.06 56.44
1819 45.88 49.19
1820 29.09 36.50
1821 22.28 25.94
1822 22.81 22.00
1823 35.44 27.38
1824 43.06 41.50
1825 39.50 43.63
1826 35.69 35.06
1827 36.67 35.08
1828 35.50 37.58
1829 27.69 32.13
1830 33.38 30.13
1831 35.19 33.06
1832 33.75 36.19
1833 25.00 29.13
1834 25.06 25.38
1835 32.17 24.42
1836 39.69 38.81
1837 39.25 39.00
1838 39.25 38.38
1839 39.41 39.75
1840 42.63 41.16

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History from the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p. 158.
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8 . Butter P rices (shillings p e r  hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 116.75 116.75
1816 93.00 93.00
1817 99.13 99.13
1818 123.63 123.63
1819 98.25 98.25
1820 85.88 85.88
1821 85.75 85.75
1822 72.88 72.88
1823 82.38 82.38
1824 91.88 91.88
1825 99.63 99.63
1826 89.38 89.38
1827 84.88 84.88
1828 76.88 76.88
1829 67.00 67.00
1830 88.13 88.13
1831 86.50 86.50
1832 86.13 86.13
1833 76.00 76.00
1834 74.88 74.88
1835 75.88 75.88
1836 95.38 95.38
1837 ^4.00 94.00
1838 92.63 92.63
1839 88.38 88.38
1840 100,63 100.63

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price H istory from  the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the F irst World War (Dublin, 2007), p. 165.
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9. Mutton Prices (shillings per hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1815 52.89 60.28
1816 46.28 48.61
1817 54.06 49.78
1818 64.94 61.06
1819 60.67 61.83
1820 52.11 57.17
1821 39.28 46.28
1822 33.44 35.00
1823 39.47 35.58
1824 51.72 43.94
1825 68.25 60.67
1826 54.06 61.83
1827 50.94 50.17
1828 45.89 52.11
1829 43.56 41.61
1830 45.11 44.72
1831 52.89 48.22
1832 49.39 53.67
1833 51.41 50.17
1834 46.67 51.41
1835 48.22 44.33
1836 45.50 47.06
1837 46.67 46.67
1838 54.06 48.22
1839 57.94 56.78
1840 60.67 60.67

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History from the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p. 169.
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10. B eef Prices (shillings per hundredweight).

Year Production Calendar
1820 39.47 41.61
1821 33.44 37.14
1822 29.56 31.11
1823 33.83 29.94
1824 43.56 36.94
1825 56.00 53.08
1826 50.17 52.89
1827 46.28 45.89
1828 39.61 47.83
1829 43.17 37.33
1830 42.78 42.00
1831 49.00 48.22
1832 36.94 44.33
1833 42.39 38.89
1834 45.50 42.00
1835 43.17 42.78
1836 44.33 46.67
1837 42.78 44.33
1838 46.28 42.00
1839 55.22 52.50
1840 56.00 56.00

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculiure: A Price H istory from  the M id-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007), pp 173-4.
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II. Start and End Points o f  the Tithe War in Relation to the Trends in Southern Irish 
Agriculture Prices.

180

1840-5 weights 
— 1856—60 weights
 1908 weights
  1770 weights

160  —

1 4 0 -

120

100

8 0 -

6 0 -

40

20

1765  1 775  1785  1 79 5  1805  1 815  1825  1 835  1 845  1 85 5  1865  1875  188 5  18 9 5  1905

Source:
Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History from  the Mid-Eighteenth Century to 
the Eve o f  the First World War (Dublin, 2007), p. 92
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APPENDIX II

THE LEGAL METHODS FOR THE RECOVERY OF TITHE DEBTS

The tithe system which was introduced into Ireland with the establishment o f the 

Church o f Ireland devolved from medieval times when tithes were paid in kind. The 

sums received then amounted to one tenth o f the agricultural produce. This was clearly 

demonstrable from the fact that the tithe owner received literally one tenth o f everything. 

For instance, every tenth cock o f hay, every tenth row o f cabbages, etc. Over the course 

o f the early modem period, however, this irksome feudal system was gradually altered to 

the mutual benefit and satisfaction o f both tithe payer and tithe owner. The system which 

replaced tithe in kind was based on an annual valuation o f  the crop and the payment o f  a 

cash sum to the tithe owner in lieu o f tithes in kind. This sum was often far below one 

tenth as it was the outcome o f a bargain between tithe owner and payer and consequently 

took account o f the fact that if  the tithe owner was to take his tithe in kind considerable 

expense would accrue to him in the transportation o f the tithe com  from the field where it 

was set out, the storing o f it, and the subsequent transport to market. The estimate o f 

these expenses, together with a premium for the convenience to the tithe owner and 

inconvenience to the tithe payer o f payment by cash, were necessarily all deducted from 

the nominal ten percent value o f the produce. As a result tithes in cash were in fact often 

far less than one tenth o f the produce, and could be as low as one twentieth or even one 

thirtieth. The tithe owner, however, had been adequately compensated for this in 

receiving his payment in ready cash. This made arguments that tithes were not high in 

Ireland, as they did not amount to ten percent, such as that frequently made by Thomas 

Elrington, somewhat spurious, as they did not take account o f the bargains that had been 

made centuries previous.

The cash system however, brought its own problems, and it was the exploitation 

o f these that lead to the success o f tithe opposition in the 1830s (as well as to much o f the 

associated bloodshed). When tithes were paid in kind the tithe owner could have no 

arrears. Be the harvest good, or be it bad, the rector, vicar, or lay impropriator received 

one tenth o f the goods taken o ff the land. The cash system, however, necessarily led to 

arrears. These arrears were supposed to be short term (six to twelve months) but in fact 

often carried over for years. This was because the valuation was made when the crops
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were harvested (although in Ireland the valuation was often made ‘in the green’; a cause 

o f grievance to tithe payers). Naturally the tithe payer could not be expected to pay his 

tithe instantly, since he had to sell the produce before he could generate the cash 

(although richer farmers often paid it with cash they had saved). This was reasonable 

since if the tithe owner took his tithes in kind he would not sell the produce instantly, 

otherwise he would saturate the market and receive poor prices, and, consequently, a 

lower tithe yield. Therefore, when the valuation of the harvest was made, if the tithe 

payers agreed to it, they individually passed ‘promissory notes’ to the tithe proctor, 

stating that they agreed to the valuation and that they would pay the specified tithe within 

a certain time period. If the farmer did not pay on time (or refused to pay) and the tithe 

owner was unwilling to allow him time to pay the arrears only one legal option was 

available. Firstly, the tithe owner had to serve each individual whom he wished to 

prosecute for debt with a civil bill process. This document had to be served individually 

on the debtor or on their house. The service of this document required that the debtor 

attend at the Quarter Sessions Court, although the Bench would happily rule against him 

in his absence. Here the debtor had to explain why he had not discharged the debt. If he 

had a reasonable reason (i.e. a legal quibble, not an inability to pay) the case would be 

referred to the (naturally biased) Ecclesiastical Court. In addition, the person who served 

the civil bill process needed to personally attend the court and swear that the process had 

indeed been served legally and correctly. Should the Assistant Barrister rule in favour of 

the tithe owner, it was then necessary that the decree against the person issued for the 

debt be served on the debtor before goods could be distrained. All the time expenses 

mounted and had to be paid in advance by the tithe owner before they were recovered 

from the debtor at the end of the process.

This system was open to violent intimidation at every step. Valuators were 

intimidated from carrying out their valuation or beaten from the field. Process Servers 

could be prevented from serving processes by violence, or intimidated into not serving 

any more or from proving the service in Court. Distraining parties could be violently 

obstructed. Potential bidders could be deterred from purchasing at auctions. Finally, the 

tithe owner themselves might be prevented from taking any of these steps either from 

intimidation, or from fear o f the knowledge that should any o f these legal steps break 

down due to opposition the expenses incurred to that point would fall on their head. In 

parishes under the Composition Act far fewer of these opportunities for intimidation 

were available. The valuation and promissory notes no longer applied, since by the 

entering the Composition the parish was deemed to have agreed to pay a set sum.
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Consequently, there was no need to process by civil bill. Instead distraint could be 

carried out on the day the tithe became due if  the tithe owner felt like it. If  distraint or 

subsequent sale was not possible however, the tithe owner was ultimately forced back 

into the same type o f legal procedure as in parishes not under the Composition Act. Only 

in these parishes the legal instrument resorted to, the latitat, made the person rather than 

the property liable for the debt and involved crippling expense on the debtor which 

amounted to pounds rather than the shillings due under ordinary civil bill process. Again, 

however, all this was consequent on the tithe owner being actually able to successfully 

and legally serve the latitat on the debtor. If this could not be done the expenses fell back 

on the incumbent.

Nevertheless, it is important not to deduce from the susceptibility to violent 

intimidation in the tithe system noted above, that it was the tithe owner rather than payer 

who was in the weaker position. For to do so would be to forget that it was the tithe 

owner who had the law on his side, and, consequently, the coercive powers o f the state. 

And it was these powers which upheld and maintained a tithe system in Ireland for 

centuries, despite its openness to violent intimidation. From the mid-eighteenth century 

on these modes o f repression centred on the evolving W hiteboys Acts which variously 

punished agrarian outrages and attempts to defraud the clergyman o f his dues by fines, 

imprisonment, transportation or death. In this situation the opponent o f tithes was 

demonstrably in the weaker position. There were o f course, the great violent collective 

outbreaks o f tithe resistance in the 1760s, 1780s and 1820s, but these were the exception 

rather than the rule, and the brutal way in which they were suppressed indicates the 

power which stood behind the established clergy and their legal dues.
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APPENDIX III

NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED IN 1832 IN DUBLIN, CONNAUGHT, 
LEINSTER, AND MUNSTER, ACCORDING TO PLACE OF 

PUBLICATION, POLITICAL COLOURING AND STAMPS ISSUED

Sources:
Newspaper Stamps, Ireland. Return o f the number o f Stamps issued to each Newspaper in Ireland, from 5’̂  
Jan. 1832 to 5’̂  Apr. 1833, H.C. 1833, (503) xxxii.
O’Toole, James, and Smyth, Sara, Newsplan: Report o f  the Newsplan Project in Ireland (2"** ed., Dublin, 
1998).

Key:
(O ’C) -  O ’Connellite
(L-I) -  Liberal (W hig), or independent
(P-C) ~  Protestant Conservative
# - N o Stamp Returns Available
* - No Political Orientation
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DUBLIN (TOP TEN ACCORDING TO STAMPS ISSUED)

(O ’C) Comet 198,718
(P-C) Dublin Evening Mail 445,375
(L-I) Dublin Evening Post 231,000
CP-C) Evening Packet and Correspondent 335,500
(O’C) Freeman's Journal 309,000
(O’C) Morning Register 207,500
(O’C) Pilot 174,500
(P-C) Saunders' Newsletter 534,000
(P-C) Warder 142,750
(O’C) Weekly Freeman 193,750

Total Stamps Issued 2,772,093
Total stamps issued to (O’C) 1,083,468
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CONNAUGHT

Ballina
(L-I) Ballina Impartial, or Tyrawly Advertiser 

Ballinasloe
(O’C) Western Argus, and Galway Commercial Chronicle 

Boyle
(P-C) Roscommon and Leitrim Gazette 

Castlebar
(P-C) Mayo Constitution
(O’C) Telegraph: or Connaught Ranger

Galway
(P-C) Connaught Journal 
(O’C) Gal way Free Press 
(P-C) Galway Independent Paper 
* Galway Weekly Advertiser

Roscommon
(L-I) Roscommon Journal and Western Impartial 

Newsletter

Sligo
(P-C) Sligo Journal

Total stamps issued in Connaught 
Total stamps issued to (O’C)

6,865

18,750

5,000

30,965
25,500

8,500
13,650
5,405

18,555

5,000

10.200
148,390
57,900
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LEINSTER

Carlow
(O’C) Carlow M orning Post 22,450
(P-C) Carlow Sentinel and Leinster Agricultural,

Commercial and Literary Advertiser 21,950
(P-C) Carlow Standard  5,225

Drogheda
(L-I) Drogheda Journal, or Meath & Louth Advertiser 33,000

Kilkenny
(O’C) Kilkenny Journal 31,984
(P-C) Kilkenny M oderator 29,375

Maryborough
(L-I) Leinster Express 23,175

Mullingar
(P-C) Westmeath Journal 12,100

Wexford
(P-C) Wexford Conservat ive 12,550
(L-I) Wexford Freeman 19,025
(P-C) Wexford Herald  12,900
(O’C) Wexford Independent 32,961

Total stamps issued in Leinster 256,695
Total stamps issued to (O’C) 87,395
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MUNSTER

Clonmel
(L-I) Clonmel Advertiser 28,840
(P-C) Clonmel Herald 10,500
(O’C) Tipperary Free Press 43,250

Cork
(P-C) Constitution, or Cork Advertiser 192,480
(O’C) Cork Chronicle and Munster Advertiser 65,799
(L-I) Cork Mercantile Chronicle #
* Cork Sentinel #
(O’C) Southern Reporter 261,375

Ennis
(P-C) Clare Journal and Ennis Advertiser 15,350

Limerick
(P-C) Limerick Chronicle 204,825
(O’C) Limerick Evening L^ost and Clare Sentinel 15,475
(O’C) Limerick Herald 97,700
(L-1) Munster Journal and Limerick Commercial

Reporter 1,850

Tralee
(P-C) Kerry Evening Post 9,500
(O’C) Tralee Mercury 21,675
(P-C) Western Herald, or Kerry Advertiser 12,975

Waterford
(O’C) Waterford Chronicle 70,485
(P-C) Waterford Mail 38,325
(L-I) Waterford Mirror 28.608

Total stamps issued in Munster 1,119,012
Total stamps issued to (O’C) 575,759
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APPENDIX IV

MAPPING TITHE RESISTANCE

In 1832 and again in 1833 the Government offered loans to tithe owners affected 
by anti-tithe combinations in order to provide an income for them until a solution was 
found to the problem of Irish tithes. In order to avail of these loans tithe owners had to 
submit accounts of their losses to the Government, along the names o f those who owed 
them tithes, and a statement of the nature of the opposition that they faced and a reason 
for their inability to overcome it by the ordinary course o f the law.

Unfortunately, however, the majority o f what would have proved an important 
resource for historians of the Tithe War was destroyed as a result of the fire in the Public 
Record Office in 1922. The destruction included all of the memorials o f 1833 and most 
o f those o f 1832. Consequently, it is impossible to map the spread and extent of tithe 
resistance to accuracy at the level o f the parish. However, since the total of claims per 
County for the years 1831, 1832 and 1833 do survive in a Parliamentary Paper it is 
possible to average out the amount o f tithes withheld at the county level in order to give a 
tolerably accurate depiction of the spread and extent of tithe resistance in the early 1830s.

Nevertheless some problems exist with this methodology and need to be 
acknowledged in order for the reader to understand the degree to which even mapping at 
a county level results in some inaccuracies. Firstly, in order to find out the total value of 
the annual tithe per county it was necessary to locate the county in which each parish was 
situated. Since parishes are units of dioceses rather than counties this meant that in some 
instances parishes crossed county boundaries. Where this occurred the parish was 
included in the county in which the majority o f it was physically situated. Secondly, it 
was necessary to use the amount of the tithe composition in each pansh as a reference for 
the value of its tithes. In parishes which had been placed under the tithe composition act 
before 1831 this presented no problem and is a perfectly accurate reflection of the value 
o f its tithes at the time in which the tithe owner submitted their claim to the Government. 
However, only around half of the parishes in Ireland had composited their tithes by 1830, 
the rest undergoing composition either voluntarily in 1831, 1832, or 1833, or 
compulsorily from 1834 onwards. In non-compounded parishes the value of the tithes 
rose and fell each year according to the amount of land under tillage and the rate of tithe 
applied to the various crops. Consequently the value of the composition recorded in later 
years may not exactly match the value of the tithes in the years in which the claims were 
made. Thirdly, by averaging the amount of tithes withheld across the county all nuances 
o f opposition in that county are lost. For example, the evidence o f other primary source 
material would indicate that there was greater resistance to tithes in the southern half of 
County Armagh than in the northern. These variations however will not be apparent 
when mapping tithe resistance at a county level. Moreover, those areas in a County 
where resistance was stronger will appear as if it was weaker and vice versa. This 
problem will be less pronounced in those counties where tithe resistance generally was 
either very high or very low.

Finally, a word of caution needs to be issued in respect of the interpretation of the 
figures o f tithe resistance given. Firstly, the amount o f tithes recorded as withheld are 
those which were successfully withheld, not necessarily those which were withheld in the 
first instance. For example, as we saw in Chapter Two there were a great many parishes 
in the second half of 1832 and the first half of 1833 in which the police and military were 
successfully used by the Government to enforce the collection of tithes. Since the tithe 
owner could not then claim these tithes, the tendency o f this will be to lower the apparent 
percentage o f tithes withheld in some counties. Ironically, this will be the case in those
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counties in which the Tithe War was most fiercely fought. Secondly, in respect o f  all 
figures listed o f  tithes withheld, it needs to be noted that normal annual arrears would 
probably amounted to anything from fifteen to thirty percent regardless o f  any 
combination not to pay amongst the tithes payers.

The following figures were used to produce the maps o f  tithe resistance in the 
map section.

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT 

COUNTY GALWAY

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
20,903 6 2 ‘/2 859 13 2'/2 4

1832
20,903 6 2 ‘/2 2,163 14 2Y4 10

1833
20,093 6 21/2 8,511 19 TA 41

1831 - 33
62,709 18 T/i 11,535 7 1 18
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COUNTY LEITRIM

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
5,737 10 11 2,232 10 8y4 39

1832
5,737 10 11 3,628 6 5% 63

1833
5,737 10 11 4,026 2 2% 70

1831 - 33
17,212 12 9 9,886 19 4V4 58

COUNTY MAYO

Total Value o f  Tithe 
( 'omposition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
15,457 10 6 Vz 2,604 12 10 17

1832
15,457 10 6 V2 5,185 18 OV2 34

1833
15,457 10 6 V2 9,011 11 5Va 58

1831 - 33
46,372 11 TA 16,802 2 4V2 36
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COUNTY ROSCOMM ON

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
10,714 1 S'/z 1,657 6 5 15

1832
10,714 1 8 '/2 4,135 0 81/2 39

1833
10,714 1 8'/2 6,328 13 2% 59

1831 - 33
32,142 5 V/2 12,121 0 4 '/4 38

COUNTY SLIGO

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
10,228 1 7 '/2 496 16 1 5

1832
10,228 1 7V2 1,149 18 11 11

1833
10,228 1 T/i 6,155 2 IV2 60

1831 - 33
30,684 3 10'/2 7,801 17 IV2 25
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PROVINCE OF LEINSTER

COUNTY CARLOW

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Va/ue o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
13,224 7 1 4,356 12 9̂ 4 33

1832
13,224 7 1 7,425 P/4 56

1833
13,224 7 1 9,306 8 2V2 70

1831-33
39,672 1 3 21,088 7 2 53

COUNTY DUBLIN

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
15,905 16 4'/2 2,409 2 11‘/2 15

1832
15,905 16 4'/2 4,573 19 VA 29

1833
15,905 16 4Vz 6,508 19 7% 41

1831 - 33
47,717 9 r/2 13,492 1 8% 28
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COUNTY KILDARE

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

F a/w e o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Fla/we o /  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
16,634 6 8'/4 4,253 0 8% 26

1832
16,634 6 8% 8,251 11 P/4 50

1833
16,634 6 8% 10,613 19 l l ‘/2 64

/ S i /  - 33
49,903 0 oy4 23,118 11 9'/2 46

COUNTY KILKENNY

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
30,825 16 4'/2 15,562 0 3 51

1832
30,825 16 4'/2 24,348 11 7>/2 79

1833
30,825 16 4'/2 24,897 6 P/4 81

1831 - 33
92,477 9 l'/2 64,807 18 IP /4 70
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KING’S COUNTY

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
13,076 18 IP /4 2,369 5 10'/4 18

1832
13,076 18 IP /4 5,139 8 TA 39

1833
13,076 18 11% 7,882 8 10% 60

1831 - 33
39,230 16 11'/4 15,391 3 4'/2 39

COUNTY LONGFORD

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Compos 11 u)n

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Fa/we 0 /" 
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
8,781 19 V/2 1,997 1 6% 23

1832
8,781 19 V/2 4,533 14 6% 52

1833
8,781 19 r /2 7,831 6 l l ‘/2 89

1831 - 33
26,345 17 4'/2 14,352 3 0 1 /2 55
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COUNTY LOUTH

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
13,508 0 2 ‘/4 4,131 9 IV2 31

1832
13,508 0 2'/4 9,282 18 9% 69

1833
13,508 0 2'/4 11,133 2 5'/2 82

1831 - 33
40,524 0 6Y4 24,547 10 ioy4 61

COUNTY MEATH

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
28,885 1 IV2 2,142 19 11% 7

1832
28,885 1 TA 3,948 15 10 14

1833
28,885 1 TA 11,299 17 10'/2 39

1831 - 33
86,655 4 10'/2 28,885 1 IV2 20
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QUEEN’S COUNTY

Total Value o f Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
14,832 TA 3 ‘/4 8,144 19 P/4 55

1832
14,832 T/i 3 ‘/4 11,492 15 9'/2 78

1833
14,832 T/i 3'/4 13,073 16 3Y4 88

I83I 33
44,497 2 '/2 32,1 W 11 3 74

COUNTY W ESTM EATH

Total Value o f Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
12,580 13 4'/4 1,776 16 3% 14

1832
12,580 13 4% 4,720 4 i r /2 36

1833
12,580 13 4'/4 6,368 13 9 51

1831 - 33
37,742 0 0V4 12,865 14 lP /4 34
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COUNTY W EXFORD

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
28,519 1 5 12,053 14 5'/2 42

1832
28,519 1 5 23,053 15 \0V2 81

1833
28,519 1 5 24,399 14 6 86

1831 - 33
85,557 4 3 59,507 4 10 70

COUNTY W ICKLOW

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
13,293 1 1 1,951 13 10% 15

1832
13,293 1 1 3,774 2 VA 28

1833
13,293 1 1 5,329 18 V/4 40

1831 - 33
39,879 3 3 11,055 14 3% 28
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PROVINCE OF MUNSTER

COUNTY CLARE

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
14,996 16 4Va 1,460 19 5 10

1832
14,996 16 4V4 3,515 14 1% 23

1833
14,996 16 4Va 11,493 15 1 5 ' / 2 77

1831 - 33
44,990 19 2% 16,470 19 9Va 37

COUNTY CORK

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Fa/we o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
107,73

2
4 0 19,794 5 8 18

1832
107,73

2
4 0 49,704 9 71/2 46

1833
107,73

2
4 0 78,351 12 2V4 73

1831 - 33
323,19

6
12 0 147,85

0
7 6% 46
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COUNTY KERRY

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Fa/we o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
18,422 9 4% 1,371 19 4^4 7

1832
18,422 9 4% 6,224 13 9 34

1833
18,422 9 4V4 12,771 18 2'/2 69

/S57 - 33
55,267 8 2 ‘/4 20,368 11 4'/2 37

COUNTY LIMERICK

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
33,600 11 3% 7,170 9 11'/4 21

1832
33,600 11 3'/4 12,031 18 2V4 36

1833
33,600 11 3>/4 32,813 15 3'/2 98

1831 - 33
100,80

1
13 9^4 52,016 3 5'/2 52
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COUNTY TIPPERARY

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Fia/we o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Fa/we o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
49,367 4 11‘/4 18,428 10 l ' / 2 37

1832
49,367 4 l l ‘/ 4 31,791 18 yA 64

1833
49,367 4 11% 39,759 15 P / 4 81

/ S i /  - 33
148,10

1
14 9% 89,980 3 7 61

COUNTY WATERFORD

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
21,245 1 9Vi 4,719 2 2% 22

1832
21,245 1 9Vi 14,745 6 l l * / 4 46

1833
21,245 1 9Vi 9,866 8 9V4 69

I83 I  - 33
63,735 5 4'/2 29,330 17 l P / 4 46
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PROVINCE OF ULSTER

COUNTY ANTRIM

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
20,799 8 0V4 419 5 2 2

1832
20,799 8 OVa 599 11 2 3

1833
20,799 8 OVa 1,067 14 5 5

1831 - 33
62,398 4 2V2 2,086 10 9 3

COUNTY ARMAGH

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
13,683 8 ll*/2 1,221 14 6'/4 9

1832
13,683 8 11'/2 3,361 5 3% 25

1833
13,683 8 IV /2 8,220 11 0‘/2 60

1831 - 33
41,050 6 10'/2 12,803 10 10 31
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COUNTY CAVAN

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

W ithheld as 
a

Percentage  
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
13,683 8 l l ‘/2 536 11 l'/2 5

1822
13,683 8 11'/2 3,361 5 3% 21

1833
13,683 8 ir/2 8,220 11 0'/2 45

1831 - 33
41,050 6 10'/2 8,157 4 1 24

CO U N T Y  DERRY

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

W ithheld as 
a

Percentage  
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
18,152 19 6 V, 485 4 2'/2 3

1832
18,152 19 6 V4 1,523 5 9 8

1833
18,152 19 6 V4 3,386 16 7 19

1831 - 33
54,458 18 SV2 5,395 6 6'/2 10
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COUNTY DONEGAL

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
18,963 13 2 3,903 17 6 21

1832
18,963 13 2 8,189 3 TA 43

1833
18,963 13 2 14,166 1 6'/4 75

1831 33
56,890 19 6 26,259 2 TA 46

COUNTY DOWN

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
26,393 19 11 1,397 18 3'/2 5

1832
26,393 19 11 3,215 5 o y 4 12

1833
26,393 19 11 8,360 10 p /4 32

1831 - 33
79,181 19 9 12,973 13 6 16
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COUNTY FERMANAGH

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

183}
7,262 1 8% 473 13 l '/2 7

1832
7,262 1 8 ‘/4 1,024 15 4V2 14

1833
7,262 1 8'/4 1,505 0 9Vz 21

1831 - 33
21,786 5 OVa 3,002 8 15 '/2 14

COUNTY MONAGHAN

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
11,961 5 1 1,875 12 7 16

1832
11,961 5 1 3,718 10 8V4 31

1833
11,961 5 1 8,927 2 2% 75

1831 - 33
35,883 15 3 14,521 5 6 41
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COUNTY TYRONE

Total Value o f  Tithe 
Composition

Value o f  Tithes 
Withheld

Value o f  
Tithes 

Withheld as 
a

Percentage 
o f  the Total

£ s d £ s d %

1831
20,603 11 4V4 1,036 3 5'/2 5

1832
20,603 11 4V4 2,818 12 3'/2 14

1833
20,603 11 4% 5,074 1 1 25

1831 - 33
61,810 13 2% 8,928 16 10 14

SOURCES:
A Return o f  the Amount o f  Composition fo r  Tithes in Ireland, H.C. 1834 (309), xliii, 265.
Return o f  Amount o f  Composition fo r  Tithes in Ireland in Diocese o f  Ossory, H. C. 1834 (401), xliii, 317 
Return o f  Amount o f  Composition fo r  Tithes in Ireland in Dioceses o f  Tuam and Kildare, H C. 1834 (333), 
xliii, 311.
Return o f  Applications fo r  Relief by Owners o f  Tithes in Ireland, 1831-33, H.C. 1834 (382), xliii, 321. 
Ih ird  Report o f  His M ajesty's Ecclesiastical Commissioners on Ecclesiastical Revenue and Patronage in 
Ireland, H.C. 1836 (246), xxv, 7.
Fourth Report o f  His M ajesty’s Ecclesiastical Commissioners on Ecclesiastical Revenue and Patronage in 
Ireland, H.C., 1837 (500), xxi, 381.
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